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SECTION 1

INTRGOUCTION AND SUMMARY

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

The U.S. Air Force currently loses about 75 fighter, trainer, and attack
aircraft each year in major accidents. Each aircraft crash is investigated to
determine the cause. The provision of a crash survivable flight data recorder
(CSFDR) system that provides data for that investigation would improve the
investigation effectiveness such that actions could be taken resulting from
the findings to prevent reoccurrence. If this should reduce the number of
future accidents even by a few percent, the consequent cost savings would be
substantial. There has been therefore a requirement for the investigation of
the installation :f a CSFDR system into those aircraft types.

Current CIFDR systems were designed for the commercial aircraft field
and' are too bulky and heavy to be considered for these high-density aircraft.
With recent improvements in technolog,, particularly crash protection tech-
niques, data storage, and data processing and compression, it is possible to
build systems that are considerably lighter and smaller than previously designed.

Accovdingly, this program has been underlaken to attempt to provide the

U.S. Air Force with information adequate to determine whether a CSFDR develop-
ment program should be begun. Specific questions to be answered include:

0 Performance requirements for a CSFDR

* Technology advances appropriate tI a modern CSFDR design

* Size, weight, and lif, -cycle coSt penalties of a CSFDR

* Expected system benefits and benefit/cost ratio

* Required detailed technological developments that could be under-
taken to improve the benefit/penalty performance

Although the program undertaken by AiResearch, together with Normalair-
Garrett Limited (NGL) as coinvestigator, has been modest in funded scope of
effort, the essential program objectives have been met. The provision of CSFDR
systems for these aircraft would be hignly cost effective, and development can
and should begin now in order to minimize losses of aircraft and lives.

PROGRAM METHOIDS OVERV IEW

The organization of the study has proceeded essentially as outlined in the
AiResearch-NGL proposal and is shown in Figure 1-1. The sequence h.3s been as
f-Dllows:

* Obtain data to define system requirements

[ 0 Evolve consensus requirement set

~81-17h93
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Ib

0 Review available technology

0 Develop configurations to apply this technology to the requirements

* Develop potential benefits and costs

The initial task obtained a substantial data base from which to develop
system requirements. Accident investigation authorities were interviewed,
including military program and safety offices, civilian aviation safety
authorities, and aircraft manufacturers, both in the U.S. and in Europe.
Reports on these interviews are included in Appendix G.

The data base was next resolved into actual system capability requirements.
An analytic procedure was developed, which resulted in a well-substantiated
list of priorities for those parameters that should be stored. Less unanimity
was evident in the matter of data sampling rates, and a major program effort
was expended to compare data compression algorithms and to evolve a technique
that would minimize the data storage size requirement without sacrificing
the ability to follow aircraft and system dynamics. The requirements for
survivability were also reviewed in an attempt to determine the relevance of
transport aircraft digital flight data recorder (DFDR) system survivability
specifications to the CSFDR problem for fighter aircraft.

The technology review was relatively conventional in all but two aspects--
survivability and data storage. Testing was accomplished for certain data
store protection techniques. Data storage technology was evaluated, with
emphasis on high-density magnetic tape and the emerging electrically-alterable
solid-state devices.

System configurations were developed to satisfy the range of CSFDR system
requirements. These included the three alternative configurations specified
in the program statement of work, as well as some further alternatives that
could not be definitively resolved by the contractor. No effort was made to
design exotic device or packaging technology into the data acquisition and
processing segment of the system; costs, including maintainabilty costs, were
the controlling factor in this segment. However, in the data storage element,
some technology push is assumed in order to minimize size and weight of the
protection subsystem and the weight and balance impact of the data storage
module.

Estimates were made of system acquisition and other cost elements relevant
to the life-cycle cost. An estimate was also made of the potential and pre-
Jicted savings, based on recent accident history and probable improvements in
resolution of accident causes.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

Parameter Selection and Sampling Rates

The table of selected parameters and sampling rates from Section 3 isIi shown here as Table 1-1. The sampling rates are designed to keep successive
samples within the accuracy band for most aircraft operations, with some

AIRESEAURCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 1-17693
Page 1-3



TABLE 1-1

PARAMETER PRIORITIES ACCURACY AND

SAMPLING RATE REQUIREMENTS

Max. Rate Required Sampling Word

of Change, Accuracy, Rate, Length,
percent per sec percent per sec bit

Airspeed 4 1 2 11

Altitude 1.6 0.125 8 12

Normal Load Factor 100 0.6 16 9

Engine rpm N2  20 2 1 8

Elevator Position 100 4 8 7

Aileron Position 100 4 8 7

Rudder Position 200 4 8 7

Flap Position 6 1 6

Engine Fuel Flow 20 2 1 8

Heading 17 0.5 8 10
9 itch Attitude 17 0.5 8 10

bank Angle 100 0.5 16 10
Engine EST 50 2 2 8

Engine rpm N1  20 2 1 8

Hydraulic Pressure 10 1 6
-len erator 10 1 5
Angle of Attack 100 1 16 9

Master Caution* Discretes -- 1 2 x 16

Yaw Rate 17 2 4 8

Pitch Trim 20 5 1 7

Lateral Acceleration 2 8 8

Power Lever Angle 100 2 8 8

Inverter 10 1 6
Fuel )uantity 0.1 5 1 per 30 sec 7

Radar Altitude 25 0.1 16 8
Leadinq Edge Flaps 100 5 1 7

itch Rate P00 2 8 8

Roll Rate 400 2 16 8SLonqitudinal Acceleration 2 8 8

Engine Oit Preusure 10 6

Stick Position 100 4 8 7
Cabin Pressure 10 1 6

•Outside Air Temperature I 1 8
SRudder Pedal Position 200 4 8 7

SSink Rate 50 2 8 8

I.
F !NOTE: Master Caution words to include auto pi lot, speed brake, and allI

cautionary discretes.

r"zi MNC81-17693fAIRESFARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY Page 1-4



granularity allowed in signal resolution of maximum rates. In accordance with
the primary concerns of most investigative personnel, the parameter selection
proved to contain data that primarily defines: (1) the trajectory of the air-
craft, (2) the orientation and motion of the aircraft, (3) the response of the
aircraft and engines to primary control inputs, and (4) some system character-
istics.

The input sampling data rate to the processing unit is approximately
1800 bit/sec for configuration I and 900 bit/sec for configuration II.

Data Compression Algorithm and Storage Capacity

Data compression was a major task in the program. The desire to conceive
a system that would be compatible with a solid-state data store of practical
size requires the use of data compression to minimize storage requirements.
For example, the configuration I data rate of 1800 bit/sec would result in
approximately 3-Mbit storage requirement for a half-hour of uncompressed data.

The presently preferred algorithm is a comparatively simple form of delta
coding. Sample tests indicate a range of 4 to 10 in available compression
ratio from this algorithm, depending upon aircraft dynamics. It is note-
worthy that this algorithm is fully reversible; i.e., the complete set of
input data can be recovered from the stored information.

Addition of audio data, even for only 10 min of the flight, adds substan-
tially to the storage requirements. For the minimum bit rate expected to
reproduce reasonable quality voice and cockpit sounds, an added 3 Mbit is

required.

If a maintenance capability is added to the optimum configuration this adds
to the storage requirement a further memory between 1 Mbit and 20 Mbit, dependent
on the flight duration, degree of onboard processing, and form of maintenance
recording undertaken. These results are summarized in Table 1-2.

Standardization

The study confirmed the existence of sufficient commonality between the
three primary aircraft, the A-1O, F-15, and F-16, to enable the development
Of a system that would be common to all three. In some cases, there would be
a few unused inputs. Also, there would be some software modules not identical
between the three aircraft, with programming pins to tell the system which
of the included programs to run.

The situation is more complex if tri-service standardization is required.
In particular, if the U.S. Air Force does not require audio data and the U.S.
Navy does, then the storage modules may not be common, and an added circuit
module would be required in the U.S. Navy data processing unit.
Storage Technology

The basic conclusions of the storage media investigation are that magnetic
tape and E2PROM semiconductor devices are the valid contenders, with a decision

8 1-17693
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY Page 1-5
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TABLE 1-2

CSFDR STORAGE CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS

System Capacity Requirement

Configuration 1, parametric data only 160 Kbit

Configuration I, parametric data only 500 Kbit

Configuration I, data and audio (10 mn) 3 Mbit

Configuration I, data and audio (15 min) 4 Mbit

Maintenance storage low requirement 2 Mbit*

Maintenance storage medium 6 Mbit*

Maintenance storage high 16 Mbit*

*Each of these in addition to the selected crash data.

between the two based on memory size and required operational dates. In
particular, the ability to build a semiconductor memory at an acceptable cost
that will survive the crash environment with acceptable data integrity has yet
to be demonstrated. This situation is summarized in Table 1-3 for a range of
decision dates for the range of capacities given above in Table 1-2.

TABLE 1-3

STORAGE TECHNOLOGY SELECTION POSSIBILITIES

Storage Capacity
Required March 1981 Nov 1981 Aug 1983

160 Kbit Tape Solid-state Solid-state
or tape or tape

500 Kbit Tape Solid-state Solid-state
or tape or tape

3 Mbit Tape Tape Solid-state
or tape

6 Mbit Tape Tape SolId-state
or tape

16 Mbit Tape Tape Tape

I

8 1-17693
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RECOMMENDED FOLLOW-ON TASKS

As a result of the study and consideration of the requirements for follow-on
work, the following is a recommendation for specific areas of work that should

be carried out prior to award of the full-scale development contract.

0 Evaluate the technology risk involved in utilizing solid-state
memory by using development hardware to assess the performance in

the required operational and crash environments and their effects

on the data integrity.

* Investigate in more depth the degree of information to be obtained

for accident investigation from audio recording including the use
of free-area microphones.

* Further evaluate compression techniques using real aircraft data
to determine the practical degree of compression, the applicability
of entropy encoding, and methods using the interrelationship of

parameters.

* Evaluate in detail the requirements for tri-service standardization,

and define the impact upon system requirements.

At this time, it is recommended that any full-scale development program

should develop a storage module interface that would enable utilizing either a

tape recorder or a solid-state solution; this recommendation is due to the
undemonstrated capability, cost, and availability of nonvolatile solid-state
memories. This recommendation could change as a result of the evaluations

recommended above.

TASK FLOW DIAGRAMS REFERENCING

The proposal for this CSFDR study contained flow charts for the tasks to

be performed. These flow charts are re-presented in this section showing the
results of the study and reference to the report section that details the work

carried out (see Figures 1-2 through 1-7).

1W 81-17693
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SECTION 2

NEED FOR PROGRAM

The United States Air Force loses approximately three squadrons of
aircraft each year due to accidents. The information from th!s study indicates
that 10 percent of these accidents could be prevented if more timely and pre-
cise definition of the cause of each accident were available.

The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) states in Safety Recommen-
dations A-78-27 through A-78-29, "Accidents investigation experience with air
carrier aircraft has proven that cockpit voice recorders and flight data
recorders have been invaluable tools in identifying aircraft design deficien-
cies, common operational problems, shortcomings in air traffic control systems,
and the effects of meteorological phenomena on aircraft performance". The same
safety documents cite 194 fatal accidents of air taxi and corporate/executive
operations, with the cause undetermined in 34 cases.

A spokesman for the United Kingdom Ministry of Defense, Inspecinrate of
Flight Safety, stated that in 18 Jaguar aircraft losses the cause was unknown
for 9, although it was thought that in most cases the cause was due to failure
of the navigation equipment. This spokesman felt that 25 percent of these

losses could have been prevented if a crash survivable flight data -ecorder
(CSFDR) had been onboard the aircraft. He also felt that the need for a CSFDR
was great for military aircraft of the future, since electrical control system
failures and integrated displays do not leave evidence within the wreckage to
help determine the cause of the accident. Although no statistics are available
for aircraft of this type, the complexity of aircraft has progressively

increased over the years. Statistics of Navy/Marine aircraft destroyed in
major accidents from 1975 through August 1980 show a distinct trend (see Table
2-1). The percentage of aircraft crashes in which the cause is not determined
appears to be increasing in later years. Statistics for aircraft lost in water
have not been included as the recoverability of the aircraft could influence
the results.

TABLE 2-1

NAVY/MARINE AIRCRAFT CRASH STATISTICS

Year 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Aircraft lost on land 52 50 63 53 55 41

Number where cause is determined 51 46 60 43 47 34

Percentage where cause not determined 1.9 8 4.7 18 14.5 17

If a CSFDR were fitted to an aircraft that crashed and the data were

available to the investigation board, it is expected that the cost of the
investigation would be reduced and confidence in the determination of the cause
would be increased.

IT
3 AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 8 1-17693
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This recorded data can show deficiencies in pilot training methods,
operational procedures, or limitations within the aircraft design, which if
corrected could prevent recurrence of similar accidents. Without the avail-
ability of the recorded data, these deficiencies might not be discovered; this
means that other accidents from the same primary cause are a possibility. A
qualified authority in Europe states that there is usually more than one con-
tributing factor in most accidents. He also stated that it is potentially
damaging to the reputation of the airline if more than one accident occurs
and the cause is determined to be of the same origin.

Details of 818 USAF accidents involving fighter attack and training air-
craft since 1976 were obtained from Norton AFB. An analysis of these details
indicate that in 21.5 percent of the Class A accidents the cause was not
determined, and in 21.5 percent of the other cases, the report was inconclusive
as to the cause.

*-4
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SECTION 3

DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

In order to define the requirements for an optimum crash survivable flight
data recorder (CSFDR) system to assist with accident investigation, data from
authorities in this field were compiled and evaluated. This information
included optimum information that should be recorded, the required accuracies,
recording duration, and the memory module survival requirements.

The following paragraphs define the design requirements for CSFDR system
and include the rationale for the selection of these requirements.

PARAMETER PRIORITIES

Lists of parameters considered potentially critical in determining the
cause of an accident were obtained from several qualified agencies, both
in North America and in Europe. To enable a priority to be placed on the
possible parameters to be recorded, the parameters contained in each list are
given a priority number. This number was chosen by consideration of the
relevance to the aircraft being considered in this study, and by the priority
placed on the parameter within the list by each agency.

Table 3-1 details the source of each list, the aircraft category for which
the list was prepared, and the priority numbers that have been placed on those
parameters. Figur3 3-1 gives a histogram for the candidate parameters. This
enables these parameters to be placed in order of priority so that the importance
of each parameter may be assessed when preparing a particular aircraft installa-
tion.

It should be noted that for specific aircraft, certain parameters could
have particular significance for accident investigation purposes. This
cannot be shown in a generalized list.

The primary objective of this study is to determine if a CSFDR system is
cost effective for fighter, attack, and training aircraft. Of the six lists
(which can be found in Appendix A), two are concerned with commercial and gen-
eral aviation requirements and consequently have been given the lowest priority
number. The parameter list for the F-18A is given the next priority, even
though it is a fighter/attack aircraft. This list was prepared with the
mode of operation, often from a carrier base, taken into consideration. The
other lists were prepared for aircraft of the types to be investigated for
this study. All have been given a similar priority rating.

SAIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY Page 3-1
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Figure 3-1. Parameter Priorities
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The Civil Aviation Authority directive for fitment of a CSFDR states that
the objective in the selection of parameters is to obtain the following
information:

(a) The flight path of the aircraft

(b) The attitude of the aircraft in achieving that flight path

(c) The basic forces acting upon the aircraft and resulting in achieved
flight path, such as lift, drag, thrust, control forces

(d) The general origin of the basic forces and influences, such as naviga-
tion information and aircraft system status information

In addition to this data, which will enable a three-dimensional flight path
of the aircraft to be produced, information is required to enable determination
of the area in which any problem originates. This requires the storage of the
following information:

(a) States of major aircraft systems

(b) Events contributing to the aircraft forces

(c) The environmental conditions present at the time

Although Figure 3-1 provides an idea with respect to preparation of the
parameter list for a particular aircraft, the requirements listed above should
not be neglected, especially if the aircraft has an unusual control configuration.

Audio Recording

One of the tasks undertaken as part of this study was to evaluate the
importance and impact of adding the recording of audio to the CSFOR system.
All of the personnel surveyed during this study were questioned on their opinion
about the recording of audio for accident investigation purposes. The consensus
was that for a single-seat aircraft the recording of audio, although useful,
was not a maximum priority.

The United Kingdom accident investigation branch felt that a "hot mike"
audio input should be recorded to pick up other audible sounds within the cock-
pit in addition to as the pilots communications inputs. A representative of
the United Kingdom Inspectorate of Flight Safety mentioned that the audio
recording of the two Tornados that crashed was extremely useful in determina-
tion of the cause.

If solid-state storage is to be used for recording of audio information,
the audio must be digitized prior to storage. The recording of audio, using
even the latest available compression technology with silence editing (see
Section 4), requires a memory size of about 2.5 Mbits to store the last 10 min.
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At this time and for this application, the additional cost of adding the
memory and compression circuitry does not appear to be justified if a solid-
state storage module is utilized. This could be modified by the findings of
a more detailed investigation into the usefulness of audio or if tri-service
standardization is required.

It is possible that the future availability of vocoders, which will allow
a higher compression, together with the increased packing density of future
memory chips could change this situation.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

Most of the agencies contacted were surveyed on their views of parameter
sampling rates and accuracies required for accident investigation purposes on
fighter, attack, and training aircraft. John Sturgeon of the Royal Aircraft
Establishment at Farnborough, engineering advisor to United Kingdon Civil
Aviation Authority and The Royal Air Force on flight data recorders, provided
the only definitive information, which is included in Appendix A.

Information is available for commercial aircraft requirements, but
the sampling rates need to be increased for the more maneuverable aircraft
being considered. Details of the maximum rates of change to be expected for
each parameter on the three aircraft types being studied are included in
Table 3-2. From these maximum rates of change and the required accuracy, an
estimate was made for the sampling rates that compares closely with those sub-
mitted by John Sturgeon (see Appendix B). Norton AFISC/SESD stated each
parameter should be accurate enough to monitor normal instrument fluctuations.

NTSB recommendations A-78-27 through A-78-29 provide accuracy requirements
for the recommended parameters. With these guidelines, the accuracy for each
parameter was determined. The NTSB recommendation also includes a minimum
resolution requirement.

Using the maximum rates of change, which could be present under crash
conditions, the sampling rates were determined. These were selected so
that under normal operating rates of change, the parameter profile could
be determined within the accuracy required. Figure 3-2 shows a typical method
of determining the parameter profile.

The discussions with accident investigation personnel indicated that in the
majority of accidents, the data from the 5 min prior to crash contained the most
critical information and should, if possible, be stored uncompressed or stored
in such a way that the data is completely reconstructable. It is probable that
during the last few minutes prior to crash at least one, if not more, of the
parameters will be changing at a rate approaching maximum.

During this critical period, the equipment providing the signals of the
important parameters is required to be fully operational and should not be shed
if load shedding is necessary. Additionally, equipment that would not be essen-
tial for flight but would provide important signals to the CSFDR will be required
to change to flight essential.

AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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TABLE 3-2

PARAMETER PRIORITIES ACCURACY ANID
SAMPLING RATE REQUIREMENTS

Max. Rate Required Sampling Word

of Change, Accuracy, Rate, per Length,
percent per sec percent sec- bit

Airspeed 4 1 2 11
Altitude 1.6 0.125 8 12
Normal Load Factor 100 0.6 16 9
Engine rpm N2  20 2 1 8
Elevator Position 100 4 8 7
Aileron Position 100 4 8 7
Rudder Position 200 4 8 7
Flap Position 6 1 6
Engine Fuel Flow 20 2 1 8
Heading 17 0.5 8 10
Pitch Attitude 17 0.5 8 10
Bank Angle 100 0.5 16 10
Engine Egt 50 2 2 8
Engine rpm N I  20 2 1 8
Hydraulic Pressure 10 1 6
Generator 10 1 6
Angle of Attack 100 1 16 9
Master Caution* Discretes -- 1 2 x 16
Yaw Rate 17 2 4 8
Pitch Trim 20 5 1 7
Lateral Acceleration 2 8 8
Power Lever Angle 100 2 1 8
I nverter 10 1 6
Fuel Quantity 0.1 5 1 per 16 sec 7
Radar Altitude 25 0.1 16 11
Leading Edge Flaps 100 5 1 7
Pitch Rate 100 2 8 8
Roll Rate 400 2 16 8
Longitudinal Acceleration 2 8 8
Engine Oil Pressure 10 1
Stick Position 100 4 8 7
Cabin Pressure 10 1 6
Outside Air Temperature 1 1 8
Rudder Pedal Position 200 4 8 7

Sink Rate 50 2 8 8

*Elapsed time count included within stored data.

NOTE: Master caution words to include auto pilot, speed brake, and all
cautionary discretes.

i
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* MAX RATE OF CHANGE OF BANK ANGLE 3150 PER SEC

* MAX RATE OF CHANGE OF ROLL RATE 11460 PER SEC 2

OR 1430 PER SEC IN 1/S SEC

6
BANK
ANGLE 4- 710 PER SEC

2-

0-- --

0 1/8 1/4

SEC SEC

A 12761

Figure 3-2. Derivation of Sampling Rate for Bank Angie

If an aircraft carrying a CSFDR system crashes in hostile territory,
it is possible that information contained within the stored data could be
analyzed to determine the operational performance and tactical information.
Data encryption devices are available from more than one source, thereby making
it possible to scramble the data during the record process while still being
able to replay that data if the scrambling code is known.

RECORD DURATION AND SPECIFIC EVENTS REQUIRING STORAGE

The views expressed by the different accident investigation organizations
and other personnel involved with accident investigation differ widely with
respect to the minimum memory duration required for a CSFDR. The shortest time
duration considered necessary is 10 min; the longest is the maximum duration
for one complete flight of the aircraft concerned.

The main arguments made for the longer duration are that confidence can be
gained with respect to the functional status and calibration of each of the
signal inputs to the system. This is primarily achieved by checking the excur-
sions of the parameters during the previous landing and takeoff. If the CSFDR
system is organized such as to store data from the preflight control exercising
and the takeoff, the majority of experts accepted that 15 to 30 min of memory
duration would be adequate. Some considered that if the system also carried
out a maintenance function, and if the maintenance storage module were removed
after each flight, then the storage of the preflight and takeoff data would not
be necessary.

81-17693
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The graph shown in Figure 3-3 depicts an accident recording time distribu-
tion, obtained during the course of this study. To ensure its validity a
copy was sent to NTSB. Their reply is included in Appendix I, which makes the
case for recording of the takeoff and landing prior to the accident, and should
include exercising of the controls. In this case only 10 to 15 min of the
last data are considered sufficient.

CRASH SURVIVAL REQUIREMENTS

If a CSFDR system is fitted to an aircraft it is the prime requisite that
the data storage module survives the accident, such that the data can be
extracted and analyzed.

The majority of current crash protected recorders utilize maqnetic tape
recorders contained within an enclosure that is crash hardened to meet the
requirements of TSOC51a. This requirement was prepared for recorders installed

in commercial aircraft. For this application, with aircraft th3t are consider-
ably faster and contain less fuel, the requi-ement could be TOO st'inqent in
some areas and not strinqent enough in others.

90 0 !

80

70- 40P 4

7-15 MINUTES RECORDING TIME
160 -!.PRIOR TO INCIDENT /ACCIDENT

[ ii0
P NI T AUDIO DATA

j i3 SENSOR DATA

!i
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

PERTINENT RECORDING TIME (MINUTES)
TOD A 7301 V .1E

Figure 3-3. Accident Recording Time Distribtuion (Data
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Contact was made with Dr. Thomson of the Impact Dynamics Research Facility
at Langley, Virginia. Dr. Thomson has extrapolated results obtained from
civilian crashes, taking into account details of a typical fighter aircraft
structure, to obtain an estimate of the maximum shock to be experienced by any
equipment fitted in a fighter that crashes. He estimates the shock to be a
maximum of 1000 g with a duration of 35 ms. He expects the shock to be a tri-
angular waveform with linear rise and fall and a rise time of between 20 and 80
percent of the duration. This compares to the TSOC51(a) requirement of 1000 g
for a 5-ms half sinewave.

The department run by Dr. John Parker at NASA AMES Moffat Field has
carried out tests with fuel fires such that an estimate can be made of the
temperatures and duration of fires resulting from an aircraft crash. Joseph
Mansfield within this department quoted the following details:

Temperatures measured above a pool fire

at 4.7 ft 13000C

at 9.4 ft 13600C

at 18.8 ft 14000C

1/4 in. depth of fuel will burn in I min on a flat surface. Fuel flowing at
150 gallons per minute will produce a fire of 18 ft radius, 600 gallons per
minute 35 ft radius, 2400 gallons per minute 70 ft radius. For the aircraft
being considered the maximum fuel carried without external tanks is less than
1800 gallons. If this leaks at a rate of 150 gallons per minute it will pro-
duce a fire lasting for just over 12 min. If there is a severe impact, fuel
is likely to leak at a higher rate than this. If the impact causes a lower
fuel leakage rate the radius of the fire will be smaller and will probably not
engulf the tail of the aircraft where the storage module is expected to be

installed.

Even if the storage medium is crash hardened it is adv;sable to install it
within the aircraft in a position where the crash conditions are likely to be
least severe and where the unit is most likely to be easily recovered from the
wreckage. It is universally accepted that the tail section of the aircraft
more frequently survives an aircraft crash than any other section. All of the
personnel contacted during the course of this study recommend installation as
far aft as possible, away from the fuel tanks and not in front or close to any
heavy structure or objects such as engines. This is likely to ease the recovery
of the storage module from the wreckage.

The alternative to crash hardening the storage module such that it will
survive an aircraft crash is to ensure that the module does not end up in the
crash or any resultant fire. In an attempt to achieve this, several different

types of ejectable or deployable modules have been produced over the years.
The only systems that claim any degree of success use one of two basic methods:
eitlier pyrotechnic means of ejection or the aerodynamic properties of an
airfoil.

I
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Due to the obvious danger associated with pyrotechnic systems this can be
disregarded unless the storage module were attached to the pilot's ejection
seat. This would present an optimum solution if it were certain the pilot
would or could eject prior to the crash. Out of 818 U.S. Air Force fighter
attack and trainer aircraft involved in accidents since 1976, 325 aircraft
were lost and in only 192 cases did the pilot eject.

The airfoil system theoretically deploys on impact such that its aero-
dynamic properties cause it to fly away from the immediate crash area. The
drawbacks of this type of system are: (1) there is a high cost of developing
an airfoil for each aircraft type; (2) modification of the aircraft structure
would be required to fit the airfoil; (3) there is a possibility of inadvertent
deployment; (4) and when deployed the storage module could still end up in the
crash area, particularly in a fire area.

Present airfoil design is such that the device will float in water.
Deployment in general is initiated by frangible switches that break as soon as
the aircraft structure is deformed. In addition, a crash position indicator
is fitted within the airfoil.

The location and recovery of an aircraft that crashes into water is
extremely difficult and expensive. If the crashed aircraft contained a CSFDR,
the protected memory module would require to be found and retrieved. This
would be difficult unless the memory module were within an airfoil that was

deployed.

Only if a large proportion of crashes occur in water does this become a
viable solution. Of the 818 accidents analyzed, less than 6.2 percent crashed
in water. For this reason, the use of a deployable memory module is not
recommended. However, consideration should be given to the installation of an
underwater locator beacon, to aid with the location of the crash protected
memory module. Due to the cost and weight of such devices, and to the low pro-
portion of aircraft that crash into water, such devices are not considered
generally warranted.

LOGISTIC CONSIDERATIONS

A CSFDR system provided for aircraft accident investigation purposes will
hopefully never be used on that particular aircraft, since it is provided
only to make information available about a flight in which there was an
incident or accident, to assist with determination of the cause. It is impor-
tant that the system be fully functional if this incident or accident occurs.
Built-in test can provide a limited degree of confidence that the system is
functioning. The failure of an individual signal source, not utilized and

checked by other aircraft equipment, could remain undetected unless periodic
checks are made on the total CSFDR system including the signal sources.

It is possible for the processor to detect if any of the signals has
deviated outside its normal range where there is a dircet interrelationship
between two or more parameters so that between rudder pedal position and

rudder position any discrepancy can be flagged. For parameters such as the
discretes and hydraulic pressures, no practical method of determining if the
sensor has failed is available.

81-17693
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It is not practical to carry out periodic calibration checks on each
parameter, except possibly during a major aircraft maintenance check. If a
periodic replay is made of data stored during a flight, and the stored data
includes the pretakeoff checks and takeoff data together with the last landing,
analysis of the data should indicate if any parameter is not functioning cor-
rectly.

With the use of a solid-state storage medium, where the memory can deterio-
rate with the number of erase/write cycles, it is necessary to check the integ-
rity of the store periodically. With the Intel E2 store, this is possible by
carrying out a soft erase and then reading the data still contained in the
store.

Since the crash protected storage module is likely to be positioned in a
relatively inaccessible location in the aircraft, periodic review of the data
would make it necessary to milk that module in place. As part of the life-
cycle costing, the provision of flight line test units at each of the aircraft
locations has been included. These flight line test units will enable a
qualitative check on the memory module to be carried out. Each will contain
a cartridge memory onto which the storage module can be milked, with provision
to input header data for the particular aircraft and date. Each cartridge
will have the capacity to accept data from several aircraft.

It is assumed that the analysis of the data to ensure correct operation of
the CSFDR system will be carried out at intermediate repair facilities. Fail-

ure isolation and repair for all except the processor circuit card is assumed
to be carried out at the same facilities, and stand-alone test units will be
provisioned.

STANDARDIZATION

One of the objectives of this study was to determine both the requirements
and potential for standardization on a CSFDR system. Standardization was to be
investigated for tri-service application for all aircraft types with a similar
basic function as well as for different functional aircraft types. The primary
objective was to produce an optimum configuration applicable for all USAF
fighter, training, and attack aircraft and then to determine the impact on that
configuration for tri-service applications and for bomber and transport air-
craft.

The major differences to be encountered from one aircraft type to another
that have the same basic functions lie in the available signal sources for each
of the parameters forming part of the basic requirement. Provision has been
made within the proposed design to accommodate these variations (see Section 6).

For the tri-service application, the requirements and basic differences
* in operation and aircraft type have to be considered, together with any
* specific requirements of each service. A large proportion of the U.S. Navy

flights are carried out over water. Of 557 aircraft lost between 1975 and
mid-1980, 43 percent were lost in water. In consequence they require that the
data storage module for the CSFDR be deployable and also contain a crash posi-

tion indicator (CPI). This is to ensure both that the position of the wreckage

81-17693
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is identified and the recording can be recovered without the high cost of
recovery from the wreckage.

The U.S. Navy also include the requirement that audio from the pilot's
communications system should be stored. To accommodate these requirements
if not fitted, a separate storage module could be utilized for the audio,
and both this module and the module provisioned for data could be fitted
within a deployable airfoil. Space provision could he made for fitment of
the single circuit card required to condition and compress the audio data
within the processing unit. When vocoders and the higher capacity storage
chips are available, it would be practable to provision two identical storage
modules, one for audio and one for the digital data. Alternatively, if the
storage module were developed to have adequate capacity for audio, both could
be incorporated in a common store.

The majority of U.S. Army aircraft are helicopters. A CSFDR system for

helicopter applications would require the recording of different parameters.
These parameters are likely to be monitored by transducers or equipment produc-
ing signals with the same basic ranges as those considered for this program,
and the required sampling rates are likely to be of the same order. To accom-
modate this within the system will require at least the change of system
firmware.

For use with bomber and transport aircraft there are several considera-

tions to be taken into account:

(a) In general, bomber and transport aircraft have four engines. Even
to store the same parameter information as for fighters and attack
aircraft, the number of parameters to condition from the engines
will be doubled. This would require one additional circuit card.

(b) Due to the flight duration of these aircraft and the possibility
that a problem with an engine could contribute to the cause of an
accident even though it happened some time before, the duration of
recording required is considerably longer.

(c) The sampling rates determined for some of the flight profile and
flight control parameters for a fighter/attack aircraft are likely
to give a higher than necessary resolution if utilized on a bomber-
transport aircraft.

From the above, it is not considered cost-effective to have one CSFDR
syste. tailored for both applications, although the basic design of the acqui-
sition system modules could remain the same.

MAINTENANCE RECORDING

All of the personnel responsible for maintenance recording and collection
of data for performance work, as well as the airframe manufacturers consulted,
considered it would be advantageous if the CSFDR system included any requiredIi maintenance recording function. For configuration III (see Section 6), the
study objective is to evaluate the Impact on the design of adding parameters
associated with structural integrity, turbine engine health, and flight control

Ij monitoring.

81-17693
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There are several programs sponsored or carried out by the USAF that
require some ftrm of data acquisition and recording, each wi iii different
objective. There are programs concerned with engine health and performance,
with the objective to improve system support costs and aircraft operational
availability. Other programs are concerned with obtaining information relating
to fracture mechanics, structural strength requirements for future aircraft,
and the Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP).

Included in the parameter list table derived for the CSFDR (see Table 3-2)
are many of the parameters necessary to be processed and recorded for the above
functions. The numbers and types of additional parameters required to be
processed depend to a large extent on the aircraft configuration, engine type,
and the depth of maintenance to be undertaken. The size of the storage module
required for maintenance data also depends on this and to a large extent upon
the degree and type of data compression to be undertaken.

Currently, the U.S. Air Force is evaluating a turbine engine maintenance
system (TEMS) fitted to the A-10 aircraft. This system processes 13 parameters
from each engine and 7 airframe inputs. The degree of data compression is suc.
that only relevant information is stored and an 8 kbit store is adequate. To
accommodate this type of system within the configuration I approach would
involve the addition of one circuit card for the additional signal interface and
conversion and a nonvolatile memory chip that could store data for post-flight

analysis. The TEMS system has a suitcase display to detail required maintenance
actions. This would also have to be included with the system and could incor-
porate the capability to transfer and evaluate crash data on a periodic basis,
as discussed above.

A4 Another program carried out over the last few years for the F-101 engine is
central integrated test subsystem evaluation (CITSE). In this, the parameters
to be processed and recorded include those for engine performance trending and
failure prediction. The parameter list is included in Appendix D and includes
approximately 55 analog parameters per engine and 20 discretes. To include the
capability to add this to a CSFDR would impose a large weight and size penalty
to the basic CSFDR processing unit. If it were intended that every system
fitted would contain both functions this would almost certainly be the cost-
effective snlution. This is thought unlikely to occur and therefore it is
recommended that any CITSE requirement would be met with a separate system.

Many other engine health monitoring systems with various degrees of com-
plexity have been suggested and in some cases developed. The large majority
of these systems utilize a tape transport as the storage module and only
process approximately 12 additional parameters for each engine over those
required for the CSFDR system.

In addition to the parameters included within those considered necessary
for a CSFOR system, aircraft flight control monitoring is likely to require
to record or monitor only a limited number of parameters. These will to a
large extent depend upon the particular aircraft flight control systems. When
signals are to be monitored from any of the flight control systems, particular
attention will be required with respect to the isolation of that signal source
to prevent interference or cross coupling.

i~18 1- 17693
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For the aircraft structural integrity program (ASIP), very few of the
parameters are not within the parameter list for the CSFDR system. The data
is currently recorded at a rate of 1920 bits per second with 240 words of 8
bits. No data compression is carried out on the airborne equipment. This
would then require a storage capacity of approximately 14 Mbits for a 2-hr
flight. With the processing capability anticipated for the CSFDR system,
it is expected to carry out some compression on the data.

From the above it can be seen that there is no definitive specification

with respect to the required storage capacity, processing capability, or signal
conditioning for the addition of a maintenance recording function.

A median number of 30 additional parameters to be processed and a tape
transport that can store up to 13 Mbits of data with an extremely low error
rate, necessary if data compression is utilized, would be expected to be
representative of most combinations likely to be required.

SUMMARY OF SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The rationale in the production of the prioritization of the parameter
lists is given in Parameter Priorities (Section 3). The sampling rates and
word lengths considered necessary to provide the accuracy and resolution
required for accident investigation are given in Table 3-2.

For Configuration I, which is required to record the maximum number of
flight parameters, it is preferable to process and store all of the parameters
listed. Some of these parameters have a higher priority for accident investiga-
tion than others. When preparing the installation design for a particular
aircraft, the priority of each parameter should be taken Into account when
the parameter cannot be recorded without installing a new transducer.

All those parameters listed down to pitch trim (shown in Figure 3-1)
should always be made available for processing and storage and those below
depend upon their relative cost and priority.

For some of the three aircraft to be taken as representative for this
study, certain of the parameters contained within the parameter listing are not
available, while other signals from whikh the same information can be obtained
are available. In the case of pitch rate and roll rate, it is possible to
obtain this information from the pitch attitude and bank angle data. In the
case where the rate signals are not available, the sampling rate, would be
increased for the two attitude parameters such that the rate information can
be computed with sufficient accuracy and resolution. This would in turn have
advantages when delta encoding and compression are used, since under normal
flight conditions a higher compression would be possible.

For the A-10 the normal load factor and lateral and longitudinal accelera-
tion signals are not available; however, the X, Y, and Z velocities are present
on the 1553 data bus. In this case, these signals would be recorded instead.
Where a fuel quantity signal is not available and the bingo discrete is present,

f. this will be recorded.

F
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Parameter lists with details of those parameters where it is recommended
to install transducers for configuration I are given in Tables 3-3 through
3-5 for each of the three aircraft being considered.

From Record Duration and Specific Events Requiring Storage (Section 3),
the required storage duration is a minimum of 15 min if the preflight data is
recorded, giving some degree of confidence in the integrity of each signal
stored. Although the information directly pertaining to an accident will be
contained within this 15 min of stored data, most of the investigation authori-
ties expressed a desire to have recorded some prior data, to enable an assess-
ment of the way in which the aircraft was handling before the onset of problems.
For this reason, a storage duration of 30 min is recommended, in addition to
the storage of preflight information.

The determination to include the recording of audio depends to a large
extent upon the type of memory module to be utilized and its cost in terms of
both size and price. Opinion is divided as to the degree of information obtain-
able from audio, if it were decided that the memory module for data would be a
tape recorder, the additional cost of recording audio would be sufficiently low
to warrant its inclusion.

In general, the European accident investigation agencies are in favor of
recording cockpit audio in addition to the pilots voice communication. The
British Accident Investigation Branch utilize the cockpit audio with spectrum
analysis to indicate operation of switches and actuators.

For the type of aircraft being considered with the high-ambient noise
level, additional evalution is required prior to making any decision as to
whether this should be included as a requirement.

Tri-Service Considerations

If either of the configurations I or II are to be produced for installation
by the three services, the basic requirement could be modified.

The Naval requirements include both deployability of the storage module
and audio. To be applicable for tri-service use, the data acquisition and pro-
cessing unit would be the same but include space provision for an audio circuit
module unless required for general use. Only the audio circuit module and
exchange of the firmware module would be required to make that unit applicable
for Naval use. The memory module could then be installed in an airfoil instead
of within a crash hardened container.

The configuration I requirement for a data acquisition and processing unit
has the following minimum signal input capability:

Synchros 9

Dc Inputs 10I.
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TABLE 3-3

A-10 PARAMETERS FOR CONFIGURATION I

Signal Type Word Length Sampling Rate

Airspeed 1553 11 2

Altitude 1553 12 8

Velocity Y 1553 9 16

Engine rpm N2  0 to 5 v 8 1

Elevator position New transducer 7 8

Aileron position New transducer 7 8

Rudder position New transducer 7 8

Flap position 0 to I v 6 1

Engine fuel flow 8 1

Heading 1553 10 8

Pitch attitude 1553 10 16

Bank angle 1553 10 32

Interturbine temperature 20 to 40 mv 8 2

Engine rpm N, Tacho 8 1

Hydraulic pressure Synchro 6 1

Generator 6 1

Angle of attack 1553 9 16

Master caution 16 x 2 1

Velocity, Z 1553 8 8

Power lever angle New synchro (TEMS) 8 1

Inverter 6 1

Radar altitude 1553 11 16

Oil pressure Synchro 6 1

Outside air temperature 1553 8 1

Speed brake 7 4

APU rpm 0 to I v 8 1

APU EGT 0toIv 8 1
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TABLE 3-4

F-15 PARAMETERS FOR CONFIGURATION I

Word Sampling Rate,
Parameter Source Length per sec Remarks

Airspeed 1553 11 2
Altitude 1553 12 8
Normal load factor 1553 9 16
Engine rpm N2
Stabilator position
Aileron position Synchro* 7 8
Rudder position Synchro* 7 8
Flap position 0 to 10 vdc 6 1
Engine fuel flow Synchro 8 1
Heading 1553 10 8
Pitch attitude 1553 10 8
Bank angle 1553 10 16

Engine FTIT Low level dc 8 1
Engine rpm N I  Tachometer 8 1
Hydraulic pressure X3 Synchro 6 1

Generator X2 MIL-STD-704 6 1
Angle if attack 1553 9 16
Master caution Discrete 2 x 16 1
Yaw rate
Pitch trim
Lateral acceleration
Power level angle
Inverter
Fuel quantity 1553 7 1 every

30 sec
Radar altitude
Leading edge flaps
Pitch rate
Roll rate
Longitudinal acceleration
Engine oil pressure Synchro 6
Stick position
Cabin pressure
Outside air temperature
Rudder pedal position
Sink rate 1553 8 8

Information of signal source availability still not received on above parameters
left blank.

*These are only on 20 percent of aircraft, but wiring is available.

81-17693
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TABLE 3-5

F-16 PARAMETERS FOR CONFIGURATION I

Sampling
Word Rate,

Parameter Source Length per sec Remarks

Airspeed 1553 11 2

Altitude 1553 12 8
Normal load factor 1553 9 16
Engine rpm N2  0 to 5 vdc 8 8
Elevator position LVDT* 7 8
Flaperon position LVDT* 7 8
Rudder position LVDT* 7 8

Engine fuel flow Synchro 8 1
Heading 1553 10 8
Pitch attitude 1553 10 16
Bank angle 1553 10 16
Engine FTIT Dc 8 2 Planned Mod

Engine rpm N1  Tachometer 8 1
Hydraulic pressure X2 Synchro 6 1
Generator X2 MIL-STD-704 6 1
Angle of attack 1553 9 16
Master caution Discrete 16 x 2 1
Yaw rate 1553 8 4
Pitch trim

Lateral acceleration 1553 8 8
Power lever angle Pot 0 to 10 v* 8 1
Inverter X4

Fuel quantity 0 to 5 vdc 7 1 every
30 sec

Radar altitude 1553 11 16

Leading edge flaps 0 to 10 vdc 7 1
Pitch rate 1553 8 8

Roll rate 1553 8 16
Longitudinal acceleration 1553 8 8
Engine oil pressure Synchro 6 1
Stick force LVDT 7 8

Cabin pressure
Free air steam temperature 1553 8 1
Rudder pedal position LVDT 7 8
Vertical velocity 1553 8 8

*These parameters fitted for ASIP and are only on 18 percent of aircraft. The

wiring is in all aircraft.
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Tachometer inputs (0 to 80 Hz, 3 phase) 4

Ac ratio 5

Dc ratio I

Discretes 32

1553 serial data bus (dual) 1

Audio (optional, 1)

The unit must be programmable to control as a minimum the sampling rates
detailed in Tables 3-3 through 3-5 for the A-10, F-15, and F-16.

The configuration II requirement for a data acquisition and processing unit
has the following minimum signal input capability:

Synchro 2

Dc inputs 3

Tachometer inputs 4

Ac ratio 3

Dc ratio A

Discretes 16

1553 serial bus (dual) 1

The unit must be programmable to control as a minimum the sampling rates
detailed in Table 3-6.

The memory module shall store a minimum of 30 min of data for configuration
I, and if the audio option is added, 10 min of audio.

For configuration II the memory module shall store at least 15 min of data.
The recommended parameter list is given in Table 3-6.

Configuration II calls for low development cost and the lowest practical
investment cost while still providing at least the minimal parameters for
accident investigation.

When determining the parameter list for this configuration the objective
in the selection of parameters should be taken into account while utilizing
the priority list.

I
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TAFE 3-6

PARAMETER LIST FOR CONFIGURATION 11

Sampling Rate, Word Length,
per sec bit

Airspeed 2 11

Altitude 8 12

Normal load factor 16 9

Engine rpm 2 1 8

Elevator position 8 7

Aileron position 8 7

Rudder position 8 7

Flap position 1 6

Heading 8 10

Pitch atitude 8 10

Bank angle 16 10

Master caution 1 16

Power lever angle 1 8

Total raw data rate 860 bits per sec

I81-17693
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The parameters for accident investigation are selected to enable determina-

tion of the following:

(a) The flight path of the aircraft

(b) The attitude of the aircraft in achieving that flight path

(c) The forces acting upon the aircraft and resulting in the achieved

flight path (lift, drag, thrust, control forces)

(d) The general origin of the basic forces

Other parameters are recorded to enable any problem to be pinpointed more
accurately.

In producing the parameter list (Table 3-6) for this configuration it was
considered that where signals were not available for monitoring elevator,
aileron, and rudder position these should be installed. Signals are available

on the A-1O, F-15, and F-16 to provide the rest of the information considered
essential.

Special Considerations for A-1O

The A-1O operates the majority of its missions at low level and is
intended as a front line close support aircraft. The aircraft design is such
that it will have the best chance of survival within its expected environment.
The aircraft contains foam-filled fuel tanks, which will hold up to 10,700 lb
of fuel.

In the event of a crash it is likely that the fuel will escape from these
tanks slowly. Any resultant fire is likely to be small and for a relatively
long duration. With a crash survivable storage module located in the tail

area it is probable the fire would not reach that location. It is therefore
recommended that crash protection be to the same level as the olher aircraft.

Included within the master caution portion of the parameter list shown in
Table 3-3 are all of the cautionary discretes, the slat position discretes, the
landing gear discretes, and bingo output. Due to the potential within this
aircraft for operation of the APU while airborne, these signals are included
within the parameter list.

The general priority parameter list shown in Table 3-2 includes normal

load factor and lateral and longitudinal acceleration. These ran be obtained
from the velocity X, Y, and Z signals. The three attitude rates that are not
currently provisional on the aircraft have been left out of the parameter list.
Pitch and roll rate can be computed from the pitch attitude and bank angle
signal. It is believed that the cost of installing a transducer to monitor
yaw rate does not warrant its inclusion. For the list shown, the raw data

rate into the signal processor is 1608 bits/sec.
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Crash Survival Requirements

From the Crash Survival Requirements portion of Section 3, the shock con-
ditions likely to be experienced in a crash of a fighter, attack, on training
aircraft exceed those of TSOC51a in terms of the duration of the shock. Cal-

culations indicate that if the memory module is not shock mounted, the effects

of this will be negligible.

We were unable to obtain any special information relating to the penetra-
tion forces likely to be encountered in the event of a crash. All people ques-
tioned considered that the TSOC51a test requirement was adequate.

The information obtained with respect to the duration and intensity of a
fire resulting from a crash indicate that the test requirement could be modified

to increase the temperature and decrease the duration. This does not consider
the case of a recorder not directly in the fire, which in this case could last

for the 30 min of the TSOC51a test.

With the advent of the new types of material being used for thermal pro-
tection, such as the intumescent coatings, this could present a problem. We
would advocate the testing of the memory module data retention after testing
to TSOC51a with a further fire test at a lower temperature if ablative or

intumescent materials are utilized; this temperature should be at or about

intumescent temperature.

V
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SECTION 4

AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY

SIGNAL CONVERSION AND CONDITIONING

The analog signals generated by the various transducers need to be converted
to a common signal format. There are some parameter signals that will be con-
verted directly to a digital format, such as the tachometer and discrete signals.

Converting the signal to a common format makes the management of the data
easier. The types of signals that will be accepted as inputs are listed below:

(a) Synchros

(b) Linear variable differential transformer

(c) Tachometer

(d) Ratiometric

(e) Dc differential, bipolar and unipolar

(f) Discretes

Synchro Conversion

Converting synchro signals to a digital format can be achieved by a number
of different methods. Hybrid devices are available that convert a synchro
signal directly into a digital word. These hybrid devices incorporate a number
of different methods such as successive approximation, harmonic bound oscilla-
tors, and real-time trigonometric converters. They have high accuracy and good
stability. They have the disadvantage of being expensive and would probably be
single-sourced as the units are highly complex and generally proprietary hybrid
devices. The more cost-effective method is to design the demodulators using

discrete components. For all methods the synchro signal must be converted
to its corresponding sine and cosine components.

The conversion can be done by using either a Scott-T-configured transformer,
which tends to be bulky but has a very good common mode isolation character-
istic, or an equivalent resistor network. The resistor network has the advan-
tages of being compact, having a high input impedance, and having a preferential
failure mode that is open circuit.

A typical example of a conditioning circuit is shown in Figure 4-1 and
these sampling methods have good characteristics. The ideal time to sample the
waveform is during the peak of the carrier wave, so that the modulated carrier

wave will produce the largest signals with respect to noise, drift, quadrature,

and other imperfections in the measuring circuit.
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Figure 4-I. Sampling Synchro Conversion

The sampled signal is then converted to digital words using the system
analog-to-digital converter; these correspond to the sine and cosine components.
The arctangent conversion is then carried out by the microprocessor. It is
important that the signals are sampled as synchronously as possible to reduce
the error.

LVDT Signals

Linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) signals can be converted to
a dc signal using various methods, the two most common methods are discussed
below.

Synchronous demodulation is shown in Figure 4-2. The signal from the LVDT
is buffered and then demodulated. The LVDT reference signal is used to switch
the demodulator. The output from the demodulator is then filtered to remove
any ripple and noise. The advantages of this method are that it has high stabi-
lity, high gain, and requires only a two-wire output from the transducer.

The second method converts the ac signal to dc using a diode discriminator.
* The signal is smoothed using a low-pass filter. The resultant dc signal is

then amplified. This method requires a three-wire input and it has relatively
low sensitivity. The main advantage of this method is that it requires no
reference signal.

81-17693
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Figure 4-2. Linear Variable Differential Transformer

Synchronous Demodulation

Dc Signals

Dc signals are handled with relative ease and only require scaling,
offsetting, and linearization. To save on computing power within the micro-
processor it may be expedient to carry out a certain amount of data manipula-
tion, such as differentiation, multiplication, ratios, square roots, and
logarithms. The scaling and offsetting of the signals makes the choice of
an analog-to-digital converter easier.

Over the last five years, amplifier technology has provided a largc, number
of high-performance devices, such as programmable amplifiers, FET input opera-
tional amplifiers, and instrumentation amplifiers.

There are various types of signals that require special treatment, and
there is usually a particular type of amplifier that would suit that appli-
cation, a few of which are discussed below.

FET input operational amplifiers are ideal devices to use when low bias
currents and high input impedances are required. The high input impedances
mean that higher resistor values can be used, thus minimizing input loading

Iand current offset errors, so that improved accuracy is achieved.
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Chopper stabilized amplifiers are used when it is essential to maintain
low-voltage offsets and bias currents, with time and temperature variations.
This reduces the need for costly calibration exercises. Currently, drifts of
0.1 uV/°C and long-term stability of 2 pV per month are achieved. The dis-
advantage of this type of amplifier is the possible injection of noise from

the modulator.

Instrumentation amplifiers are committed gain amplifiers with an internal

high-precision feedback network. They have excellent drift, linearity, and
noise rejection characteristics, which makes them a good choice for extracting
and amplifying low-level signals in the presence of high common mode noise

voltages. These types of amplifiers are mainly used as transducer amplifiers
ir strain gages, thermocouples, and quartz pressure transducers.

Ratiometric Dc

The ratio conversion can be carried out using either a digital or an
analog technique. The digital technique reduces the hardware requirements
but loads the programming, which may be unacceptable.

For the digital approach, the signals from each leg of the ratiometer
element are buffered and converted to a single-ended output. These are then
multiplexed and buffered, and each signal is then digitized and converted to

a single word by the processor. The processor then carries out the ratiometeric
algorithm.

In the analog scheme shown in Figure 4-3, the single-ended signals are
multiplexed to an analog multiplier circuit, and the output of this is then
digitized. Another cost-effective method utilizes the reference input of

the analog-to-digital converter. This scheme is useful as it reduces the
normal mode gain errors.

Tachometers

Tachometer signals are normally three-phase and vary in frequency and
amplitude when driven. These signals can be either converted to a dc voltage,
which is then digitized, or directly converted irto a digital format. The

period or frequency can be measured; the advantage of measuring the period is
that the time taken is short. As this parameter is only sampled once a second,
measuring the frequency is a simpler solution.

In all cases, the three-phase signal is fed to a saturating transformer,

as shown in Figure 4-4. The output is then full wave rectified. The three
waveforms are then current summed using an operational amplifier. The pulses

*at each transition are used to increment a counter, which is reset every second.
The digital output from the counter after every second bears a proportional
relationship to the speed of the device being measured.

For period measurements, the output frequency from the transformer is used
to gate a much higher clock frequency. This frequency is fed to a counter whose[output is related to the speed of the unit being measured. The frequency output

81-17693
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Figure 4-4. Tachometer Conversion
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can be converted to a dc voltage using a diode pump circuit or a frequency-to-
voltage converter. The dc voltage is then digitized using an analog-to-digital
converter. This method requires a double conversion and is less accurate.

Discretes

The discretes can be in various formats such as 28 v, 5 v, open circuit,
closed circuit, shunt (diode isolated), and ac. They must be converted from
their formats to a definite digital signal, which has to be referenced to the
logic return of the power supply within the unit. Each discrete signal would
be buffered using a form of comparator. The circuitry around this device
would depend on the type of discrete signal being monitored.

Analog-to-Digital Conversion

There are a number of ways of converting dc signals to a digital format.
There are advantages and disadvantages to each method depending on what appli-
cation it will be used for. The different methods can be divided into two
groups, depending on whether they are capacitor charging or the discrete
voltage comparison type.

The capacitor charging analog-to-digital converter basically depends
on digital coding of the time taken to charge a capacitor to some form of
reference voltage or the analog input voltage.

The discrete voltage comparison analog-to-digital converters produce
a discrete voltage that is equivalent to a digital word, the discrete voltage
is then compared with the analog input voltage. This discrete voltage is then
increased or decreased until it compares with the input voltage. The genera-
tion of the discrete voltage can be simultaneous or sequential.

The four most common types of analog-to-digital converters ace explained
in the following. They are the dual-slope analog-to-digital converter, which
is a capacitor charging type, and the ramp, successive approximation, and
parallel analog-to-digital converters.

The dual-slope analog-to-digital converter converts the analog input
voltage to a proportional time interval, which is measured digitally. This
is accomplished by integrating the input for a predetermined time. The refer-
ence voltage is then switched to the integrator, and is integrated down from the
level produced by the integrated input until a zero level is reached. The time
taken for the second integration is proportional to the average of the input
voltage during the predetermined integrating period. The time interval is then
converted to a digital word using a counter (see Figure 4-5).

The dual-slope converter has a low conversion rate but has the advantage
of high accuracy due to a high noise immunity and a virtually zero temperature
coefficient. The main source of error is due to thermal drift within the
reference voltage source.

~81-17693
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Figure 4-5. Dual-Slope Analog-to-Digital Converter

The single ramp analog-to-digital converter is the simplest of the
three types but it tends to be relatively slow. The number of conversion
steps required for full-scale conversion is (2

n - 1) where n is the number of
bits in the digital word. The block diagram of this converter is shown in
Figure 4-6. Conversion starts by resetting the counter to zero; this changes
the digital-to-analog output to zero. The counter then begins counting the
clock pulses, the output from the digital-to-analog converter ramps up until
it is equal to the input voltage. The comparator then switches, thus closing
the gate. At this time, the digital word in the counter is the digital
equivalent of the analog voltage.

For high-speed conversion the required counting frequency becomes
prohibitive; i.e., for a conversion time of 25 ps and a resolution of 12 bits,
a frequency of 163 MHz. is required.

A successive approximation analog-to-digital converter is shown in Figure
4-7. It operates by comparing the input voltage with a series of voltages
generated by the digital-to-analog converter until the two are equal to
within one least significant bit (LSB). The series of voltages is generated by
setting each input bit to the digital-to-analog converter in turn starting with
the MSB. After each bit is set the output of the digital-to-analog converter
is compared with the input voltage; If it is larger the bit is reset, if
smaller it is left set. This process continues until the least significant
bit has been tried. The digital word at the input of the digital-to-analog
converter is then the digital equivalent of the analog input voltage.
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Figure 4-6. Single Ramp Analog-to-Digital Conversion
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Figure 4-7. Successive Approximation Analog-to-Digital Converter
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This method only requires n clock cycles to complete the conversion,
where n is the number of digital bits required, hence a high conversion speed
is possible. The improved speed characteristics are paid for by an increase
in circuit complexity; but with present large-scale integration technology
this presents no particular problem. There are a number of industry standard
devices available in this configuration, thus multisourcing is possible.

The last method to be considered here is called parallel or simultaneous

conversion and a circuit is shown in Figure 4-8. An analog comparator with
a fixed voltage reference is used for every quantization level that is required.
The outputs from the comparators then drive logic circuitry, which produces
a digital word; this word is equivalent to the analog input.

A very high-speed conversion rate is possible with this circuit. The
speed limits are governed by the propagation delays of the components used.
The drawback with this system is the amount of hardware required to do the
data conversion, it approximately doubles for each extra bit required.

A summary of the above methods is shown in Table 4-1.

EREF
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Figure 4-8. Parallel Analog-to-Digital Converter
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TABLE 4-1

SUMMARY OF ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER

Method Speed Accuracy Complexity

Dual slope Slow Very good High

Single slope Slow Poor Medium

Successive approximation Fast Good Medium

Parallel Very fast Good Very high

MULTIPLEXING

Multiplexing devices can be divided into two basic groups--electromechanical
and semiconductor elements. Examples of electromechanical multiplexers are
relays, crossbar switches, and motor driven commutators. They have good isola-
tion characteristics but have the disadvantages of being bulky and expensive
and requiring a fairly large amount of power; they will not be considered for
this application.

The semiconductor multiplexing circuits can be divided into analog and
digital functional groups. Both types use proven technologies, and devices
are available from a number of semiconductor manufacturers. Digital multi-
plexers will be used in the system to transfer the digital data, such as
the discrete signals, onto the microprocessor data bus. The analog multiplexers
are fabricated using CMOS technology and can be obtained with or without
input protection, each having its own use.

The protected input devices are used when interfacing directly to external
equipment. This is because these units can be subject to a number of poten-
tially destructive conditions:

(a) Signals may be present when power has been removed from the

multiplexer.

(b) Induced voltage spikes from nearby sources.

(c) Static discharge during fitting and maintenance.

(d) Grounding problems.

(e) Accidental shorting to incorrect signal sources.

A common failure mode with this type of device is latch up. This can be
avoided by selecting devices that employ such technologies as floating body and
buried layer. These devices greatly reduce the effects of overvoltage latch up.
Protected devices also have the disadvantage of having a higher on resistance

" due to the added series current limit resistance.

81-17693
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V
Unprotected multiplexers are ideal for use within the system where there

is no danger of damage from transient voltages; for example, between the
analog-to-digital converter and the signal conditioning circuits. They also
have better performance characteristics because they are free from the cam-
promises used to solve the latch up problems.

Besides the different devices available for multiplexing there are dif-

ferent techniques that can be used, such as voltage, current, and flying
capacitor multiplexing. Each technique has its own advantages and disadvantages.

The flying capacitor multiplexer is used for low-level signals. It
provides considerable immunity from common-mode interference and is essen-
tially a floating two-wire sample hold. The common mode interference is not
transferred across the switches.

Voltage multiplexing can be used for either high- or low-level signal

multiplexing. When used for low-level multiplexing (i.e., less than 1 v), a
differential multiplexer should be used to obtain the required accuracies.
Problems that most frequently arise with low-level signals are due to thermal
effects and interference. The lines are run in pairs, and differential techni-
ques are used to remove any interference that is introduced as a common mode
signal. Care must also be taken when multiplexing differential signals to
ensure that the matching between the switches is good, otherwise the common

mode rejection is reduced.

The most common type of voltage multiplexing for a high-level signal con-
sists of a bank of switches connected to a common output bus, as shown in
Figure 4-9. The output bus is then buffered using a noninverting operational
amplifier. This configuration has the advantage of being simple and offers a
high input impedance. The range of input signal voltage depends on the choice

of multiplexing switch and is governed by the breakdown voltage of the CMOS
gate.

Current multiplexing is used for switching of high-voltage inputs. A typical
configuration is shown in Figure 4-10. The switching takes place at the summing
junction with protection diodes to ground; hence, the switches are never exposed
to high voltages. This type of multiplexing has high immun'ty to transient
voltages and a constant input impedance while conducting, and is safe when the
power is removed from the multiplexer. With modern technology devices the input
impedance can be high, thus swamping out the source and multiplexer on resis-
tance and giving a high degree of signal isolation. The gain of each channel
is easily adjusted by adding the appropriate resistor value to the input
(Rc).

This circuit can be further improved by exchanging the clamping diodes
with a complementary switch. This ensures that the input resistor is always
terminated to a virtual ground, thus the input impedance is constant. This
avoids settling problems at the transducer due to load changes. Current
multiplexing also reduces the affect of line and interconnection resistances.
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Both types of multiplexers suffer from the static and dynamic types of
error. Static errors originate from switch leakage, offsets in buffer ampli-
fiers, and gain errors due to on resistance, source resistance, amplifier
input resistance, and gain nonlinearity. Dynamic errors are due to charge
injection from the switch control voltages, settling times on the common bus,
crosstalk, and amplifier settling characteristics. The dynamic errors can be
greatly reduced by careful design and layout of the circuit.

If current multiplexing is used, consideration must be given to the leakage
currents in the switches, which are temperature dependent. The leakage current
generally doubles for every I0°C rise. This means that the number of channels
that are multiplexed onto one bus is limited, otherwise large input offsets
are created if the following circuit has a high input impedance.

1553 Interface

Two chip sets are available for the design of a remote terminal unit.These are manufactured by Harris Setimiconductor and Smith Industries Ltd.

The Smith chip set is made up from two large-scale-integration chips, each
with its own specific function. Device one is a data validation Manchester code/
decode function, one of these is required for each bus to be monitored, hence
two are required for a dual bus. Device two is a protocol sequencer and only
one is required per remote terminal unit. To make up a complete remote terminal
unit using these devices extra components are required, such as coupling trans-
formers and clock circuits. Both of the chips require only a 5-v supply.

The large-scale integration process enables a very compact remote terminal
unit (RTU). The only disadvantage with the Smith chip set is that it can only
be used on the 1553B standard data bus. Normalair-Garrett Limited (NGL) is cur-
rently evaluating this chip set, using one of the Smith early production units.

The Harris device is fabricated using CMOS technology and is designed as
a Manchester encoder-decoder. It requires a large amount of support hardware
to interface to the system microprocessor data bus and the protocol sequencing
of the 1553 data. This makes the complete remote terminal unit more adaptable
to various standards of the 1553 system. The board area required for this
system is approximately double the amount of the Smith Industries system.

DATA PROCESSING DEVICES

The crash survivable flight data recorder (CSFDR) system must be managed
by some type of digital control. This can be accomplished by either a discrete
logic control circuit or a microprocessor. The optimum solution is to use a
microprocessor. The tasks that the microprocessor must accomplish are data
compression, multiplexing control, analog-to-digital conversion manipulation,
data compilation, and built-in test routines.

There are on the market a variety of microprocessors; both 8- and 16-bit
devices are currently available. Based on the amount of work that is required
for configurations I and III, a 16-bit microprocessor has been chosen, while an
8-bit microprocessor would probably suffice in the case of configuration II.

Z AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 8 1-17693
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In the 16-bit microprocessor range there is currently a choice of four.
The Texas Instruments TMS9900 has been used in military projects for a number
of years. A derivative of this (PB59900) is being produced, and employs
12 L technology. Availability in a military version is uncertain, and second
sources are questionable; in addition, some special interface circuits are
required.

Motorola has under development a 16-bit microprocessor (68000). This
device shows a lot of promise; but it is unlikely to be available in a military
version before 1984.

The Intel 8086 is presently being incorporated in several airborne system
designs at AiResearch. This unit has some performance limitations, but the
unit has a demonstrated capability in the airborne environment.

The most promising 16-bit microprocessor that is presently available is the

Z8000. It has the advantage of being manufactured by two companies--Zilog and
Advanced Micro Devices. Zilog has the Z8000 available to conform to MIL-STD-883
and expect approval of the MIL-M-38510 in the second quarter of this year.
It is expected that Advanced Micro Devices will follow closely behind Zilog with
their military version. NGL is currently evaluating this processor for avionic

equipment as the United Kingdom Ministry of Defense shows signs of standardizing
this device. The U.S. Air Force is also supporting development of HOL compiler
capability for this device, and it may become a U.S. military standard also.

There are a number of 8-bit microprocessors available to military specifica-
tions that are all well proven. The primary choice is between the Intel 8080,
Motorola 6800, and the Zilog Z80. All three devices have been used by AiResearch
and NGL. The 6800 is the only device that is currently available to full qual-
ification under MIL-M-38510. The others are available under the MIL-STD-883
screening process.

DATA COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS

To record at least 30 min prior to an accident, the configuration I data
rate would require approximately 3 Mbits of uncompressed data to be stored in
the crash protected memory. This figure does not include any storage that
might be set aside for additional data such as takeoff or incident information.

In view of the relatively high incremental cost, size, and power requirements
of solid-state memory as compared with magnetic tape, together with the desire
to evaluate the potential of a solid-state store, considerable effort has been
put into studying ways in which the storage requirements might be reduced by
application of data compression techniques.

Delta coding (i.e., storing differences in signal amplitude) and zero order
prediction (e.g., floating limit threshold) are common techniques for achieving
point-of-source compression, mainly because of their ease of implementation and
relatively high efficiency. With the advent of more powerful microprocessors

and the experience from a wide variety of fields becoming available where com-
pression is now successfully being applied (see Table 4-2) it is appropriate to

reappraise the possible algorithms that might be successfully applied to CSFDR
systems for onboard data reduction.
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TABLE 4-2

APPLICATION AREAS OF DATA COMPRESSION

Data Source Examples of Data Compression Advantages

Seismic data from geophones Rugged and transportable on-site data
acquisition system

High energy physics data Reduction of data storage requirements,
from particle detectors especially in rare event experiments

Telemetry and communication Reduction of transmitter power and ground
data from satellites storage requirements

Electrocardiogram data Real-time transmission over telephone
lines and reduction in hospital storage
requirements and file retrieval time

Electronic mail Increased traffic capacity

Two forms of data compression should be identified--reversible compression,
where complete data recovery of the original information is possible through the
appropriate decompression algorithms, and irreversible compression, which does
not permit the recovery of the original information without some loss or distor-
tion.

For a compression technique to be information preserving implies that there
must have been redundancy in the original data. Such redundancy may be obvious
as in the case of a 12-bit analog-to-digital value being stored in two bytes.
Other forms of redundancy arise from the fact that certain values or sets
of values occur more often than others. In such cases compression may be
achieved by designing codes which allow one to assign the most compact codes
to the values with the highest probabilities of occurrence. However, the main
difficulty with applying these encoding schemes to the CSFDR system is that
under critical flight conditions the probabilities used for constructing the
code book could be considerably different from those observed under cruise
conditions. Hence, data expansion rather than data compression may occur.
Methods have been suggested for overcoming the difficulties experienced by
changing source probabilities by use of adaptive algorithms (e.g., Ref. 4-1).
However, these techniques rely on accumulating large data samples, or training

sets, and hence tend to react rather slowly to signal statistic changes as well

as providing poor data security. Also, for signals with a large dynamic range,
the code books and corresponding search time tend to become large. However,
codinq algorithms that grow only linearly with block length are being developed

so that real-time compression still remains feasible.

Two approaches may be adopted to the information distortion introduced
by the irreversible techniques (i.e., signal approximation). Either the
allowable distortion may be limited and the data rate minimized or the maximum
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rate fixed and the distortion minimized. For the CSFDR system the second approach
is the most suitable, in order to ensure that an adequate period of pre-accident
information is recorded.

Predictors and interpolators allow data points that lie within a certain
tolerance or aperture not to be stored. These algorithms are in general simple
to implement and there is a direct relationship between the tolerance and the
resultant mean square error of the reconstructed data. However, the higher

order methods are particularly sensitive to noise.

Polynomial approximations such as spline fits are a useful way of para-
meterizing the data and of smoothing out noise. However, because they require
more computing power and precision, and because they operate on a set of samples
accumulated over a large period of time, the chance of data staleness is

increased.

Transformations such as 1he Karhuren-Loeve attempt to discover redundancy in
the data by searching for components that do not add significant information.
Such a transformation is successful if there is an underlying approximate linear
relationship in the data. Similarly, a Fourier transform will achieve compres-
sion of data that is essentially sinusoidal in nature by allowing it to be
represented by relatively few frequency component coefficients.

Clearly, all these techniques depend on the nature of the signals, and

again the problem of the signal form changing significantly under certain
critical flight conditions may lead to data expansion. However, this very

problem suggests their usefulness in a discriminatory role, either for flagging
recording requirements in abnormal flight conditions, or as a more sophis-
ticated measure for maintenance data recording decisions than simple thres-

holding on single parameters.

The choice of data organization within the crash protected memory will
be critical in determining the final compression figure achieved. In a basic
fixed frame format all the data to be recorded is stored, and hence the
positional information identifies each variable and only the elapsed time
need be recorded for each base time period (frame). At the other extreme
a fully variable format allows any selected variable to be stored and identi-

fied by tagging the value with a parameter identification and a time. However,
such a format can introduce considerable overheads, expecially if there is a
large parameter set and high sampling rates, due to the long variable identifi-
cation fields.

In practice, the optimum choice of format depends both on the frequency
of the data coming from the compression algorithms and the degree of data
security and integrity required. All these ideas will be reviewed in more
detail in the following sections in order to provide the basis for the optimal
choice of compression algorithm and store layout design.

Predictors and Interpolators

Among the simplest algorithms to implement are the low-order predictors
and interpolators. In prediction, a new sample value is effectively decomposed
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into a part that is correlated with past samples (e.g., a linearly weighted
sum) and a part that is uncorrelated with them (i.e., the prediction error).
Interpolators are implemented in an analogous way to predictors except that

the estimator consists of a combination of past and future samples.

The most commonly used predictor is the zero-order with floating limits
in which a tolerance band is placed about the last stored value. If the

following sample lies within this aperture It is not stored. Otherwise, it is
stored, and a new aperture is set up around this new sample value (see Figure

4-11a). In common with other compression routines, a time-tag or run length

indicator needs to be associated with each stored value. One strategy is to

associate a bit with each sample, those not successfully predicted having the

corresponding bit set to zero, and those successfully predicted having the

corresponding bit set to one (Figure 4-11b). Another strategy is to store a

time code along with each value (Figure 4-11c). For the run-length method

(Figure 4-11d) the number of times a value has been used to predict successive

samples is stored.

Figure 4-12 illustrates the performance of a zero-order predictor with

floating limit on data published in Ref. 4-2. It can be seen that even thougt
the signal is fluctuating rapidly data compression is possible. With zero tol-

erance the algorithm is completely reversible. If the tolerance is increased

to +1 digitization (LSB = 0.01 g), the algorithm is no longer truly reversible

although the effect on the recorded data is primarily that of filtering out

noise. Larger tolerances clearly reduce the fidelity of the reconstructed sig-

nal although many of the important characteristics remain. The corresponding
compression and mean square error for different tolerances is shown in Figure

4-13a along with those for the first 30 sec of data (medium activity) and final

30 sec of data (high activity).

Results are shown in Figures 4-13b and 4-14 for a first-order predictor

using the past two samples as a straight line prediction to the same data. It
can be seen that the higher-order predictor performs no better than the zero-

order predictor on this particular data. Experience from other fields (Refs.

4-3, 4-4) confirms that in general, as the order of the estimator increases,
the compression ratio decreases along with the mean square error.

VThe results of Figures 4-13c and 4-15 demonstrate the higher compression

rates achievable during the same periods on a different parameter (LSB = 0.35

deg).

The main problem with interpolation is one of data staleness, especially

in the situation where there are a large number of interpolated points lying

between the current data sample and the previous stored value. The problem

could be overcome by some method of intermediate nonvolatile memory storage

but the usual problems of processing time and store location read-write

lifetime make the solution nontrivial.

It therefore appears that the zero- and first-order predictors represent

the best compromise between complexity, compression ratio, and signal preser-

vation. The first-order predictor offers advantages over the zero-order
prediction only over periods where the signals are changing at a relatively
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(a) ZERO ORDER PREDICTOR WITH FLOATING LIMIT
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Figure 4-11. Operation of Zero-Order Predictor on Typical Input Data
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Figure 4-12. Predictor Performance with Variable Tolerances
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Figure 4-14. Fir-st-Order Predictor Performance
with Variable Tolerance
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Figure 4-15. Effect of Tolerance on Zero-order Predictor for Pitch Attitude

constant rate. The higher-order predictors become very noise sensitive (e.g.,
Ref. 4-3), as can be seen from the larger tolerance values of the first-order

'. pred ictor.

Adaptive Compression

In principle, a predicted sample may be estimated by using a linear
weighting of N previous samples:

N

Xp(tn) = ' Bj X tn j

j=1

where for the first-order predictor described above N=2, B1=2, and B2=-1
(i.e., a simple straight line prediction passing through point X (tn-2) and
X (tn-1). However, the coefficients Bj can be calculated so as to produce

the best signal fidelity. In practice, two difficulties have been found with
this approach:

[ (a) The signal characteristics can vary quite considerably with time
so the optimal set of coefficients is continually changing. This
would cause overheads in storing the coefficients to allow signal
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recontruction as well as a slow response time due to the learning
period required to estimate the optimal Bj from the signal.

(b) The optimal Bj can only be calculated in some mathematical sense

(e.g., mean square error) but such measures are notoriously poor
as criteria for obtaining the best signal fidelity. A good example
of this is in electrocardiogram data where certain important morpho-
logical features can be lost using algorithms that appear to give a
better mean square error than those that retain the important diag-
nostic characteristics.

Entropy Encodinq

There is an obvious redundancy within each signal in that neighboring
samples are not independent. Thus, each sample could be more economically
represented by a difference from a previous value rather than an absolute
value. Such delta values would require storage of the absolute value at
regular intervals in order to allow reconstruction of the original signal and
to ensure data integrity.

Even if the delta values are stored, redundancy still remains in that
the values do not occur with equal probability. Figure 4-16 illustrates
this probability of occurrence for the data of Figure 4-12 for differences
that can be contained in 3 bits (8 levels, Figure 4-16a) and five bits (32
levels, Figure 4-16b).

.50 .50

.40 .40

.30[ .30

.20. .20-

0.
-3-2 -10 1 2 3 4 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

A-13M

Figure 4-16. Probability of Occurrence for Different Deltas
Over Two Delta RangesI
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One of the simplest ways of coding the data taking into account the
statistical characteristics of the signal is through the application of an
encoding technique such as that due to Huffman (Ref. 4-5). By using probabili-
ties derived from the differences rather than absolute values, the sensitivity
to input signal types can be greatly reduced. The zero-order entropy will
give a measure of the maximum compression possible:

i=n

H = - P(X i) log 2 P(X i)
i=1

where P(Xi) is the probability associated with each of the n possible difference
values. From the probability distribution of the deltas it can be seen that
there is a strong underlying statistical dependence of the deltas even on data
that is rapidly varying. The zero entropy calculation on this particular
distribution gives a theoretical limit for compression of 1.3. A simple
encoding strategy gives a compression of 1.2.

However, the penalty for this compression is a decrease in data integrity
(always true if redundancy is removed) and an increase in data management
complexity due to the variable length values in memory. In general, it is
found (Refs. 4-1, 4-3, 4-4) that compression ratios of 1.2 to 2 are typical
depending on the nature of the signal, in particular the amount of redundancy
in the raw data.

There are therefore useful gains to be made by entropy encoding and a more
detailed study of optimal coding strategies would seem worthwhile (e.g., Refs.
4-5, 4-6), particularly as the previous example probably represents the worst-
case situation (i.e., a rapidly fluctuating signal). However, more accurate
compression figures will have to be obtained using larger samples of data
before it can be assessed whether entropy encoding should be included in any
final design. There is a significant compression available, and the choice of
a flexible data format would allow it to be included at a later stage.

Kahurnen-Loeve Transformation

Entropy encoding is not the only way in which redundancy may be removed.
The Karhuren-Loeve transformation (KLT) (e.g., Ref. 4-7) is basically an ortho-
gonal transform that is optimum in a mean-square error sense: a least squares
fit in high dimensionality. The principle is shown in Figure 4-17 for a two-
dimensional distribution of data points. It is clear (although this is not
true if one inspects values from a higher dimensional space, e.g., a 30-
dimensional space of 30 aircraft parameters) that the points lie distributed
around a line. The KLT provides an orthogonal transformation that minimizes
the mean square error of the data within the new coordinate set (Figure 4-19b).
Further, it can be arranged that the axes are ordered in a way that reflects
the relative importance of the information contributed by each dimension

(Figure 4-17c). Hence, the name 'the method of principle components' Is often
attributed to this transform. In the above example, Xl' contains more informa-
tion than X2' and depending on what error can be tolerated, it may be that
measurements X2' can be ignored. Hence, the original two-dimensional data
could be approximated by one-dimensional data.I
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(c) COMPONENT

Figure 4-17. Karhuren-Loeve Transformation Example

The calculation of the values from this function is straightforward

and can easily be performed onboard, especially with the advent of more
powerful microprocessors.

Other transforms such as Hadamard are available, and the next phase should

be used to assess the suitability of these transformations and the complexity-

benefit tradeoffs performed in more detail.

- Algorithm Selection

In view of the wide variety of signal types it was decided that the
zero-order predictor with floating limit would probably give the best trade-
off between algorithm complexity, compression ratio, and the signal-type

independence. Apart from the results presented it has been shown that the

I algorithm achieves compression ratios of between 2 and 60 for a typical range
of telemetry signals (Ref. 4-8). For flight data overall compression ratios
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of around 10 for cruise data and 4 for data recorded during turbulence have
been recorded (Ref. 4-2) using zero-order prediction and simple data packing
rules. By choosing a tolerance equal to the accuracy requirement for each
parameter of zero the data compression would be truly reversible, although
a slightly greater tolerance would possibly be acceptable for suppressing
noise.

By storing only delta values a further compression ratio of two is easily
obtainable although the full precision values would have to be stored at regular
intervals in order to ensure data integrity.

However, with a 16-bit microprocessor onboard much more processing power
than the above algorithm requires is available. This power could be used
to implement an optimal coding strategy where possibly another 30 percent
of reversible compression could be achieved. The other area where the impli-
cation of inclusion of a new generation microprocessor should be studied is
onboard analysis. Such transformations as Karhuren-Loeve could offer more

sophisticated measures on which to base recording strategies, whether it be
for crash or maintenance data. These transformations could also be used to
remove redundancy, which exists because the parameters themselves are not
completely independent. For example, if the power lever angle changes, there
will be a consequent change in other parameters such as the engine speed, fuel
flow, etc. These techniques should be studied in more detail in the next

stage since they could offer significantly better compression than has been
previously possible.

Data Format

In order to estimate the final compression figure obtainable it is

necessary to consider the organization of the crash protected memory. There
are many formats that may be defined, each of which will be optimal under
certain operational conditions and assumptions. The main considerations are:

Efficiency--Minimization of identification overheads.

Flexibility--Possibility of being able to add new information
or define minor changes in store.

Integrity--Minimization of data loss if incorrect bits stored.

Simplicity--Minimization of processor fcrmatting overheads.

Three basic formats are described below as being representative of the
types of memory organization possible. All the other organizations are basic-
ally a mixture of these formats optimized by taking advantage of knowledge of
the form of the data.

Fixed Format

[he most straightforward layout is the fixed format where all the data
over a certain fixed time interval (frame) is recorded, each sample variable
being identified by its relative position within that frame (Figure 4-18a).
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(a) FIXED FORMAT
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(c) IDENTIFICATION FORMAT

Figure 4-18. Possible Data Storage Formats
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In order to ensure the start of the frame is correctly identified, synchroni-
zation bits are usually written in the form of a header. Although this format
is simple and has high integrity and low data management overheads, compression

will only be achieved if no parameter within the frame requires storing.

Variable Format and Header

If a variable format is defined, each variable can no longer be directly
identified by its relative position within a frame. One method of overcoming
this difficulty is to associate a slngle bit with each value, which may be
stored in the frame (Figure 4-18b). If a sample has been stored, the corres-
ponding bit in a header word is set. If the sample is not to be stored (e.g.,
it was removed by the compression algorithm), the appropriate bit is set to
zero. The method is inefficient for high compression rates and large variable
sets due to the large overhead of storing a relatively long header. However,
careful grouping of the data into groups of parameters that are correlated
and use of headers and subheaders may be used to overcome this difficulty.

Variable Format and Identification

In this method a unique identification tag is associated with each
value (Figure 4-18c). This is straightforward, but for a large number of
variables the identification word becomes long. Again, by subdividing
the parameters into groups, shorter identifications may be defined.

Figure 4-19 provides a guide to the overall compression ratio achieved
by these formats assuming that only a certain percentage of 256 possible
variables in a frame require storage (4-bit delta variables have been assumed).

Under these conditions, the fixed frame provides no compression, the variable
format with identification provides the best compression for only 10 percent
or less of the variables requiring storage (i.e., a compression of better
than 10:1 from the algorithms), otherwise using a header is more advantageous.
The crossover point varies depending on the actual number of variables,
their precision, and the way in which the data might vary, but the general

trend is the same.

A tradeoff of these factors has been performed to define a format for the
system configurations on which the balance of the study is based. This data
format is shown in Figure 4-20. The basic 16-sec frames contain the synchroni-

zation markers, the unique time code, and the parameter origins necessary to
ensure that they are self-contained units from which the compressed data may
be reconstructed. Each frame consists of sixteen 1-sec subframes of delta-
coded information. The subframe has a unique time code, allowing a complete
subframe to be discarded should no deltas change from their values in the pre-
vious subframe. The first subframe (time code 0000), however, is always
recorded since it contains the full precision origins. Within each subframe
is a mixture of the ilntification (group) and header codes. In the same way
as the subfrimes, if none of the deltas within a group change from their pre-
vious recorded values, the group does not have to be stored. By grouping
correlated paraInters to>qether, the chance of being able to discard a complete
group is maximi ed.
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Figure 4-19. Overall Compression for Three Basic Formats
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Conclusion on Store Format

The store format is a compromise between compression, security, and flex-
ibility. However, unless great care is taken in the memory organization, any
gain achieved by the compression algorithms could be lost, resulting in data
expansion. The proposed format, together with the delta encoding technique,
should ensure that there are no overheads introduced by the store formatting.

Audio Recording

A bandwidth of 3 kHz is considered acceptable for adequate intelligibility
if the audio recording is limited to speech. If the analog signal is band-
limited to 3 kHz and sampled at 6 kHz (the Nyquist rate), then a data rate of

72 Kbit/sec would be obtained from a 12-bit A/D converter.

By use of nonlinear encoding (using high resolution for the low amplitude
signals and reduced resolution for high amplitude signals) an 8-bit analog-to-
digital conversion could be used without significant loss of information, giv-

Sing a daarate of 48 btsc

Since neighboring values will show a significant correlation, each sample
i could be more economically represented by a difference between samples. Four

qW

A 1 FIXED1 FORMAT
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Figure 4-20. Proposed Data Format
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bits would then be sufficient to represent each sample giving a data rate of
24 Kbit/sec. However, for decoding and for integrity full precision values
would still have to be stored at regular intervals, increasing this data rate
slightly.

This idea is taken to its limit in delta modulation where a 1-bit dif-
ference is used to code the signal. In the basic form of delta modulation,
the sampling rate must be increased by a factor 8 in order to retain adequate
quality (in order to ensure that no difference is greater than I bit). How-
ever, by using a variable step size that increases when the signal is changing
rapidly and decreases when the signal is varying slowly, the data rate may be
significantly reduced. Such continuously variable slope delta (CVSD) modula-
tors are currently available in LSI technology and yield data rates of around
10 Kbit/sec for reasonable speech quality.

Vocoders attempt to exploit the redundancy in the speech waveforms by
extracting the information bearing parameters of the speech signal. These
parameters can be encoded at a much lower rate than is possible using the
previous techniques without serious loss of intelligibility. At present,
data rates of 2 to 3 kHz are possible for vocoders; and it is reasonable to
assume that these figures will be improved in the near future, as well the
technology to produce the circuitry in LSI form. Indeed, for the inverse
operation of speech production from a memory, LSI chips are already available,
requiring data rates of only 1200 bits/sec in order to drive them.

An important reservation must be made, however, relative to vocoders.
Unlike the CVSD and other direct encoding techniques, vocoders are tailored
to human speech patterns. Therefore, they will not be effective in reproduc-
ing other mechanical noises in the cockpit. These noises have sometimes
been crucial in determining actual accident causes. For this reason,
compression below CVSD rates of 10 Kbit/sec will result in a loss of data.

Figure 4-21 illustrates the memory and recording time relationships
for the various encoding methods discussed above. With silence editing,
the recording time could be approximately doubled assuming equal voice/
unvoiced periods.

STORAGE TECHNOLOGY

Storage technology is very diverse with different storage methods developed
for different applications. This review deals with those techniques partic-
ularly applicable to this study.

Digital data can be stored in many forms, but in general fall into two
classes:

Volatile--Contents are lost when power is removed.

Nonvolatile--Retains contents when power is removed.
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Figure 4-21. Data Rate vs Recording Time
for Various Audio Technologies

For the purposes of a CSFDR, the memory module must satisfy the following
conditions:

• Data retained under crash conditions

0 Cost effective

0 Small

* Lightweight

* Reliable

* Low power

Battery backed-up volatile memories were considered but rejected because
of the nonavailability of a suitably reliable battery, for the conditions ona combat aircraft and those resulting from a crash. The nonvolatile storagetechnologies that will be considered are as follows:

J * Semiconductor

* Magnetic bubbles
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* Plated wire

0 Magnetic tape

0 Optical systems

* Magnetic disc

* Magnetic core

In the past, either magnetic tape, magnetic wire, or electromechanical

scribing methods have been used to record aircraft data. With the advent of
nonvolatile semiconductor memories, advanced optical memory systems, and mag-

netic disc memories, it is necessary to review these new technologies against
existing storage media and assess which would be the most suitable for an
advanced CSFDR system.

Semiconductor Memory Systems

Semiconductor memory technology falls into two main categories--metal

oxide semiconductor (MOS) and bipolar. The first semiconductor memories
built utilized bipolar technology. This provided high-performance systems,
which were mainly used for smaller cache memory applications. The main draw-
backs of bipolar memory technology are that the transistor geometries are large,
giving low-density devices, and the power consumption is high. The need for
lower power consumption led to the development of MOS memories, which give
high-density, low-power, low-cost devices but with an increased access time.
For the purposes of a CSFDR, access time is not a limiting factor since even
for uncompressed data the maximum rate is 2 Kbit/s, and the advantages offered

by MOS technology make it an attractive solution.

Bipolar Memory Systems

The storage element in a bipolar memory is the epitaxial transistor, which
is small and has a fast switching speed due to its high transconductance. The
main drawback of the epitaxial transistor is its low input impedance, which

results in high power consumption. This, together with the fact that all
bipolar memories are volatile, makes them unsuitable for use as a storage
media in a crash survivable system.

Only one type of bipolar memory technology, integrated injection logic
(12 L), comes close to MOS memories in terms of cost, density, and performance.
This is a relatively new technology that still results in a volatile memory,
and it is not yet available in a suitably dense configuration.

MOS Memory Systems

MOS memories are based on the metal oxide silicon field effect transistor
(MOSFET). These devices are available in both dynamic and static forms. In a
dynamic device, the data is stored as a charge on a diffused capacitor; charge
is trapped and provides a voltage bias, which turns off the MOSFET. Due to
the fact that the leakage impedance of the storage capacitor is finite, the
charge will slowly leak away and must be replenished periodically.

. 81-17693
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Static memories, however, store data by holding a transistor either on
or off rather than as a charge and will thus maintain this state indefinitely
while the device is powered. Static memories consume more power, are slower,
and are less dense than the dynamic types. The following MOS memory types are

available:

PMOS (P-channel MOS)--This is the oldest of the MOS technologies, and
the main drawback is that it requires multiple power supplies.

NMOS (N-channel MOS)--NMOS was developed to overcome the low speed and
multiple supplies required by PMOS. The resulting devices can operate
on a single 5 v supply and are much faster than the equivalent PNUS
device due to the much higher carrier mobility.

CMOS (Complementary MOS)--CMOS memories use both NMOS and PIVIOS junc-
tions to produce a device with very low power dissipation and low
operating voltage (a CMOS device can operate with a supply voltage
down to 1.5 v, which makes it very attractive for use with a battery
to create a nonvolatile store). CMOS speeds are generally low compared
to NMOS and if high speeds are required, then higher supply voltages
need to be used. Although CMOS is essentially a volatile storage tech-
nology, nonvolatile CMOS memories will soon be available from Hughes
Aircraft with a maximum density of 8 Kbit (1024 x 8). These devices
are very fast, have a data retention time of 10 years at 1000C, and
an endurance of 105 erase/write cycles, which is satisfactory for the
current requirement. This makes the device suitable for the construc-
tion of a solid-state CSFDR; however, for a capacity of I MBIT,

approximately 125 devices would be required. This large number of
devices would lead to an unreliable and large system, so until larger
CMOS memories are available, this technology does not offer an effec-
tive solution.

SOS/MOS (silicon on sapphire MOS)--This memory technology was devel-
oped to produce a fast, low-power, high-density memory. The resulting
devices have very high immunity to radiation, which makes them useful
for military combat environments but at the present time they are
expensive and no high-density nonvolatile memories are likely to be

favailable.

CCD Memory Systems

The charge coupled device (CCD) memory consists of a series of charge-
coupled shift register loops. Data is represented by the absence or presence
of a charge and in order to stop the charge from leaking away, the data is
sensed and regenerated by a continuous series of shift pulses.

CCD technology allows very low-power serial access memories to be con-I structed, but the fact that they are volatile makes them unsuitable for the
CSFDR project.
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Metal Nitride Oxide Semiconductor

The metal nitride oxide semiconductor (MNOS) process is used to produce
electrically alterable read only memories (EAROM's), block oriented random
access memories (BORAM's), and line addressable random access memories

(LARAM's). The data given below applies to all these devices. MNOS was devel-
oped to overcome the volatility shortcomings of MOS memories, and the resulting
device is both fast and nonvolatile.

Data is stored as a charge in the interface layer between the silicon
nitride and silicon dioxide interface. The presence of this charge lowers
the threshold voltage of the sense transistor so that when it is interrogated

the storage transistor turns on. If the charge is not present, then the
transistor does not turn on when interrogated.

These trapped charges are quite stable and will remain at a determinate

level for up to 10 years. Figure 4-22 shows the decay of the positive and
negative threshold levels with respect to time, and it can be seen that the
threshold window remains for at least 3 x 108 sec (10 years).

Alteration of the contents of an MNOS memory cell differs from conventional
R/W memories in that the old contents must first be erased, and then the new
contents written to the cell. This leads to a lengthly double write cycle if
the cell has previously been written to, and this can lead to a write time in
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the region of hundreds of milliseconds. The reason for this lengthy write time
(and erase time as erase is simply to write all zeros), is that in order to store a
large enough charge to last 10 years or more, the stored charge must be rela-

tively large.

The decay rate of the trapped charge is dependent, not only on the

leakage rate within the device but also on:

0 The device temperature

* The ambient radiation levels in which the device is operating

* The number of erase/write cycles that the particular memory cell has

been subjected to

The charge decay rate, being a direct function of the number of erase/write

cycles that the cell has been subjected to, limits the useful life of the device
since it will not then retain its data for a useful time. Figure 4-23 gives an

indication of the charge decay rate after 1, 104, 3 x 104, and 105 erase/write
cycles, and it can be seen that the device is approaching the end of its useful
life after 105 erase/write cycles. This figure shows a basic limitation of
all MNOS devices due to the erosion of the oxide layer that is used to store

the charge. If the layer is made thicker, then the life will be longer, but
the amount of charge needed to be stored will be larger and hence the write and

erase time longer. The thickness of the oxide layer therefore is an endurance/
write time tradeoff.
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BORAM's are produced by Sperry-Univac and Westinghouse Defense and Electronic
Systems Center. The devices manufactured by Sperry-Univac are not available to
other contractors and will not be considered further.

The devices manufactured by Westinghouse (8 Kbit at present) are only
available packaged into a module and not as individual units. Multichip hybrid
microcircuits are produced with 16 devices in a package. This package is then
incorporated with the necessary control circuitry in a memory module. The avail-
ability of increased capacity modules is predicted by Westinghouse and shown
below:

Year Device Capacity Module Capacity

Present 8 Kbit 131 Kbit

Late 1981 32 Kbit 0.5 Mbit

Late 1983 131 Kbit 2 Mbit

Westinghouse is not a major semiconductor house and is selling its
proprietary BORAM devices into a limited number of programs. The indication

therefore is that the device prices will not fall as fast as those from major
semiconductor houses (e.g., The Intel Corporation E2PROM described below). It
seems unlikely that a second source will be available.

In an attempt to overcome the long write time and low density penalties
associated with MNOS memories, the Intel Corporation has developed an advanced
MOS process, which has been named HMOS-E. This will be described in the
following section.

Intel HMOS-E Process

The HMOS-E process was developed by the Intel Corporation to produce the
floating gate tunnel oxide (FLOTOX) nonvolatile memory cell. Unlike the MNOS
memories previously described, which rely on charge storage 4ithin a nitride
layer, the Intel device relies on charge storage on a floating gate of poly-
silicon. The advantages of this process are based on the fact that the float-
ing gate can be made very small. This means that:

(a) A very dense device can be produced.

(b) Because the electrons have to tunnel through an oxide layer only
200 A thick to reach the floating gate, the resulting device is
very fast (300 ns maximum access time for an MIL-STD device).

(c) The device has excellent data retention characteristics over a wide
temperature range. The device will retain its data for 20 years at
125°C with an absolute maximum data retention threshold of around
150°C.

I.
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(d) There is no limit to the number of times a memory cell can be read;
unlike MNOS, which has a read limit of around 2 x 1011 before a
refresh is required.

The HMOS-E E2PROMS presently available are 16 K (2 K x 8) dual-in-line pack-
aged, commercial temperature range devices. It is predicted that by mid-1981
MIL-STD versions will be available. Chip carrier versions for high-density
memory systems should be available by late 1981.

Higher density devices are under development, with a 64 K device scheduled
for release in 1983 or 1984 and a 131 K device using an enhanced HMOS-E process
available around 1985. Other companies are likely to follow the lead taken by

Intel in producing an EEPROM that is pin compatible with the industry standard
2 K x 8 EPROM, and this will ensure a second source for the device.

EBAM Memory Systems

Electron beam addressable memory (EBAM) or beam addressable MOS (BEAMOS)
memory systems were developed for mainframe computer applications where it is
desirable to have a large, low cost per bit and fast access memory. The actual
storage medium is an unstructured semiconductor plane, and each memory bit is

accessed using an electron beam. The semiconductor storage planes are mounted
in small cathode ray tubes, and the addressing is accomplished by deflecting
the beam.

The disadvantages of this new, unproven technology are that the CRT's are
bulky and require costly beam deflection circuitry and power supplies. Further-
more, the very fast access speeds attainable with this form of memory are not

specifically required for the CSFDR. The nature of the memory means that it
would be very difficult to crash protect.

Optical Memory Systems

Optical memories were developed for mainframe computer mass storage appli-
cations. The storage medium is a holographic plane that is interrogated using
a laser. A very large amount of data can be stored in this way, but it is very
bulky and susceptible to vibration. This is a new technology and has not yet
been proven in the field, but it is unlikely to suit the CSFDR application as
the fast access and very dense storage are not prime requirements. The prob-
lems involved in designing such a system that would operate in an aircraft
environment and survive a crash are severe.

Bubble Memory System

Bubble memory technology was first discovered in 1967, and the first devices
were available in 1975 with a capacity of 16 Kbit. Today, the state-of-the-art
device has a capacity of 1 Mbit and a 4-Mbit device is expected to appear in

1982 or 1983.

In a bubble memory, data is represented by magnetic bubbles, which are pro-
Iduced in a film of magnetic material that has been epitaxially grown. An

external magnetic field is applied to the magnetic substrate, and this causes
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the magnetic bubbles to line up with the field along a single axis. Data is
represented by the presence or absence of the magnetic bubbles.

In order to access a particular location in the memory, the magnetic
bubbles are shifted around within the magnetic substrate. This is achieved with
islands of soft magnetic material deposited on the magnetic film and by applying
a rotating drive field. The magnetic polarities of these islands shift around
in cadence with the rotating magetic field, and this steers the bubbles from
island to island.

Within each magnetic bubble memory, the bubbles are rotated in major
and minor loops and at a specific location in the loops data is read or
written. In order to read data from a bubble memory, it is necessary to sense

the presence or absence of a bubble, and this is done by stretching the bubble
and then passing it under a permalloy magneto-resistive detector. The change

of impedance within the detector is sensed and amplified, and this signal is
fed to the read electronics. The writing of data is accomplished by using a
small current loop. If a particular bubble is brought under the current loop,
bubbles can be created by applying a pulse of current in opposition to the
memory's static bias field. Similarly, if current is pulsed in the same sense
as the bias field, bubbles can be annihilated or erased.

Because data is represented by a magnetic rather than an electric signal,
the bubble memory is a nonvolatile medium and its contents are retained vir-
tually indefinitely under normal conditions. However, just as a permanent
magnetic loses its strength when heated or shocked, bubble memories can lose
their contents under the same conditions. The temperature sensitivity of a
particular bubble memory can be controlled by suitable selection of the
materials involved in the manufacture of the magnetic garnet material, and,
in general, an 800C span is possible with limits of -20 ° to +800C. This makes
the use of bubble memories for a military environment limited without bulky and
expensive environmental conditioning equipment. Also, extreme shock can cause

data in a bubble memory to be lost. It is therefore desirable to protect the
memory in a fnodule against the severe shock levels experienced in a crash, and
this causes an increase in protection hardware.

Despite these shortcomings, however, the bubble memory has advantages for
data recording and with 4-Mbit devices available soon it will be possible to
produce a compact high-density recording module for use in a limited environment
only, probably for systems in which the memory is not exposed to high shock
levels.

Magnetic Core Systems

Magnetic core memories were first developed for use as program storage in
mainframe and mini-computers. They are now available in compact modules for use
over the temperature range -550 to +105*C and are used typically for computer
program and data storage. However, the high power consumption and manufacturing
cost together with complex drive electronics, loss of data at temperatures above
105°C, and large size make magnetic core memories unsuitable for use as a

storage media in a CSFDR.
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Plated Wire Memories

Plated wire memories were developed as a high-performance magnetic core

substitute. They provide the same sort of performance as magnetic core, but
with better radiation immunity and higher speed at the expense of cost. This
makes the use of plated wire memories unsuitable for the CSFDR application.

Magnetic Discs

Magnetic discs were first developed as a successor to the magnetic drums

that were used on the first computers. Today discs are still used as an
online data source for mainframe computers, and a derivation of the original
rigid (or hard) disc has been the floppy disc. This is available in either the
5-in. (mini-floppy) or the 8-in. floppy format. Both are widely used for pro-
gram and data storage on mini-computers and development systems. Typical
capacities of the floppy disc are 1.2 Mbyte for the 8-in. version and 500 kByte

for the 5-1/4-in. version.

While the floppy disc forms a convenient, cheap, and reliable data storage
media for commercial use, it has not been exploited for military use. This is
due to the fact that the storage medium is difficult to protect from the adverse
military environment, and the disc drive is susceptible to the vibration and
shock levels found in most military applications.

A recent development of the rigid disc has been the Winchester technology
disc, which is gaining popularity for mass storage of data on mini- and micro-
systems. This disc is available in 5-1/4-in., 8-in., or 14-in. formats with
capacities of 2 MByte, 10 MByte, and 700 MByte, respectively. The drives

employ single or multiple discs and a moving low-mass head in a sealed environ-
ment. Because the disc is not removable and the environment is sealed, a very
high density is possible with low error rate and this makes the medium ideally

suitable for large quick-access data bases. One small airborne 2.5-MBit disc
memory system is presently available. The disc unit itself is 9 by 6 by 5 in.
and weighs 9 Ib, but because of the expense of making the system perform over
the military temperature range, the system is very expensive, with just the
disc drive alone costing $7,000 to $10,000. For this reason, and the fact that
the very fast access times are not required, the disc drive is not suitable for
the CSFDR.

Maqnetic Tape

Magnetic tape is a most attractive storage media for the CSFDR applica-
tion. Magnetic tape has been used for recording crash data on military and
commercial aircraft for many years and has the advantage that it is a proven
technology. With careful selection of the tape material and the protective
case, a recorder can be made that will survive the high temperatures and
shocks associated with a crash, and have a large enough capacity to be able
to record all the crash data, both parametric and audio, for any reasonable

duration several hours before the crash.
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Cassette and Cartridge Recorders

Magnetic tape in either 1/4 in. or 1/2 in. widths can be packed into
cassettes or cartridges to provide a self-contained removable storage medium.
This system is often used in applications requiring the removal of data from
an aircraft after each flight; for example, maintenance and performance moni-
toring. The disadvantages of cassette and cartridge recording systems are that
the manufacturing tolerances of the interchangeable cassettes can affect the
tape guidance, and the tape environment is not controlled, which does give an
inherent increase in error rate.

Another form of magnetic tape recording is the continuous loop system.
This offers continuous recording of data so that at any given time the recorder
holds approximately 30 min of data. The design of such a recorder is critical
in order to achieve correct tape guidance in a harsh environment, and only a
few manufacturers have succeeded in producing a successful design.

Reel-to-Reel Recorders

Reel-to-reel magnetic tape recorders have been used for several years to
record data and voice on aircraft. They appear in many forms and, depending
on the exact application, tape width, num-er of tracks, tape speed, tape length,
tape material, and data rate, can all be varied to suit the specific applica-
tion. Reel-to-reel recorders are currently used for crash and maintenance
recording and have a typical capacity of the order of 15 MBit. Recorders for
civil transport aircraft, built to ARINC 573, have a capacity of 70 Mbit. The
data rate can be fixed or variable depending on the incoming data rate, and
analog data can be mixed with the digital data on different tracks.

The magnetic tape recorder is a flexible, high capacity, serial recording
device. The development and production of a relatively low-cost tape transport
for this application, which would have an MTBF of over 4000 hr and would meet
the size and weight constraints, would offer very little technology risk.

For the purpose of a crash data recorder, the capacities offered by a
magnetic recorder are large. A solid-state memory can be a more cost effec-
tive solution, depending on the data capacity required (which is dependent on
the system configuration) and on the in-service timescales. However, if main-
tenance data is required, the high capacity NGL1203VOOO transport magaz;ne

provides an excellent solution. This unit is installed on the F-18A Hornet and
has a calculated MTBF of over 4000 hr. To date, no failures have been reported
in over 3000 flight hr. The cost is 0.1 cent per bit for the tape transport,
toqether with its e'-1tronics, and about 0.05 cent per bit for the tape trans-

*nisn of Tte characteristics of different storage media is shown
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a crash, has first to prevent the storage medium from degrading during the
impact. This impact can cause high shock levels and the likelihood of pene-
ration by aircraft structural members. This can then be followed by a fire
or an immersion in fluids likely to be found within an aircraft or used in
fire fighting.

Subsequent to the crash the memory module has to be recovered and the
data extracted for analysis. During normal flight operation the storage
module is required to operate in an inaccessible part of the aircraft and
any self-generated heat should not degrade the memory.

Several methods have been employed to protect crash recorders. The majority
of these provide an external armor plate, to withstand any crushing and
penetration forces. Within this armor plate the thermal protection is either
3/4-in.-thick insulation material or a thin thermal insulant with a heat
sink inside. This heat sink jacket contains a material that melts or vaporizes.
The memory module is then secured within this enclosure.

Other units have been manufactured utilizing a container formed from
an ablative compound. This compound provides both mechanical and thermal
protection.

During the course of this study the latest technologies have been
investigated, particularly those for thermal protection. Information was
obtained on the latest ablative materials designed for use as heat shields;
on intumescent coatings, which is a relatively new technology; and on thermal
insulation materials.

In the past, Normalair-Garrett Limited has designed and built crash pro-
tected recorders utilizing both thermal insulants and ablative compounds as
the thermal protection. The design of a protection system utilizing a heat
sink of a material that melts or vaporizes is fairly straightforward but the
use of intumescent coatings for thermal protection is more complex.

So that we could fully understand the problems associated with the use
of an intumescent coating that is applied on the outside of any crash protected
enclosure and as such requires to withstand any penetration force, it was
decided to carry out tests on a representative case.

Although subsequent information indicates a shorter fire test might
be applicable, tests were carried out to the TSOC51a requirement for both
the penetration and fire. The results are shown in Figures 4-24, 4-25, and
4-26. Appendix J provides further details.

Thermal insulators for this type of application utilize the extremely
low thermal conductivity of air. They consist of porous materials that

have low mechanical strength, *rhe air being trapped within each of the cells.
If crushed they lose most of their insulating properties. Figure 4-27 shows
typical conductivities for high-temperature insulation.

I"
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PENETRATION RESISTANCE:

TESTING CARRIED OUT ON 2 SEPARATE CASES
MANUFACTURED FROM 0.080 IN. THICK STAINLESS
STEEL (18-8), WITH EXTERNAL TESTING SURFACE
COATED WITH 0.180 IN. THICK INTUMESCENT
COATING.

'1 4

TEST 1 DROP AREA

TEST 2 DROP AREA

Figure 4-24. Testing Penetration Resistance

FIRE TEST

A FIRE TEST WAS CARRIED OUT ON THE
DAMAGED SURFACE OF TEST CASE NO. 2

PROPANE
DAMAGED SURFACE / BURNER

THERMOCOUPLE
THERMOCOUPLE POSN LEADS
(WELDED INSIDE CASE)

Figure 4-25. Fire Test
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Figure 4-26. Fire Test to Specification FED TSO-C51A
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The latest ablative materials were developed for use with heat shields

of space vehicles. An ablative material protects the unit contained within

from the effects of a fire by charring. In charring heat is absorbed, and the

heat absorbed is proportional to the weight lost.

Intumescent materials designed for protection from hydrocarbon fires

are stable materials until attacked by fire. The material then swells against

the heat source, and the surface erupts to reflect and radiate the heat back

(see Figure 4-28).

Tables 4-4 and 4-5 give calculated temperatures of a steel plate coated

with an intumescent material when subjected to fire.

R E FLEECT1Vi: E.

-____RADIATION

*1:'PROTECTED
HEAT STAINLESS

SOURCE STEEL OUTER
AVA SHELL

0
1100 C

CHAR.IV ZONE PASSIVE LAYERABLATIVE ACTIVEPAYSIELY
CHAR. REFLECTIVE RADIATION ACTIVE LAYER

ACTIVE EXPANDING HEAT ABSORBING CHAR. ACTIVE REGRESSIVE ENERGIZED CHAR.

A-13655

Figure 4-28. Intumescent Coating Breakdown
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TABLE 4-4

TEMPERATURE OF 2-MM STEEL COVERED BY FIREC INTUMESCENT
(AFTER 15 MIN FLAME TEMPERATURE 12000C)

F IREC
Intumescent Steel

Thickness, mm Temperature, 0C

1.0 425

1.5 375

2.0 340

2.5 320

3.0 300

TABLE 4-5

TEMPERATURE PROFILE OF 2-MM STEEL COVERED BY I-MM FIREC
INTUMESCENT (FLAME TEMPERATURE 12000C)

Steel
Time, Min Temperature, °C

0 20

1 225

2 275

3 295

4 4 310

5 325

10 385

15 425

I.
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SECTION 5

TECHNOLOGY TRADEOFFS

DATA STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

Configurations I and II

The information gathered from accident investigation authorities indicated
a range of data storage durations. The times required were dependent upon whether
preflight and takeoff data is recorded and maintained in the store for the entire
flight. A range of compression ratios is indicated in Section 4.

Using the parameter lists, accuracies, and resolutions from Table 3-2, a
range of data storage requirements can be generated, as shown in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1 includes the requirements for audio recording for both analog and
digital recording methods. The capacity requirements for digital recording of
audio assumes the use of continuously variable slope delta modulation (CVSD),
with a data rate of 8 Kbit per sec.

TABLE 5-1

RANGE OF DATA STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

Parametric Data Audio

IDilital

Compres- Data Analog Silence
Config- Storage sion Capac- Storage Recording Editing Data
uration Time Ratio ity Time Duration Ratio Capacity

15 min I0 180 Kbit 10 min i0 min I 4.8 Mbit
5 360 Kbit 4 1.2 Mbit

1 hr 10 720 Kbit 30 min 30 min I 14.4 Mbit
5 1440 Kbit 4 3.6 Mbit

15 min 8 110 Kbit 10 min 10 min 1 4.8 Mbit
4 225 Kbit 4 1.2 Mbit

1 hr 8 450 Kbit 30 min 30 min 1 14.4 Mbit
4 900 Kbit 4 3.6 Mbit

Table 5-1 has been derived using the following compression algorithms.
In order to maintain the accuracy and information of the raw data, reversible
compression algorithms would be used. By use of delta coding techniques a factor
of 2 compression would immediately be available including the penalty for the

I. requirement to store full precision values at regular intervals in order to be
able to reconstruct the signal and to ensure data integrity.

.I_
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With a zero-order prediction algorithm a further factor of 2 compression
on signals that are rapidly varying and a factor 10 on those that are changing
slowly would be possible. If it is assumed that not all signals will fluctuate

rapidly at the same time but that the available compression will be the average
of these two extremes, a factor 6 is achievable. The zero-order predictor
represents a very small overhead in processing requirements, the main penalty
being in the necessity for a variable store format. Such a format effectively

creates an expansion by a factor 2 due to the necessity for tagging each variable.
Since with the delta encoding and the predictor a compression of 12 is available,
this overhead is acceptable, reducing the overall compression to 6.

Initial investigations indicate that a further 30 percent compression may
be possible using entropy encoding techniques. The penalty is an increase in
processing and memory requirements (for the code book) and increased format
complexity due to the variable length values. It is recommended that these
encoding techniques and the possible compression to be obtained due to the

interrelationship between parameters be investigated using flight data to
determine the actual degree of compression achievable. To define the most
likely compression ratio it has been assumed that the figures quoted above can
be obtained. For configuration II, however, which is a system requiring no
development of technology, the use of entropy encoding has not been assumed.
This configuration also requires only minimum data retention, which is 10 to
15 min plus preflight and takeoff data. For configuration I, however, it will
be advantageous to record 30 min of data. The storage capacities are therefore
as given below.

Configura- Raw data, Data retention, Total data, Compression Compressed data,
tion bits/s min bits ratio bits

2 K 30 3.6 M 8 to 9 420 K

II 1 K 15 900 K 6 150 K

If audio is recorded digitally, the data storage required is 2.4 Mbit

assuming 10 min duration, the minimum requirement, and a sifence editing ratio
of 2, which should be obtainable. For analog recording the minimum duration
of 10 min is required.

Standardization

If standardization is considered for a large range of aircraft including
bombers and transports, it is a requirement to record voice and data for longer
durations with an increased number of parameters. For multicrewed aircraft at
least two channels of voice data would be required. These requirements are
summarized below (information is given for digital recording of audio).

II
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Raw data, Data retention, Total data, Compression Compressed data,
bits /s min bits ratio bits

Data 2.8 K 90 15 M 8 to 9 1.8 M

S i lence
editing

Audio 2 channels 30 30 M 2 15 M

Configuration III

Recording of maintenance data, assuming a high level of processing onboard
the aircraft, requires approximately 2 Mbit of data per flight for a short-

duration fighter-type aircraft. This figure is based upon experience of the
maintenance system on the U.S. Navy Hornet.

This figure might increase to 6 Mbit for a longer duration aircraft and to

perhaps 16 Mbit for bomber and transport aircraft. A lower level of onboard
processing will also increase capacity requirements.

Range of Data Capacities

The following is a summary of the data capacities developed above.

Configuration I Data 420 Kbit

Audio 2.4 Mbit

Configuration II Data 150 Kbit

Audio 2.4 Mbit

Multiengined Data 1.8 Mbit
long duration aircraft

Audio 15 Mbit

Maintenance data (addi- Low capacity 2 Mbit
tional to crash data) Medium capacity 6 Mbit

High capacity 16 Mbit

These capacities can be provided as individual memory modules for crash

data, audio, and maintenance, but would be better provided by storing a combina-
tion of some or all types of data in one memory module. This gives a range of
capacities to be considered as follows.

160 Kbit (150 Kbit) Configuration II crash data only

1/2 Mbit (420 Kbit) Configuration I crash data only

I
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3 Mbit Configuration I crash data and audio

6 Mbit Medium capacity maintenance

16 Mbit High capacity maintenance

Other specific capacities are close enough to one of those listed above to make
separate consideration unnecessary.

SOLID-STATE MEMORY

The memory technology survey shows that the prime contenders for use in
a solid-state memory are the BORAM devices produced by Westinghouse and the
Intel Corporation E' PROM devices produced by the HMOS-E process.

Figure 5-1 shows the projected cost of the Intel devices packaged in chip
carriers for both the 16-Kbit device (M 2816) and the 64-Kbit device scheduled
to be available- in 1983.

These chip carriers can be packaged four in a 28-pin dual-in-line package.
The projected costs of this form of package, together with the cost per bit
is shown in Figure 5-2.

25C

16 KNIT DEVICES

20

m i. 100 (M2816) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

UJ
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8 82TIME, YR
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Figure 5-1. Projected Cost of Intel E2PROM Devices
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Figure 5-2. Projected Cost of Intel E2PROM Devices in High-Capacity Packages

The Westinghouse '1/2 Mbit) module is projected to reduce to a cost of
1 cent per bit when total sales reach 100,000 modules. Thus, the Intel devices
show greater promise of low cost. This technology also has the advantage that
it is very likely to be second sourced, whereas the Westinghouse units are not
(see Section 4).

DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING

Analog-to-Digital Conversion

The system requirements for the analog-to-digital conversion are as follows:

0 Maximum resolution 11 bits

* Worst-case accuracy 0.1 percent

* Conversion speed I ms per conversion

Although on the subject aircraft all the high accuracy parameters are

available on the 1553 bus, in order to provide for other aircraft where they
may not be available on the bus so that a standardized equipment may be designed,
0.1 percent accuracy should then be the design aim for the converter.

SAIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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These requirements are best obtained using a 12-bit successive approxima-

tion analog-to-digital converter.

PROCESSOR

For configuration I where fairly complex compression algorithms will be
used (entropy encoding), a 16-bit processor is required if they are proven to
give the predicted compression ratios. These devices are becoming much more
cost effective as their prices reduce with the manufacturers learning curve and
sales increase. The exact processor type will be chosen later, in a develop-
ment program.

In a configuration II system the compression used will be more simple, and

can be achieved with a lower cost fast 8-bit processor. The choice has the
additional advantage that the higher risk associated with 16-bit devices, which
currently either have hardware or software bugs, or are difficult to obtain to
a military specification, is eliminated.

The longer timescales associated with a configuration I system will reduce
these risks to an insignificant level.

1553 BUS INTERFACE

The interface chip set, designed by Smiths Industries in the United Kingdom
and discussed in Section 4, will not operate correctly on a 1553A bus due to
differences in timings, status bit, and mode code assignments. Therefore, a
design of an interface based on the Harris LSI device has been chosen.

f

I.
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-SECTION 6

CANDIDATE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

CONFIGURATION I

Configuration I calls for the maximum number of parameters to be recorded
for the maximum useful time. This is the optimum solution for a crash surviv-
able flight data recorder (CSFDR) that would be used in a post-accident analysis.

The block diagram of this system is shown in Figure 6-1, and it breaks down
into five sections as follows:

(a) Signal conditioning and digitization

(b) 1553 data bus remote terminal unit

(c) Microprocessor and associated support

(d) Crash survivable memory module

(e) Power supply unit

The system will be comprised of two separate units comprising the data
acquisition and processing unit (DAPU) and the crash survivable memory module
(CS"4). The reason for two separate units is that the ideal position within
an aircraft for a CSMM is as far aft as possible. The data transfer and control
of the CSWv from the DAPU will be carried out using a dedicated data link.
The DAPU should be as close to the electronic equipment bay as possible, as

this is where most signals are available.

The CSMM will probably be in an inaccessible position. This necessitates
that the data link between the two units is a bidirectional data link. This

would allow for any built-in test functions to be carried out so that fault
isolation between the data acquisition and processing unit and the crash sur-
vivable memory module is accomplished.

The DAPU interfaces with existing aircraft systems that supply the data
inputs. There will be two types of data formats--the analog signals and the

serial digital data bus (1553).

The interfacing to these systems will be designed such that the CSFDR
will not degrade any aircraft functions. The serial digital data interface
will conform to the MIL-STD-1553 that is fitted to each candidate aircraft.
There are various derivatives of the MIL-STD-1553, and the same aircraft may
have different standards depending on the aircraft build state.

Analog interfacing can be a problem if certain areas are neglected. These
areas are as follows:

81-17693
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(a) EMI as per MIL-STD-461A

(b) Current injection (back current)

(c) Impedance matching

In this application, particular reference will be made to MIL-E-5400,
class A, general specification for airborne electronic equipment.

The three candidate aircraft have been studied, and the maximum number of
any one type of analog parameter is shown in Table 6-1. A large amount of
emphasis has been placed on making the system flexible and totally interchange-
able between the candidate aircraft with a minimum amount of change to the
hardware. This may increase the unit price by a small amount but the cost of
having a dedicated system for each aircraft would be much higher, due to the
spares and logistic support.

The differences between the three candidate aircraft and their various
build standards are small enough to be included in one firmware module. The
firmware module will be in the form of a look-up table. For each aircraft
there would be a dedicated program block, each block labeled according to the
aircraft in which the system is installed. The label would be identified by
a code generated by hardwiring on the system connectors.

It is essential that the parameter data is correctly recognized and placed
in the allocated address within the working store of the microprocessor (see
Figure 6-2). The look-up table will be programmed into a programmable read
only memory (PROM) and will contain the information relating to each parameter.
This information will instruct the microprocessor which input channel a particu-
lar parameter is on, its sampling rate, accuracy, and allocated address in the
working store. Once the data is correctly placed in the working store it is
available for manipulations by the microprocessor.

TABLE 6-1

PARAMETER REQUIREMENTS FOR CONFIGURATION I

Parameter Type Number

Synchro 9

LVDT (ac ratio) 5

Dc 10

Tachometer 4

Dc ratiometeric I

Discrete 32

.553 10
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PARAMETER
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: CODE

Figure 6-2. Control of Signal Input to Fixed Frame Store Format

The analog signals having various characteristics and the signal condi-

tioning circuits are designed to produce a similar dc voltage range. This

voltage is multiplexed using a CMOS analog multiplexer to the analog-to-digital
converter. It is then converted to a 12-bit word in a two's complement notation.
The discrete and digital parameters are multiplexed onto the microprocessor data
bus using a tri-state buffer.

The serial data off the 1553 data bus is accessed and transferred onto

the microprocessor data bus when required by the microprocessor program. As

the microprocessor has a number of tasks to accomplish, the data compression
algorithms being the most complex, a 16-bit microprocessor has been selected.
This will allow some spare processing capability.

Once the data has been compressed and formatted into a recoverable form,
it is transmitted to the CSMM via a serial interface port.

Built-in test is designed so that any failure within the system is indicated
in the failed unit, data acquisition and processing unit, or memory module. It
is assumed that the power for the CSFOR wi ll be derived from the 28-vdc essential

_ power bus. This would conform to MIL-STD-704D. The regulated supplies for the
electronics within the CSFOR will be generated using a switching power supply.

I.
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Software Structure

The proposed software structure 6nd timing relationships are shown in
Figure 6-3. Interrupts can originate from three basic sources:

(a) The sampling frequency clock (16 per sec)

(b) The 1553 bus (to indicate data is available)

(c) The power up/power fail signal

Following an interrupt, the executive determines which real-time task is to
be activated. On completion of the task, and if no other real-time tasks are
pending, the executive activates the background (nonreal-time) scheduler, which
in turn determines which background task should be continued or activated.

The real-time tasks will include control and input of the signals from
the data acquisition circuits and 1553 data bus. The background tasks will
perform the compression, data formatting, store control, and BIT. Although
these tasks are not real-time critical in the same sense as the foreground
tasks, they will need to be executed within a maximum time period in order
to avoid data staleness.

Software Tasks

The main tasks to be performed by the software can be summarized as
follows:

(a) Control of DAU hardware

(1) A/D converter and multiplexer

(2) 1553 remote terminal

(b) Data processing

(1) Conditioning and conversion of input signals

(2) Compression algorithms

(c) Data storage

(1) Store formatting

(2) Store control

(d) Executive functions

II (1) Power fail/restart and initialization

(2) Timing and task scheduling

(3) Auxiliary I/O (e.g., memory dump initialization)

AIRESIARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 8 1-17693
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(e) BIT

(1) Working storage and program memory checks

(2) Parameter range checks

(3) A/D and multiplexer checks

(4) Reference voltage checks

(5) CPU and I/0 checks

(6) Watchdog and timer checks

Apart from the BIT that checks the memory and data acquisition circuitry,
the additional sensors added for the CSFDR will be checked by verifying that
correlated parameters follow each other. This would allow sensor malfunctions
to be indicated although the onboard processing would not be powerful enough
to detect small amounts of drift or loss of memory.

CONFIGURATION II

Configuration II is shown in Figure 6-4. The design restraints placed on
this configuration by the Request for Quotation are "It shall utilize existing
technology for data processing and recording capability which covers only the
highest priority flight data requirements" and it "shall utilize technology
which does not require additional development or testing before incorporation
in the system."

The number of parameters that will be recorded in this Configuration are
shown in Table 6-2. The signal conditioning circuits that are used will be
similar to the ones in configuration I.

The tasks that will be carried out by the microprocessor will be simplified
due to the simpler data compression algorithms and the straightforward data format
used. This can be carried out by an 8-bit microprocessor.

The BIT requirements are similar to those in configuration I.

CONFIGURATION III

Configuration III is shown in Figure 6-5. The requirement from the RFQ
for this configuration calls for a system similar to configuration I, but
showing the impact of the addition of a maintenance capability. The storage
module for maintenance does not need crash protection.

The design of this configuration is similar to configuration I. To
provide for maintenance data, the number of parameters and their appropriate
signal conversion circuits have been increased (see Maintenance Recording,
Section 3).
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TABLE 6-2

PARAMETER REQUIREMENTS FOR CONFIGURATION II

Parameter Type Number

Synchro 2

LVDT (ac ratio) 3

Dc 3

Tachometer 4

Dc ratiometric I

Discrete 16

1553 (dual bus) 1

The maintenance data requires a different type of data compression
algorithm, so extra processor memory will be required. This memory will
allow for the extra software and scratchpad requirements. Depending on
the type of maintenance system implemented, a buffer store may be required.
This will hold the data until it is instructed to dump onto the storage
module. The storage module would need to be mounted in an accessible location

'4 in the aircraft, so that the data can be easily retrieved for maintenance
purposes.

CSFDR Ground Replay Equipment

The ground replay equipment for the CSFDR will consist of three separate

units to replay and assess the data collected during a flight. These units are
the crash store milking equipment, the flight line analysis equipment, and the
crash data replay system, and are described as foilows.

Crash Store Milking Equipment

The crash sto're milkinq equipmnt will consist of a small portable unit
that is carried to the aircraft by qround personnel. Replay is controlled via
a front panel keypad, and this information is fed to a microprocessor in the

replay unit that controls all operati;ns. Data is read from the memory module
and transmitted over a serial Jata link to the replay unit. It is then written
to a cartridqe recorder toqether with date, time, and aircraft number identifi-
cation information entered via the keypad. This allows each cartridge to con-1. tain data from more than one fliqht, and it is envisaged that one cartridge
will have enough capacity (approximately 10 M it) for 3 to 4 flights (see

[ Figure 6-6).
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Figure 6-6. CSFDR Replay Equipment

The microprocessor will also perform a self-test at power on, and any
status or error information will be indicated via front panel LED or LCD
displays. If the chosen crash storage media is solid state, then an assess-
ment of the data retention will be made every time the crash store is milked.
This will be done by utilizing a soft erase or threshold voltage measurement
technique, and if the test falls outside preset limits, then a fail condition
will be indicated on the replay equipment control panel. The replay unit will
be housed in a rugged, light, and sealed case, and will be constructed in

accordance with MIL-T-21200.

Flight Line Analysis Equipment

This equipment will consist of an interface between the portable milking
equipment and a PDP11/34 or similar minicomputer. The data analysis software
will be stored on disc and act on data fed to it via a serial data link to the
milking equipment. Operator control of the system will be via a video display
unit (VDU), and results will be printed on a line printer or displayed on the
VDU (see Figure 6-6).

Once the milking equipment has been connected to the data analysis computer,
a keyboard command will initiate data extraction. The data is then written to
magnetic disc or tape drive and stored together with the header identifying the

date, time, and aircraft from which the data was collected. After all of the
Idata has been read from the data cartridge and written onto tape or disc, the

U
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data analysis software will give the operator a choice of data processing
procedures. The following options will be available:

Output Device--The operator will be given a choice as to where the
results of the analysis computations are to be output. Three options
will be available: VDU, line printer, or stored on disc for later
printing or access.

Parameters of Interest--The operator will be given a choice as to
whether all the parameters or only a subset of the parameters are
analyzed. The audio channel will be constantly monitored and avail-
able via a self-contained loudspeaker or external headphones.

Output Format--The operator will be given a choice as to the format
of the output data. Depending on the parameters and the sort of
information that is required from the data, the operator may want
to select either graphical or tabulated results. The timescale of
the analysis window will also be variable from a few minutes of the
flight to the last 30 min.

The analysis system will be housed in a free-standing case and will inter-
face to the minicomputer using a parallel interface card.

Crash Data Replay System

The crash data replay system will be capable of replaying and analyzing
data from the CSFOR after a crash or incident. To perform this task, the CSFDR
is removed from the aircraft and plugged into the data analysis computer system

described in the preceeding section. Data extraction is initiated with a key-
board command, and data is then read from the CSFDR and written to an IBM format,
9-track, 1600-BPI, 0.5-in. tape system (see flgure 6-7).

For quick-look assessment, this data can then be used in the same way as
the data from the portable replay machine. Alternatively, the IBM-format tape
can be taken to one of the IBM 370 computers that are used by the Air Force
for crash investigation and a full analysis performed.

Maintenance Support Equipment

The expected high reliability of the CSFDR airborne components leads to a
maintenance philosophy in which all actual unit repair and retest is accomplishel
at intermediate or depot-level maintenance facilities. Only spare units are

stored at organizational level.

At intermediate and depot level, maintenance is supported by spare modules
and special test equipment. Modules are interchangeable without recalibration

and do not require special tools for replacement. Established module costs are
included in the life-qycle cost analysis.

*The special test equipment that is projected for CSFDR support is to allow
full exercising of all unit inputs and display of all unit outputs. No inter-
connection to standardized ATE is assumed. All analog input channels may be
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Figure 6-7. Crash Data Replay System

adjusteJ to any point in their ranges. The MIL-STD-1553 data bus may be exer-
cised through a range of Jata values and various fault modes. In addition,
special test connections on both units will permit evaluation of required
internal test points, such as power supply voltages. The panel will be suffi-
cient to allow a complete retest of a repaired unit prior to return to service
or stock.

I
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SECTION 7

COST EFFECTIVENESS

LIFE-CYCLE COST

Two models have been used to study the life-cycle costs (LCC) of the
proposed CSFDR systems: (1) the simple model detailed below, which indicates
the parameters and sensitivities involved, and (2) the LCC-2A model, a more
comprehensive LCC model developed by the USAF.

Simple Model

The total life-cycle cost will include both the system acquisition costs
and the support costs incurred throughout the system lifetime. For simplicity
the model will consider the data acquisition unit (DAU) and the memory module

(MM) as two separate spares, which have to be returned to intermediate level
(IL) for repair. The further breakdown of these line replaceable units (LRU's)
into shop replaceable units (SRU's) will not be considered in the simple model,
the support cost being calculated for one IL support center. Total support
cost equals initial spares cost plus follow-on spares cost, repair cost, man-
power cost, and test equipment support cost.

Initial Spares Cost

The initial spares required will depend on the total aircraft flying hours,
the repair time, the mean time between failures of the DAU and MM, the number
of condemned units (lost on aircraft or unserviceable) and the initial support

period.

Let: NH = total aircraft flying hours per base per month

RT = repair rate, base to IL and return to base in months

P = initial support period in months
FD = DAU condemnation rate (per month)

F = MM condemnation rate (per month)

M = MM horr

M = DAU MTBF (hours)

MM = MM MTBF (hours)

For the DAU, the number of initial spares will be given by

N NH * RT * PI + FD * P1NID M

~~81-17693 :
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and for the MM the number of initial spares will be given by

Nj= NH * RTM* PI + FM * P1

However, in order to ensure that no spare is unrepaired at the base due to back-
orders, a safety stock is required. Assuming a 96 percent safety stock level

and that the spares demand follows a Poisson distribution, the total cost of
the initial spares is given by

Initial spares cost = (NID + 3NID) * CD + (NIM + v/-I-M) * CM

where CD = cost of DAU in dollars

CM = cost of MM in dollars

Graph 1 illustrates the initial spares cost for single LRU's costing
$8000 (DAU) and $4000 (MM) against their mean time between failure (MTBF)
for one IL support center.

Follow-on Spares

For the follow-on period, no safety stock is required in addition to the
initial spares, the only additions to the repair cycle being the spares to
replace the condemned stock (the effect of this stock being reduced throughout
the life-cycle due to the effectiveness of the CSFDR in aircraft saves will not
be considered).

Let PF = follow-on support period (months)

then Follow-on spares cost = NH * PF * [FD * CD + FM * CM]

Repair Cost

If it is assumed that the repair cost averages 20 percent of the new
cost

[CD 
M 1

Repair cost = 0.2 * NH * (PI + _ * +

Graph 2 shows the repair costs of the DAU and MM for the total support

period of 20 yr against MTBF, for costs of $8000 (DAU) and $4000 (MM).

Manpower Cost

If a manhour rate in dollars of CH per flight hour is assumed

Manpower cost = NH * (PI + PF) * CHI.

lafuwlAIREUEARC" MANUFACTURING COMIPANY 8 1-17693
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Test Equipment Support

The cost of the test equipment support is assumed to be I percent of the

test equipment cost, CT per year

Total equipment support cost = 0.01 * (PI + P F CT

Total Cost of Configuration I

As well as simplifying the repair cycle structure other factors such as

development costs, expense spares, training costs, shipping costs, data manage-

ment costs, and warranty agreements have been ignored for this simplified model.

If we assume the following parameter values:

Number of aircraft (A-10, F-15, F-16) = 3150

Number of bases = 68

Number of intermediate levels (IL) = 10

Repair turnaround time (RT ) T 2 months

Flying time per month - 25 hours

Condemnation rates = 0

Initial support period (PI) = 12 months

Follow-on period = 228 months

DAU MTBF (MD) - 12,000 hours

MM MTBF (MM) - 8000 hours

DAU cost (CD )  = $8000

MM cost (CM) = $4000

Replay unit (I at each IL) cost - $17,000

Milking unit (1 at each base) cost - $12,000

DAU and MM test set $50,000

Manpower rate per flight hour (at each IL) $0.25

Installation cost per aircraft : $8000

I
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For a fleet-wide fit the following values are obtained for the acquisition
and support costs:

Item Cost,

$M

Prime equipment cost 37.8

Test equipment and replay cost 1.5

Installation cost 24.0

Initial spares cost 3.2

Follow-on spares cost 0

Repair cost 4.4

Manpower cost 4.7

Test equipment and replay support cost 3.0

Total 20 yr cost of ownership 78.6

Although the total life-cycle cost is determined mainly by the prime equip-
ment and installation costs, the LOS is also sensitive to the MTBF's of the DAU
and MM. For example, if the MTBF's are half those estimated for the two units

the LOX is increased to $82.7 M. If they are halved again the LCC is further

increased to $99.7 M (see Figure 7-1). It would therefore appear that if the
proposed MTBF's can be validated, effort should be directed towards decreasing

the prime equipment and installation costs (see Figure 7-2). The development
costs have not been included in the model, and it assumed they are a small

proportion of the total LCC.

Other Configuration Costs

The costs for configurations II and III will not be separately estimated.
However, it is clear from the Total Cost of Configuration I (Section 7) that
the cost will be dictated by the equipment and installation costs providing
the equipment MTBF is above 3000 hr.

COST BENEFIT

Technical report NY1245 summarizes the USAF Norton incident reports for the
period 1976 to 1980 (4-1/2 yr) on fighter, trainer, and attack aircraft. From
these results the following table may be compiled indicating the average number

of damaged aircraft, lost aircraft, and loss of life per year.
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Aircraft Aircraft
Aircraft Aircraft Personnel Lost at Lost
Lost Damaged Lost Sea Over Land

Total incidents 70 112 40 4 66

Incidents with 37 16 21 3 34
inconclusive reports

Total aircraft from which sample was taken is approximately 5000

For the analysis the following average data were assumed:

New aircraft cost = $15 M

Average damage cost = 20 percent new aircraft cost

Sea recovery cost = $1/2 M

Land recovery cost = $100,000

Loss of life cost = $1 M

It is difficult to quantify the effectiveness of the CSFDR in changing
incidents associated with inconclusive findings into conclusive reports that
lead to positive actions resulting in aircraft saves. However, it is consid-
ered reasonable that the CSFDR will lead to a minimum of 1 in 10 aircraft saves
averaged over the whole life cycle (i.e., 10 percent composite effectiveness).

From the analysis of 818 U.S. Air Force accidents, 53 percent were incon-

clusive as to the cause where the aircraft was a total loss (see Appendix M).

In addition, a 20-yr life-cycle leading to a 19-yr benefit-cycle is assumed.
Using these figures the total cost of aircraft incidents per year is:

Current cost Damage cost + overland total loss costs + at sea

total loss costs + personnel loss costs

Current cost, $M = damage (112 x 0.2 x 15) + land loss (66 x 15.1)
+ sea loss (4 x 15.5) + personnel loss (40 x 1)

giving a total cost per year of $1435 million dollars. Since the expected num-

bers of A-10, F-15, and F-16 aircraft is less than the statistical sample size,
this figure will be factored by 0.6. If 100 percent effectiveness in saving
losses with inconclusive findings is assumed, the formula above gives

100 percent = damage (16 x 0.2 x 15) + land loss (34 x 15.1) +

effectiveness sea loss (3 x 15.5) + personnel loss (21 x 1)
cost saving
per year, $M
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giving a total cost saving per year of $628 million. Again this will be factored
by 0.6 in order to obtain the projected figure for 100 percent effectiveness of
the CSFDR in airplane saves.

Table 7-1 shows the total cost savings for the minimum (10 percent),
expected (20 percent), and maximum (50 percent) estimated composite effective-
ness of the CSFDR system in reducing aircraft incidents.

TABLE 7-1

COST SAVINGS

Composite Total Savings
Effectiveness, Average Savings Over Life Cycle,

percent per year, $M $M

10 38 722

20 76 1444

30 114 2166

40 152 2888

50 190 3610

COST BENEFIT CONCLUSION

For a composite effectiveness of 10 percent (the absolute expected minimum)
and an LCC of $78.6 million, a cost benefit is achieved after about 2 years of
installation, the final benefit being in the region of 800 percent. Since the
aircraft loss costs and the CSFDR effectiveness are conservative figures, it is
clear there is considerable benefit to be gained from fitting the crash recorder
system.

LIFE-CYCLE COST ANALYSIS--LCC-2A MODEL

The object of this study is to estimate the total cost of ownership or
life-cycle cost of the proposed flight recorder system.

The preliminary undiscounted life-cycle cost estimate using the LCC-2A
computer model is $65.9 million. This estimate includes the cost of one spare
each of the DAPU and the memory module unit at each base (68 bases) and the
cost of one spare of each SRU at each of the intermediate level bases (11
intermediate bases).

The prime equipment costs used in the LCC analysis assume a memory module
cost of $4000. The actual memory cost will depend on whether It is decided to
include audio recording, the point of introduction, and the memory type to be
utilized. Figure 7-3 gives an indication of the comparative costs for each
potential memory type against year of introduction.
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Figure 7-3. Approximate Costing Storage Availability Prediction

Preliminary sensitivity analyses using the LCC-2A model indicated that
doubling the ystem operating hours per month increased the total life-cycle
cost by 0.8 percent; however, doubling the cost per system installation
increased the total life-cycle cost by 38 percent. The plots of those para-
meters versus total life-cycle cost (undiscounted) are shown in Figures 7-4
and 7-5.

Model Description

! The life-cycle cost computer model used in the determination of the life-
~cycle cost of the flight recorder is the LCC-2A model used at Wright Patterson.

This model requires as input standard cost factors, logistic factors, hardware
definition, support equipment, and contractor data. It calculates the follow-
ing cost categories:

(a) Acquisition cost

(1) Initial training

I-(2) Technical data acquisition

i"(3) Initial item management

"'(4) Initial data management

•(5) Hardware
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Figure 7-5. System Operating Hours Per Month Vs Total Life-Cycle Cost
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(6) Support equipment

(7) Initial spares

(8) Installation

(9) Warranty

(b) Operation and maintenance cost

(1) Flight line maintenance

(2) Intermediate level maintenance

(3) Depot maintenance

(4) Recurring item management

(5) Recurring data management

(6) Packaging and shipping

(7) Support equipment maintenance

It provides eight output options, which are as follows:

(a) Input data

(b) Support equipment requirements

(c) Spares requirements (detailed)

(d) Spares requirements (unit totals)

(e) Manpower requirements

(f) Total cost summary (by category)

(g) Total cost summary (by year)

(h) Sensitivity analysis results

The LCC-2A model is used for tradeoff and cost benefit analyses of avi-
onics systems and is now being used by most aerospace companies to respond to
request for proposals.

A glossary of symbols used in this model is shown in Exhibit 7A.

11 Computer Runs

The outputs of the computer runs are given in Exhibits 7B, 7C, and 7D.
Exhibit 7B is the output for the basic run. Exhibit 7C is the output of the

• ! c,,p.N81 -17693
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sensitivity analysis done on the cost per system installation. Exhibit 7D is
the output of the sensitivity analysis done on the system operating hours per
mo~nth.

In these outputs, the computed spares at the bases for the LRU's and the
SRU's are zero because of high mean time between failures (MTBF) and a fast
turnaround cycle. In the calculation of the total life-cycle cost estimate,
the cost of the 68 bases and the cost of one spare of each of the SRU's at each
of the 11 intermediate levels were included. This cost, which was determined
separately, is $948,000.

APPENDIXES

Appendixes A through M are included with this report. Although the appen-
dixes are not all individually referenced within the body of the report, the
information contained within each of the appendixes was taken into account
during the formulation of the study's conclusions and recommendations.

I

Ii

SIi
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EXHIBIT 7A

GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS

ACS - Acquisition cost in dollars per system

ACe  - L.RU availability objective (the steady-state probability that
an LRU is not in an unreparable state at base level due to a
backorder on the SRU spare supply)

AOs  - System availability objective (the steady-state probability
that an aircraft Is not in NORS (Not Operationally Ready due
to Supply) status due to an LRU backorder

AOI - Spares objective (system)

A02 - Spares objective (shop)

BDSA - Average shipping time in hours from base to depot

BDSC - Average shipping time in hours to depot from CONUS bases

BDSO - Average shipping time in hours to depot from overseas bases

BTC - Base training cost in dollars

Ck - Total cost In dollars incurred by the Government in year k

Cik - Value in dollars of LCC element I incurred in year k

CDM,1 - Contractor depot repair cycle time in hours

COvj - Annual cost to operate and maintain a set of support equipment
Item, j, expressed as a fraction of the acquistion cost

CONDi - Expected fraction of unit I failures resulting in unit
condemnation

CPS i  - The average shipping cost in dollars per shipment of unit I

CRSC - Resupply time in hours from contractor facility to CONUS bases

CRS0 - Resupply time in hours from contractor facility to overseas

bases

CRU i  - Cost in dollars per unit for spare of unit I

CSEj - Unit cost In dollars for support equipment line item J

Di  - Demand rate in demands per hour of unit I on the depot spare
supply

Dim - Demand rate in demands per hour for spares of unit I at base m
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DCE - Base repair technical orders cost in dollars

DCD - Depot repair technical orders cost in dollars

DCO - Operation technical orders cost in dollars

DF - Annual discount factor applied to future costs

DrM C - Depot repair cycle time in hours for units which can be
repaired by removal and replacement operations (RTS type
repairs)

DRC - Depot repair cycle time in hours for'units which require
actions more complex than removal and replacement operations
(NRTS repairs)

DSSF - Depot stock safety factor in standard deviations

DTC - Depot training cost in dollars

EBDim - Expected delay in hours for repair of LRU I at base m due to
stockout of spare SRU

EBDijm - Expected delay in hours for repair of LRU i at base m due to
stockout of SRU j

EBOem - Expected LRU backorders at base m

EBOsm - Expected SRU backorders at base m

EDO i  - Expected delay in hours in RTS repair of LRU I due to stockout
of spare SRUs

EDOij - Expected depot delay in hours in RTS repair of LRU i due to
stockout of SRU J

ENRik - Expected number of removals of unit i in year k

ESO i  - Expected resupply time delay in hours due to depot stockout of
unit i

FVS i  - Labor standard in hours for failure verification of unit i

- Ratio of the projected system Mean Time Between FailuresGk (MTBF) in year k to the initial MTBF
6km - Ratio of the projected system MTBF in month m of year k to the

initial system MTBF

G* - Ratio of the projected system MTBF at the time of full
installation to the initial system MTBF

f:evAIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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le  - Set of indices pertaining to LRUs

Is - Set of indices pertaining to SRUs

ISITE - Number of I level sites at which aircraft using the system are
deployed

ISP - Initial support period (years)

ISYSm  - Number of I level systems to be installed at site m

I* - Index of the unit which provides the greatest reduction in
expected backorders In a particular iteration of the base
level spares determination algorithm

Jb - Set of indices pertaining to line items of support equipment
required at base level

3d - Set of indices pertaining to line items of support equipment
required at depot level

Jl - Set of indices pertaining to SRUs contained in LRU I

LRi  - Maintenance level of repair (initial support period) for
unit I: LRI a 0 (flight line); - 1 (base); a 2 (depot)

LR2 i  - Maintenance level of repair (final support period) for unit
I: LR2 i - 0 (flight line); a 1 (base); -2 (depot)

LREM i  - Maintenance level of removal for unit I:

LREMi a 0 (flight line); - I (base); - 2 (depot)

LSER - Support Equipment required for repair of item

LVi  - Maintenance level of failure verification (initial support-
period) for unit I: LVi a 0 (flight line); a I (base); - 2
(depot)

LV21  - Maintenance level of failure verification (final support
period) for unit I: LV21 - 0 (flight line); - 1 (base); • 2
(depot)

MTBF1  - Mean Time Between Failures of unit I in hours

nij - Number of sets of support equipment item j required at depot

film - Current spares level of unit I at base m in a particulariteration of the base level spares determination algorithm

NACk - Number of systems installed in year k

NBASE - Total number of bases at which aircraft using the system are
deployed
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NE: - Number of bases - CONUS

NBO - Number of bases - overseas

NCSi  - Number of condemnation spares of unit i

NC ~km - Cumulative number of systems Installed by month m of year k

NOS - Number of depot work shifts per day

NI - Number of new items (no Federal Stock Number assigned) in the
proposed design which must be stocked by the Government to
Support system maintenance

NIC - Number of I level sites CONUS

NIO - Number of I level sites overseas

NIS - Number of I level work shifts

NPB - Number of pages of base repair technical orders

NPD - Number of pages of depot repair technical orders

NPO - Number of pages of operation technical orders

NQi  - Quantity of unit I required per system

NREQjk - Number of sets of support equipment item j required in year k

NRS4  - Total number of initial spares required for unit I

NRSBim - Number of spares of unit $ required at base m

NRSDi - Number of spares of unit I required at the depot

NRU - Number of replaceable units In the system hardware
configuration (counting the system itself)

NRTSi  - Expected fraction of failures of unit i that are reparable
onTy at depot

NSC - Total number of systems to be installed on aircraft at CONUS
bases

NSo  - Total number of systems to be installed at overseas bases

NSE - Number of unique line items of support equipment

NSYSM  - Total number of systems to be installed at base m

::Ol AIRESEARC MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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NTOT - Total number of systems to be installed

NY - Operational life of the system in years

OH - Average operating hours per month per installed system

RBHPMj,m - The expected hours per month that support equipment item j is
required at base m

RHPMj - Expected hours per month that support equipment item J is
required at depot

RLS 1  - Average labor in manhours per in-place system repair

RLS I  - Average labor In manhours per NRTS repair of unit I

RMS1  - Average materials cost In dollars per in-place system repair

RMS i  - Average materials cost in dollars per NRTS repair of unit I

RRS i  - Average labor in manhours required to isolate a failure tounit I, remove the unit, replace it with a spare, and verify

the corrective action

RSTm - Resupply time in hours to base m

RSTC - Resupply time in hours between the depot and CONUS bases

RSTO - Resupply time in hours between the depot and overseas bases

RTS1  - Expected fraction of system failures that are reparable
in-place

RTS i  - Expected fraction of failures of unit i that are reparable by
removal and replacement operations

SBC - Consumable materials consumption rate in dollars per manhour
at base level

SBR - Standard base labor rate in dollars per manhour

SDC2 - Consumable materials consumption rate in dollars per manhour
at depot level for final support period

SDM - Standard data management cost in dollars per page per year

SDMC - Consumable materials consumption rate In dollars per manhour
j at depot level for initial Support period

SDR - Standard depot labor rate in dollars per manhour for initial
support periodI)

SDR2 - Standard depot labor rate in dollars per manhour for final

support period
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SIn - Standard cost in dollars per copy per page for reproduction
and distribution of technical data

SIE - Standard cost in dollars per item for entering a new item into
the Government supply system

SiM - Standard inventory management cost in dollars per year

SIN - Installation cost in dollars per system

SPSC - Standard cost in dollars per pound for packaging and shipping
units between the depot and CONUS bases

SPSO - Standard cost In dollars per pound for packaging and shipping
units between the depot and overseas bases

TI  - Depot stock replenishment time in hours for unit I

Tim - Stock replenishment time in hours for unit I at base m

TAT - Base turnaround time in hours

TOTCOSpv-Total life cycle cost for the system in present value dollars

TOTCOSu- Total life cycle cost for the system in undiscounted dollars

UFP i  - Expected fraction of removals of unit I that will beunverified failures (RTOKs)

USERij - Support equipmert item j usage time in hours for repair of
unit i

USEVij - Support equipment item j usage time in hours for verification
of unit I

Wi - Weight in pounds for unit I

WHPM - Working hours per month at the depot

WHPS - Working hours per month at the site

WP - Warranty period in years

WPR - Price of the warranty in dollars

itm - A variable in the base level spares determination algorithm
denoting the reduction in expected backorders at base m
achieved by increasing the current spares level of unit I at
base m by one

1o (Statement) - A variable whose value is 1 if the statement is true and
0 otherwise
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LIFE CY.LE COST ANALYSIS PROGRAM

0008107V

STANDARU ELEMENTS FILE

PARAMETER VALUE

SIE: ITEM ENTRY COST/NEW ITEM 1200000
SBR: BASE LABOR RATE/HUUk 16.42
SOR: DEPOT LABOH HATE/HUUR 29.43
SDR2: DEPOT LABOR RATE/HOUR,02 29.43
SPSC: PACKAGING & SHIPPING COSTL:. 2CONUS 072s
SPSO: PACKAGING & SHIPPINb COST/LB. - OVERSEAS 0.72

SID: INITIAL DATA MGT. COST/COPY/PAGE 00|011

SIN: ITEM MGT. COST/ITEM/YEAR 150.00
SDM: DATA MGT* COST/PAGE/YEAR 97.55
SRMC: BASE MATERIAL CONSUMPTION RATE 0.0
SDMC: DEPOT MATERIAL CONSUMPTION RATE 8.84
SDC2: DEPOT MATERIAL CONSUMPTION RATE,02 8.84
DF: DISCOUNT FACTOR 0.10

LOGISTIC FACTORS FILE

PAHAMETER VALUE

NY: OPERATIONAL LIFE UF SYSTEM (YEARS) 20
NBC: NUMBER Of BASES - CONUS 62
NIC: NUMBER OF I-LEVEL SITES - CONUS 10
NBO: NUMBER OF BASES - OVERSEAS 6
NIO: NUMBER UF I LEVEL SITES - OVERSEAS 1
NSC: NUMdkR OF SYSTEMS - CONUS 2874
NSO: NUMBER OF SYSTEMS - OVERSEAS 276

NUMBER OF SYSTEMS AT EACH BASE - CONUS

NUMBER OF BASES SYSfEMS AT BASE
2 17

40 41
. 20 60

NUMBER OF SYSIEMi AT EACH I-LEVEL SITE - CONUS

NUMBER OF SITES SYSTEMS AT SITE

4da
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NUMRER OF SYSTEMS AT EACH bASk. - OVERSEAS

NUMBER OF BASES SYSIEMS AT BASE
6 40

NUMBER OF SYSTEMS AT EACH I-LEVEL SITE - OVERSEAS

NUMBER OF SITES SYSTEMS AT SITE
1 276

SIN: COST/SYSTEM INSTALLATION 8000.00
O0: SYSTEM UPERAIIN(4 HOURS/MONTH 25.0
NDS: NUMBER OF DEPOT wUOHK SHIFTS 2
NIS: NUMBER OF I LEVEL'WURK SHIFTS 2
RSTC: BASE RESUPPLY TIME.- CONUS (HOURS) 396.
RSTO: BASE RESUPPLI TIME - OVERSEAS (HOURS) 384.
DMC: DEPOT REPLACtMENT CYCLE TIME (HOURS) 6129
DRC: DEPOT REPAIR CYCLE TIME (HOURS) 1224.
BoSC: SHIPPING TIME TO ULPOT - CONUS (HOURS) 144.
8DSO: SHIPPIN6 TIME TO DEPOT - OVERSEAS (HOURS) 252.
TAT: BASE TURNAROUND TIME (HOURS) 96.
WP: SYSTEM WARRANTY PERIOO (YEARS) 1
ISP: INITIAL SUPPORT PERIOD (YEARS) I
AOl: SPARES OBJECTIVE (SYSTEM) 0.990
AOZ: SPARES OBJECTIVE (SHOP) 0.990
DSSF: DEPOT STOCK SAFETY FACTOR 1.65

ACTIVATION SCHEDULE

MONTH
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12

1 52 Se nd !2 e 5i! 52 52 52 52 52 52
2 52 5e 5 5 2 b 52 52 52 52 52 52 52
3 52 52 52 t2 52 52 53 53 53 53 53 53
4 53 53 54 b3 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53
5 53 Si 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53

HAHDWARE DEFINITION FILE

NUMBER OF REPLACtABLE UNITS * 14

LN IN NOMENCLATURE Nu CRU MTBF UFP W FVS RLS RRS

I 1 SYSTEM 1 12.000. 49847o 0000 17.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 2 DATA ACQUISITION 1 8,000. 12,299. 0.020 l1es 0.0 0.0 1.0
3 3 MOTHENHOARD ASSY 1 700. 10,000,000o O*OSO 0*8 0.3 l. 0*0
4 3 SIGNAL CONDITIONEk 1 1000. 73,899. 0*050 0*4 0*3 1.7 0.0
S 3 SIGNAL CONDITIONER 1 19000 65,902. O.OSO 0.4 0.3 1.7 0.0
6 3 RTU 1563 1 19400. 88028. 0.0S0 0.4 0.3 1.7 0.0
7 3 CPU AND MEMORY 1 1,400. 689078. 0*050 0.4 0.3 1.7 0.0
8 3 ABC CONTROL ANU I 1 1,000. 72,674. 0.0o0 0.3 0.3 l.7 0.0

" EAISEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 8 1-17693
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9 3 CHASSIS PSU OA 1 10500. 78.247. 0.050 9.0 0.3 l.7 0.0

10 2 MEMORY MOOULE 1 4,000. 8,000. 0.020 6.0 0.0 0.0 1.0

11 3 MEMORY STORAGE 1 1,500. 12.195. O.O5O O.S 0.3 1.7 0.0

12 3 MEMORY CONTROL 1 1 600o 50,000. 0.050 0.5 0.3 1.7 0.0

13 3 MEMORY CONTRUL 2 1 600. SO0000 0*050 05 0*3 1.7 0.0

14 3 CHASSIS PROILCTION 1 1300. 3339333. 0.050 4.5 0.3 1.7 0.0

LSER USER

LN RMS NRT5 CONO LV LV2 LSEV USEV LR LR2 1 2 3 4 1 3 4

I ------------------------------- ----------------- ------- -- --

1 0. 0.000 u.ouo 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2 0. 0.000 0.000 2 1 1 0.0 2 1. 1 0 0 0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

3 50. 0.980 0.020 2 2 2 0.3 2 2 2 0 0 0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

4 50. 0.9800.020 2 2 2 0.3 2 2 2 0 0 0 0.8 o.o 0.0 0.0

5 so. 0.980 0.020 2 e 2 0.3 2 2 2 0 0 0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

6 50. 0.980 0.020 2 d i 0.3 2 2 2 0 0 0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

7 so. 0.980 0.020 2 2 2 0.3 2 2 2 0 0 0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

SO. 0.980 0.020 2 2 2 0.3 2 2 2 0 0 0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 so. 0.980 0.O2O 2 e 2 0,3 2 2 2 0 0 0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

10 0. 0.000 0.000 2 1 1 0.0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

11 50. 0.980 0.020 2 e 2 0.3 2 2 e 0 0 0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

12 50. 0.980 0.020 22 2e 0.3 22 2 0 0 0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

13 50. 0.980 0.020 d e 2 0.3 2 2 2 0 0 0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

14 50o. 0.980 0.020. 2 e 2 0.3 2 2 2 0 0 0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT DEFINITION FILE

--------------------------------------------------

NUMBER OF LINE ITEMS OF SUPPOT EQUIPMENT a 2

LINE NUMRER NOMENCLATURE COST(CSE) O&M COST FACTORICOM)-1- - - ------- -------- ------ - ---------------

I ONE TEST SET 509000. 0.010

2 GUVT FUR LUUI 0. 0.0

CONTRACTOR DATA FILE

PARAMETER VALUE

ACS: ACQUISITION CuST/SYSTEM 129000.
9TC: SASE LEVEL THAINING COST 12000.

DTC: DEPOT LEVEL IRALNINb COST 12000.
OCs: DATA ACQUISITION COST (WASE LEVEL MANUALS) 509000.
OCD: DATA ACQUISITION COST (DEPOT LEVEL MANUALS) 100.000.

OCO: OATA ACQUISITION CUST (OTHER) 6000.

NPH: PAGES OF OATA (WASL LEVEL MANUALS) 71

NPO: PAGES OF OATA (DEPU1 LEVEL MANUALS) 68
NPO: PAGES uF DATA (UTHEW) 30

NI: NUMHER OF 4Ew INVENTORY ITEMS 4
r CRSC: CONTRACTOR BASt NEsUPPLY TIME - CONUS 240.

CRSO: CONT'ALTOW 6A E #1RSUPPLY TIME - OVERSEAS 400.
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COMC: CONTRACTOR ktPAIR CYCLE TIME 720.

WPR: WARWANTY WHICL 1069000o

RELIABILITY GROWTH PROFILE

1.00 l.Ot 1.12 1.1w 1.24 1.31 1.37 1.43 1.49 1.55
1.55 1.15 15*3 1.Sb 1.5b 1.5b 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.55
I.SS

SUPPUH tUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

LINE ITEMS OF SUPPOHT EQUIPMENT REQUIRED AT BASE LEVEL

EQUIPMENT UUANTITY COST

ONE TEST SET 11 550000.

LINE ITEMS OF SUPPOkT EQUIPMENT NEQUIRED AT DEPOT LEVEL

EQUIPMENT QUANTITY COST

ONE TEST SET 1 50.000.
GOVT FUR EQUIP 1 0.

SPkHRS HEUUIREMENTS (DETAILED)

dEPOT LEVEL SPARES REQUIREMENTS

REPLACEAbLE UNIT SPARES COST

DATA ACQUISITION 12 96000.
MOTHERBOARD ASSY 1 700.
SIGNAL CONDITIONER 1 4 4000.
SIGNAL CONUITIONLH e 5 5.000.
RTU 1553 4 596009
CPU AND MEMORY s 7000o
ADC CONTROL ANU I 4 4000
CHASSIS PSU OA 4 69000o
MEMORY MODULE 11 689000.
MEMORY eTONAGE 16 24,000.
1MEMORY CONTHOL 1 6 39600.
MEMORY CONTROL 2 6 3,600.
CHASSIS PHOTECTIUN 2 29600.
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BASE LEVEL SPARES REQUIREMENTS ICONUS)

SYSTEMS/
BASE HASE5

17 2 LHU SPARES REQUIREMENTS

HLPLACEABLE UNIT SPARES/BASE TOTAL COST

DATA ACUOISITIUN 0 0 0.
MEMORY MODULE U 0 0.

41 40 LHU SPARES REQUIREMENTS

WEPLACLAbLE UNIT SPARES/BASE TOTAL COST

DATA ACQUISITION 0 0 0.
MEMORY MODULE 0 0 00

60 20 LRU SPARES REQUIREMENTS

WtPLACEAbLE UNIT SPARES/BASE TOTAL COST

UATA ACQUISITION 0 0 0.
MEMUHY MODULE 0 0 0.

287 SHU SPARES REQUIREMENTS

REPLACEAdLE UNIT SPARES/BASE TOTAL COST

MOTHERBOAHU ASSY 0 0 0.

SIGNAL CONDITIONER 1 0 0 0.
SIGNAL CONDITIONLR 2 0 0 0.
RTU 1553 0 0 0.
CPU AND MEMORY 0 0 0.
AUC CONTROL ANO [0 0 0 0.
CHASSIS PSU UA 0 0 0.
MEMORY STURAE 0 0 0.
MtMORY CONTRUL 1 0 0 0.
P'MORY CONTROL 2 0 0 0.
CHASSIS PHOTECTION 0 0 0.

2A8 SHU SPARES REQUIREMENTS

REPLACtABLt UNIT SPARES/uASE TOTAL COST

MUTIHENtUAU ASSY 0 0 0.

I
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SI6NAL LUNUIIIUNER 1 0 0 0.
SIGNAL CONDITIONER 2 0 0 0.
RTU 1553 0 0 0*
CPU AND MLMOWY 0 0 0.

ADO CONTRUL ANU 10 0 0 0.
CHASSIS PSU DA 0 0 00

MtMORY STUWAbL 0 0 00

MEMORY CONTROL 1 0 0 o.
MLMORY CONTROL 2 0 0 0.
CHASSIS PROTLCTION 0 0 0.i
HAbb LEVEL SPAkES REQUIREMENTS (OVERSEAS)

SYSTEMS/
BASE BASES

46 6 LHU SPARES REQUIREMENTS

REPLACtA8LL UNIT SPARES/BASE TOTAL COST

*1 DATA ACQUISITION 0 0 0.
MEMORY MODULE 0 0 0.

276 1 SWU SPARES REQUIREMENTS

-EPLACABLE UNIT SPARES/BASE TOTAL COST

MOTMERqOARD ASSY 0 0 0.
SIGNAL CONI)ITIUNER 1 0 0 0.
S15NAL CONDITIONER 2 0 0 00

.RTU 155J 0 0 00

CPU ANU MEMORY 0 0 0.
AUC CONTROL AND 10 0 0 0.
CHASSIS PSU UA 0 0 0.
MEMORY STOHA6L 0 0 0.
f EMORY CONTROL 1 0 0 0.
MLMORY CONtrOL 2 0 0 0.
CHASSIS PHRO1ECTION 0 0 0.

CONOtMNATIUN SPARES REQUIREMENTS

REPLACEA4LE UNIT SPARES COST

DATA ACQUISITION 0 0
MOTHERROARD ASSY 1 700.
SIGNAL CONVITIONEO 1 4 4.000.jSIGNAL CONDITIONEH e 4 4.000.

q AI$ESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 8i-17693
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RTU 1553 3 49200.
CPU AND MEMORY 4 59600.
AOC CONTROL AND IU 4 4000.
CHASSIS PSU DA 3 4,500.
MEMORY MODULE 0 0.
MEMORY STORAGE 19 28.500.
MEMORY CONTROL 1 5 3,000.
MEMORY CONTROL 2 5 3,000.
CHASSIS PROTECTION 1 19300o

SPAHES WEQUIREMENTS (UNIT TOTALS)

SPARES
TOTAL

REPLACEABLE UNIT DEPOT BASE CONDEMNATION TOTAL COST

DATA ACQUISITION 12 0 0 12 969000o
MOTHERBOARD ASSY 1 0 1 2 19400o
SIGNAL CONDITIONER 1 4 0 4 8 8,000.

SIGNAL CONOITIONER 2 5 0 4 9 9,00o
RTU 1553 4 0 3 7 9,800.
CPU AND MEMORY b 0 4 9 129600.
ADC CONTROL ANU 10 4 0 4 8 8000.
CHASSIS PSU DA 4 0 3 7 10,5000
MEMORY MODULE 17 0 0 17 689000o
MEMORY STORAGE 16 0 19 35 S2so
MEMORY CONTROL 1 6 0 5 11 69600o
MEMORY CONTROL 2 6 0 5 11 69600#
CHASSIS PROTECTION 2 0 1 3 39900.

MANPOWEk 14EQUIREMENTS

(MANHOURS PER YEAR)

YEAR FLIGHT LINE BASE DEPOT

1 21. 0. O.
2 56. 2. 104.
3 81. 3. 163.
4 116. 4. 217.
5 142. 5 264.
6 149. 5. 277.
7 142. 5 265.
a 131. 5. 254o
9 131. 4. 244.
10 1.i. 4. 239.
11 128. 4. 239.
12 120. 4. 239.
13 120. 4. 239.
14 124. 4. 239.
is led* 4o 239.
16 12b. 4. 239.
17 led. 40 239.
is 12s. 4. 239.I.19 lied. I* 239.
20 12b. 4o 239.

I "
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LRU OPERATING HOURS AND FAILURES

LINE REPLACEABLE UNIT

DATA ACOUISITIUN YEAR REMOVALS RTOKIS FAILURES OP.HOURS

1 8.2 0.2 8.0 101400.0
- 22.0 0.4 21.6 288600.0
3 J4.4 0.7 33,8 476325.0
4 45.8 0.9 44.9 666750.0
5 55.9 1.1 54.8 857550.0
b 58.6 1.2 57.5 945000.0
1 56.1 1.1 55.0 945000.0
b 53.8 1.1 52.7 945000.0

51.7 1.0 50.6 945000.0
lU 30.6 1.0 49.6 945000.0

11 506 ISO 49o6 945000.0
12 50.6 1.0 49.6 945000
13 50.6 1.0 49.6 9459000
14 50.6 1.0 49.6 945000.00

15 50.b 1.0 49.6 945000.0
1b 5 0.6 1.0 49.6 945000.0
11 50.6 1.0 49.6 945000.0
16 50.6 1.0 49.6 945000.0
19 50.6 1.0 49.6 945000.0
2u 50.6 1.0 49.6 945000.0

MEMORY MODULE YLAk kEMOVALS RTOKIS FAILURES OP.HOURS

1 12.6 0.3 12.3 101400,0
2 33.9 0.7 33.2 288600.0
4 s3.0 1.1 51.9 476325.0
4 70.4 1.4 69.0 666750.0
5 86.0 1.7 84.3 857550.0
b 90.1 1.8 88.3 945000.0
7 86.3 1.7 84.5 945000.0
8 82.7 1.7 81.1 945000.0
• ?9.4 1.6 77*9 945000.0

10 77.8 1.6 76.2 945000.0
11 77.8 1.6 76.2 945000.0
12 77.8 1.6 76.2 945000.0
13 77.8 1.6 76.2 945000.0
14 17.8 lb 76.2 945000.0
lb 77.b 1*6 76.2 945000.0
lb 77.8 1.6 76.2 945000.0
17 77.8 1.6 76.2 945000.0
18 77.8 l.b 76.2 945000.0
19 77.8 1*6 76.2 945000.0
20 77.8 1.6 76.2 945000.0

ACWUISITION COST BREAKDOWN BY CATEGORY AND BY YEAR

IRESfRCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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4 CATEGORY YEAR

! e 3 --- 45 6 7

INIT TRAIN 12000- 1OO. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
DATA A bbO000o 100000. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
ITEM ENT O. 4O0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
DATA MGMT 36b. 2462. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
PRIM HW 74dbO0t). 7488000. 7560000. 7632000. 7632000. 0. 0.
S.E. U. bOouOO. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
INIT SP SO2 e. b8022. 58580. 59138. 59138. 0. 0.
INST 49V2000. 4992UU 5040000. 5088000. 5088000. 0. 0.
WARRANTY 2094m. e0998. 21200. 21402. 21402. 0. 0.

CATEGORY YEAR

d 9 10 11 12 13 14
INIT TRAIN 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

DATA AD 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0.
ITEM ENT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
DATA MGMT 0. 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 0.
PRIM HW 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
S.E. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
INIT SP 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
INST 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 00
WARRANTY 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

CATEGORY YEAR

15 lb 17 18 19 20 21
INIT TRAIN 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 0.
DATA AQ 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
ITEM ENT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
DATA MGMT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
PRIM HW 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 00
S.E. U. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
INIT SP U. 0. 0. 0. O. 0.
INST 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
WARRANTY 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0 t4COST bHtAKUOWN BY CATEGORY AND BY YEAR

CATEGORY YEAR

- 2 3 4 5 6 7
FLT LN MT 341. 918. 1435. 1909. 2331. 2443. 2338.
BASE MT 0. 3o. 47. 63. 77. 81. 77.
DEPO NT 0. 6541. 10230. 13608. 16614. 17411. 16664.
ITEM MGMT 00 bOO. 600. 600. 600. 600. 600.
DATA MGMT 9853. 164d6. 1648b. 16486. 16486. 16486. 16486.
PIK & SHP 201. 71. 111. 141. 179. 188. 180.
SeE. MT. 0. b653. 5752. 5853. 5954. 6000. 60009

CATEGORY YEAR1...
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9 10 11 12 13 14
FLT LN MT 2242. 2153. 2107. 2107. 2107. 2107o 21070
BASE MT 74. 71. 70. 70. 70. ?0. 70.
DEPO MT ily7r. 15346. 15022. 15022. 15022. 15022. 15022.
ITEM MGMT b0, buO. 600. 600. 600. 600. 600.
DATA MGAT ib4,b. 10486. 16486. 16486. 16486. 16486. 16486s
PK & SHP Ili. 1b6. 162. 162. 162. 162. 162.
S.E. MT. bUO0. b000. 6000. 6000. 6000. 6000. 6000o

CATEGORY YEAR

1b lb 17 18 19 20 21
FLT LN MT 2107. 2107. 2107. 2107. 2107. 2107.
BASE MT 70. 70. 70. 70o 700 70.
DEPO MT 150e2. 1502. 15022. 15022. 15022. 15022.
ITEM MGMT bOO. bOO. 600. 600. 600. 600.
DATA MGMT 1b406. 16486, 16486. 16486. 16486. 16486.
PK & SHP 1o2. Ib2. 161. 162. 162. 162.
SE. MT. 6000. 6UO0. 6000. 6000. 60009 6000.

TOTAL COST 5UMMARY (BY CATEGORY)

UNUISCOUNTED PRESENT VALUE

COST COST

INITIAL TRA,'INb 24,000. 22,909.
DATA ACQUISITION 156.000. 146,909.
ITEM ENTRY 4.800. 4,364.
DATA MANAGEMENT 69118. 5,894.
PRIME HAROWAHE 37.O0,000. 31,490,026.
SUPPORT EQUIPMEN1 600.000. 545,455a
INITIAL SPAROES ?92900. 2449006.
INSTALLATION 259200.000. 20,993,351.
WARRANTY 1069000. 889305.

TOTAL ACOUISITIuN COST b,9189,81 . 53,541.220.

FLIHT LINE MAINT. 399291. 1b6765.
RASE LEVEL MAINT. 1,285. 542.
DEPOT LEVEL mAINT. 277.631. 117.064
ITEM MANAGEMENT 11,400. 5.019.
DATA MANAGEMENT 323v0R6. 147,757.
PACKING & SHIPPING 3200. 1,9466.
S.E.MAINTENANCE 113,211. 49.527.

TOTAL O&M COST 769,105. 338.139.

TOTAL LIFE CYCLE CO'r 9.V58 923. 53.879 359.

TOTAL COSI SUMMARY (bY YEAR)

i. AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 8 1-17693
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SYSTEM OPERATIONAL LIFE = Z0 YEARS

YEAR OF UNDISCOUNIED PRESENT VALUE
PROGRAM COST COST

1 12ob4l*072. 12,6419072.
2 13,3Ob O. 129098971S.
3 12,714,441. 10,507813.
4 12,83Yv206o 996469298s
5 12,42.781o 89771,808.
6 43,209. 269829.
7 42,34b. 239902.
8 41,bb2. 21,323.
9 4098e1. 199043.
10 40,9447. 17,1540
11 40,447. 15,594.
12 40,447. 14,177.
13 40,441. 129888o
14 40,447. 11,716.

4 15 40,447. 10,651.
16 40,447. 9,683.
17 40,447. 8,803.
18 40,441. 8,0020
19 40,447. 7275.
20 40,447. 6,613.

TOTAL 64,9b8923. 539879,359.

I;
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EXHIBIT 7C

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF

COST PER SYSTEM INSTALLATION

i7

I
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SENSITIVITY ~ NI~IYAAYI
PARAMETER UNUISCuUNTE) PRESENT VALUE

SIN TOTAL COSY TOTAL COST

*18000.000 b~qes,9i!J. 53*879,359.
12000.oflo 77955o9923. ~ ,7~O4
lbooo.oon v~~)8v3 74,&g1e,71).

20000.000 1.(2989. db93699385.

4
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EXHIBIT 7D

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF
SYSTEM OPERATING HOURS PER MONTH
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I
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

SENSITIVITY
PARANETER UNOISCOUNTED PRESENT VALUE

OH TOTAL COST TOTAL COST

2 5000 649958,923. 53,8799359.
500O0 65,516 032. 5492119549.
75.000 669046,840. 5495219q3 1 .

10O.000 6695899049. 54,8419609.

.!
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PARAMETER REQUIREMENTS OF VARIOUS AGENCIES
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APPENDIX A

PARAMETER REQUIREMENTS OF VARIOUS AGENCIES

A list of the parameter requirements of the various agencies involved with
crash investigations is as follows:

(a) NTSB Recommendations A-78-27 through A-78-29

(b) USAF Statement of Need

(c) Statistical data for F-15, F-16, and A-10 accidents

(d) USN parameter list for F/A-18

(e) UK Civil Aviation Authority Spec 10

4 (f) List prepared by United Kingdom engineering advisor to the Civil
Aviation Authority and the RAF

(g) Typical list for a United Kingdom high-performance military aircraft

NOTE: This list was not used in the generation of the recommended
parameter list for the CSFDR study since it was not available
until late.

-1
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NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C.

ISSUED: April 13, 1978

Forwarded to:

Honorable Langhorne M. Bond
Administrator
Federal Aviation Administration SAFETY RECOMMENDATION(S)

Washington, D.C. 20591 A-78-27 through 29

The National Transportation Safety Board is concerned about the

number of accidents involving complex fixed wing, multiengine aircraft
in air taxi and corporate/executive operations in which the accident
circumstances remain unknown. Of the 194 fatal accidents in these

operations from 1970 to 1977, cause has not been determined for

34 of the accidents. (See Attachment 1.) In addition to the accidents
reflected in the data in Attachment 1, the Safety Board has recently

investigated or is investigating five other accidents in the corporate/
executive fleet alonel/ in which there appears to be little hope of

determining definitive cause. These accidents, which have occurred
within the past 18 months, have resulted in 26 fatalities.

With the continued growth in the numbers of complex multiengine
aircraft in general aviation, particularly in corporate/executive operations

and air taxi/commuter service, and the frequent operation in unfavorable

1/ Accidents under recent investigation:

Grumman Gulfstream II (GI159), NSOOJ, Johnson & Johnson, Inc.,
Hot Springs, Virginia, September 26, 1976.

Lear 23, N332PC, Jet Avia Limited, Flint, Michigan, January 6, 1977.

Falcon 10, N60MB, Mountain Bell Co., near Denver, Colorado, April 3,

1977.

BH 125-600A, N4OPC, Southern Company Services, Inc., McLean, VA,
April 28, 1977.

Lear 25, N99911G, Champion Homes, near Sanford, NC, September 8, 1977.
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environments, we believe that recorders are urgently needed. In fact,
we believe that these recorders are as justified as those installed in
the air carrier fleet in 1959. At that time, high speed, increased
reliance on avionic equipment, and lack of eye witnesses combined to
limit the investigative evidence and often eliminated chances of
determining cause. These same factors are hindering today's
investigations of accidnts involving complex multiengine aircraft in
air taxi and corporate executive operations.

Accident investigation experience with air cai.ier aircraft has
proven that cockpit voice recorders (CVR) and flight data recorders
(FDR) have been invaluable tools in identifying aircraft design
deficiencies, common operational problems, shortcomings in the air
traffic control system, and the effects of meteorological phenomena on
aircraft performance. In almost every accident investigation involving
these aircraft during the past 10 years, one or both of these recorders
provided investigators with the clues necessary to piece together the
circumstances of the accident. To its credit, the aviation community
has always responded to these accident findings by instituting immediate
remedial actions, or at the very least, by researching identified
problem areas. The result has been continued improvement in aviation
safety.

The value of the FDR, and in particular of the digital FDR, has
become evident in the investigation of a number of air carrier accidentsin which wind shear was a primary causal factor. The recorded data

have provided a means for accurately determining the flight profiles and
the direction and magnitude of winds. They have also provided sufficient
information for programming aircraft simulators so that the condition
encountered by the pilots could be reproduced in real time. Simulation
based on FDR data has made it possible to explore human factors such
as restricted visual cues which hinder prompt recognition of a developing
descent rate and accurate assessment of the pitch attitude change required
to arrest the descent before impact.

At least one manufacturer of corporate/executive aircraft has
recognized the long-term value of the FDR and CVR and is providing
space and power for the FDR and installing a CVR in every aircraft of
this category manufactured. As corporate flying becomes an ever-increasing
part of the transportation system, corporate operators are also discovering
that it is to everyone's advantage to install CVR's and FDR's aboard
their aircraft. A corporate flight department's operation is invariably

suspect in the eyes of general aviation antagonists after an accident
for which the precise cause is unknown.

I IJ
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The economic benefits of the FDR and CVR are becoming apparent as
well. The inability to properly determine the cause of an accident can
be costly, not only because of the failure to determine proper preventive
measures, but also because of liability of the manufacturers, the operator,
and the Government.

In addition, corporations and'air taxi operators are providing
transportation in lieu of available Part 121 air carrier transportation.
These passengers are not being afforded a level of safety equivalent to
that of air carriers. The Safety Board believes an equivalent level can
only be effected in the long term by the installation of flight recorders.

The Safety Board lelieves that an industry which has made the
micro-computer a household tool could develop a reasonably priced, light
weight, small-volume, solid state digital flight data recorder and an
equally inexpensive cassette type cockpit voice recorder which would
serve the intent of the flight recorder requirement. In fact, one
manufacturer is developing a very small digital flight data recorder
under contract for the U.S. Arm), which will employ the latest electronic
technology and will be capable of recording over 30 minutes of data for
rore than 15 parameters.

This system is to use a microprocessor to decide which data should
be stored and when, and a nonvolatile solid-state memory instead of
recording tape. Because no recording tape is used, the system will be
virtually maintenance free. Whereas, current FDR's of the scribed metal
foil variety record only four variable parameters, cost $15,000 to

$20,000 to install, and weigh 40 pounds, the U.S. Army plans for their
new unit to cost $10,000, including installation, on a limited production
schedule and weigh about 7 pounds.

Although the unit being developed under this contract does not have
voice recording capability, discussions with equipment suppliers indicate
that the technology is available to produce a similar recorder capable
of recording both voices and digital data on aircraft performance.

In addition to new flight recorder standards for certain aircraft
operating under 14 CFR 91 and 14 CFR 135, the Safety Board believes that
the current standards for aircraft operating under 14 CFR 121 should
be revised and updated to reflect modern needs and the technological
state of the art. Although the data that they presently provide are
extremely valuable, FDR's could record additional paraiieters with more
useful accuracy and CVR's could produce better quality voice recordings
at minimal cost if modern technology were employed. A list of requirementsIwhich we believe to be feasible is attached. (See Attachment 2)

I ° .
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In view of the above, the National Transportation Safety Board
recommends that the Federal Aviation Administration:

Develop, in cooperation with industry, flight
recorder standards (FDR/CVR) for complex
aircraft which are predicated upon intended
aircraft usage. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-78-27)

Draft specifications and fund research and
development for a low cost FDR, CVR, and
composite recorder which can be used on complex
general aviation aircraft. Establish guidelines
for these recorders, such as maximum cost,
compatible with the cost of the airplane on which
they will be installed and with the use for which
the airplane is intended. (Class II, Priority
Action) (A-78-28)

In the interim, amend 14 CFR to require that no
operation (except for maintenance ferry flights)
may be conducted with turbine-powered aircraft
certificated to carry six passengers or more, which
require two pilots by their certificate, without
an operable CVR capable of retaining at least 10
minutes of intracockpit conversation when power is
interrupted. Such requirements can be met with
available equipment to facilitate rapid implementation
of this requirement. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-78-29)

KING, Chairman, McADAMS, HOGUE, and DRIVER, Members, concurred
in the above recommendations.
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jATTACHMENT 1

FATAL ACCIDENTS
r.S. GENERAL AVIATION

M'ULTIKVNGINE FiXED WING

1970-1977

EXCLUDES ACCIDENTS WITH NO CAUSAL ASSIGNMENT
AS OF 3/14/78

BROAD FATAL ACCIDENTS
Cause/Factor Cause Factor Total

rjPilot 76b 169 779

Personnel 76 37 i7
A -1rf rame 19 3 2

Landing G,-ar 1 1 2
Fowerplant 110 15 120
ISystems 20 6 26

Instruments/ 3 7 10

Ecui-mert & Accessories
Arport/A rways/Facilities 3 10 13
Wuather 37 416 442
Terrain 24 160 18L
Miscellaneous 22 9 31
Undetermined 91 0 91

Total No.
Fatal Accidents 917

FATAL ACCIDENTS
OF

UNDETERMINED CAUSE

GENERAL AVIATION
MULTI-ENGINE FIXED WING

1970-1977

Number of Undetermined Number of

C ate -crrv Accidents Fatalities

Air Taxi 21 80

Corporate/Executive 13 47
Business 16 37
Pleasure/ 28 79

Personal Transport
Miscellaneous 13 36

(Ferry/nstruct ion/Unknown)

A ATotal 9) 279



ATTACHMENT 2

FLIGHT RECORDER STANDARDS VIEWED AS FEASIBLE
BY NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD

COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER to record intra-cockpit voice communications
with retention of at least 10 and preferrably 15 minutes of recorded
data at time of power interruption.

Require on turbine-powered aircraft carrying 6 passengers or more,
certificated for two-pilot operation that are in present
service operating under 14CFR91 or 14CFR13S.

MINI FLIGHT DATA RECORDER to record at least 5 variable parameters and
one binary signal as a function of time. The minimum parameters
are: Indicated Airspeed, Pressure Altitude, Magnetic Heading,
Vertical Acceleration, Longitudinal Acceleration and the keying
of any air/ground communication equipment. Recording media or
memory should retain the last 10 minutes of data at time of power
interruption.

Require on newly manufactured multi-engine aircraft certificated
to carry 6 to 9 passengers and single-pilot operation under 14
CFR91 or 14CFR135.

Require on newly manufactured multi-engine aircraft certificated
to carry 10 passengers or more and single-pilot operation under
14CFR91.

COMPOSITE FLIGHT DATA and COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER or individual
installation of Cockpit Voice Recorder and Mini Flight Data
Recorder which will satisfy the requirements for both equip-
ment as described above.

Require on new.y manufactured turbojet aircraft certificated
to carry 6 passengers or more and two pilot operation under
14CFR91 or 14CFR135.

Require on all multi-engine aircraft, including those presently
in service, certificated to carry 10 passengers or more and
operating under 14CFRl21, 14CFR127, or ]4CFR135, except for those
larger air carrier aircraft required to have recorders by the
present rule 14CFR121.343.

I.
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BASIC EXPANDED PARAMETER FLIGHT DATA RECORDER as described in 14CFR
121.343 paragraph (a)(2), and COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER as described
in 14CFR21.359.

Require on all newly manufactured large aircraft certificated
for operations above 25,,000 feet altitude or that are turbine
engine powered regardless of the date of issue of the aircraft's
type certificate that operate under 14CFR121.

EXPANDED PARAMETER FLIGHT DATA RECORDER recording parameters described
in Enclosure 1 to Safety Recommendations A74-1S thru 17 dated
March 1, 1974, plus any dedicated parameters which may be desirable
because of unique features of the specific aircraft configuration
and type design, and COCKPIT VOIVE RECORDER as described in 14CFR
121.359.

Require on all large aircraft certificated for operations above
25,000 feet altitude or that are turbine engine powered for
which a new type certificate is issued that operate under
]4CFR121.

Page A-8
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TABLE II

WORD LENGTHS USLI) IN MOST 1 OPERATIONS
ANU EXAMPLES 6F RLSULiING RLSOLUTIONS

RESOLUTION RESOLUTION
EXAMPLE FOR N BITS AND FOR 8 BITS ANDPARAMETER BITS (N) RANGE EXAMPLE RANGE EXAMPLE RANGE

Airspeed 12 0 - 400 KIAS 0.1 KIAS 1.6 KIAS
Fine Altitude 12 -1,000 to 50,000 ft 1 foot 200 feet*

Coarse Attitude 7 or 121

Magnetic Heading 10 3600 0.35 degrees 1.4 degrees

Vertical Acceleration 10 -3g to +6g 0.Olg O.04g

Longitudinal Acceleration 12 -1 to +lg 0.0005g 0.008g

Pitch Attitude 10 -750 to +750 0.15 degrees 0.6 degrees**

Roll Attitude 10 -1800 to +1800 0.35 degrees 1.4 degrees.
Engine Thrust 12 0 - 120 units 0.03 units 0.5 units

Pitch Control 10 -300 to +300 0.06 degrees 0.24 degrees

Lateral Control 1O -300 to +300 0.06 degrees 0.24 degrees

Yaw Control 10 -300 to +300 0.06 degrees 0.24 degrees

Trailing Edge Flap 10 0 - 600 0.06 degrees 0.24 degrees

Air Temperature 12 -100 to +500C 0.040C 0.6oC

Pitch Trim 12 -300 to +300 0.0150 0.24 degrees' Lateral Acceleration 10 -1 to +lg 0.002g 0.008g

Angle of Attack 10 -200 to +400 0.06 degrees 0.24 degrees

* Not acceptable.

** A pitch range of -50o to +250 gives a resolution of 0.30 using 8 bits.
We consider 0.30 acceptable.

AIRESARCH MANUFACTURING COMpANy 81-17693
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NORMALAIR- GARRETT LIMITED
ELECTRONICS DIVISION - YEOVIL

Clarence Street.
Yeovil, Somerset BA20 I YG. England
Telephone Yeovil (Code 0935) 26151
Telex 46527
Telegrams AlGL Telex Yeovil

Crash Survivable Flight Data Recorder Stud" - Questionnaire - Sheet I

Iormalair-Garrett Ltd and the Airesearch Manufacturing Company of Cali-

fornia are jointly carrying out a study, under contract to the United

States Air Force Systems Command - Wright Patterson Air Force Base, to

deterrne the optimum crash survivable flight data recording system for

rI.itary aircraft.

One aspect of the study is to collect and evaluate a wide range of infor-

ma' ioi coveing accident investigation requirements; maintenance recor-

ci:,-; availability of signals; data compression; cost, size, weight,

reliatbl1ity/maintainability of recording equipment, and typical missionprcofiles.

The A-10, F-15 and F-16 are to be considered ty-pical aircraft for the pur-

posE of the study. However we are also required to determine whether it

i feasible to produce a standard system suitable for both fighter!trainer

and transport/bomber aircraft.

We would be very grateful if you would provide us with as much of the infor-

mation indicated on the attached sheets as possible. If there is other

information that you consider relevant to the study please provide that

also.

Please reply to the above address and if you have any queries telephone

Nick Bullock (Project Engr..,eer) on 0935 26151 Ext 23L

Z AIREtUACH MANUFACTURING COMPANy 81- 17693
Page A-12



NORMAILAIR-GARRETII LIMITED
ELECTRONICS DIVISION - YEOVIL

Ca,.,nc. Street

V.0...' 8A20 f YG. England.
Telhanon, Yeov-1 Coor 0935J 26151
Toie. 46527
Tele'anms NGL T*aex Ytovil

your t'et

date

Crash- Survivable Flight Data Fecorder Study - Questionnaire - Sheet 2

Details of person(s) and organisation responding:

". e ............................. Job Title ..............

ae........... ......................ot Title............................

Dre". s tJn/. / ..............

4

Address 9 2 ............

~~~~~~~......... ................i.i..iiz ....................1

3e'ieral Remarks a2(~44 adLAe/ kA C -A A. ,Z F1 ,

[F~f :JO/ERFILQ' Issue 1

E J AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693IPage A- 13



Cras h Survival Flight Data Fecoraer Stu:v - Questicnnaire - Sheet 3

Accident Investigation Question. - I

1. Parameters

Sheet 4 and 5 list various parameters. Please add any others that
you regard as important and indicate the order of priority, the re-
quired sampling rate, the total signal range and the required accuracy
and resolution plus any remarks. Under Resolution-Fine please give
the resolution that would be needed in an accident investigation situ-
ation and under Resolution-Cours that which would be acceptable und-r
steady state conditio .

Du.tion,

2.1 Minimum rodigduration....... s ..... flights.

2.2 Please indicate how probabilify of determining causer of accident
would be affected if recording duration was:

last 10 minutes .... last 20 m t

last 30 minutes .......... one complete flight

2.3 How would the figures in paras 2.1 and 2.2 be altered if maintenance
data re av in addition to crash parameters.

3. Survival

3.1 What crash protection levels are necessary for high performance
militery aircraft.

ST$C CS./A

3. What recorder rate would those levels provide .. . ...

3.3 What is the opt 1cat, or the erc

3Aa J e~iectale reodris us ehtprotection level aree required
and what would survival rate be.f /

............ ... °.....................................................

3.5 Whoat proportion of i.r f crash into water of a depth that prevents
re o e - ,.. ."

4s. General

L.1 In what proportion of accide ks ) recoed d ta jh principa: mea-s

Ii

AIRES(ARCI4 MANUFACTURING COMPANY 8 1-17693
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Cras' Survival Flight Data Reccrder Study - ues-ionn.aire - Shee'.

Accident Investigation Questions - I cont

4.2 In what proportion of accidents wcu.d 4 eaddition of audio
to a determination if' caen:-o P6., r

4.- If audio is included should it be pilot's tels., pilot, J '
mic, free are- =;c etc and wiqt should duration be.

LL In what proportion of accidents does determination of the cause

Weet a repetition.

It

Ref. OB1 'Lu7 rsue 1

AIu[ EACH MANUFArMING COMPANY Page A-15



Cra-. Sarv'a- l Fb. -p:ht Data Re.corder Stud%- QU stionaire -Shea:

Acciden-t Investigation. questions - Il Fv~

Sample Signal Resolu~tion aParameter ~ Priority Rate Raiz Accur~acyFz Course -'

Angle of attzack
A2-it ude (press-..re)

(radio) 3a
Normal acceleration fpv 0,I 4

(Loadfactor)L q
Roll rate OVA4u.

Yaw rate gy ~Cs< C ' -'I
Pitch rate 2 mb 5'U 1

Aileaor position
Rudrposition

Roll (ak nl

4 Vertical velocity

Heading-(magnetic) 2
(gyro)I

Engine fuel flow2
Hydraulic pressure 3
Utility hydraulic

;res Sure + OO~/

Invertor output 4 4 0@V
Oil pressure
Fuel quantity
DME ('Distance'

Measuring Equip)
Oxygen pressureI
Ejector seat operation-
Airframe stresses

- issue 1

v 8 1-176931'v AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY Page A- 16



Crath Survivkl Flignt Data Recorder Study - uesticnnaire - Sheet C

Accident Investigation Questions - III

Parameter Priority SampleAccuracy emarksRate Range _____Rerk

Side slip angle
Throttle pnsition
Afterburner - range,
-nozzle position
Rudder pedal -

position or force

Stick-position or
force

Mach number
Flap position
Landing gear position S
Speed brake position 2.
Oil Quantity
Air Data Computer

Status
Fire Control System

stat us
Press to transmit
Lateral acceleration I~ ~~
Reverse
Leading edge high

lift devices -
control position

Pitch trim
Temperature type?
Undercarriage
ILS Localiser
ILS Slideslope
Warnings

Fir& (each engine
and APU)

Cabin pressure 3
Warning leading to

engine shutdown
Fuselage smoke
Essential Pneu-

matic Power
Autcpilot

Engagement of each 2.
control axis

Selection of each
'Capture' & 'Ac-
quire' mode

Others

S

?er. 2JC2/!El)- iosue 1

AISEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY-17
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LH

Crasr. Sirvivable Flig.t Data Recorder Stuay - Questionnaire - Sheet 7

Airframe Information - I

Flease supply as much cf the following information as possible for each
aircraft under consideration. Use whatever format is most convenient tC
you'.

2. Aircraft type.

2. Maximum acceptable size, mass, and power consumption of the scuisi:tion
system and the memory unit.

3. Optimuz location of memory unit for crash survival.

4. Possible positions for memory unit and acquisition system.

5. Environmental conditions obtaining at locations in para 4.

6. Crash conditions i.?. shock levels, impact and crush forces, fire
temperature and duration.

7. Signal availability.
The following data is sought for each of the parameters listed on
Sheet 9 and any other parameters you regard as desirable for accident
investigation purposes.

7.1 Signal range and type.

7.2 Max rate of change.

7.3 Accuracy.

7.4 Repeatability.

.5 Resolution.

7.6 Reliability.

7.7 Maintainability.

7. Any other data considered relevant.

7.9 If the signals are not available on digital data highway where
can they be obtained - info wanted for cabling considerations.

l7.i if no signal is available what are the problems involved in fitting
a transducer and what would the weight penalty be.

4 7.11 Alternatively can the information be deduced from other parameters -
please indicate the cases in which this would be a better solution
than fitting a transducer.

-'.l- :iormal signal profile.

f :.J/B t/i7 Issue

AIRSEANCH MANUFACTURING C 81-17693
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Crash Sr-iva.le Flight Data Recorder Study questionnaire - Sheet

Airframe Information - I cont

7.13 Interelationship between signals in normal flight (this is for

' h prpseof determining wioe er datacopesnisos-b
i~ 8 !4.aintenarkle data 0

8.1 1W~'at parameters should be recorded for maintenance purposes.

8.2 Please provide the information indicated in para 7 for the mai te-
nance data signals.

.
I

1

I

R 1ef. ,JB/BF-/497 Issue 1

I
IAIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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.4

Crasr Survivatle Flight Data Recorder Study - Questionnaire - Sheet 9

Parameters

-1

An!e of attack Rudder pedal position
Altitude (pressure) or force

(radio) Stick position or force
!ormal acceleration Mach number

(Load factor) Flap position
Roll rate Landing gear position
Calibrated airspeed Speed brak-e position71 Yaw rate Oil quantity
Pitch rate Air Data Computer
Elevator position Status

" Aileron position Fire Control System
Rudder position Status
Boll (bank) angle Press to transmit
Pitch attitude Lateral acceleration
Vertical velocity Reverse

Heading (magnetic) Leading edge high lift
(Urro) devices - control pcsi-

Engine r.p.m tion
Engine EGT Pitch trim
Engine fuel flow Temperature type?
Hydraulic prebsure Undercarriage
Utility hydraulic ILS Localisor
pressure ILS Glideslope

Generator output Warnings
Inverter output Fire (each engine & APU)
Oil pressure Cabin pressure
Fuel quantity Warnings leading to engine

DIC- ( Distance Mieasuring shut down
Equipment) Fuselage smoke

0 Oxy'gen pressure Essential Pneuratic Power
Ejector seat operation Autopilot
Airframe stresses Engagement of each control
Side slip angle axis
Throttle position Selection of each 'Capture'
Afterburner - range & 'Acquire' mode

nozzle position

R Ref. IUJOB/BRB/497 Issue I

aatAIRESEARCH AUACUIG OPNA AU 8 1-17693
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Crast. Survivable Flicht Data Recorder Study Questionnaire - Sheet 10

Oeraticnal questions - I

Please respond in whatever format is most convenient to you.

. What is the maximum acceptable size, mass and power consumption for
the accident recorder and the acquisition unit.

2. if maintenance recording is undertaken what is the optimum means of
r-trevinc the data e.g. removing accident recorder memory from air-

PA craft, 'milking' recorder on the aircraft, a separate quick access
recorder.

3. If milking is undertaken what is maximum acceptable 'milking' time.

Eov quickry -s maintenance data analysis required.

5. hat parameters should be recorded for maintenance purposes.

6. What recording duration is required.

. What is a typical mission profile.

. is there a definable relationship between certain parameters during
ncrmal flight.

9. What are the best positions for fitting the acquisition unit and
recorder(s).

10. What reliability is required from an accident recording system and a
maintenance recording system.

11. What maintainability is required.

12. What savings can be achieved by employing a maintenance recording
system.

13. What are the Implications of using the same equipment on fighter/trainer
aircraft and transport/bomber aircraft.

1L. How dc the responses to the above question differ for transport/bomber
aircraft.

I
Ref. X;JOB/EFb:EB/ issue 1
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Crash Parameters Sampling Rates and Accuracy

The parameters, sampling rates, and accuracies shown on the attached
tables apply to a typical high-performance military aircraft. Since the tables
were produced, certain low sample rate engine parameters have been added; these
are chiefly temperatures.

The actual aircraft type to which the figures relate cannot be divulged
because the information is restricted.

.1

AIRESEACH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-7693I- iv-. Page A-22
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LIST OF EVENTS

\1o. Sample Rate Bits Event

I I I Engine Vibration Port (red)

2 1 1 Engine Vibration Starboard (red)

3 1 1 Ice Warning

4 1 1 Hydraulic Pressure Port

5 1 1 Hydraulic Pressure Starboard

6 1 1 Cabin Pressure

7 1 1 Fuel Content Low Warning

8 1 1 Fire Warning Port

9 1 1 Fire Warning Starboard

10 1 1 Pitch SAS-AD 2nd Failure

I I 1 1 Roll SAS-AD Znd Failure

12 1 1 Yaw SAS-AD 2nd Failure CSAS

13 
1 1 Pitch-Roll for Emergency Control

14 1 1 Taileron f. 2nd Failure

15 1 1 Rudder f. 2nd Failure

16 1 1 Flag Warning Sigs. Glide Slope

17 1 1 Flag Wdrning Sigs. Localizer

18 .1 Flaps Slat Actuation CSAS

19 1 1 Oleo Switch Operation

[

AIDESIANCH NMUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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Section C, Addendum # 1 F33615-80-C-0117
Page 7a

FLIGHT DATA RECORDER PARAMETER LIST

The following parameters, taken from the Statement of Need (SON) for Flight
Data Recorders, dated 27 August 1979, must be considered as a baseline for the Flight
Parameter Evaluation.

Angle-of-attack
Altitude
Normal load factor
Roll rate
Calibrated airspeed
Yaw rate
Pitch rate
Elevator position
Aileron position

Rudder position
Bank angle
Pitch attitude
Sink rate (vertical velocity)
Heading
Engine RPM
Engine EGT
Engine fuel flow
Hydraulic pressure
Utility hydraulic pressure
Generator output
Inverter output
Oil pressure
Fuel quantity

Given storage capacity, the following parameters are highly desirable for
inclusion:

Sideslip angle
Throttle position
Afterburner (range, nozzle position)
Rudder pedal (position or force)
Stick (position or force)
Mach number
Flap position
Landing gear position
Speed brake position
Oil quantity
Air Data Computer Status
Fire Control System Status

AIRESiARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
Page A-27



1 SECTION 0 - Preservation/Packaging/Packing

(1) The contractor shall provide preservation, packaging and packing
which shall afford adequate protection against physical damage
during shipment for all deliverable items in accordance with

* Level C of MIL-STU-794.

AIEE.HMN4CUtIGC~AV8 -79
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ACCIDENT 14O. A/C TYPE A -/ PILOT SURVIVED_____

CATEGORY ACCIDENT

CAUSAL FACTORS/CERTAINTY 7

1 5

I!2 6

3 7

4 8

PARAMETERS UTILITY (H, M, L)/AVAILABILITY (AVAILABLE, N/A)

TIME IrMo "  
STICK POS '39o FUEL FLOW ;EY' o

AOA s;oRUDDER RED POS 310/0o OIL PRESS. A Y 9',
ALT (BARO) 37o , ELEV. POS. 47 9o A/B POS. 2f

CAS -'77o AILERON POS. 5f !7 OAT

MACH i 7o RUDDER POS. (,;70 ALT (RDR) 157

PITCH ATT G THROTTLE POS a9' 0  HYD PRESS -3te

BANK A7T 4t f o N1  '3- '
7 o, tJTIL HYD PRES ,5

HEADING 17o0 N2  q 7 '" GEN Z Y 9'0

YAW RATE -71 ?o EGT q7 '7' INVERTER Ig9o

NORM LOAD -477o CDP 6 0 TRIM 4"'7Po

FUEL TOT 1317o CADC - MASTER CAUT ,-3 '

FUEL/TANK 47o CAS PITCH l7 o FIRELITE I; 1o

GEAR POS ROLL 'f7 to EPU (APU) I.,o

FLAP POS I V 70 YAW -3 Po' STARTER ,,o

SB POS 4"7 % PADDLE SWITCH 1 5  O / S 4

SLAT POS !;, 70  ANTI SKID FAIL

COKM TRANSMIT 1-0 NAV STATUS

[

I 8l-,7693

AIRSARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Page A-29
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CRASH DATA

EJECTION INITIATED,.,, 59P PITCH ATTITUDE IAS

WRECKAGE RECOVERED oo 9 BANK ATTITUDE MACH

CANOPY/SEAT'RECOVERED -'o , IMPACT ANGLE VVI

FUEL QUAN.

U.',

,.,.U.'a,,< -

WRECKAGE I1
COCKPIT 

;,Z .
7P 

,.t

"i"

-1AVIONICS 
BAY '7% I  q.- G Ye "Y (,°o l 'o ,_ '47%

SEAT

TAL1 
.ONE

R WIGAIP iARC MAUATRN CP ANY 
8 ! -17693_____

TAI CONE 
C-L

3- uj uill
1 c- L

[i =cmC
-cCD 6W jr~~u AIRSC C MEUATRN CO PN58 

- 7 9
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ACCIDENT NO.______ A/c TYPE E-/ PILOT SURVIVED_ _____

CATEGORY ACCIDENT________

CAUSAL FACTORS/CERTAINTY -3

2 6

3 7

4 8

PARAMETERS UTILITY (H. N. L)AVAILABILITY (AVAILABLE, N/A)

TIME STICK P05'S ~ ' FUEL FLOW '4'

~1AOA ;L117o RUDDER RED P05 3 147 OIL PRESS. 5 7
ALT (BARO) 4% ELEV. POS. 5V / ' A/B POS. ;232

'ICAS 7 7 9' AILERON POS. I6~ OAT 5~7

14ACH j j7, RUDDER POS. -6 1 %7 ALT (RDR) 9 9

PITCH ATT '3 9 9o THROTTLE P05 '31 7 o HYD PRESS '4 5p

BANK ATT 3 1 'ye N ? , UTIL HYD PRES /S

HEADING N2  3S7, GEN 9'? 7

YAW RATE EGT I3170 'INVERTER

-1NORM LOAD I I p CDP 'i t, 0/ TRIM / tT l~

FUEL TOT 2317# CADC 1-7*MASTER CAUT 9R

FUEL/TANK Z3 % CAS PITCH 5FIRELITE 3'Z.v

GEAR POS ROLL ;L *1 EPU (APU) T

FLAP P05 YAW 157 7 STARTER

* sB POS PADDLE SWITCH FT T ,/4r

SLAT P05 ANTI SKID FAIL

COMM4 TRANSMIT NAY STATUS

AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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CRASH DATA

EJECTION INITIATED -.s,o je PITCH ATTITUDE IAS

WRECKAGE RECOVERED /ooe BANK ATTITUDE MACH

CANOPY/SEAT'RECOVERED"'e 9 9 IMPACT ANGLE VVI

" FUEL QUAN.

I!

N.- 3§ La =

WRECKAGE I
COCKPIT -7 S gro v- 9V/

AVIONICS BAY -71 7 _ "70 ? v 70 19
EJECT SEAT --% 311~ _ '7, 77~

CANOPY RAIL I 7 V -7 9 % ___, 3"9 17 -7

L WING TIP 35.,1~ __- _~ ~ -f7

R WING TIP it' ; % ,7, c _ % , , v 7.
VERT TAIL

t ~7e 5 q 3 .37,4C 17
TAIL CONE q, 7' 7)

SAIRE EArCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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ACCIDENT NO. A/C TYPE . ./ PILOT SURVIVED InT

CATEGORY ACCIDENT £--

CAUSAL FACTORS/CERTAINTY

1 "5

2 6

3 7

4 8

PARAMETERS UTILITY (H, N, L)AVAILABILITY (AVAILABLE, N/A)

TIME STICK POS FUEL FLOW 05o0

. ADA RUDDER RED POS OIL PRESS. ;-o 'o

* ALT (BARD) Jc'7% ELEV. POS. A/B POS. ,Ac%4

CAS 4c le AILERON POS. OAT

MACH Ao 7o RUDDER POS. ALT (ROR) ;-'7,

PITCH ATT qC'7r THROTTLE POS 4o"o rYD PRESS

BANK ATT o o N 1 ,0 7o UTiL HYO PRES

HEADING A,1Co N2  vo 17 GEN

YAW RATE qoclo EGT 7, INVERTER

NORM LOAD qO'7o COP -oV 70 TRIM

FUEL TOT 6070 CADC MASTER CAUT

FUEL/TANK q'O'7 CAS PITCH - FIRELITE 2.O%

GEAR POS ROLL '4 EPU (APU)

FLAP POS YAW O "Yo STARTER

SB POS PADDLE SWITCH c ;Je Sb9 )04

SLAT POS ANTI SKID FAIL

COMM TRANSMIT NAV STATUS

II

A. AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY Bi-17693
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CRASH DATA

EJECTION INITIATED -$"~ PITCH ATTITUDE IAS

WRECKAGE RECOVERED 7' /00 BANK ATTITUDE MACH

CANOPY/ SEAT- RECOVERED ~-/o42 IMPACT ANGLE VVI

*1 FUEL QUANl.

-j a

-j -i caJ

3 u m~J w 3 w CL0

SLi w w - 9
V71 UL" - ... J - J 8

- i u i
-. JZ 0. (fl LJOZ' ~ Lo

OL) 0U L3cc

5 -. 3 CL

COKI v I - 7 -~ ic a

4AIN:C BAY A P 76. i~~ Ju, loj

CANOPY RAL I (s 
7b Sc%

WING TIP KO7IOI____7... __

R WING TIP I 7T3J____,~' O

VERT TAIL -7.c4
TAIL CONE oio

7 AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 8 1-17693
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Minimum F/A-18 Parameters to be Sampled by

Flight Incident Recorder

A) Elapsed Time

B) EGT/TIT (Left and Right Engine)

C) Fuel Flow (Left and Right Main Fuel Flow)

D) RPM (Left and Right NL)

E) RPM (Left and Right NH)

F) Vertical Acceleration (4 Samples per second)

G) Pitch Trim (FCECA or FCECB Takeoff Trim set)

H) Pitch Attitude (Position and Rate)

I) Barometric Altitude

J) Radar Altitude

K) Airs-,eed (True, Indicated, Mach No.)

L) Roll Attitude (Position and Rate)

M) Elevator Position (Left and Right Stab. Position)

N) Cabin Pressure Warning

0) Generator Warning (Left and Right Generator Out)

P) Flap Position

Q) Oil Quantity Low Warning

R) Fire Warning (Lefft and Ri&ht)

S) HyeraUl:C Pressur-e 7ow Warr.in& (All Hyd References)

T) Auto Fligh: Control System (on/off)-

U) Power Le'.'ar Angle Position (Left and Right Engine)

V) Aileron Position

W) Magnetic Heading

X) Rudder Position

Y) Angle of Artack

Z) Cabin Air Tep.

I.A) Ambient Temo (OAT)

B3) Nozzle Pos:-.on (Zeft and Right Engine)
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1 .1 The Air zavication Order 147", e,. arerded, renuires that certain
catercries o"- aerorlines be enuip:e, w ti, fl r'ht recorcinm system
(comrrisin! 7 fair-Lt data recorder r, ystem, and a cockpit voice
recorder systen) approved for the rurpose by the Civil Aviation Authority.

1.2 Flipht data reccrder svsters installed in aforonlanes in cor.-pliance

with the Orcer ..... com:.2y with this neci fic:.tion or with such
other zpec flcataor. as the Civil A;viat:on mltthority may anrtrove.
Altern.tive ]n z',>tons iubmitteu for z-::rova2. shall have at
least an ecui ,alent stnn rd of nerformance and shall comply with
the particular recuirererts of the Order.

1.3 Cockpit Voice kecorder Systems wjll be subject to compliance
with Civil Aviation Autnority (Airwort-:iness Div-sion) Specification
t~o. 11.

2 AIlCAbILIQY Th2 . Specification prescribes the minimum nerformance
stand !rd,, th int-i -t.on r-euirerenti; ar. re-uirements lor rereral
accace, t inve-ti -ati on:. and nrain , !. ce app] c-.bl to flight data
reccrder syster:. ir(: cot)onents in-t:- led irn conventional Fub-sonic
aer ianes n cc ance w ,t.-: t:, r:rv: ionr of the Air Navigation Order
197c, ;is a1en--:, cnedule 5, Par:gr;iyh 4 (6), Scale S.

3 SYSTE' T :t..Y:L . < ;L")

3.1 Def-rntr -r. -o the purpose of th. Spec-fi cation the ecuis,ment
to be ar!-rove: . : - b, that wh~ci i: neces.s-ary to a flight data
recorder "yrtc. c~a°Ve of recorni:,- by reference to a time scale,
dr-ta from whicn the Information reruired in At) Schedule 5,
Para!graph 4 (6), Scaie S can be etablished.

The flirht data recorder ,yst .ill norr,.tlly include the
followinF items cf equipment:-

(a) One or rore units necessary for data ccuisition and processing-.
(b) A control ,.sel on which rctem st:t;,-. it displayed.
(c) A crash rrotocted recorder.

* (ci) ,,rier rfor-.o tor, ir not a r,,cv availab:e from existing
sources tran!ducers to ,rovide a source of data.

3.*.2 General -. iht Dat i Recorder System ".enuireprents. The primary
purpose of the fli-ht data recorder system ir the achievement of the
three particular objectives of oararraphs -. 2.1(a) to (c). The
fourth object:ve of 3.?.] (d) is a genera] one and it can only be
achieved to a degree cons. stent with the number of parameters recorded.
Where the recorded data is the Fame , s that which is also or-sented
to the pilots but is obtained from a different source, calibrations
shall be available such that the informati:.n pr-sented to the pilots
in normal flight conditions can be deduced.

81-17693
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3.?.) O_bjectiw-,n., Thr objective in the selection of parareters

is that the iollo inr information, renuired for accident

inveitipation murposes ch:ill be obtainable either directly or by

deduction from the system:-

(a) the fli(ht rath of the aerorlane,
(b) the attitude of the aProplane in achieving that flight oath,

(c) the br ,sic forces acting upon the arroplane and resulting
in the achieved flight patr. (e.g. lift; drag; thrust;
control forces), and

(d) the general origin of the basic forces and influences

(e.g. navigational information; aeroplane system status

information).

3.2.? Parameters to be Recorded. The recording recuirements for

conventional sub-bonic aeroplanes shall, in relation to the list

in Table 1 be an follows:-

(a) Aeropln.: ',: vinr a total raxirum - either a voice recorder
weirht authori:.ed of between or parameters 1 to 9
570( 1kg &n,- 13,) kg. inclusive.

(b) Aerorlac.., h.-vinr a total ,axmum - 1. voice recorder and
e-t a~torl,,oa of uetween parameters 1 to 10

i4.C) kg ana t999 kg inclusivc.

(c) i.erorlar.,-r 'aving a total maximum - A voice recorder and
weirht authorised of ?7000 kg and parameters 1 to P6
ovEr. inclusive.

1NOrS: (1) It ip; not intended that thr -,aramet~r lists

resultinr 1ro, tie applicat2on of te renuirecents
of . :;unui, in any installation, recuire more
recorder ca~acitv than is provided by a 64 words
per second system.

(2) '.he z.,raePter recuirerentr fnr non-conventional
,ub-s- onic and for suitrsonic aerotlaneE will be
the subject of conrultat]on between the manufacturers,

* intending opeators and the Civil Aviation Authority.

3.3 Accuracy

3.3.1 Lon -terr, Acc-,rac'. The reauired narameter accuracy is cuoted
in Table 1 and is, in each case, the RSS (root sum souared) value,
measured between the absolute value of the varameter (unless[otherwise stated) and the final numerical presentation after read-out.
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353.2 _eiatiItv. For any parareter within the range of Table 1
the flight data recorder system (as defined in 3.1) should have
a repeatability over a period of one minute in normal flifht
conditionLs at least five times better than the parameter accuracy
quoted in Table 1.

3.4 Resolution. The resolution of the flight data recorder system
over its op,-r ting range shall not be less thnan the short term
repeatability specified in 3.3.2.

3.5 Relative Tirinrs. Readings shall be recorded such that relative
timings of different Farameters can be deduced to within 0"25 seconds.

3.6 Reliability

3.6.1 The flipht data recorder system shall be designed with the
objective of attaining a mean time between failures consistent
with the reouire:-ents of 6, and the -anufacturer(s) shall recommend
in the Vaintenance !',anual the read-out periods, calibration =rocedures
and overhaul ieriods necessary to comply with and maintain these
standards in service.

. 3.6.? In order to achieve compliancp with 3.6.1, the desi;rn objectivei for tne digital data processinr unit and the recorder shall be
that net rore than one word in 104 will be mis-read under the
environmentr.,i anrn operating conditions to which the quipment may
be .ub. e-ted .'n zervice. As, the loss of data synchronism will in
the worst cane renu;t in the loss of all data for at )east one
comnlete d3ta word frame, the trobabilit of its occurrences shall
be not greater t7an one word fra-e in 10-' word frames. If parity
check is ,rovioed t ,en 10 wordc s:;nown to be snurious by such a
prity cnecrl r. y be debited as one '-if-read word. As certain
digita- words ray prese:.t gr,ater inroles ir data reconstruction
this stardard shall be -.ttalned at all ,oints in the flight data
recoroer scale.

3.7 Lata 1lonitor

13.7. The flight data recorder -systr. shall -nclude a reans of
monitoring that valid data is being recorded, and shall resert
this information on the system control panel which shall be
accessible to tne flight crew for the Treflight check.

3.7-? Rn analysis of the ronitor to show compliance with 3.7.1

shall be provided by the manufacturer.

3.8 Crash Protected Recorcer

3. P. Record Lurat.on. The record duration shall be at least
25 hours.[
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3. - Identif cat -cn. The crash p;rotected recorder shall be

yrovided with rean. to facilitate )tr3 icentification ir. conditions
followinr a cr:is : incluninr fire. This mry be :ichieved by
the recorder beinr coloured fluorescent oranve or international
orrnge and carryinr the followvin warning in relief in black
letterE at least one inch high:-

Flight recorder - do not otpen
Enregistreur de vol - ne pas ouvrir

NOTE: '-here this method is not appropriate alternative means

should be discussed with the Civil Aviation %uthority.

3.K- Crash i-rotection Reouirements

(a) The warninFl required by 3.'.2 shall remain legible and the
record shal' be capable of analysis by normal playback
technicues after a flight recorder(s) has been subjected
to the followinr seouence of tests:-

(i) lrTvct, penetration, crush, fire and fluids, excepting
se , water.

(ii) IrrLict, penetration, crush and sea water.

(b) At the stnrt c(f the fire tests the recorder shall be at its
normal i':x rim -nternal workinr terTerature, and shall be
allowed to cool n:tturally after the test.

(c) Test 1r-ced res

(i) Imrnact. The recorder shall be subjected to half sine
wave r-p-ct shocks unpliod to each of t .e three axes
in the :ost critical direction, and having a peak
acceleration of 1,000 'g' for vt least 5 milliseconds.

(ii) Yenetration Re~i:t-nce. The recorder shall be
sublecteL to an ir,..vct force rroduced by a 72C kr
(500 ib) steel bar which is dropped from a heirht of
3m (0 ft) on to the weakest face of the recorder in
the most critical plane. The toint of contact of the
bar shall have an area no rreater than 32rm2 (0-05 in2 ).j The lon:itudinal axis of the bar shall be vertical at
the time of impact.

(iii) Static Crush. The recorder shall be subiected to a
I static crush force of ?2'25 'K (5,000 lbf) applied

continuously but not simultaneously to each of the
three axes in the most critical direction, for a period

.1 of 5 minutes.

(iv) Fire. At least 501 of the outside area of the recorder
shall be subjected to flames of at least 100C for a
period of 30 minutes.
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(v) Fluidn (excepti r seawter). The recording medium
shall be immersed for 24 hours in each of the
following fluids:-

Aircraft fuel - J.P.1 (Kerosene)
J .P.4

Lubricating Oil - D.Eng. RD2487
Hydraulic Fluid - DTD 585,

Phosphat8 ester
based fluid

Fire Extinguishing Fluids - Water glycol + 6 - water,
C02 foam, methyl bromide,
freon 12, standard foam
liquid, dry powder, CT"C,
BTM, BCF.

(vi) Sea W.ater. The recorder or the recording medium shall
be immersed in sea water for 30 days.

NOTE: Where the recording medium is immersed in sea water
the recorder need not be subjected to the tests specified
in 3..3 (a) (ii).

3.9 Decl ,rat ons

3.9.1 C,'nral. All the item3 of equipment which comprise the flight
data recoruer system shill be designed in accordance with BCAR
Sections D, J and R as appro- riate and constructed in accordance
with the relevant requirements of BS 3G100 Fart 1.

Tests shall be carried out to prove comrdance with the
environmental test reouirerents of 36 33100, !-art 2 or other
Aprroved Jpecification, and with the electrical requirements of
BS ''3lO, Part 3.

3.1 Vibr;ition Tests (FYirht Lat:, Reccrder). In addition to the
renuirer nts of 3.9, it snall be shown either by test or analysis that
the recorder will continue to function without loss of data when
Subjected to vibration conditions corresponding to 1 1 'g' at 1 Hz

for periods of not less than 10 seconds in each of the three major axes.

The recorder shall be tested under the same mounting conditions
as dec-ired fcr the vibration tests called up in 3.9.

3.1) Normal Acceloration Transducer Performance. The damping factor
shall be not less than 0.7 of critical darping and the total error inr followin a single triangular acceleration pulse of 0-5 second duration
or greater, shall be no more than 10: of the acceleration. The
output/input ratio shall not vary by more than ! 5d3 when the
transducer is subjected to a sinusoidal 'g' input within the range of
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O to 4 ziz. Above 4 Hz the output signal shall decrease at not
less than 6 dB per octave.

NOTE: It is recommended that at least some of the attenuation is
provided in the mec-,anical design of the transducer, in order to
avoid saturation due to noise or high frequency inputs. Attenuation
wholly provided by electrical filterinm is unlikely to be acceptable.

3.12 Declarations

3.12.1 Equipment. The Applicant for Approval of an item of
equipment shall produce a Declaration of DesignrA and Performance in
accordance with the requirements of BS 3G100, Part 1. The CAA
if satisfied will approve the item in relation to this Declaration. i

The Declaration shall in addition to that required by BS 3G100,

Part 1, contain the followin, information:-

(a) A statement of the relevant parts of this Specification with
which the design complies.

(b) For transducers a statement showing compliance with 3.3
and 3.4 of this Specification.

(c) Any other specification which has a bearing on the design,

and the degree of compliance.

(d) Any limitation(s) in the use of the equipment in relation to
a flight data recorder system (e.g. mounting attitudes, location,
input-output characteristics, interface requirements, etc.).

3.12.2 Systems. The Applicant for Approval of the fli;7ht data
recorder system shall produce a Declaration of Design and Performance.
The C .A if satisfied will approve the system in relation to this
Declar tion.

The l)eclartion shall contain, in addition to the information
required by BS 33100, Part 1, Appendix A, the following:-

(a) A list of the enuipments (including Approval Numbers if any)

which are necessary to the system.

q (b) . statement of system accuracy (referred to in Table 1)
throughout the environmental range over which the equipments
are declared. (A calibration report should be included with
the relevant test reports).

(c) A statement of the degree of compli:ince with the recuirements
of this Specification (with the relevant test reports).

[ (d) Confirmation of the availability of read-out facilities
capable of comp]yinr with the requirements of paragraph P
of this Specification.
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(e) Kaintenance urocedures necessary to mnain~tain syster
reliability to the requiremerts of paragraph 6.

4 INSTALLATION RE-UIRD-1iZTS

4.1 General

4.1.1 The flight data recorder system shall be of an approved type*1and shall he installed in accordance with t-ie appropriate provisions
* of British Civil Airworthiness iLequirements SectIons D and J.

The system shall be so installed that in normal working
conditions it shall be operating- under the environmental conditions
to which the items of equipment comprising the system have been
declared.

4.1l.2 Y-'here the system is connected to mandatory instruments or

data sources used for controlling7 or indicating the flight -path
of the aeroplane, compliance shall be shown with Chapter D4-1,
paragraph 6.

NOTE: Provision of suitable isolation between the instrurrants or
dat: sources and the flight data recorder system would be an
ftccentable means of compliance.

4.? E"ectricz2 Sumdiv. The electrical supply to the flight data

jrecorder jt<svi1be of the hif-hest practicable reliability, jut
need nit be t;,. en from the aeroplanie's emergency source of supply.

4.5 Orp'ration ar.a i '-inattion

4.5.] Cperilt on rilbe tuto'n-'tic'illy initiated rmrior to the
av'?n; I .*re .,t -rt~r 1.c ( ve irn Cr its own power, arid shall cease

1,r r'~ en ; t,. !I i t. v -'.#, tnhe a eroTlane i - no longer ca pable
of rcvinr trdfr I ,.n power.

14. j ren nh-il5tYll tie provaaed to inhibi.t ovoeratioi

W11f'r. 9-!1'dI'l n.. .rlv rowr on1Y iEs Lein0e- supplied to th~e

!4~1'.: Urrri c,.1iTties may be provided for ground test purrosl:-S.

- 44 o :;.tr f Y13rh >' "~n oice Hecorders. '-h er e

aeroplnn'-.; ;'r renoircd ic rarry both fl~-rht Jota and voice recorders,
the pilot's "ir-ns to TraisrIt" act~on shall be recorded as an evrnt[ mark on the fl-ht (acta recorcer, it. order to correlate date and
voice recordinfgs.

[4.5 Norral Acceleration Transdtuco r. The norimal accelerometer rhall
bc. rigidly att-acaed an(. located alon- the lonritu*~inal axis within~
the permitted centre-of-Cr:ivit y ranr-e of the a-,eroplane ir a rau-nr
such that the pe,.'ormance will not be significantly affected by

structural modes or vibrations.
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4.6 Arrr eed ;ri ,.jtitu'n D-ta iorces. It is nermissible to

obtnin airspoed and altitude data from either of the ,ilot': instrument
svrte,'s. Where t:.e data is obtained fror a ser ar;te source, this
source shall iave eouivalent integrity and accuracy. Position error
information consistent with that required for the nilot's instrument
systems shall be provided by the Applicant for Approval.

rNGTE: In these circumstances both dimensional and non-dimensional
free-air position error correction curves will have to be nrovided.
D::ta in rTound effect for the r-rrral take-off and landingz confirurations
and cond.tions shou2d also be Faded. Limits of applicability
(e.g. sidesliu; reverse thrust; stall proximity) will have

to be specified.

4.7 Location

4.7.1 In-so-far as it is nracticable, the recorder shall be
installed as far to the rear Df the aeroplane as Possible,
consiztent with reasonable maintenance access, in a Dos~tion to
minimise the probability of dimage from crash impact and subsequent
fire.

4.7.2 The recorder shall remain attached to the local structure
under normal, longitudinal, and transverse accelerations of 15 'g'.

4.7.3 4-ere the vibration of the airframe exceeds the limits to
which the eiuipment has been tested at the location in which the
recordcr is inrtalled, -Idditional vibration testing within the
vibration snectrum of that location shall be undertaken to ensure
that the recorder will continue to function within its nerformance
specification. In such circurzstances the attachments and mounting
attitude shall be designed to bring the recorder environment within
the declared limits of the equipment.

4.F System Ac- uracy. The flight data recorder system shall comply
with the accuracy requirements of Table 1. A record shall be
p-ovided of an input to output calibration of te system throughout
te tynical oneratin;7 ranre of the recuired rar;imeters. A read-out
of a t--' al fli-ht shall be Provided whose data shall be correlated
wth thaft of the pilot instruments, e.r. airspeed, altitude and
- :-.rec heeding. The cuality of data shall not be less than
tiat recriired by para. 6.1.1.

5 ACCIDKIT INViSTIGA ION R&EUIRE. T3

I.5.1 General. In order to ensure a hir-h probability of fli-ht
r-corded data bein7 readily ava:lable for analysis followin- an
accident and to comnly with the read-out nrocedures srecified in
the i:aintenance Schedule, the equipment ranufacturer is recuired
to confirm the availability of read-out facilities carable of
complyin- with paragraph 5.2.
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5.2 Reac-out Renuirer.ents. It shall be nossible tc provide,
within 24 hours of receipt of unblemished data:-

(a) a lasting analogue prese:,tation of the recorded parameters
(not necessarily including calibration correction) for the
entire accident flight in graphical form for visual
a,;sessment, and

(b) a orint-out of the original data, or calibrated data, in
engineering units and decim al form.

NOT7: It is considered that this would normally involve the
provision of data on a computer compatible magnetic tape.
Continuous manual processing will not be an acceptable means
of compliance.

6 iRELUIRz>2TTS FOR RELIABILITY AID hIJINTE;ANCE

6.1 Reliability Recuirements. In order to ensure a reasonable
probability that dta will be available for accident investigation
purposes, it is required that, from an adequate and representative

I sample of all the evidence available from record read-out (i.e. read-
out for maintenance and any other purpones), including flights
started with a known unserviceable flight data recorder, the aeroplane

1operator shall show to the satisfaction of the CAA that there is
a 921 probability that data is ;ein- recorded to a standard which
will not significantly degrade the type of analysis which would be
carried out in the rajority of cases of accident investigation.

6.1.1 Investigation Data Standard. The standard of data available
shall be assessed on inspection of the read-out from a completed

I flight, including a period of cruise at a representative altitude
and the periods recuired by the Air Navigation Order before and
after the airborne portion of the flight.

NOTE: For the purposes of the above reouirement, a satisfactory
standard implies that successive-errors and the overall error
rate on any or all parameters are sufficiently infrequent. TheIassessment may be carried out by a simple visual aprraisal of an
analogue record. Where, however, it is desired to use other
methods, or where the results of the visual assessment are doubtful,
the following guidelines may be used to indicate a standard which
is the minimum likely to be acceptable:-

(1) Isolated significant errors on any parameter should not
occur more frequently than once in 20 words of that parameter.

(2) Successive significant errors on any parameter should not
occur more freouently than once per 5 minutes, and not for
a period longer than 5 seconds.

I
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(5) Loss of data on spvera] or all parareters should not be
such that data is lost for more than E seconds in any
2 minutes.

(4) The total loss of a sinle oarameter due to a fli-ht data
recorder system malfunction should be reg;;rded as a loss
of 20' of all information in an eight or nine parameter
system. In a full 26 parameter system the total loss of
a sinple parameter should be regarded as a loss of 5,c of all
information.

6.1.2 Achievement of Reliability Recuirement

d (a) To demonstrate comnliance with 6.1 the aeroplane maintenance
schedule shall specify the Periodic read-out of the recorded

74 data. The reriod between read-outs is assessed on the
basis of available supplementary checks (e.g. Deriodic tests
by ground test on built-in test eauipment, a monitor with
a high probability of detecting failure, and on the
demonstrated equipment installation reliability rtandards).

(b) The aeroplane operator shall review periodically the standards
being achieved and, in agreement with the CAA, adjust the
check periods accordingly, subject to the minimum reliability
standards being maintained.

6.2 Calibration. To ensure that the accuracy of data sources is
being maintained, these shall be calibrated at intervals to be
specified in the aeroplane maintenance schedules. The most recent
calibration shall be retained by the aeroplane operr-tor.

To ersure that the overall system performance is maintained an
innut to output system functionril check for a minimum number of
representative sources, shall be required at intervals to be specified
in the aeroplane maintenance schedule.

6.3 Overhiul. EQuipment overhaul neriods shall, where aprrorriate,
be specified in the aeroplane Nlaintenance Schedule.

6.4 Record i tention. The records required to be retained in
accordance with the Air Navigation Order shall be in the form of an
analogue trace or a digital transcription or the original record.

The time sc:ile shall be such that the data can be read to an
accuracy of 1 second or less.

!
l I
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Record lnterval
aramet,-r (Secs) Kinimum Accuracy Remarks

See Note 1 Range

1 Time 1 0.129 hour GnT or
elapsed time

- 2 Pressure Altitude 1 -305m(-1,OOOft) to RSS value of
max. certificated scale error test
altitude of the of G.115 and
aeroplane + 1524m recording and

(5,000 ft). readout error
I 15 (5Oft)

3 Airspeed 1 60 kts to VDF Such that error Accuracy
+20 kts will not exceed related to

±% at speeds at pitot minus
and above the static
stalling speed of
the aeroplane at pressure
the maximum
landing weight

4 Norral Acceleration -3'g' to *6'g' !0-086'g' measured See vara.

(ie normal to the at each increment 3.11
longitudinal and of one 'g' from
lateral axes of the 1 'g' datum
aeroplane) (excluding long

term datum drift)
5 Compass lending 1 3 ±2°

6 Gyro Pitch Attitude: t800 or max. t20 or ±-l(ym of
pitch angle increment from
normally available level flight
from the attitude indication,
transmitter, whichever is the

greater

7 Gyro Roll Attitude ±1800 t30 or log of
increment from
level flight
indication,
whichever is
the greater

8 LnEine lower (each One Engine to be Full Range Such that thrust
enrine) LPR or F7 sampled each sec. can be determined
for turbojet aero- (ie a 4-engined to within !IOM
planes. 'orque and aeroplane will full thrust
RP for propeller have a particular
driven Fieroplanes engine sampled
(Note 2) every 4 secs but

with a one second
stagger between
different enrines.
3-enrined aero-
planes may sample
each engine every
4 secs if lonpi~u-

. difial acceleration
!iI .:is being recor,:ed.)

D24/5 7/13
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'Record Interval

Parameter (Secs) lVinimum Accuracy Pemari..
See Note I Range _

9 Flap An-le (Note 3) Full Range Such that each Use of flan
gated porntion is sfiertor an
unambiruously data source
determinable from will not be
the record acceptable

10 "1rens to 1 Event Mark

Transmit" Action

11 Lateral !l'g' *0-02g or ±7% of
Acceleration increment from

zero datum, which

ever is the
greater, (exclud-
ing long term
datum drift).

12 Lonitiriinal 1 tI'g' As for Lateral
Acceleration Acceleration

t3 Reverse 4 (1 second Event Mark See para-
(each engine) stagger) meter 8 re-

three enginec
aeroplanes

[4 Leading-edge high Event Mark
lift devices
where fitted-
position of cock-

pit control

5L Airbrakes or Event Mark
spoilers where I
itted - position

of cockpit control

L6 titch Irim Full Range 1of full range

LTemperature 2 Covering OAT Such that indica- TAT, SAT,
range of -90°C ted OAT can be OAT etc
to +450C. determined to may be

within 430 C. recorded.

8 Undercarriage 2 Event Mark Indication of
"Under-
carriage in
Transit"

i9 lriary flying Full Range + or Y of full Control
Contros movement, which- Surface
(Note 4) ever the greater osition

Full Range + of Full Range Controll- Input

_oaition

t2??N(±50lbf) t 44N(IO lbf) folumn Force
Ii56N(±351bf) t 31N(t 7 lbf) Wheel Force

±666N(1l5Olbf) ±133N(±30 lbf) Pedal Force

V. ILS Looalieer 1 :150 micro-amps , of full rangeI
Signal ,

AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
Page A4



__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Record Interval
I l1irame.tcr (Secs) Mini mum Accuracy Ieakirks

See Note 1 Range

2l ILS Glideslope 1 t150 micro-amns t-" of full range
Signal

22 Radio ,.ltitude I 7Om (230 ft) ±o-6m(-2ft) or If provided
downwards t-,: of indicated

height, whichever
is the greater

23 Essential AC * 2 30,lo to 120., of t-, of normal Parameter tc
Voltage or normal value value (Voltage) be selected
frequency !If- of normal on basis of

value (Frequency) value ofdata

24 Warnin -s Event I-larks The Record
(Note 5) interval of

25 Automatic flight Event Harks parameters"' 24, 25 and
control system, ane

engagenent See Remarks 26 can be

(Note 6) Column adjusted to

suit 4 sec
26 ,utomatic flight Event Marks frame

control system
mode
(Note 2)

NOTFS: (1) The record interval is the maximum time, tL/64 seconds,

between successive samples.

(2) Where auxiliary thrust units are p.ovided it will be
acceptable to record an event mark denoting the attainment
and removal of a selected hirh level of power output.

(3) Where gated flap positions are .rovided and intermediate
selections are not possible a record by means of event
marks will be acceptable, provided that they are derived
from the operating mechanism and not from the flap selector.

(4) Where there are only one or two control surfaces in each
plane, measurement should be taken from each surface; where:1 more than two surfaces are nrovided the measurement should
be taken from a common stage (preferably that stage which

- is closest to the control surfaces) in the control run.
"Column/*v.heel/Pedal" forces will be an :tcceptable alternative
to control surface deflections nroviding that the measure.ents
are taken at, or immediately adjacent to, the operating
controls. In complex systems it may be necessary, if not
already covered by parameter 24, to monitor "Systems Status"

.in 
addition to Deflections/Forces.

T f AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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(5) Warnings should cover the following:-

Fire (Each Engine and APU)

Cabin Pressuri sation
Other Red Light Warnings leading to engine shut down
Fuselage Smoke
Essential Hydraulic/Pneumatic Power.

(6) Autopilot Engagement of each control axis (i.e. Pitch,
Roll, Yaw, Autothrottle and Autolift Devices) where
these are independently selectable. Basic autopilot

engagement to be recorded where axes are not independently

selectable.

(7) Selection of each "Capture" or "Acquire" mode, and Autoland,
to be recorded together with autoland selection (i.e. Prime

Land).

*1

I

1

Civil Aviation Authority
Airworthiness Division

1P-/37/I6 Brabazon House
Redhill, Surrey

R lSQ
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APPENDIX B

4 DATA ON MAXIMUM RATES OF CHANGE OF PARAMETERS FOR THE F-'16
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Crush Survivcble Piirht DOte Recorder Study

Fcr thrc- lenerul Dynzzlic- P-.6 JAircrert the i'oanj rforn-

ction was obtc.ine%' durirn' our virit t6 .rifgnt PLtter.-.cn AID.

KeetirfIf3 vere held %with ?!e.vin Leru&e on 2Cth October and
liiti. Ii b~e: tlt:.bc. E-upt and uth(.r p~retnneil fror. the P.16
Zl C urn the 2-'.t Cctober.

.t~tt&ched iE r :ict of the pcrermneters itb deteils cz~ s4upplied
by ~evnTeL. The pL1'~f::eterih us.E- for the Sijzw)l Dete Riecorder

*or-iy ere cva-ileb.Le on _5' of the aircrtft. Hoewever, the wiri.g- ir.
provllcd or, Li !.rcr,-..ft.

Wve have requeeted vir- W&jor Schupf a copy of the Interface
Contrci Jccv'ftent for this efircr!:ft which provide-, fvll dctLeils of
eacai of ki-2 ei'i. The aircrafL hus L Spcr-&Tv CADC sy tei.

It was i-utrfe:-ted Chat tha ~iA would bert rcrlece tle structucl
int%;;.TM;ty 1mciitorin4; vy~tem wnica is sited bft of the cock~pit. In
V."- tiori to this cc 3 cu.ft. i*S LV&ai.ble in a simiIa:r locttion.

rnoL.t TetiL v ectiu~i, ivings ti72 i..n tail booraa were co--aidered the

.:r oit~ler ha~ve r, contract fcr e ?Fipht Golitro4, tiy~er.
rteccraer which re-_rd:- cv.c:-v, 64 Le-.the --tnti ef t-hc it

* :t~ tr ~ h i . ~±i~~imvrber ofi f,11 rro7ic:
~I U.1 tC' in I- c~ddl±icn thic -y. ter reordr- whencver ther-c iv &

orcvic'c4, to record in pfirt-:.1el, onec is iocated on the piiotpc
ejecticn tceet, one in r. wing- tip and the third within t~ie equinrnent.
So fLr onc --yr-terv hac beer. delivEred. The noemory modules utilize

AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 8 1-17693
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APPENDIX C

PARAMETER LIST FOR TURBINE ENGINE MONITORING SYSTEM (TEMS) USED ON A
LIMITED NUMBER OF A-1O'S
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APPENDIX D

PARAMETER LIST FOR F-1O1 CENTRAL INTEGRATED TEST SUBSYSTEM EVALUATION (CITS)
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AFWAL-TR-80-2002

F 101 CENTRAL INTEGRATED TEST

SUBSYSTEM EVALUATION

GENERALQ ELECTRIC

FEBRUARY 1980

t 1TECHNICAL REPORT AFWAL-TR-80-2002

FINAL REPORT FOR PERIOD 2 APRIL 1979-31 DECEMBER 1979

SAPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE; DISTRIBUTION UNLIMITED

e.

AERO PROPULSION LABORATORY
[AIR FORCE WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL LABORATORIES

AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND

[WRIGHT PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE, OHIO
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Table 3. Aircraft Parameter/Information Required for Engine CITS.

Nomenclature Abbreviation

Anti-ice Switch Position AISP

Start, Start ENG STRT

Start, Stop ENG STOP

Engine Ignition, Continuous Position
Engine Ignition, Off Position
Speed Lockup

Condition Reset
Anti-icing System Demand

Airflow Limit Signal
Aircraft On-ground Status
Secondary Power System Status
Thrust Control Position

Engine Throttle Control System Error
Fuel Inlet Temperature TF
Inlet Control System Status

Date
Time

IAircraft No.
Engine Serial No. S/N

1 Engine Position El,E2,E3,E4

LCF Cycles (computed from NF, NC, PS3 , and T4B)
Overspeed - Time Versus NF and NC

Overtemp - Time Versus T4B
CITS Thrust (calculated)
Fault Detection/Isolation Output (from engine CITS logic)

INOTES 1. Signals are acquired by CITS from A/C EMUX.

2. PLA LCF cycles are substituted for PS3 LCF cycles on

flights after 4-12.

I

I

AIRESEARC N MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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Table 4. CITS Trending Data Requirements.

NF Fan Speed
NC Core Speed
AFF Airframe Fuel Flow
CFF Core Fuel Flow
T4B Engine - Temperature
FGC Calculated Thrust
PT2 Engine Inlet Pressure
T2 Fan Inlet Temperature
PT25 Fan Discharge Pressure
PS3 Compressor Discharge Pressure
A8 (EIS) Nozzle Area (Engine Instruments)
DP!P Fan Duct Pressure Ratio
BF Inlet Guide Vane Angle
FWDVIB Forward Vibration
FWDFVIB Forward Fan Vibration
MIDVIB Midvibration

*MIDFVIB Midfan Vibration
MIDCVIB Midcore Vibration

AFTVIB Aft Vibration
PL Lube Pressure
TL Lube Temperature
QL Lube Quantity
AISP Anti-ice Switch Position
PLA Power Lever Angle

MO Mach Number
PS Static Pressure
CWA Check Word A
A8TM Nozzle Actuator Torque Motor Current
MTM Main Torque Motor Current
WFRTM Augmentor Fuel Valve Torque Motor Current
BFTM Fan IGV Torque Motor Current
A8 Nozzle Actuator Position (CITS Processor)

PAUGSW Augmentor Permission Signal
FDS Flame Detector Signal
PWFR Augmentor Fuel Pressure
WFR/PS3 Augmentor Fuel Valve Position

TF Engine Fuel Inlet Temp
FFLT CITS Flight/Grouna Discrete
LE ETCS Loop Error Signal
TCL ETCB Thrust Control Lever Position
REF ETCS Control Reference Voltage
TFAT Free Air Stream Temp
S/N Engine Serial Number
AICD Anti-ice Command
A/C # Aircraft Number
POS Position
DATE Date
TIME Time
FLIGHT Flight
QL/T Lube Consumption (1)

I (1) Calculated rate based on oil added between flights by maintenance.

.- S T AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693



APPENDIX E

TYPICAL ENGINE MAINTENANCE SYSTEM PARAMETER LIST,4SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS, INC.
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APPENDIX F

I FAR'S FOR CRASH PROTECTED FLIGHT RECORDERS AND COCKPIT VOICE RECORDERS
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~~p.,v TheaeI operator notifies the FAA

1965.1 AplisbitY. cerned at least 72 hours before each
Ca) Except as provided _~ paragraph flight and furnishes~ any essential in-

Cb) of this section. this pat prescribes formation that the office requests,
rles governing- Cv) The numbez of flights does not

(1) Air taxi operations conducted exceed a total of six In any calendar
=nder the exemption authority of Part year.
398 of this tiWe. (vi) Each flight has been approved

(2j) The transportastion of mall by by the AdmiInistratar, and
aftraft conducted under a Postal Derv- WDi Cargo Is not carried in or on the
lee contract awarded under section helicopter;
6402c of T1tle 39. United States Code. (8) Operatons conducted under Part

(3) The caryin in air commerce by 133 or 375 of this title;
any eron, other than as an air UR-()Eegnc alsevc cnutor. iso&ns ope-fy-or compen- malslctonuta OT ad under section 405(h) of the Flederal1
sation or hire (commercial Operations) Avition Act of 1958; or
I~ aicrft ayn a MaX1iMUL2R~paef- (10) Carriage of a candidate In a
aIr seating conlIC -e --r _ 16,excluding Federal election, an agent of the can-%Q-~jt -at of30seaz r eis and a didate, or person traveling on behalf
maxmm ai6a ~pct f750of the candidate, If-

pouns ories~and -(i) The principal business of the
(4) Each person Who is on board an person operating the aircraft is not

aircraft being operated under this that of an air carrier or commercia
part. operator. and

(b) This part does not apply to- (W The payment for the carriage is
(1) Student Instruction: reQuired, and does not exceed the
(2) Nonstop sightseeing flights that amount required to be paid, by regula-

begin and end at the same airt. and tions of the Federal ElectiJon Commis.
are conducted within a 25 sttute mile sion (11 CFR Cnapter 1).
radius of that airport;.h em cniat"ad"lcin(3) Ferry or training flights:Thtem cditean"lcto

(4 Arilwok ~mtO~.includ. have the sme meaning as that set
(4) eria wok opratinsforth in the regulations of the Flederal

Ing- Zl8ct ir Commissio. ihhear
(I) Crop dusting, seeding, spraying. Eeto omsinand bird chasing. K i dsede ihhrear

u(iiD Banner towing. s
(113) Aerial photography or survey. .(a) Except as provided In paragraph
Civ) Fire fighting. (8) of this secton,, no snm con-CV) Helicopter operations in con, duct air taxi onera ion arfe a r-

agruction or repair work (but not In craft under an individual exemption
eluding tranportation to and from anrauthorizaion Issued by the Civil
the site of operations); and Aeronautics Board or under the ex-

(vi) Powerline or pipeline patrol; emption authority of Part 298 of thi
CS) Sightseeing flights conducted In title, 5niesa that person-

hot air balloons: (1) Complies with the certificationj(6) Nonstop flight& conducted within requirements for supplemental air car-
a 25 statute mile radius of the airport uiers tn Part 121 of this chapter.
of takeoff carrying persons for the except that the person need not
purpose of Intentional Parachute obtain and that person Is not eligible
jAmps; for, a certi1ficatoe under that Part, and

(7) Helicopter flights conducted (3) Conduct& those operstions under
within a 2s statute mile radius of the the u~iiiYNWt 121of tischapter

arotof takeoff. If- Uiat apply to supplemental air carri.

Ci) Not more than two passengers areea
arried In the helicopter in a Udo 40 *oweer, the Administrator may issuethe required flight crew. ft.osswfctos hc e

duAring th a;rules of Part 121 of this chapter that£(i) The heiotrue soflis-apply to domestic or flag air carriers.ad in the andard category and cam- a appropriate. In place of the rules re-
Wiles with the 100-hour inspection re- quired by paragraph CaX2) of this sec-
quirementa of Frt 91ootbcht..G If the Administrator determines

somplianse with those rules Is noes.
eary t providea appropriate e o

AIRESEARCN MANUFACTURING COMPANY gafoty for tho seration.
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(2) Azn outline of all kiput sourcesI RLtS) C~41 mis ake eden tat must be operating.
(a) No Person MAY Operate IL turbc- (d) No person may deactivate a

It syln ~a segr etn stem required by this section except
configuratio. excUd~ng &XYN pilot under procedures i the Airplane
seat. of 10 sets or more. unles It is Flight Manual.
equipped with an ap!proved cockpit (e) Whenever a system required by
voice recorder that- thi sectior is deactivated, an entry

(1) Is installed i compliance wit shall be made in the airplane mainte-
*Part 25 of this chapter. acreodttinlesheae

(2) Is installed and operated continu- anecod t hate ofludes the dat
ously from the use of the check list Co for syte reurd yp
before the flight to completion of th e graph (b) of this section. procedures
final check at the end of the flight; acpal oteFAFih tn

ation~~~~~ of thteodeihreto eancrdd more thnD~je le ifi toricto ensre hat wth te t.
(b) IHe eventr feanuaccidet, ory oc-ealispcino hcriiae

uec retuitng timedingte ofc-hodr&albesbihdbyteeT
tion of the Natonaer Tnporation -tfct odrt nueta h e

coafey Board whh resls erlna
lforon of the flight the certificat

mayio beor ateas 60 dayws oblr, t fatl re-foed pp

(bete b the Admi f nacisto or the
*cBordnc freqailonge pmeriode noficna-

tion oftied frtona Trecsortatibe
sie oar ssist Inesumini thercas

mofcn or occrenceWdas orn cfne-
uione w th e nvesigaisrto ThArnhs

U10 _ does not use the i*-c-ord In ny
civil penalty or certi litiaction.
1135.153 Ground prozintity warming

No person may operate a turbojet
airplane having a passenger seating
configuration, excluding any Pilot
seat, of 10 seats or more, unless it is
equipped with-

(a) A ground proximity wwang
system that meets 137.201 of this
chapter. or

(b) A systein that conveys warnings
I of excessive closure rates with the ter-

rain and any deviations below glide
slope by visual and audible means.
This system must-I (1) Be approved by the Director,
Fight Standards Service: and

(2) Have a means of alerting the
pilot when a malfunction occurs in the
system.I (c) For the system required by thbt
section. the Airplane Flight Manual
shall contain-3'(1) Appropriate pr.cedures for-

5 (1) The use of the equipment;
(11) Proper right crew action with re-

speet to the equipment; and
(11l) Deactivation for planned abnor-5 maal and emergency conditions, and

81-17693
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Onfit whichu there Is no diference 1121.116 CCW "AM m 01w

atosabove 25.00-6 feet oritde~ menit associated with the flight re. ate a large turbine engine Powered
"be ngtiepowred unmi n-u corder The most recent Inlstrument plane or a large pressurisee aLr;.&.-turineenitn oere ilC ~ airto.beuigtercrig With four reciprocating engines urj

or r~tnt ecoa ai ~ medium from which this calibration is an approved cockpit, voice recorde! L
whi ~lowin ittmsrnit n may derived. and the recorder correlation. I-staled inth apinmosop
be determined within the ranges accu. musUt be retained by sach mirtifisa ated continuousl) fromt the EtIa.-
racies. and rcording intervals. aeci. bolder. the use of the checklist (before StaL-
fled In Appendix B of this Part- IfD Each flight recorder required by Ins engines for the purpose of fljg-

(1) Time, altitude. ainpeed. vertical this section that records the dasa spec- to completion Of the fin&! checkjs
acceleration. and heading' and ified in paragrph (a)(1) of this section the termination of the filitt

(2) Flor airplanes having an original must have an approved device to fassist (b) Each tertificate holder shari e
type certIficate.,issued after September in locating that recorder undier Water Sablish a schedule for oompleti>
30. 1969. pit-ch attitude, roll attitude. (g) Each flight recorder required by beor th prsrie ist. itof~ L,
sideslip angle or lateral acceleration, this section must record data from, oki oc eore MIItoEr
pitch trlm position, control column or whieh the time of each radio trnaIs qure b) P~ar (a of this ak
pitch control surface position. control ston either to or from ATC can be U on In dition the certificatr ho!-
wheel or lateral control surface posi termined WW idntf an) uip sior. e i-
Mion. rudder pedal or yawcControl Sur. 116 111111 & fti icir fI
face position, thrust of each engine. tAmdlt 121-46. St IPR 13102 Aus 10. IVi t ends to dicontinue using before t
position of each thrust reverser, tral. an aimended by Amdot 121-42 84 IFR 235 prescribed dates
irg edg,' flap or cockpit nap control De 10. 1971 Amd& 121-1S0 41 IFR 4712n It) The cclipit voice recorde. r.

position, and leading edge flap or cock Oc . 1111 7 Amdt 121-136. 41 FR 20-e3b ti ecin m st m e
pit nap control positin July 16, 15'?1. A tt 121-1345 45 IPR 10 2 iu d b hsscinm s etI

(b) Whenever a flight recorder me a SS lwn piiso tnad
qulred by this section is installed. it
must be operated coeltinuousi) from
the instant the airplane begins the La
keoff roll until It has completed the4-
landing roll at Ian airport.

(c) Except as provided In piaraigraph
(d) of this section, and except for re
corded data erased as authorized in ______

this paraigraph, each certificate holder LrewrnZ li-AMMu,0' SuesT ft WWIAoVaous
shall keep the ecrded data pre
scriLed in piaragraph (a) of this section nehrn, amwaf so"R
until the airplane has been operated -ievio U41o11 -SACe o
for at least 23 hours of the operating adw
time specified in 1 121.359(a), A total
of 1 hour of recorded datak may be "me - ____________-___as in. as 11,
erased for the pigrpose of testinig the 11o W
flight, rcrder a.' the flight recorder -o~ n
system. Any erasure made In accord ~i~,__________-SA i , beft I a w fe , f I
ance with this paragraph must be of ft se7-CIIA
the oldest recorded data accumulated dwrSIw ,Jc IP a
at the time of testing Except as pro. AWP~ M "o 4W aII" a to liio a.rom
vided in paragraph (d) of this sectiorn Wa Li" wc ia. SWI III a
no record need be kept more than 60 - ea1e-.f I, A" tfro
days. @PEW 11;T&

(d) In the event of an ascildetit or oc- in1
currence that requires immediate noti- vaia wolaIuc ft b a.ag aaum.. 5.M w I ao-
fication of the National Transports ago P". WWI? 2 So

tion ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ pm SaeyBadudr at30otion afetyBoardunderPartc30 o
Its regulations; and that results In ter Beang eea
minastion of the flight, the certificate PIL' atutud, ort -U -te SO! atutue. or a
bolder shall remove the recording 16aw 601160"A (10 NVI 0sal a Itf Ilk 8IbUWW t It *Z IV I 1110r-
media from the asirpliane and keep the sac. r"N U-S mm WWI~ r L.
recorded data required by paragrraph ooli
(a) of this section for at least 60 days swou onal.(N lbu o. issb an .5 _______

and for a longer period upon the re- Pith WIn onw . - P" pow sI Is Ppn a
quest of the Board or the Administra. whua".., a

(e) Each flight recorder required by Poio
this section must be Installed In ac- Ootr: wheal ar biwsoomm,i~ g~aior Pualowg - I,_____
geordance with the requirements of PoSot:0r

Studeyra or~ ra niwo msor am Paul now *g.,or-125.1459 of this chapter In effect on PoauonAugust 31. 1977. The correlation re- Thrwit of Nth fe.-. -_ _Ptu mog ww sOvrd a I ww -

iggilred by piaragraph (c) of j 25.1459 Poitot o ach ukrwin moewrr - - -. ia w y ____

need be established only on one air- T#L "or no rsgii a r aie4 ot
plane of any group of airplanes- 16fisi dge niae or napt 11wh bews r. posium

(1) That are of the same type. soLro! Pooluor,
(2) On which the model flight re, &"k) at 61111111 Imoo ebmaiu .. -U' a. .4- *1 a _____ .5

Seeder and Its Intalation awe the l-d 3-n~~ZO u 0 90
dame: and
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1i The reoqiromfI of Part 36 of (C) ftr the ground Proimity warn- (Amdt 133-119, 40 93 i~s way 6 Ir!
this chaspter in enffect = Augst 31. 1113 1117rtmr i'ured by this r 1 on. We w"ended by Amdt 121-122, 40 PR3 t
1117. ilbe Airplane Flight MManus Shall Con' 4ePt 11. 1975 AUwdL 121-125. 40 M p3
(2) After September 1. IBM0. soct re- ftn- Oct 81. I975 Amdt 121-126 40 M3 55.'4

corer ontine mut-(1) Appropriate Procedures for- NO% N 1975 AMdL 121-121. 41 PR u3
corer ontine ~-(1) The use of the equipment. Aus It. 197si

(1) Be either bright orange or bright (1U) Propernfight crew action with me
UDI Have reflectve tape affixed to pc oteeuimn;1111 ece oe mdr

th e rnoal ufc ofcltt t o (111) Deactivatiop for planned abnor- (a) ftch cockpit voice Vrete re
ctioe uneratr a tofcltten~~ a] and emergency conditions. qure by the opergtlns rules of tht-i
eation a aprve under wae wae n v) Inhibition of Mode 4 warnilngs chapter must be Lpprioved and must b(

(ill Hae a aprove unerwter based onnfaps being In other than the installed so that it will record the follocating device ort or adjacent to the landing configuration If the system In- incontainer which is secured in such IL corporates a Mode 4 flap wsirolng inhi (1) voice communications transmit
manner that they are not likely to be bition control: and ted from or received in the a"irlne b)
separated during crash impact. Unless (2) An outline of .11 input sources raio
the cockpit voice recorder, and the that must be operating (2) Voice communications Of flig)-..
flight recrder required by 1 121.343, (d After September 1. 1976 (unless crewmembers on the flight deck
are Installed adjacent to each other in required earlier in the certificate hold (3) Voice communications Of fie'
such a manner that they are not likely er's operations specifications). no0 crewmenibers on the flight deck. usmi
to be sepiarated during crash imnpact person m&3 deactivate a ground pros. the airplane's interphone system.

(d) in complyig with tis section. Imlty warning system required by this (4) Voice or audio signals ldenttfyinrj1an approved cockpit voice recorder section except In accordanrce with the naiaino prahaids lntr,
having an erasure feature ma) be procedures contained In the Airplane duced into a headset or speaker.
used, so that at any time during the Flight Manual (5) Voice com unications Of ftt-'
operation of the recorder. information (e) Whenever a ground proximity crewmembers using the passenir-
recorded more than 30 minutes eiarlier waning system required by this sec loudspeaker system, if there is such &
may be erased or otherwise obIlterat- lion is deactivated. an entry &halt be system and If the fourth chainnel I.,

ad.made In the airplane maintenance available In accordance with the rt
Ce) In the event of an accident or oc. record that Includes the date and time quirements of Paragraph (cx4XU) 01

currence requiring immediate notifica- of deactivation this section.
lion of the National Tranisportation (f xeta wle nprgah (b) The recording requirennents of

SaftyBord ndr art83 o it rg- (g) of this section, after June 1. 1976. paragraph (aX2) of this section musSa hicy Bo r nerPt in0 the t ena no person may operate a iarge turbine- be met by installing aL ockPl: -mounv :UILtlons. whc eut ntetemn- powered airplane unless It is equipped area microphone, located in the bet5tjon of the flight, the certificate with a pround proximity wiarniig-glide position for recordin voice comrnun
holder *hall keep the recorded itf or- slope deviation alerting system that cationis originating at the first anl
matlon for at least 60 days or, if re- meets the performance and environ- second pilot stations and voice conurn,
quested by the Administrator or the mnental standards contained in IS0- nlcatlons of other crewmnbers 0,
Board, for a longer Period Informs- C92a. or T'SO-C92b or Incorporates the flight deck when directed to thos.
lion obtained from the record is Used 7SO-approved ground proximity "to The microphone must be a.-
to sexist In dletermilning the cause o1 warning-glide slope deviation alerting located and, if necessary, the prearr
accidents or occurrences in connection equipment. plifiers and fliters Of the recOrdf-
with Investigations under Pant 830. (g) Large turbine-powered airplanesa must be so adjusted or sfuppiemnentp:
The Admuinistrator does not use the being operated uinder the provisions of that the intelligibility of the recordf:

recrd n a'- 4Jnkt. fr erl~i. paragraph (b) of this section may be communications is as high as practice
eat acionoperated until January 1. 1977, with- bie when recorded under flight cockP

uSeis 2. 6. 9. so stat 931. 45 vza.c 152. out being equipped with the ground DOiW conditions ard played back Rt
1655, 1657) proximity warning-glide slope devl- peated aura] or visual playback of tht
(Doc 6258 29 rR 19205. De 11. 1964 111 ation alerting system required by record may be used In evaluating inte.
arnended bi, Arndt 122i-20. 311FR 55i2. June paragraph (f) of this section - UigIbUity.
So. 1966 AmndL 121-3.31 PR 15192. Dec 3. (h) A certificate holder maj obtain (e) Each cockpit voice recorder mus
19116 Arndt 121-32. 32 FR 13914L Oct 6. an extension of the December 1, 1975, be Instalied so that the part of th(
1961. Arndt 121-130, 41 FIR 47229. Oct 28. compliance date specified in plara- communication or audio signals speci
1976i Arndt 121-135 42 MR 36913 July 18 graph (a) of this section. but not fled in para~graph (a) of this sectior
1577. Arndt. 121-143. 43 PR 22642 May 25. beyond June 1, 1976. from the Direc- obtained from each of the following
1:75) tor. Flight Standardis Service if. before souce Is reorded on a separate chan,

December 1. 1975- Del
§121.110 Ground prwuimity warkallgide (1) It shows that due to circux- (1 For the first channel, from eatch

slope devitioni aleting5 s7me stances beyond Its control It cannot microphone. headset, or speaker used
(&) Except as provided in paragiraphs comply by that date. and at the first pilot station.

(b) and (hI of this section, after De. (2) It has submitted by that date a (21) For the scnd channel. frorr,
cember 1. 1975. no person may operate schedule for compliance, acceptable to each microphone, headset, or speaker
a lage tubine-powered airplane the Director. Indicatingt that the used at the second pilot station
wileow it is equipped with a ground system will be Installed at the earliest (3) Flor the third channel-from the
proximity warLnn system that meets practicable date. cockpit-mounted area microphone
the performance and environmental (1 No person may operate a turbojet (4) Fr the fourth channel, from-
standards of ISO-C912 or incorporates powered airplane equipped_ with a (1) Each microphone, headset, or
7 6O-approved ground proximty system required by pauragrph Wf of speakter used at the stations for the
wiarning equipment. this section, that Incorporates equip- third and fourth crewinembers. or

(b) Ground proximity warinkg 575- ment that meets the Performance and (U) If the stations specified in piars
tems approved for use under this ParIt environmental standards of TSO-C92b graph (cX4XI) of this section are not
and Installed before June 5. 1975. may or Is approved under that 780. using required or U1 the signal at such a sta
be used in lieu of equipment that other than WarninS Mrnvelopes I or 3 lUon Is picked up by another chayn&
meets the Performance and environ- for Warning Modes I and 4. each microphone on the flight deck
mental standardsi of 7 80-0102 or is that is used with the pasenger loud
IUO-approved unti Januairy 1. 1077. speaker system. if Its signals are not
ecept that the requirements of Pairs Picked up by another channel

graph (c) Of this isetioet mugI be met

am AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17b93
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(d, Each cockpit VoiSu e el Musnt (3) It receives NO gisetrici&I power glictli dse of this sucetion must meet
be installed so that- from the bus ithat provides, the mai- Me uffinh-um Performsnce Btandard

(1)i t receives its electric power fram mumn reliabiity for Operation of the Jw Aircraft Mlight Recordes, set forth
the bus that provides the maximum flight recorder without jOA 45 - 11 at the eid of this setion-
reltlabilit' for operation of the cockpit service 90 osenftil Or moerifecY (b) Nar~ring In addition to the
voice recorder without ieopardl"g l~sd5. maarkings required by 137.7. the rating

service to esential or emergency (4) There Is an aural or visuall meas (nominall oltage and wattage) must
loads. for preflight checking of the recorder also b- marked on the recorder.

(2) There Is an automatic means to for proper recorder tape movement. (c) Data WIanim-PIe ts. The mUN1I-
simlultaneously stop the recrder and (5 Except for recorders powered surer must furnish the Chief. Eigi-
prevent each erasure feature from solely by the engine-driVen electrical loserng and liainufacturing Branch (in
functioning Within 10 mhinutes after generator system, there is An automat- %he case of the Western Region, the
crash Impact. and Ic mea~ns to simultaneously Stop a re- Chief. Aircraft lhgtneerLng Division).

.1)There is an aural or visfual means corder that has a data erasure feature ftlght BtArdl Division, federal
lir prfli checkin of the recrder and prevent each erasure festure troin &ViStlon Administration. In the regioin

4for proper operation functioning, within 10 minutes after where the imanufacturer is located,
(e) The record container must be lo- crash Impact; and tef~wn ehis &

ested and mounted to miniLmize the (6) There is a means to recrd data efllwn ehncldt
probability of rupture of the container from which the time of each radio (1 Six opies of the maxnulacttrer's

as a result of crash impact and cose. transmission either to or from ATC eperatirlif liortructols, equipment

qUent heat damage to the rcrd f rom can be determined limitations, and installation proo-

fire In meeting this requtrement. the (b) Each itonelectable record con- dures.
rocord contatier must be asl far aft s ainer must be located and mounted so (2) One copy of the minufacVureell
practicable. but ay not be where aft as to minimize the probability of con- tagt report.

mounted efiginies may cirush the con- gainer rupture resulting from crash Eteinsif Performace ZStsard for
gainer during Impact However, It need Impact and subsequent damage to the AiVZrA I 7hf~ RaCOI&I
not be outside of the pressurised comn- record from fire, In meeting this re- 1 soe oetbih-"nu eur
partment. quirement the record container must me.t fr p- o setels A iirca eh Rrd

Mf 11 the cockpit voice recorder has be located as far aft as practicable, but nt fo abprod Iaircraft ittfo RscrI
a bulk erasure device, the installation need not be aft of the pressurized coam- ma to b te opeiratpaion of r c ao
must be designed to minimize the partment, and may not be where aft- ent analyssteoeaino hc a

probability of inadvertent operation mounted engines may cruash the con- dithe rpecod ecton 3wvrn o

and actuation of the device durin gainer upon Impact. us eetbihd I cp tan dard covers three besi'
crash impact. (c) A correlation mto betalse ypes of aircraft nlight recorders for record

(g) Erach recorder container must- between the fiht recorder readings m, time, air speed, altitude. vtiml accl
(1) be either bright orange or bright of airspeed. altitude, and heading and arto and beading The 11114e1lgence re-

yellow: the corresponding readings (taking ceved by the record medium can be Drom
(2) Hiave reflective tpafietoIs into account correction factors) of the ;direct and/or remote sensors

tap afixe toItS first pilot's tinstruments., The cortela- 2.1 Dcfhmuios Of W tyfpes Type I-None
external surf ace to facilitate its Ics- Lion must cover the airspeed rlange jisetable. Type n-l-ontiecabl. retricted
tion under water. and over which the airplane is to be oper- go any location more than one-half of the

(3) Have an underwater locating ated. the range of altitude to which wing root chord from the main Wine §Uflc
device, when required by the operating the airplane Is limited, and 360 degrees Same through the fuselage and from ansY fuel
rules of this chapter. ont or adjacent to of heading Correlation may be estab- isnts. Type Il-Eectable. unrsetzkLcd lo-
the container which is secured In such Whed on the ground as appropriate. asuon,
maniner that they are not likely to be (d) Each recorder container must- li ckeiirarwet
separated during Crash Impact. (ieethrbitoanerbzgt 2.1 gvoiVeIa owittion. 7%e follow

(1) e etherbriht O&At Or rigt M con'ditions have be-n wtablished AS
Sees 313(a). 601. 403, 4104. and 605 of the yelow; deln reqirements Only Test shall be

Pedereai Aviation Act of 1958 (45 1U.S.C. (2) Have reflective tape affixed to Its enuW Ws eecifiled in setions 8.64, and 1
111545s1. 1421. 1423. 1424. and 1425). and sec external surface to facilitate Its Ica- 3.. lbwipeOrus. When italled in W1
etc) of the Department of Transportation tion under water, and oedsh with the Instrument manulbctii
Act (49 U.S.C. 1655(0))i (3) Have an underwater locating se's lnstnacuoons. the recorder shll function
(Do No. S0M. n IPR 18291. Dec 24. 196. device, when required by the operating ever the range of ambient temperature
u amended by Amdt 33-1. 30 FIR 2032. Mar rules of this chapter. an or adjacent to isown in column A below &Aid 0-1)l OI be
20 1965. Aidt 2b-16e. 32 FR 12014. Oct 6, the container which is secured in such adversely affected by exposure to the range
I"'. Amdt 25-41 42 FPR 94971. July'15, a manLner that they are not likely to at temiperature shown In column 3 below
111,17) be separated during; crash impact.

925.145 Flight siee, (Sees 313(a). 401. 603. 604. and 05 of the maninewbesm A a

- I ~~~(a) Each flight reodr required boy Federal Aviaton Act of 1968 (49 VAEC ________________

the operating rules of this chapter 121,4ai. 1421. 1423, 1424. and 1425), and sec, Ke r 1oow
must be Installed so that- 6ltd of the Department of Tlazaporltuon 611 cotrlld -- 0 o 8C 0 C

(1) It Is supplied with aisipeed. siti- LAwL 364 A) FIR 127. Jan S. 1964, as (topgraw"t
tude. and directional data obtained aended by Amdt W-3636 IR 131102. Aug gimso,l) - "5YC 0 "5 "C
from sources that meet the aceuracy 56, 1670. Amdt m6-3. 40 FR 2177. Jan. 14.
requirements of #125.1323. 3.1325, wsT. AmiL U1-41. 43 PR $M.i Ouy is. 11.1231 Nemlit 'Me IScorder shAll tunt
and 25.1327. as appropriate. 16771 am a"d shall not be adversely affected

(21 The vertical acceleration sensor When exposed to any relative bumJdlti ir
is riidlyattaced, nd lcatedionhibh rang from 0 to 91 percent at a tampers

tuInagily attahe , Within ated appov 121.1114 Abreraft eft nerwVI1O- sar of approximately 32 C
center of gravity limits of the airplane.212Vbal Weintle

or at a distance forward or aft of these (a) Alprftbtit. 71his teh~a with the botniment manlatetf 0

limits that does not exceed 25 percent standard Order prescribes minimumrt mittos he1 Dr erdver shl fufctC'd

of the ailne's mean aerodynamic performance ItAZIArdil that aircraft whe sujne to vibrations Of tbe fouo's
ebord, ftiht recorders must meet in order to cactusl

be identified with the applicable TSO
maarking. New models of nlight reord-
we that are go be Identflied and that

aon manufactrd or after the of-
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___ ___ __ ___ __ retVUcrder shell ot be damaged Uo 6.3 niow Mok vowed ew. The t~rlae
Max Mae Usbiected to lower voltages esvm shs.1 am1 asd plus or smni 1.6 per

N.Mw ~UMAI 05 dftbu vom 4.8 Pow b'Vbunction Ingdhfo A m duuing a 51-hour period
a irtram, go "L emplwd. aa means shall be provided f or tidicasli when 6.4 Air rp~ecord qyyme The reod

Ushs I adequate power ib not be"n received by the a1ILl be tested for allowable error at th.
recorder for proper operation OW POIJt Wcfled to Wahle M - Mss.

AirfaeI mas 4.0 Autowahtc eCtor, The automatic lskn ors Wes71 oa,
-mo -.-- 5..eu *AN If elion~ provisio of ype rUreodes n Wea 0hItd dsrtg amedi the 11BOwab,.

eluding te structure holding the electable spiited Inal &&t IxedII .llrno au
8.14 W~adtT1~ DCY*Y *1I tUO21 porton she"1 be capable of opersan when Si~ i al l

aad duol not be adveruely affectedi whet Suj~e oietalascrresponding to 5Ode'rTebaig~j.~d t a nur andtameraure an accelersao of Os's MC111in SAnY dIrue record error shall not tameed plus or our.,w

mas eqivalent to - i.so0 to sc.o feet Uion. r ve8 degi to aalst 71
standard altitude. per NACA Report No0 e TiIceilq differenche between te ammo? aow the

13.ecpaslmtd by the arp~lICSUO1fl 6 .1 Atnepei coslttona UOibe oter goorder
1335aexcep g.o .. Tercrder shall1 not be ore iptcdied all tstsu eqaipwd by 9b -1 .ormsrdaa7b followinil lstteaveret affecte fotown exps0e0t0 standard shall be conducted at a ma s Inin ailrt any others deemed zreoma.-,

-4taes in ambient premoll of 50 and 3IDa. phert? aprurv ft aoolaey32 ad~r
US abolt Inhes of mercur7 and at a ambient tem b dtemaufclace ihb the Perf om

3.1.5 Radio giserem The Few der .eisure of aprxitl 2' C whet Sheteireng s co his wflatert
sia]not be the source of objeCtiottabie Irk testa sut, conducted with the atmospheric so eurmnso hssadr

-A ~ ~ ~ ~ s& peresesure onerprtn coilfia the tinmperaLure substnlal 1.1 RAo r't Iprmium The recorder 51bal
erofereqne ue onreraft coniteons lfet1tfw.ti vs.ut aio anshlly be stated at room temperature to detert-difernttra tos vaue, lloarceshal ap~srce with the requiremhenta smnod

radiation or feedba11. in electronic equip- bGe&U made for theaevis varitio fwide the
went fraral.)ed int the sae allrsft 110s the dlna72 Teecrrsa

lowL Ther manti ffc 3 rib'ah (so soef" ftedic) be subjected to an, ambient temperature 0'
11.1.4 UDIati afc.Temdht fet V olm therwise gpwifd all iaU far per. minus 55' C for II hours and wile AIL el

of the recorder &hall act adversely aff ect formac may be made with the recorder goed W this temperature It shall be lest..;
the operation of the Other b "r~A~& D sblected to a wlbrisUou of 0.002 to 0.06 So determine complanc with Whe require

Staned to the sme aircraft TeInch donuble amplitude at afrequencyof 8mtni under setionS Th tore

4.1 *ecoerd5tnG medimi, bereor double amplitude an sed herein Indicates hesubjected to a ambient temperature c'
medium shall conform to the foloing - total dispilaoseoent Ita positive mgsmum 0 C. for 6 hours and while #til exosed L,
quirements to negative mimtum. this temperature It shall be tested to deteo

S.Th recording medium of recorders em &. VibHRfoe aspmenL Vlirsao equip Mine compliance With the moom Somperb
pioylag mechanicat inscribed markings shall Me~ &hall be used which will provsje *rie ture Aoruracims under section 6

advac tarteont thn6Inches quencles and amplitudes consistent with the 7. Zftrine teperature epne hr
per hour, and that of recorders emploYing "reietn of section 3.1.3 with the fol- SOrder. after exposure to an ambient Ler
other means of recording3 shall advance at a lwing characteristic* perature Of 70' C. for 34 hours followede t
rate mufficient to permit resolution Within 5.3.1 Linear stofir t rieo. Qibraion to -5' C. for 34 hours follos

the accuracy prescribed in section 4.3. equipment for teUst airrame grctse hiedilately by exposure wo room tempe-s
b. The recordi Medium ahal Provide a mounted recorders of portions thereof shl hitre for not more tha 3 hours. ahal: mr-

gadigof the required data for at least be such as to ILUPW vibration to be apld the rt. alrements of sectiont 7.1 There shs.
te total. elapsed operatingf Ume of a flight along each Of three mutually pedcir be r-. _vidence of damage am a result of ex

*foe Which the airicrat might be used azes of the Ion apcien. posure to the extreme temperatume
*5.3.2 C'srcwar wwo etb atW Vbaton 1.5 Norufeee Not more than 15 Minute

c- The recording medium shall hot be Pub. equipment for testing abaft-mountad re- after the altitude serao- has been first s.-
fact to dieteriorati or distortion of the me Vortie; of portions thereof shall be such focted to the pressure crespondinS Ut
corded deWa within the limit&spacified that a point St the cost will descibe. tn a standard a~ltitude of 60.000 feet. the pme,
herein. Plane Inclined 45 derees to the horitscm mire shall be Increased at a rutil corresporr-

4.2 Recordling irtte'evi end ranges plane. a circle, the diameter of which is Is to a decrease In altitude of not less Lh&-.
s. Time The time Wapse shall be meomds equal to the double amplitude. 3.000 feet per Minute until the pressure cc

at intervals of not more than I minute 5 4 Postion. ALI tests &hLu be cobd*aed Vespoiding to 35.000 is reached Within I
b. Prw ure altude - 1.000 to 50.000 feet with the recorder mounted in its normal ap fcnds the error ahall not exceed the roc,7

of standard atmnosphere preasures, and shall alting Position. temperature error at this test point b) mc-
be recorded at intervals of act More thant 5. Test t'Oltape. All tests for~rformance thant 100 feet The altitude innamr ah&
one second. Shal be conducted at the voltage rain roc Remain at this prnsure for not more th.&

c VertCLoI acceleration; +5 to -ft. and -mmended by te manufacturer 15 minutes before the et to determ.-
Shall be recorded at intervair of 2101 more 6.6 Powconitiu on& li tests for Per- eampliance With &able n1 is made afi'
than t%. of 1 secod, or at Intervals of I formance shall be conducted at the power Which the Pressure &hall be further 21

second In which peak accelerailons are re- rating recommended by the manufacturer. greased at the above rate until the pram_
codd .Allowo lec ero scirePondtan to $0.o00 feet Is reached Tr.

d. Ar 10 t 4 knos LS. ndaltitude sensor shll remain at this prws
i. A apedi100 o 40 itotelAB an 5. Iltfiftde record errOrL The so fo&I oethn1 ~uesbfr .

shall be ftecorded at interva of not more *hall be tested for allowable error a the hrust otrmie cot mintest tbefoe It

s.a oen seconders admuth. and shall tes PW spcfe In &al I madcrain e theerme shplallce frhrt
e. Uedln 35 deeeesand inicreasing Pressure The rate of change esed The abovsue tahL unti fimrthe

be rarded at intervals of not more than to Prw during tis lest shall not be I desda h bv innL lope
one second than 3.000 feet per miniute on d=etln jeure Is reached

4.3 Accord rasofuuti. The record iesolu- pemwe~r. the Pressue shall be brought V-4 After effect Not more than 5 minutr
boo shall be such that the data can be met down to. but shall oft exocld the specified *at the completion of the hysteresis te'r
Ileed with the acuracy specifiled in secton aton.O nraig ew.ten. h alttde record shall lave returned 2..

6.umre shall be brought up W. but -1 if- 1a scrisinal recording, oraected fra.
4.4 Record protecftan The recorder shall exceed, the mact~led test point. Within I 41hange In aiMospheric presure. within ta,

to of elth design that the recorded data will min11ute ater apprlyin the secified prem tlerance shown In table 11
be proLced against damnage by fire, impact. mure. the error in the record shal.)last .7 Vibraionu.
and water within the limits specified herein. eaceed the SItlanc Valus Indicalad In 11.7.1 Aesonsae. T1he recordler. While Ott.

4.5 Pireurre mirud. Ite terms of prs. table I for each test point. 01ing, sa ll be subjected! to a reonant, f
maue altitude shall conform, to tables I and 6.2 Aomfeestwo record error The mead. guency marve, of the aeprpraW tt,,
11. aineorhalnteceplmomii le inecon.13Ioretodt

4.M to, ale The te9.o2G asdshl in a stabilized condition, and the lowa mine if there exists s" resnant fivilo

4.1Pt, o tae is AU nt sefpo error tn following a single. tatanflalar. scl* ane of the Parus The amplitude used _s

font Vaiation In IDC voltage ad/oe * 10 thc e lmi'i-o IA*- 00111JM Gw U the maximum bwjeeat~e o ief led In se
Psesit Vartiuon In a. Voltage and *6 per- Is codered saptabla.l Wo31.2
sea 0% frequency. peovldsd the Lc. voltagre
gad IMueDy Vary in She sao waon 1104,0
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?b ecra ibaf shm be somksd W0 a i4 4 stt ,,,A e7Ie 1 I d1 'Ecove.-
ft*a mporli thide Or oaimuc i~ mm - Tebt~titm h u T-m~ X -A-mV'm Tie, Tani

Sp.edbit WEmlAMs 3.w mat MWOtf me1dlum S11ah be capahe of be-,,g B~sjya _________________
.mdfd to ~ 2.J m the,~an Otte- the pucorde- he, beer oub)scte I, a

uisecs for S Period Of I houri I% f L Or "ti aual fore of Sc o n ple TW eeo Y.-
ufla -rua. Otir ,1braLr Whichever is 0tu~~ u nt4mjaeu2,t M5t kf
appfLie Whet mort Wian me ropon~ct maCofnoc bu DO a~uaeuL to 00LL tf
bequenni is eowU.:;d WILL vibratiorn ap B sn period of mine OULY5 ..; xs o
pled *Jong a&W Ove alli. a Lost period M~y A. 5el Piod po~fs h 73t*?dt 11edjuir

bem~p~be a te os ivet m haL ecmA. Ibtt at, tha g.be Intelligenre '- 1011 X OS~mOF the Period mas be divided among, Afte beec %nt-e fe h ure sox _______________
Use n*oriant freQuenciea. wtucheve ahALL pised Wo names of 1100, C Ctvelopn ___be atsi-dered moi. Ue!3 to produce failure es ec, fteoweae ofA te

Thetes peiodaha~ iotbe laar.on 50 forc h Ofeiri peraod a of t TypofUs
haMU htour peLodY&h0n ~ mtWVber., tmi- M-e mirte Is vn eid fLm Type 41"0,

-- at within rn-i. 1inute nun PleY
cant frequeies are bot apperent wu 1-. iue
Wthe ~cUieed frequency range the recorde: 7.8 0 Wgle' P'Oti ft Thet ltelligeccc or T- M -A-- ~occ ~an h Ta,.ShaL be vlbrat~ed for 2 hours In wrdnc* the record medium shal: be capab:r of mewiV L he vibratioc requirements of aeetlor. moLLng Permanent and reprOejuclbitf 5ter

2.1.3 at the maztlmn 6oubie amplitude Bndc the recordl medium has been l-mmersed in 75505AO Joempe w osecthe ffequencY toD provid the Maxsimum ac seas ater for 36 hours 10041-
ajleratiot. 7.9 Parthwe emro The recorder shall meet tie. 3 Le m1.1.2 C'pchsc 7he scorder. while o6,erlt the follosing reuirements isher tu.Ftfi W S
Wi Shal be tested Witt, the frequency frain Its normal operating pinltior. thro.sCyrcled betweer. limit spwcedW in mecjor 00' forward andI back. and left and rig:.. Isit2.13 ID 15-mlnute cycles for a period 01 1 where applimbie A&i

h ow i. eactf ais at ar applied double ant L T'me Section. 63 310IK
a blude Secl!.ee In section 3 1J Or at. acn. b Altitude Section 6 1. ecept thac L bI It Iamator specified in secton 3.1.3. whicbeve.r tolerance may be incrased by 36 eet. It i

Is the Ulmitinsa lue After the cosanletior. c. Accelersjuoa. Section 6.2 itOf tLis vibration L.st no damoage shIall be d. Atrsed SecUc 66 q iWevident Bnd the pecoree shall meet It me-_________________
quilrments of sector, 8

1.i Hussdits qpaie dupart Praer'ueio" 4L u-dnr ect 94 iAmdt 1-5. 81 Pit Ir. Jar. 4 Jeff
restatac~se. stati.c ewssk and Ar preortmo 1.1@ Dlgecbic. Thec kwlatom abal be emed by Dor Jet 04- 3 Prt 6166A
Magi The humidity Impact. penietrlitior. re- subjeeto a0 dielectric ter. WILL SD RPh L .tS* im.noe. tUc crush. and fire protectior ioltjogr at a commercil freuencY Applied
bat, shall be fade In the follow"n se~ for a period Of i, scoands. equIVal~ent LOD five
querice,0at the sme recorder without the UMes 1io1Ki.5 cittilt operating VOILWae
need for repairs except wherv cim-ulta Include coponens # i7.1i0 Cockpit voe imose -TISkj

1 Nfumdt The ieoorder asall be for which such a Wet would be Inappropri (a PIebtl(1Mijurplbounted In a chamber wantarie at a te 614. the tw, voltage %hal; be 1.2 times BAVlWbt!i() lfmuny
perature of 7t2n? C. and a retivUe humd nrmal circuit operstng voltage The Wku foriofce stantd"rd Lre berth'. es.
K1SY of 95 ±5 percenit for a period of 9 hours lotion resistacte ah&L. ot be los than 30 Ushed for cockpit voice . crde- 1:After this; period the heat should ber shut megnhms, at that Voltage amC on United State C ciil &LL±7'
off &ad he rrewrder abould be allowed to 7.11 Automatcii vectof isa Tb.L 5StO New models of cocklpfitvceo record-
wolt for a period of 19 hours in th mt L*isei election Means for Type LU recorders imfcuefousonivlL--phere In which the humidity rim to 10C 61h261 be tested tc 6emonjrate that It is is, ~frteo C i lts
percebt as the temperature decraes to nt pable of elecung the rcowrder from Its on1 Or Liter September 2. 1964 a,
Marv tharn 3 C hIsM complete c~ce shul mounting when subjected Wo fowa~rd actOing e h ~zd~diseiidttF
be ectd uoted fifteen Q 6 Iie, neit', 13rtia loads Of bg(5 to 69 L S Aviation Admirtior. Standi
IV after cyrciling the reocorder shall be Pub 6,0 Aeoede, color 71he ezerior suirlbam Of M.InImum Pez-lortnii-ce StLanc&c~h.R~-d~ SM ~the recorder must be finished La either a Cockpit Voice Recorders datet NSetdt h ~crdbw7m fseh bright orlange or a bright yellow clor "=er 1, 1963.1 and F'ederal A%-,&*6 ?A3 feseect The Inteligence ft the Tanis 1-ALTyrris Rscicae Mason TaMU Admnnstratior. document, enL,.-
reord mediuzr shall] be Capable Of being ________________ _ Envlrorimentai Tes! Po-dures 1,analyzed after the recorder has been sfut- T~nn a Aiborne Lctirtir 14 r-Jected to the following Impact shock Type eir,,r Wei PL Ormiu August 31. 133. eceCpt as provile..ad fl-Half aLoe wavce impact shocks %p. 11,Dasre varsFMph (a X 2) of thisA section.plied Wo echt Of the three mta, orthogal Ottud # 0m Le ( eea vainAmijtaaxes and having a pesk accleration maiM (fet' O ,9 ()Pdrl vainAmnsrtude of 1.000 It with a time durletlor of at leu 111.110 'e SAID document. 'Lwlroamelta.: Tee, F.Less', 5 milliecond& Type r[I-Accerieuon -o,6 o I I oed ues for Airborne Lectronic F4..not iea than the shock.s devetoped ot oon - ent." Outines otarlowt tes: Dr:-&act With a hortzontal raok surface. cOngid -. 00 976 sta 0510 160 4fwes which deftne the emidironime.ering the direction of election and any pro -ON "as8 so 4i ISOvitionis for alleviation of shc Wit rear * (Sao sm$ to La eLretne6 over Vblcb the equpt-.
to the former, the ayrrat &halt be asumed W 1444 was ISO shall be designed to operiete Somot 1
to be wted at least 30 degreft fro borime ,uii mm."it w IO - Procedume have cestegories estab..r''
W* to the most critics; dlretiov Loot vIot M11U ISO - and some do not Where estegrirle.r &-1.1113 Perseltto eesisto~ce r1Ine t r.A 11 LO 000 19 4 - UtaLbfihed. onl) equipment: %cgldeti, Only) The intelligence Ob the SAMC aill Nei iS 20 qilisudr n rmr of the f4,00C ONe 3 0 350 19~ Il~e ne n rmreord medium ehall be capable of being G6oc "S is 36 too a" kOIng Wtesories. We apecified it I.analysed after the recorder has beet sut- LoOC 04 4 223 lie FAA document. Is eleribir for aP; -Jicted to an impact fonte equal to a 6BO 000 11 6 goe 511 190 - Ws under thie, orderPound steel bar which Io dropped fro a 2,09c 33 19 0! i80 on (1) TemPenture-Alutude, Test-Caheight of 10 feet to strike each side Of the Italic 4" 4 17, 1 ft

enclosure In the zosm criticsl plane The s4im0 4i1i lot W _ ories A. B. C, or D,.
Point of contact of the bar &hall hae" an is of 5754 10 love 40 (Ii Vibration Test-Ceilegories A. I
Smrf that Is no greter than 0.05 square 30000 ii £571 sM - QC. E. r rinches Thle longitudinal axis of the bar. x000 8X 9 Mayi a" - (Il) AtidioJ'hequeney Magnetic Pieshall be vertial at the time of Impact Norit M6 mmc nit ii IC so1 BuaceptlIbillt Y Tes, -Caz eg c new A o -I
Thet Objective of hils lt to to achieve pro 3500f W3 i40 Ms G o tv do-' ue ySactlSiction of the record medium (rft posible H.M TSue 1.04 s' 110)0ai-Feunc U~e
d0-A caused by airframe 0-atr. --- o 1 .01 SM6 SM TInt-Cltegory A. sLnd
bent stkine Lbe reore cs guin crs geof 011. S4 SM (V) ICMLALIO1 Of ISpurious IRadi>Prr
111IDt gilency Iern Tit-C0alegor) A
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9b) Wat*%ii (1) In admuot so the
Ma~rklnp specfied In 137, ltd,. the 53123 Pisgb ,msiues Wd ecpit ei"
Auipmen. ahL be nma-ked Wo lridicate mo~rathie UmironmenWa exueme.E over No holder of an air carrier or om
Wbkb It ha., beer. designed to operatemecaoprtrerfcte ayor
72bere are si nioiet& etpc ec~ pmo etfct A o

lbed. Thes shal! be Identified on tht unlew that aircraft Compiles With am
canieplate by the wordk "environmnie applicable flight recorder and cockpit
Wi eLegorles" or, as abbreviated voice recorder requirements of the
IJ~v. Cat ** followed by six letter., part under which its certificate is
Wbich Id.ntlly the Weegorlez unde- Issued. except that It may-
Which the eQuipment k qualiie<e (a) Ferry an airrat wltth an Inoper.

A 3~dg firont left to right. the otegr- ative flight recorder or cockpit voice
27 dinatofl ahil; appear ofl the recorder from a place where repair 0

Inameplate in the following order so replacement cannot be made to a Place
thsat they may be readily Identified where they can be made

(I) Temperature-Altitude CAegory (b) Continue a (light as original"
(11) Vibration Test Category: planned, 11 the flight recorder or cock
(11.8 Audio-Frequency Magnetic Field pit voice recorder becomes tIopeirative

Buaceptibilty Test Category. after the aircraft has taken off.
(trI Radio-Frequency Susceptibility (c) Conduct an airworthiness flight

Test Category: test, during whllch the flight recorder
(v) Vin'ion of Spurious Radio-Fme or cockpit voice recorder is turned off

u-ency Energy Test Category, and to teat it or to test any communICs-
W V) Explosion Test. tions or electrical equipment installed

(2) Equipment which meets the ex- in the aircraft. or
plosion test requirement shall be iden dFeyanelaqur acaf
tiffed by the letter "E". Equipment. from the place where possession of It
which does not meet the explosion wszs taken to a place where the (light
W t requirement shall be Identified by reorder or cockpit voice recorder is to

the letter ',X. A typicl niameplate be intle
identification would be as; follows: Env.
Cat. DBAAAX- (49 US C 1423. 1424,-I (8) Ln some cases such as under the (Amdl 91-4. 39 MR 404. Juily 6. 1364 551Temperature-AltItude Test Category. Lteided by Am&t 91-77. 33 PR 723 bia)Ia manufacturer may wish to gubstaniti- g 1-10

I a&e his equipment under two catego-
rem. In this case, the nameplate shs.E
be owited with both categories In the

m wsace designted for that category by
placing one letter above the other In

I the following manner-.
A

Env. Cat. D BAAAX
(e) Data eequiremensts. In accordanoeI Sthe with the provislons of 1 37.5. the
anufacturer shLU furnish to the

Chief. Erigtneerlnsg and Manufacturing
Branich. Flight Standards Division.

S Federial Aviation Administration. in
I the relon In which the mianufacturer
* b located the following technical dats.

(1) Sis copies of the manufacturty's
operating Instructions; and equipment
awmtat ions.I (2) Six copies of the initallation pro-
sidures with applicable schematic
drawings, wiring diagrams. and rpecifi-
catons. indicating any limitat~ons. rm
' strctiona. or oth-r conyditons perui
It to Installation, and

01, One copy of the anufacturrs

UK _ I.r

W I mi d y o NoESA~ MAN00CTIN COMAN PH-169"
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APPENDIX G

VISIT REPORTS

A list of the visit reports used in this study is as follows:

(a) Wright Patterson Air Force Base and Fairchild Republic Co., re. A-10

(b) Wright Pa".erson Air Force Base, re. F-15

(c) Wright Patterson Air Force Base, re. F-16 (included as Appendix B)

(d) Naval Air Test Centre - Patuxent River (2 visits)

(e) Norton Air Force Base

(f) NAVAIR Systems Command

(g) NTSB Washington

(h) Report of actions and progress 16 Oct to I Nov 1980

(i) United Kingdom Accident Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K.

(j) British Airways - Engineering, Heathron

(k) Royal Aircraft Establishment Structures Dept., Farnborough, U.K.

(I) EASAMS Ltd., Camberly, U.K.

(m) U.K. Civil Aviation Authority, Redhill, U.K.

(n) U.K. Ministry of Defense, Inspectorate of Flight Safety, London

I
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r-ircrrft be.- been cbt~ined dtirinf- vtette rd ditscurins with the
foilowiai. perncrirkeL.

Wri:7rnt 1'-tterson klersoiincLI for A,1O lb - 2b - V

Taoms; iicknan Inrvtrurcentation
Dy-e Vorr-Ln 2,iipht Reirj sind Acrodyan-ice
xrbert Tvnd .'Le

Ftuirc~i1 .i R~e u h -- tc)I%- Itb

finvv.rd DIviee P'rer A10 E rxe
LXn B~rody Avicnics

1:a A IC .rcr-ft is r r-ii-.le aet twii, turbo-'f. n irircrLft,
r'rincriiv f1csij-red to -.rovide si~str-Aned rurport inr- bttte t.re&

ir~v~2.ix.- ti trnic vnd r-iti rnecliernized vehicte?.

It h-k hi,!-h -,!t/,? 'vLr~tAlity Ft Low !trr.,eed"- pi-id is irtended
C ~t '~W t: LtitJ,,c. YA cw "JQ ft.) i.nd ccr. :on~v cc-rricr

out t . turs L-t 10,' ietf-.

.. i r so.. Yi:i-. .;. r v' iL f t re J y C L1 iVCx I l %VC
:~ir~1: !Vlicr,1, tfof: 2:iXcrft t:r43: o:nwr~- AL ris i~
inc.-i ,* -5; r 'htr: oi-L t-;,21 ;ii :. c.: tr cun~i(;er,:b1ly "co ij-i t.

avi,:cf F-viteble for d3at'- recordi:ng.

Li circr.cft ccntc.in c stcubility Aup7rertrtloi: c;(ipent
neF--uf-Ct1r' by G.E. Which opc-rotes o,- the c'.ev.tor iLr.,2 rudder.

,APf-v Lee frcr- tht&e 1- te.,, we uridexrEt, rnd o -Ay prcxVide delter
charrer to the i:,putr fTr!k the pilot &r.-' 7;~ - rf-lrrcf- of ccntrol.

Percormel L-t -YA k' iridierted thet Puture a rerrfSt woid' . beI fitted with InfrL- Led ccritrol iuyctern from' which !'&nv- of the requi.rd
~jpILi~could be obtfined.

D-iscur-xiorm with Fc~irchild Republic indicate thitt this IR
sy-ten- wm., cn..y jixely to be introduced if a two-retter v~rcion of
the 1.10 Arex rrodUL-i -thi 'ly would be fitted to thiAE version.

The iatier Fircraft will cont&:in Ln inertial 11,hviigction Synvtem-
which will provido norme of the required pU-L-Vieter. for t'-e tAr-tpobn-
of thin E'tudy on the dat,, bus.

One out of five Fircri.ft la..;: E, ::tr-ucttur. Intc-fri tyr
Vy; -t e! .- rt VL.C d. I)Ctt iE C f thif; ryr terkre t. tt.-.chee. (Cci11r-C.

Ia.,IAIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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~irnt 1num'ber of aflbrift will also ha~ve F- Turbinie He::ltn
c -irT~ r-kn-tc-2in- e~vteiri mizu'Ltctuxrcd by i'.crt-,Lrvr> It is undcr :tocd
;%i'rC~c~ 'CL'i . f-r tM ! ~i n: Evi! do dctilr- ci thie cipr,
LVrot.-t2;i. (..Pt. Ci..uttu jt.A KeLLy APB is rerpun-ible for thi.-

Oizri: r Lyrter crc on boe-rd the sfmne 1;ercer-tr-c of ?75 und
1 i rcraf t. Por the F-~5 thece P~re ri nuft: tured by I orthrop.

~P~i; iwAict tf- thh-t i. tudy wi s beinp carried out rith & view
to rr c7-r.2c;.Lt ;jf thc: coo;.- ±t irn'trur--tr with c LET diE!Ocy.

Ficth ?01 -nd V.Kc-ubiic ctrer-oed E need on iy cre-rh rocoz-der
to' record dett of.~ i the ctr.tus cf' th~e '* -tcr cr.rttrcn indicstionno

r.. -- ibL # tret, ic: aviirtbie bctween the cr.,inen for fitre'nt

i~t bcti-r7Ceti1A(S it V.&C in-ict ted ti -.t the Iitn:ce.-crirI
fur-tti---r: 14Aui ta i---cludcd twithiu1i Liiy FDR. Shiv- i;- uchl- Vth
tir-c.v ru.irnten, r~re Wi Ll be cr.rried nut or, thene vvFter. (t
prc.-cnt b *. , f f'i it-ltc wvithI this vi-tcz ere crer-tior.).

L'CL~;c4 rir-f. ti-ic rrmrrh.: be F~v,-i3 b*! wit!hin the
li~terf cc C- vntro! iicc:.r:rt (i,,- u- t,0:.-44) rrd it ir thcu'ht

t~vtJircet rhrh.ve I. ccnv,,.
t.:: ;a, te~ t- ircr :ft C'rt':: U- t .:,,70(.1 io . cf

fucA, tiiel-e tulr- ,, fti-c i'otr. till1ed. F2.t'a-rn1 tnkc if? fitte-d, ct r,
ct rry tu~1 CG3 5 ~t f-rornot fcc fl t .1 c 1 rnc arc c:rried bc. ow

For tl-iE Eircrtcft c .tzlertntionri Eh-;iujd be rivc.- for recordin-
1-F:~ erix"j $ telerVj~rre for tie At.PJ res thif ceri be cnercted in

TJliri'it, both s-ipnL.Lu h~ve t rt:rgc I'rcr, -Lrv t- rri vIL.t DC.

7 ie:-dinir2 S yrchr^
P'itchi
C(t . i iba'u t ed Z i rsojc:e d

tid our~e ,nd fine

Ro.1111itcaYcm. R te .I ormcai not av! ilc~ble but will be
Rat* ILte is up to 230o per Ldvi~ed by Fnirchild
scc.)

* nI: rate Yen derived from altineter
Eiev.:1tor Rudder end Aileron Poe.- .o indication
Ang~le of Lttvck Synchrog 'o::loncd '-ctox' Anito.1ue DC +10v to -lby
hudder I'cd,.lnrd SticoX Position Lot cvcsilble
Fly'p punition AriL locue 0 - v dc
Speed br';Ke Fitted to H11 Pfde Only. !Ct I ink e

-..sch.ni cr- 1.;y. type ?

3uwAIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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* ~ j±U~( ~ ~two dir.-reteo tz.
IL1 .ch :U; -'DE, Z Fr--,- 1c:;E :itntrurent

tL, fit trunzdt~2e~r
EA-j'iiLe Ptrn-meterz- To bc~ found £ror, Aireie~cch
Oil. nresrmre Soynchro

TikruttEe Porition Two trm'.ttcors Evri!&.blo

!Q.. ' 2 tit e vartbt nozz2.vbi
Ge..er' t .,.) utpo~ 3 r~clrier 0-yctenr, should also record

buz vaitching
Inve rt or eL;L..tiv.l buzj c.x;y

-rovidetl 011 i ~&ter 0 ution p~nci. ere in-lictution cf ~i: Ii-re

Dv ':'or,.tn w:A rs bc-e-.- irnv lveG in2 Ecvc-rz. cf the accident
inve, t ~ft I~ .- w - Tmi ant t-. t t,%:r - t cr c -- t i c:: indicF:t ic n s

4 were t;ne org-y one.:. e~~r to bz. r.zc~rdcd.

f8 1-17693
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Crash Surviveable Fliht Data Recorder Study

For the MCAIR P'I9§aircraft,discussions were held with Bill
Soukup at Wright Patterson APB on 21st October 1980. The following
information was obtaineds-

1. Heading ...... 1553 Data Bus.
2. Pitch Attitude....1553 Data Bus.
3. Calibrated Airspeed......,553 Data Bun
4. Altitude..........1553 Data Bus
5. Anrr2n__........1553 Data Bus
6. Roll Rate ) Available in CADC but mty
7. Pitch Rate ) require a software
8. Yaw Rate ) modification
9. Sink Rate.........1553 Date Bus
10.Etevatcr Position.... Not on F15. Use Stabilator Position

-6.5v to +6.5volts DC
12.Ruder Position t 20o Synchro Null at o) 20% of
12.Rudder Position 300 " "")A/C only
13.Angle of LttacC 155- Drta Bus
14,Normol load factr 1553 Date Bus
15.Rudder ped'i position not available
.6.Stick position/force Force sensor fitted equipment would

need modification to bring eignal out - 10v dc
17.FILp Position 0 - lOvolt dc (requires checking)
18.Speed Brake position 1553 Data Bus
i5.Ltnding gear position 1553 Date Bus
20.dkch Number 1553 Data Bus analogue also avrilpble
21.Sideslip angle Probably within INS but would require

software change
22.Oncline RPM N2 only requires checking
23.Engine EGT Not available. Fan turbine inlet temp. available

Signal type to be dete*uEned
24 Engine Fuel Flow Synchro 0 - 100000 lbs$hr.
25.Oil pressure Synchro ad:pted VIL-T-25624C
2b.Hydraulic pressure 3 systems each has synchro
27.Fuel Quantity 1553 Data Bus
2j.Utility hydraulic pressure synchro
29.Throttle position has been fitted on test aircrLft but is very

ezpensive. May be more readily avail&ble at engine
30.Afterburner nozzle position synchro
31.Oil Quantity not aviilable
32.Generatfw output 2 systems
33.Inverter output None fitted
34.ADC digital signal available

35.Fire Control system not kxe*kable

Limit load warnings tire provided by discrete signals end
4are recommended for recording.

A space of 5 x 5 x 16" is available under the left hvnd[ ir intake which could be utilized for fittment of the system.

It was reco-mended that the ASIP recorder should be
"placed by the CSFDR.
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Visit Report to Naval Air Test Centre

PATUXEIa RIVER KARYLAND

Department
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING TEST DIRECTORATE

DANIEL M . WATTERS U.S. Navy Advanced Technology
NOR1MAN W. BISHOP NGL
V. HUGH EDWARDS NGL

Date 25th November, 1980

Dan Watters is in charge of the advanced technology group
at NATC. He has been tasked by Ray Rank at NAVAIR to produce
statistics of Navy aircraft accidents and an essential parameter
list for crash investigation purposes. He gave us all the data
that he had collected and promised to give us more when it became
available.

Dan Watters is currently drawing up a MIL-STD document for the
Navy. This MIL-STD will be the future Navy requirements for crash
protected FDRs.

f We were then shown the laboratories where work is currently
being done to evaluate a semi conductor FDR manufactured by Sperry
Univac. The Hamilton Standard system was also under evaluation.
Details of these two systems are in appendix one.

It was made absolutely clear to us by Dan Watters that all
future crash recorders will be of the deployable type. This is
because of the high number of over the water missions that are
carried out by the Lavy. The cost of recovering an aircraft from
the sea bed can be very expensive. With a deployable recorder a
decision c.n be made whether or not to recover the aircraft, thus
reducing the costs.

The Navy's position on voice recording is uncertain. Ray Rank
tells us that it is only necersary on two seater aircraft, while
Dan Watters and the safety office would like to see it implemented
on all aircraft. He gave three reasons:-

1. A lot of flying is done out of range of A.T.C.

2. When a pilot is under stress he will normally talk to himself
or the aircraft and this data wou?," prove invaluable in
establishing the cause of the incidant.

3. If a pilot is aware that his voice is being recorded and he
experiences any difficulty, if properly instructed, he may
talk about the problem.

The only reason that a semi conductor FDR is being suggested
is from the reliability aspect. The Navy have had bad experiences
with their existing tape recording systems.

AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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N.W. Bishop and myself visite] Dan tatters who heads the
advanced technology department of the Systems Engineering Test
Directorate at the Naval Air Test Centre, Patuxent River. The
intention of this meeting was to introduce us to what the Navy
are evaluating in terms of Crash Data recording.

Since a F.18 aircraft had crashed at Patuxent River the
previous Friday and the MSDR had been recovered, Dan Watters
wanted to know a little more about the system.

Data had been recovered sucessfully off the TTY. Unfortun-
ately the last few minutes of data had not been dumped onto the
tape and was lost. This is inherent in the design as the system
was not designed as a crash recorder but as a maintenance recorder.

He confirmed that the crash hardened MDRY was only an interim
solution to the crash recorder design and that a deployable system
is necessary. (See visit report to Ray Rank.) He also confirmed
what Ray Renk had told us that morning.

Dan Watters has been tasked by Ray Rank to produce crash
statistics for the Navy (see enclosed letter). Also he will be
carrying out a survey on the latest aveilable semi-conductor
memories, as the Sperry Univac system is not considered as the
final solution.

We were then given a conducted tour of the Laboratories.

First we were shown the Sperry Univac facility. Here they
g were using existing Conrac DAU and CPUs controlling a 1553 data

bus. The Sperry Univac Solid State Memory is used for storing
both audio and datajaudio taking up 80% of the storage. This
set up is described in more detail in a Naval Document attached.
We then moved on to the laboratories where they evaluate recording
systems.

A complete aircraft simulator was used to evaluate the record-
ing systems. The simulator comprised of a Dual 1553 data Highway,
simulated cockpit with flying controls and controlled by a number
of PDPlI/3+ mini computers. The system could then be programmed
to simulate a number of current aircraft in the Navy.

The simulator was flown by an experienced pilot of that partic-
ular aircraft and the data generated used to evaluate the AIRS and
ULAIDS.

I While we were present the Hamilton Standard AIRS was under
evaluation. We were shown traces produced by the aircraft, super-
imposed on this trace was the trace produced after data compression.I

!
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- By all accounts the set up was impressive and showed how4much the Navy are willing to spend on crash recording systems.
A further meeting has been arranged for 25th November 1980.
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Meeting at Norton Air Force Base with Lt. Col. Robert Sweginnis and Capt.

Dennis Dailey AFISC/SESD 8th December 1980.

Report by N. W. Bishop and V. A. Edwards

The meeting was held to discuss various aspects of the CSFDR study.

Below are the issues raised and relevant comments received.

Engine parameters = we questioned the need for recording each of the

parameters N2, NV, EGT and Fuel Flow and if any one could be left out.

Each is considered important to enable determination of the cause of failure,

N2 provides thrust information, EGT fuel control data and Fuel Flow, fuel manage-

ment problems. Sampling rates to be adequate to determine if failure is due to

fuel starvation. If EPR is available this would also be very useful.

We were asked what our preference was for solid state memory. We stated
that no discussion had been made but indicated that we were considering the
Intel E2 . They questioned the write time for these devices.

I iIt was suggested that Nop wheel steering be monitored in the form of a hard

over dixwete.

They expressed the opinion that the last 5 minutes prior to crash in an

Kuncompressed state would have advantages but to consider the cost.

Pre take-off data was considered to be useful if not too costly.

Audio was considered to be not cost effective and they would prefer to

record additional parameters.

The parameter recording accuracies should be such as to indicate normal

instrument fluctuations.

II A constant data rate with reduced accuracy during high rates of change was

considered acceptable providing the data was compressed during a* static

all AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 8 1-17693
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It was stated that for the crash conditions one company was taking an

aircraft dive into the ground at 40 kts making a 10 foot hole with 15 feet

of the aircraft compressed.

k1
I

I

I

r

i

2
II

I
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memorandum

from N.W.Bishop and V.H.Edwa&Ms

date 24th November

refeence Keetipg with Ray Rarn' AVJIR Systems Cmd. l~th November 1580

A very cordiRl meeting was held with Ray Rank during which he
expressed his views and expectations with respect to future C..P.D.R
iAd maintainance recorder programs for the US ravy. He also describe

their attainments during the A7 maintainance programe.

CRASH R:CORDERS

Ray Rank is adament that for aircraft that predominantly fly
over water a deployable recorder is required for crash investigation
purposes. This due to the extrem!y high cost of recovering an aircraf
or recorder after a crash. This recorder must contain a Crash Positio:

4 Indicator. He indicated his preference for the use of a deployable
recorder over land as well, on the grounds that an aircraft which
crashes into the mountains or forest is very difficult to find and
the C.P.I. would provide a meens of locatiing the crash

We questioned the airframe modification cost for fittment of
an aerofoil which he stated were extreml0 high.

He is of the view that the C.S.F.D.R. storage module must be
separate from any maintainance recorder such as not to reduce its
integrity.

SFor recordig of audio, which he does not consider essential
on single seater aircraft, his recommendation is that two identicle
recording modules should be utilised one for voice and te other
for data.

He we understand was one of the two sponsors for the development
of the Sperry solid state recorder. He stated that the objective was
to have a solid state recorder proven and available to start in
service operation in i986/87.

!AIFTAINACE RECORDING

Ray Rank is obviously one of the prime exponents within the
1US Navy in favour of maintainance recording. He described the A 7

maintainance program, which was set up to allow comparisons in
operatirn cost and readiness. One half of a squadron opperates a
total maintainance policy utilising the Conrec maintenance recording
system together with boroscopes and oil analysis, whilst the other
half uses normal maintenance procedures. In the early days of the
program they had lots of problems but since the bugs have been
resolved, the half of the squadron using maintenance recording has
consistently more aircraft available to fly.

For the F18 maintenance program he expected at least as much
success once the bugs,which he considered inevitable,were overcome.

I
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Visit Report MEB Vashingotn D.C.
Date 8th October 1580
Person visited - Dr. Carol Roberts
Attended by N.V. Bishop and V.. Idwards.

The meeting was opened by Norman Bishop who explained to
Dr. Carol Roberts who and where NOL are In the Aerospace industry.

Dr. Carol Roberts told us that both Hamilton Standard and
Lear Siegler had visited XTSB to discuss the programme. Lear Siegler
visited I.14L shotly after the contract waz warded and have not been
back since, while Hamilton Standard have visited RTSB on a couple of

Dr. Czr el Roberts aumez*r.ued TDB philosophy on accident
investigation as well as charges whe would like to see come about.
In general these thoughts agreed with Ray Davis's, the exceptions
where Data Compression, Compatability of 2SO-C51A to military aircraft
and CVRs in single seat aircraft.

Data Compression would be acceptable as long as the last
5 minutes were "cQ=pr--sed and continuously recorded.

The TSO-C5lA spec. neodr modification in two areas (1) to
withstand greater impact velocity (2) shorter but much hotter fire
survivability.

CVR's acc~rding to Dr. Carol Roberts in a single seat fighter
aircraft would not serve an important role in accident investigation
but it is essential that time correlation between data+ or. the PDR
and the ATC tapes is maintained.

We were then given a conducted tour of the data replay
facilities and introduced to Paul Turner.

Paul Turner is in charge of the CVR replay facility end was
europried to find out that we manufactured a CVR. He said that he
was willing to help is any way with tape handling problems if a
similar situation 4ike that of the P18 happened in the U.S.

Dr. Carol Roberta then gave us various pcpers and docuzents
relating to commercial aircraft.
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Crash Survivable Plight Data Recorder (CSFDR) study

Report of actions-and progress 16th October to lot November by
E.W.Bishop and Hugh Bdwards.

We visited Wright Patterson APB 20th and 2Lt October. Information
relating to the 716 was obtained from Melvin Lersas ,Paul Anders and
Lt. Stephen.Haupt, details- of this.are n-a" separate report passed to

-Nick Bullock. A meeting was held with Thomas Diokman to obtain informatioy
with regard to the AlO. Aseparate report passed-to. ick Bullock covers
the ini c-..tLon obtained during-this meeting and a-meeting heldwith •
engineers at Fairchild Republickon 23rd October. We also met with the
persqnnel responsible for the structural-integrity program for all three

• .aircraft being considered andwith Bill Soukup who in responsible for
the P15 instrumentation. .

* Robert Gemin the engineer responsible for the CSFDR program accomp-
anied us during all the meetings except that with Paul Anders and Lt.
Stephen Haupt-when aj.Schopf-was with us.

On 29th October we visited MDAIR at St. Louis to try and finalizethe detaiLls of the signal sources on the P15 and to determiLne if O 2 t h Ooere ete ARatS.Lusotyadfnale
suitable location for fittment of a system were available. The meeting

was set up and arranged by Frank Wynn the local Gerrett area representati-
who attended with us.-The-engineers headed by Michael Inman stated that

I they were only-prepared to talk with-us in general terms, if we wished
to obtainaany specific information we-would have to place a contract to
obtain that information. .

We-understood-that Hamilton Standard had placed suchan contract with
I them and that they felt moraly comin.ted to treet other companies the

same way. All of the engineers present expressed adesire to have a crash
recording system fitted to the aircraft.-..............

We have spoken with NASA Langly-and a Dr R.G.Thomson of the Impact
dynamics research facility provided us with the results of calculations
for the maximum shock expected to be seen by equipment mounted in a
fighter or attack aircraft that crashes. He also provided us with the
name of an engineer at Koffat field California who has carried out work
to determine the temperatures and duration of a fire resulting from craeh
of these type aircraft. Ray Conliek with whom we keep close liason Is
to contact him.

John Finger at NASA Langly research centre is carrying out a study
into methods of obtaining statistical data for aircraft structural streng
requirements. He has promised to forward us details of this work and of
the aims of the study. I have sent him a copy of our proposal for the
CSPDR study. After he has read this he would like to meet with us if

Ihe feels either he could help with our study or that we could help in

his

11
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o We have spoken with AVRADCOM at Ft. Nuntace who contrubted Hamilton
Standards for the production of the AIRS system,but obtained little
information not already known. We did however learn that a Mr. Ton House
at Ft. Eustace was investigating the feasability of fitting a maintainanc
recording system on the Black Hawk helecopter. When he returns next week
we intend to contact him.

We have been in touch with personnel at Marshall Space Centre in an
attempt to obtain details of data compression systems and are following
up contacts provided by them.

I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
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4memorandum
from 7; J 0 Bullock ext. 234 to :.Ir V Otto

Hooper
date Septemoer 1950

reference NJOB/BRB/493
cc Mr R Strange

Mr J Brooking1 Mr H Edwards
.Mr N Bishop
M/F File

Subject: Notes on visit to AIB to discuss Wright-Patterson Study

A visit was made by H Edwards and N Bullock to the Accident Investigation

Branch, Farnborough on 11th September.

The purpose of the visit was to discuss various aspects of the crasn sur-

vivable recorder study being carried for the Wright-Patterson airforce base.

The person contacted was Mr Ray Davis, Senior Inspector of Accidents.

We outlined the overall task and explained that at this stage we are pri-

marily concerned to gather opinions as to the necessary parameters to record

together with sampling rates etc. We asked Mr Davis to advise on other

sources of this data and he provided the following information:-

'he event of an accident a board enquiry is set up. It consists of the

President who is an officer (from another station) of higher rank than any-

one involved, a pilot who is'current' on the aircraft type and an engineer

officer. The AIB are called in to give engineering advice and in cases

where there is a FTR advise on replay.

Army

The Army has its own accident investigation branch at Middle Wallop and the

person in charge is Major Burt Reed.

Navy

The Navy also has an accident investigation branch which is at Lee-on-Solent.

Both the Army and Navy AIBs are mainly concerned with helicopter accident

investigation. None of the Army or Navy aircraft or helicopters carry

crash recorders.

Other useful information obtained regarding the RAF is that at present the

only aircraft fitted with crash protected recoraers are the Tornado, the

Hawk and the "100, although it is anticipated that the Jaguar will be retro-

fitted. The RAF have a flight safety branch known as IFS and the person in

charge is Wing Commander Ray hancock whose telernone number is 01 -C 702"5.

- His boss is an Air Marshall whose name Ray Davis has promised to give to me.

Cont 'd.
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jWing Commander Hancock has been writing up a requirement for recorders to

be fitted on RAF aircraft,however the responsibility for such a decision

rests with the Air Eng department and contact there is Squadron Leader

Peter Sharp. His address is Air Eng 12a, Old War Office Building, Whitehall,

Telephone 31 218 5115.

JThere has been resistance in the RAF to the fitting of crash recorders on

the basis of lack of space and cost. Many times the Accident investigation

Branch have convinced IFS personnel of the necessity for recorders but then

these personnel have been posted to other jobs before any implementation of

the recommendations. Other sources of information suggested were BAe Warton,

NAMA, The Flight Test Instrumentation Department Telephone Preston 633333

extension 336, Mr McFarland, Mr Maychin. They have much more experience on

high performance aircraft.

BoscombeCovn have the replay facility for the Hawk and will probably get one

for T'rnado.

1Briish Aerospace Kingston might have experience with regard to the Hawk. There

is a replay at Dunsfold.

I BAe Brough have flight test instrumentation experience on the Phantom and

Buccaneer. Their facility for recording is at Holme-on-Spalding Moor.

Mr Davis did not seem to think that a great deal of information could be

obtained from other sources in Europe they tend to follow the British and

, American lead. The French have a crash recorder replay facility at their

"iequivalent of our CAA which is at Bretigny . Germans are created a facility

at Brunswick. A useful source of information is likely to be a Bernard

Zraiger of the National Research Council in Ottawa. Particularly ejectable

recorders.

A 1B Status and Structure

The Accident Investigation Branch is a brancn of the department of trade

which means that it is separate in its control from the CAA. CAA is the

reg,.atcry body and the AIB advises them and they then cause the regulation

to be inacted. CAA liaises in an Accident Investigation but has no power

in the investigation itself . The AIB is headedby-a Chief Inspector and

a Deputy Chief Inspector and beneath them are four branches three of them

being operational branches and one engineering. Within the engineering

branch there are two Senior Inspectors of accidents, one being Ray Davis

+..
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and the other Peter Shepherd. They have the responsibility for replay of

civil Cockpit Voice Recorders and Data Accident Recorders. The total staff

of AIB is something in the order of 35 and is tending to increase slightly

and approximately half the workload is RAF crashes.

* Survivability requirements

Mr Davis considers that the present survivability requirements as defined

:.n CAA Spec 10 are adequate in that equipment that is produced to meet them

generally survives,although in some cases the severity of the accident may

exceed the specification. Mr Davis said that in all but three recent acci-

dents the recorder had survived quite adequately. The three he quoted

where the crash exceeded Lhe specification are:the Viscount

that crashed on an autobahn the 707 that crashed in Rome where there

was an extremely hot fire,and Vanguard EE that crashed at Heathrow and again

it has been estimated that the fire well exceeded the specification.

In all three cases most of the data was retrieve from the recorders in

spite of the severity of the accident, although in the case of Viscount

only limited data was recovered.

I As a part of the survivability discussion we asked Mr Davis his views on

ejectable recorders. He said that in the vast majority of cases the recorder

is found amongst the wreckage and that if it were ejected it might be lost.

The last recorder that was lost was when the Comet went into the ":editerranean.

For civil application ejectable recorders are not acceptable because of the

danger of them being spuriouslyejected and either resulting in loss or

Ipossibly injuries to passengers. The other point against them being extra and

I" more difficult maintenance.

Mr Davis told us that Easams had done quite a lot of work on survivability

requirements.

I He stated that in his opinion seviceability is far more of a problem than

I survivability. Built in test and maintenance requirements need tightening

up much more. His opinion is that military survival requirements do not

need to be different from civil. However he made the point that the

operating environment is far more severe in terms of g-loads during manoeuvring

He stated that the preferred mounting position is aftof the rear pressure bulk

head. This is an area on both conventional and rear engined aircraft that is

often substantially less damaged than the rest of the aircraft.

I

.I
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.Error Rate

In connection with his statement that serviceability is more in need of

]tightening up than survivability I asked him his views on error rate. He

feels that the error rate in specification No. 10 is probably just satis-

1factory but that most equipment usually does much better than the one

word in 10 specified and ocassionally they still have trouble. A more

realistic figure that is possible to meet would appear to be one in 105.

Duration and compression

As an immediate response to the question of duration Mr Davis made the

following comments.

1. That it should not be less than the aircraft sortie capability.

2. That one or two previous flights were extremely useful to sort out

spurious information such as incorrect transducer calibration.

3. That two to four hours would be a bear minimum for a single seat

aircraft.

h. That if milking can be done without degrading the recording a single

flight duration would be satisfactory. However if milking is opted

for facilities have to exist in all stations where the aircraft may

commence the flight.

Mr Davis is opposed to compression because nobody has convinced him that

there is a system which can be used that will not lose essential data.

Possible means of compression is changing the parameters that are being

recorded depending upon the flight condition. Compression of the audio

signal would be completely unacceptable because they use the signal for

detecting the operation switches and analysing all sorts of sound that

would probably be below the threshold of operation. They also listen

to crew breathing.

j Thirty minutes duration is probably satisfactory for military aircraft.

Parameters

Prior to the meeting we had produced sheets with possible parameters

listed and spaces provided for sampling, accuracy etc. Mr Davis promised

I to have a first attempt at filling in these sheets in the next two weeks.

There was a wide discussion on the question of parameters and the following

points emerged:
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Mr Davis considers that audio both voice and general cockpit sound is essern-

tial. Less useful on a single :-%ter aircraft because of less speech but

1still very useful. Relative time t-.tween events on the aircraft is very

important and relative time between aircraft and ground events is equally

important. Elapsed time and the means correlation between aircraft time

I1  and ground time such as press to transmit is more useful than GMT because,

surprisinly,ATC times at different towers can very by upto 2 minutes.

IOther points from the parameter list are (a) Normal acceleration is the
same as normal load factor (b) Roll attitude is the same as bank angle

(c) Primary flying controls are the same as aleron/elevator/radar position.

IDME (Distance Measuring Equipment) would be a useful parameter to record

on military aircraft.

Mr Davis mentioned in conversion that British Airways have a solid state

recorder which they use on Concorde which retains information for a few

hours after landing. Peter Waller is responsible for it and is also gen-

erally liable to be a useful contact. He thinks that Plessey are probably

the manufacturers. The recorder is used to record details of exceedances

Isuch as over temperatures on engines and he thinks it can be programmed

in flight by the crew to record details of any exceedances noticed.

I
... o.... ..... .....

N I 0 BULLOCK
Project Engineer

I
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memorandum
from Bullock ext. 23L to :, V Otto

S!.Ir D Hooper

date 23rd Septenber 1-,1-p
cc .M R Strange

reference :;JOB/BRBih96 Mr J Brooking
Mr H Edwards
Mr N Bishop
M/F File

Subject: Notes on visit to British Airways, Engineering to discuss Wright-
Patterson Study

A visit was made by H Edwards and N Bullock to the British Airways Engineering
Base, Building TBK at Httcn Cross,:PO Box 10, British Airways, Heathrow Air-
port, Hounslow, Middx, TW6 2JAI on the 23rd September 1iO0.

The purpose of the visit was to discuss various aspects of the 'rash Surviv
able Recorder Study being carried out for the Wright-Patterson Airforce Base.
The person contacted was Mr Peter Waller, Senior Principal Engineer Flight
D:ata Recording.

As the meeting had only been arranged the day before it had not been possible
to send the letter (NJOB/BRB/495) confirming the appointment and outlining
the topics to be discussed. I therefore gave Mr Waller a copy of the letter.

r Waller promised to give consideration to the questions when he had more
time. i said I would send him a copy of our questionnaire as soon as it is
complete and he said he would fill in those parts of it that he ccuid prc-
viding it did not require too much time.

The meeting then consisted of a general conversation about vario-s aspects
of aircraft recording and of the task of the study. Mr Waller believes
the maintenance recording aspects of aircraft recorders are extrenevly i:nr-tant, and that even if they are not intended for this purpose a most certainly

the operators will want to use them either for maintenance purposes or for
investigating malfunction reports. He quoted as an example that the Fawk:
crash recorder had been used to investigate incidents that would have probably

I lead to a grounding of the aircraft if the information had not been available.
He also said that Bernard Craiger's paper to the ISASI Annual Seminar at
Montreal in September 1979 contains useful information on this subject. A

very important consideration if recorders are to be used for maintenance
purposes is access to the data. This can either be done by' milking'the
recorder or by removing a cassette. Mr Waller quoted the Lockheed recorder
and the new Sunstrand recorder as exampls of those that can Le' ilied. The
Lockheed can be replayed at approximately 30 times the tape speed and
tracks at a time. The new Sunstrand recorder is at Data Acquisition and
recorder in a IATR case and can bemilked in approximately 15 minutes.
Mr Waller expressed the view that 15 minutes was the maximum acceptable
milking' time. He doesn't regard'milking' as a method which is acceptabie
to British Airways because it involves having a large number of personnel
and a lot of equipment.

1'
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I asked wnether hc knew whether the Plesse. L ckheed'all in one'syslem has
sold it, any quantity, he said it had not t:.e believe because legislation
had not yet demanded that it should be fitted.

j British Airways are seeking tenders for s..p.y of a maintenance recorder
for use on their Boeing 757 aircraft. It will use a 3M band drive type
cassette which has beer. developed to a state where it is capable of recor-
dir.g approximately 15 mega bits. British Airways have only sought quotes
from companies that they feel have equipment which is at least near to
their requirement. The companies in question are Hanbush, Penny.& Giles,

Davell and Peripherals Development Associates of Costa Mesa, California.
It appears that they are connected with Douglas Longbeech because we saw
a paper which was jointly prepared by them and one Anthony Aquion of
:.0uc.as Aircraft Company.

Tne crash recorder on the 757 will either be the new Sunstrand system or
tne Lockheed, Penny & Giles or Davell. The Sunstrand is standard fit but
BA arv slightly concerned as to whether it will in fact be available in

time. Eastern Airlines are opting for Lockneed. I got the impression
British Airways do not favour the Lockheed. All four recorders are capa-
tie of recording 64 12 bit words per second.

Mr Waller outlined the background to BA's maintenance recorder activity.
I They started many years ago experimentaly ronitoring one engine on the

Vanguard to see whether such a system were possible. The next step was
to measure maintenance parameters on all three engines of the Trident 1 and
ther. a more sophisticated system on the Trident three which was con-
sidered to be just cost affective providing the equipment could be in-I stalled in a new aircraft however retro fitting would not be justified.
Maintenance recording is now advanced such that on Tristar maintenance
is entirely determined by the recorded data. At present the recorder
is removed from each aircraft every day ani the analysis is not availa-

ble until a day and a half later. Eowever cm the new system it is
intended to make a quick appraisal of the data much more quickly than
this and a full analysis later. The present cassettes have capacity

Iof 14 hours flying and generally an aircraft will only do about 8 hours
flying a day.

KI.M have done some work on a form of data compression but it was not very
successful. The person to speak to at KLM is Henk Vermeulen, Telephone

01031 20491479.

uBA have looked at solid state recorders particularly bubble memories but

do not believe that the difficultiep w:t. high and low temperatures
have been solved, they also consider that the stability of the chips is not

adequate for the shocks that would be exper*enc ed in a crash.

For maintenance purpose it is only engine parameters that are recorded, however
from the point of view of assessing aircraft state of health normal'g'is used
and compared with the manufacturers fatigue calculations for the purpose of
extending fatigue life of the wings. As a ru..gh rule of thumnb the data cap-

jpacity required for maintenance data is cczarable with that required for
the mandatory parameters.

Mr Waller expressed the opinion that the USA is primitive in its use of main-

Itenance data by comparison with Europe cer.ainly in civil operations.

1 81-17693
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IOther people who might be of help to us are: Swiss Air, Robert r-scher in
Zurich, Telephone l 812 7669, and at DLH, Feter Ladwig, he is Hamburg
Telephone OLo 509 2304.

The AIDS Replay facility at British has been developed mainly for the
Tristar fleet.

1 The system is based on a LSl-lI minicomputer. The data is read off the tape
and processed using a bit-slice microprocessor. The processing corrects
timing errors and decodes the data to NRZ. The sync is then removed and
the data assembled into word blocks by a further processor.

The data is then processed by the LSl-ll which separates the decrete
signals out of the 12 bit words and presents the data in engineering inits
in graphical and or in a tabulated form.

I .................... °

N J 0 BILLOCK
Project EngineerI
Footnote

1. The Sundrand 'Universal Flight Data Recorder' data sheet states that the
replay time is 30 min not 15 min as in the above notes.

2. The Fairchild 'Digital Flight Data Recorder' F880 data sheet states that
Sthe Quick Access Cartridge (which appears to be a 31! type) has a capacity

of 69 Mbit. However I got the impression from Mr Waller that the F850
might not actually exist yet.

I
I
I
I

I
I
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j memorandum

from N J 0 Bullock ext. 234 to Mr V Otto - Garrett, Torrance
I Mr D Hooper

date 9th October 
1980

cc Mr R Strange

reference NJOB/BRB/503 Mr J Brooking
Mr H Edwards - Garrett, Torrance
Mr N Bishop - Garrett, Torrance
MIF File

Subject: Notes on visit to RAE Structures Department to discuss Wright-~Patterson Study

A visit was made by N Bullock to the Royal Aircraft Establishment Structuresr Department, Farnborough, Hants, GU14 6TD on the 3rd October.

The purpose of the visit was to discuss various aspects of the crash survivable
recorder study being carried out for the Wright-Patterson Airforce Base. The

I person contacted was Mr John Sturgeon of the Structures Department. Mr Sturgeon
has been involved with certain aspects of accident investigation for many years
and is frequently consulted on recorder and recording requirements by the RAF,
CAA and others. He was closely involved with the Tornado recorder specification
and with the selection of the contractor.

The first part of the meeting took the form of a general discussion and the
following points emerged:-

A negligible number of accidents are caused by aircraft structural failure or
engine failure. Before there were accident recorders virtually all accidents
were concluded to have been caused by pilot error but it was not discovered
why the pilot had made an error so that prevention of a reputation was unlikely.
With the advent of recorders it has been possible to discover why the error was
made and take corrective action. An example of this was the Trident crash at
Madrid which was caused by the aircraft attitude affecting the airspeed sensor
in such a way that as the aircraft rotated after take-off there was a 5 - 10
knots reduction in indicated airspeed which led the pilot to believe that he
had had a double engine failure.

It can be seen from the above example that there is a good case for the recorder
recording the signal which is displayed to the pilot, however it is vital that
it is not degraded in the process of recording it.

jThere is also a case for recording the same parameter from an independant source
and indeed recording both signals.

Mr Sturgeon said that most accidents occur during landing, approach or hold and
are because several things occur simultaneously. The human brain can cope with
two variables going outside normal limits at the same time but if a third area
needs attention it is either left unattended or one of the first two is for-

gotten.

Mr Sturgeon said that the actual rate of roll and pitch on modern military air-
craft is less than it. used to be, a typical time to go from straight and level
to 900 bank is li seconds and to go from straight and level to upsidedown

2J to 3 seconds.

!
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IDuration
Mr Sturgeofs opinion is that in a vast majority of cases it is the last few
seccids of data which is most significant. There is little advantage in
going beyond the accident flight and the previous landing, however the whole
of the previous flight can be useful. The previous landing and the take-off
and climb give confidence that the sensors are properly calibrated. To
satisfy the above about 2 hours are required for fighter trainer aircraft
and 10 hours for transport bomber aircraft.

Inclusion of VoiceSMKrSturgeon does not regard voice as 'being nearly as important as Ray Davis
but believes that it is not a large penalty and should be included in future

recorders. A duration of 15 minutes would be sufficient as a minimum comr-
I pared with an absolute minimum of 30 minutes of data.

Serviceability and Emergency Operation

I 4MrSturgein felt quite strongly that the biggest change needed to present recor-
ders was a large increase in reliability. He said that the chances of a recording
system working perfectly at the time of an accident was probably less than
50%, maybe as low as 10% because built-in test on most recorders does not1 adequately test the system, certainly does not test the transducers.

He believes that the only way to be certain that an accident recording system
is functioning correctly is to replay a complete flight and he said that it

1should be possible to do this without removing the recorder from the aircraft.
He also said that if the MTBF of the system is 1000 hours (which,in reality
is all that is likely) there needs to be a replay every 50 to 100 hours in
order to give a reasonable confidence level.

IMr Sturgeondoes not think it is possible to make a recorder that would work
after impact or that this would be particularly useful. On the Tornado the
recorder stops when the a.c power fails. If the recorder is run from the
emergency d.c supply you either have the increased weight penalty of a larger
battery or reduction in the emergency power available for flying the aircraft.
One has to chose whether to use all emergency power to try and save the air-
craft and pilot or whether to use some of it to keep the recorder running and
therefore know why the aircraft has been lost.

Compression

Mr Sturgeon does not believe that data compression is possible without loss of
valuable information. He quoted the Buccanneer that crashed in Nevada where
everything was norma. up until 3 seconds before break-up and therefore it was
the last 3 seconds of data which allowed analysis of the accident and this
would probably have been lost or.degraded had a compression system been in use.
He also said that the memory that would be necessary with a compression system
would have to be crash protected which would either need a separate crash pro-
tected package or an increase in cabling between the acquisition unit and the
recorders.

Ejectable recorders

I He is against ejectable recorders. He said that if recordersare mounted in the

tail there is a 95% chance of finding them and of then having survived the accident ade-
quately. The chance of finding an ejectable recorder is much less, he said
that in many cases the radio beacons do not work if they land say in a wet
forest and , even if they work it is impossible to get them out of a very
rough sea. Ii

81-17693
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Survival

$ Mr Sturgeon expressed the view that there was a 95% survival rate of recorders
designed and tested to CAA Spec 10 requirements. This was slightly contra-
dictory because he had previously said that the survival requirement should
be to the original Tornado levels which were subsequently substantially reduced.

IMaintenance
He did not seem to think that a great deal could be gained from maintenance
recording but thought that if the recorders were in daily use on a task in
which the operator was interested at least it meant that they would be kept
working. Although not a maintenance recorder the Hawk unit can be milked
in about 20 minutes. He said that the Tornado recorder would be converted
to fast replay sometime in the future, he does not believe that it would be
possible to replace it with a solid state memory.

Parameters

The signals that are recorded should be those that are displayed to the pilot.jThe most important are the following:

The three linear accelerations, pitch, roll, heading, position of major con-
trol surfaces, status of auto stabilisation system and auto pilot, some engine
information to give some idea of thrust for example engine pressure ratioI(possibly throttle position as an alternative). The minimum sampling rate
should be 8 times per second and MrSturgeon thought that it was better to have
a high sampling rate onafew parameters rather thanore.parameters at a low sam-
pling rate.

1 left a copy of the Questionnaire with MrSturgeon and he promised to fill in
those parts if it to which he could make a useful contribution when he had time

I took the opportunity of showing MrSturgeon the F18 TTM and he was very
Iimpressed by the design and felt that it was one of the few recorders that

he had seen that was likely to work under the angular acceleration
conditions that exist in aircraft although not in the environmental specifications.I

N J 0 BULLOCK
Project EngineerI

I
I
I

I
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memorandum

from N J O Bullock ext. 234 to Mr V Otto - Garrett, Torrance
Mr D Hooper

date 23rd October 1980 Mr D Stanecc Mr R Strange

reference NJOB/BRB/509 Mr J Brooking
Mr H Edwards - Garrett, Torranc

I Mr N Bishop - Garrett, Torrance
M/F File

Subject: Notes on visit to Easams Ltd to discuss Wright-Patterson Study

A visit was made by N Bullock to Messrs Easams Ltd, Lyon Way, Frimley Road,
Camberley, Surrey, GUl6 5EX on the 20th October. The purpose of the visit

*was to discuss various aspects of the crash survivable recorder study being
carried out for the Wright-Patterson Airforce Base. The person contacted
was Mr Dave Gill, Senior Engineer, Recorders. Mr Gill has been with Easams
for three years and is their recorder specialist. He has been concerned with

* Tornado,Hawk and Nimrod recorders amongst others. Prior to working at Easams
he had sper.t seven years at the RAF Central Servicing Development Establish-
ment at Swanton-Morley in Norfolk. One of their chief functions is to advise
the Ministry of Defence on questions concerning maintainability. They also

Ihave a maintainability data bank and industry to get information on MTBF of
various equipments. A general discussion was held and the following points

emerged:

* Mr Gill did not have any specific information on survivability requirements
but thought that the present spec 10 levels were adequate and reiterated
the views of others that serviceability and built in test is the area that
needs improvement far more than survivability. He said that as a rule of

*thumb the MTBF figure achieved on military combat aircraft was only one
sixth of that achieved with the same equipment in civil aircraft. In his
experience electronic equipment with a built in test calculated confidence level
in the 90% would in fact only achieve something in the order of 70%, and on
recorders produced to date the built in test probably only detects something
like 25% of all failures. In practice a system MTBF of about 200 hours is
all that is achieved. However this does not present as big a problem as it
might appear because the average flying time for combat aircraft is only1300 hours per year. Nimrods flying time would of course be much more.

In his opinion the only way of proving that a system is working correctly is
to replay the information. This can either be by use of a quick access
duplicate record or by milking the recorder. He does not feel that the
quick access approach gives sufficient confidence that the main recorder is
working since this is the most unreliable part of the system. The milking
rate normally required is 8 - 10 times record speed, however for the purpose of
verifying that the system is working it is sufficient to replay say the last
15 minutes of a flight. This would show decent from a known altitude at a
known glide slope and landing at a known airfield and would give a
reasonable degree of confidence in the transducers .The required periodicity
of these check replays would be about 75 hours.

The required duration should be that required for one complete flight which
on the combat aircraft is probably 2 - 2J hours, on trainer aircraft 1 hour
and on transport bomber aircraft 8 - 11 hours.

1
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Mr Gill was dubious about the usefulness of voice because of the limited
amount of communication on the aircraft;most being with the ground which is
recorded anyway. He felt that general cockpit audio was probably not useful

because of the very high noise level and that if you did have it for the point
of view of recording switch operations and so forth it would have to be on a
separate channel from speech. Voice duration on the Tornado is 40 minutes
and data 120 minutes.

On the general question of parameters and sampling rates he said that on Tornado
the parameters had been decided by John Sturgeon and he had no reason to

I think they are wrong but the sampling rate on such things as the status of
terrain following equipment probably needed to be much faster say 32 samples
per second.

j The recorder should be located at the rear of the aircraft for best survival
chances. On ejectable recorders he said one argument in favour,that the
Canadians advance is that in their conditions of extremely low temperature
and high probability of snow fall they can recover them quickly. However
Mr Gill expressed the view that there could equally well be circumstances in
which it was not possible to search for them at all because of bad weather

conditions within the life of the radio beacon, in such circumstances it
would be better for a recorder to be with a large mass of wreckage which

I could be found later. He did not think anybody had done a real analysis
of the pros and cons of ejectable recorders. He thought there was a good
deal of prejudice on both sides. One argument against them which he sym-
pathised with was that because the forces acting during a crash situation
are outside normal limits it is quite possible for them to deploy prior
to the accident and therefore not record the conditions during the last
vital moments before impact.

IHe did not have any views on cost but did mention in conversation that the
Tornado cassette voice recorder, which is also used for computer loading,costs
about £3000 and is Bow working well. They are successfully using it to load
the computer at -30 C.

IAs another comment on sampling rate he mentioned that the lateral acceleratior4.
on the Hawk could change extremely quickly and is very critical and should
probably have a sampling rate of 32 samples per second.

II left Mr Gill a copy of our questionnaire and he promised to fill in those
parts where he could make a useful contribution as soon as possible.

IMr Gill asked whether it would be possible to have a copy of our report and
also whether it would possible for the fact that Easams have made a contribu-
tion to the study to be mentioned in the report. I said I would endeavour to
make this possible.

Mr Gill suggested two people that it would be useful for us to speak to. Herr
W Bauer at MBB Ottobrunn, and Gordon Hurry MO)D RD Eng 4 at Prospect House, Tel
01-632-6321.

I took the opportunity of showing Mr Gill the F18 Tr' and gave him a data sheet
and descriptive leaflet.1

N J 0 BULLOCK
Project Engineer
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j M memorandum
from N J 0 Bullock ext. 234 0 Hr V Otto - Garrett Torranc

Mr D Hooper
date 18th November 1980 cc Mr R Strange

reference NJOB/BRB/158 Hr J Brooking
Hr H Edwards - Garrett Torr
HLr m Bishop - Garrett Torra
N/F File

Subject: Notes on visit to Civil Aviation Authority to discuss Wright-
Patterson Study

IA visit was made by N Bullock to the Civil Aviation Authority, Brabaszon House,
Redhill, Surrey RHl ISQ on the 12th November. The purpose of the visit was to
discuss various aspects of the crash survivable recorder study being carried
out for the US Airforce Systems Command Wright-Patterson Airforce Base. The
persons contacted were Mr T O'Brien and Mr N Ferrett.

Duration

IThe view was that the minimum duration should be one complete flight, there was
some sympathy for the idea of recording the take-off and the last few minutes
of flight but in some cases a complete recording is necessary where for instance
a navigational error has been made. In any case it should be at least the last330 minutes that is recorded rather than the last 15 which has been suggested.
On the question of data compression it was felt that this was not feasible in
a tape system because this would mean incremental tape motion with consequent
increased complexity and unreliability and also man some tape wastage. It
was however felt that with the solid state memory system it could give advan-
tages of being able to record additional parameters. In any event there must
be no loss of recording accuracy.

Survivability

S I The present specification ten survivability levels are regarded as adequate pro-
viding the recorder is mounted in the rear of the aircraft and probably secured.
It should be as far aft as possible and remote from sources of fire. It must
remain attached to the local structure of the aircraft and this can be a problem
particularly if anti-vibration mounts are employed. It was agreed that the
actual test method involved in the survivability tests needs specifying partic-

ularly the base on which the unit is mounted during penetration tests and also
in the case of the fire test the fact that the most vulnerable part of the re-
corder should be subjected to the fire. The survivability test levels were

U examined in some detail about 8 years ago by the working group which preceeded

the issue of spec 10 they were based upon the requirements in TSO C5la which was

evolved about 10 years ago. Mr O'Brien said that no recorders designed to
I spec 10 requirements had failed to survive in accidents to date. Mention wasSmade of the fact that the voice recorder survivability requirements are -i a much

lower level than the data recorder ones, Mr O'Brien said that this was for
historical reasons and that at the time the specification 11 requirements were
written there were no voice recorders that met the more severe requirements
and therefore it would have been pointless to call for them, however he agreed
that both recorders should be subjected to the same survivability tests.An ICAO
Working Group is looking at new requirements for both data and voice recorders

and this will almost certainly recorrend the same levels of crash survivability
for both. The Chairman of the ICAO Working Group is Bill Trench of the British
ARB. (He is likely to be attending the next meeting of WG21).

!
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J Serviceability

It wa.* agreed that there is a vital need to have a high level of serviceability.
Mr O'Brien said that Spec 10 required 90% confidence that the system is func-
tioning. He said that in fact this was much too low a number and it should be
something like 99% but on the other hand it was quite hard to achieve. I men-
tioned to him that some people I have spoken to have suggested that the average
availability is only something like 50%, he said that he thought it had improved
a lot on more recent recorders and they probably do achieve something like 90%.
Periodic replays are required at intervals which vary from 6 months to much
longer, I think that the variation is at the discretion of the local CAA sur-
veyor. It was agreed that if the recorder could have a maintenance function
this would be very useful as the operators would then make sure they remain
serviceable.There is a requirement on Civil Aircraft that the recording of one
complete flight (I am not sure what the duration has to be) is held for compari-
son purposes in case accident, this could present a minimum duration requiremnt.

Cost Benefit

ICAA are not aware of any study to show that the carriage of recorders is cost
beneficial in terms of saving aircraft. However they are certain that it is
essential to determine the cause of accidents and that recorders are an extzemel4

*valuable aid in the process and are likely to become more necessary as aircraft
become more complex and larger and therefore more likely to be totally destroyed
by fire.

Deployable Recorders

CAA are not in favour of deployable recorders for the following reasons:

Because they are not crash protected they may be damaged after deployment, they
may be lost because of failure of their location beacons, they are more complex

to maintain, they may be deployed in error and even cause an accident themselves,
they hays to be located in an area of the aircraft where the environment is
worse and extra cabling runs are involved.

I Questionnaire

I left a copy of our Questionnaire and .r O'Brien promised to complete those
parts of it that he could. He commented on the parameter list to the effect that

*it would become necessary to record the information being presented to the pilot
by the cathode ray displays which will shortly become current. He agreed that

I-the formulation and implementation of any new requirements was bound to lag
the actual use of these displays.

I

N J 0 BULLOCK
Project Engineer

I
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-I1 1 1 memorandum

from N J 0 Bullock ext. 2 L to Mr V Otto - Garrett Torrs-~Mr D Hooper

date Ist December 1980

cc Mi- R Strange
reference NJOB/BRB/522 Mr J Brooking

I Mr H Edwards - Garrett Torrance
Mr N Bishop - Garrett Torrance
M/F File

Subject: Notes on visit to i3D to discuss Wright-Patterson Study

KA visit was ma'e by N Bullock to the MOD 1nspectorate of Flight Safety at
Adastral House, Theobalds Road, WC1X 8RU on the 25th November. The purpose
of the visit was to discuss various aspects of the crash survivable recorderI
study being carried out for the US Airforce Systems Command Wright-Patterson
Airforce Base.

jBackground
sketched the background on flight recorders to the present

tim.e. He said that because of the cancellation of TSR2 and the P115L the RAF
had lost a generation of flight recorders. They had had bad experience with
wire recorders and because of this there is a lot of prejudice against recorders
in general. Currently the only two fighter trainer type aircraft which have recr,,rs
are the Hawk which has a Lei[h M1O data only recorder and the Tornado which'haf
Sperry SCR200. This has four 40 minute tracks giving 40 minutes of voice and
120 minutes of data at 128 words per second,lO plus 2 bit words. He said the
present system only uses approximately 70 of these words, but I know from spea'inJ

*to other people that there are a lot of different demands upon the spare capacity.
The Jaguar aircraft being supplied to the Indian Airforce have a Sperry SCH300
which has six 30 minute tracks and is quite flexible in operation. It appears
that the tracks can be allocated in such a way to change the ratio of voice to
data time and according to - there is a large measure of flexi-
bility .n the acquisition unit to cope with different signal types and sampling
rates. He feels that this is an essential feature to build into any new design.

Both the.VHwk. and Tornado recorders are being modified so that it will be

possiole to milk them.The milking facility isbeing added so that the recorder
serviceability can be checked but also to provide easy means of extracting

* U data to investigate an incident.An example of this was a complaint from a pilot
that an engine failed to re-light and an expensive investigation procedure which
would have included sending the enrine back to Rolls Royce was avoidel because

the data on the recorder showed th-t he had attempted a re-light in less than
the stated time. chief aim at present is to get the RAF
Jaguars retrofitted with the SCR300, he sayE there is a lot uo resistance
because of lack of space on the aircraft, because of the cost of the equipment
(it appears that they only look at the cost of the equipment this year not the
savings to be gained by not losing aircraft and pilotV over succeeding years),
because of the weight penalty (from the operations point of view) because there
is reluctance amongst pilots who are very influential in the airforce)to "gadgets"
and particularly to a gadget that could be used as a "spy in the cab".

Cost Saving

said that there was a huge potential for saving money by
saving accidents. A fully trained pilot is currently worth 14 and i million
pounds, a navigator about a million pounds, aircraft cost upto eight million

I Cont'd.
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pounds added to which there is the cost of salvage and accident investigation
" | and of grounding a fleet while investigation is carried out.Approximately 18! jJaguar aircraft have been lostin 9 cases the cause is unknown or proven.

It is thought that in most cases it was failure of the navigation equipment
and Sqd. Ldr. Stickley feels that probably 25% of these losses could have been

3saved had an accident. recorder been fitted. The cost of retrofitting all
Jaguars would be saved by the saving of one aircraft.

Voice

view is that voice should be included, he said that it

had been extremely useful on the two Tornado accident investigations. Only
the last five minutes is critical but it is very useful to be able to look
back further and see whether the crew had been under stress or had been be-

having nbrmally prior to the accident situation arising.

Future Aircraft

view is that future aircraft recorders will be even more
necessary than they are now because where an electrical control system fails
there will be no evidence in the wreckage such as broken control rods as there

3 is in the mechanical system and cathod ray cockpit displays mean that you cannot! determine what the aircraft was doing from jammed instrumentation.

Replay

feels that recorder designers pay much too little attention

to replay equipment. He said that Slumberger have an extremely sophisticated

3 dimensional. display system with which it is possible to reinact the behaviour
1 of the aircraft from the information recorded. Contact on this. subject would
51 be Lou Levey at Boscombelown.

Survivability

S I did not have any firm information on survivability requirements,
he thought that Sqd. Ldr. Peter Sharp would be best source of this information. He
did not know but thought thet Farnborough had probably provided the information to
go into Procurement Specification in this respect. His feeling is that the surviva-
bility requirements for low level high speed military aircraft should be more severe
and those civil aircraft.

I Ejectable versus Contained!
__ _ _ is fairly open minded on this subject but has a preference for
ejectable recorders this in contrast to everybody else I have spoken to. I got
the impression that his opinion might be more subjective than scientific, heI showed me a number of photographs of crashes where there were no recognisable parts

left of the aircraft and seemed to imply that a contained recorder could not have

survived. He also said that when an aircraft goes very fast into water it breaks

up to such an extent that there are no large parts left to which the recorder could5 be attached and the recorder being heavy tends to sink into the mud. In contrast
an ejectable recorder can be picked quickly and will avoid damage. However, Sqd.

Ldr. Sharp of Air EnG is against ejectable recorders because of the extra complexity

of the various water heat and shock sensors that are necessary to release them.
This complexity can either lead to spurious ejection or to failure to eject in an
accident. One of the German Tornados which is fitted with an ejectable recorder

recently lost it because of a spurious signal from the heat sensor. however the
radio beacon on the recorder worked and it was recovered undamaged also the air-

craft landed quite safely.
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Duration

3 opinion is that one hour is adequate for crash investi-L gation purposes. He said that in his experience 20 minutes was the longest time
that was necessary, however it is nice to have a whole flight and he agreed that

take-off is useful. The RAF have had five fatal accidents in the last two weeks
3 one of them being the helicopter winchmen, in the other four cases it was only thelast few minutes of information that was relevant.

St'andardi sation
t r o - view is that in practice it is unlikely it will be possible

to produce equipment however flexible the design is that would be suitable for
both transport aircraft and fighter trainer aircraft, his view is that transport

i aircraft have potential space to accommodate civil equipments. lie feels that
the RAF and the Navy requirements are much the same. Navy aircraft
are somewhat more likely to crash into the sea, the likelihood of this in an RAF
aircraft depends on the type of mission, i.e. whether its Air Defenc4. He feels
that both cases can be adequately covered by the use of-an ejectable ecorder.I\

I\
I
I

I
I

I N J 0 BULLOCK

Project Engineer

I
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I. DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
| NAVAL SAFETY CENTER

f NAVAL AIR STATION

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 23511 IN REPLY REFER TO:
P CE011' llA:gc

I3750
Ser 4356

1 DEG 1980
From: Commander, Naval Safety Center
To: Commander, Naval Air Test Center

Subj: Navy/Marine Corps Aircraft Crash Statistics

Ref: (a) NAVAIRTESTCEN ltr ser SY71/375 dtd 5 Nov 1980
Encl: I Number of Aircraft

Number of Aircraft Recovered

3 Number of Aircraft for Which Mishap Cause was
I * ,Determined

Number of Fatalities
Number of Major or Minor Injuries

I 1. Enclosures (1) through (5) are forwarded in response to
reference (a), with the following comments:

a. Information concerning depth of water and distance from
land is not recorded in the data bank mishap record.

b. Information concerning number of aircraft recovered for
accident investigation is not readily available and would require
manual research of micro film records.

c. Cost of aircraft recovery and investigation is not
available. Recommend contacting Commander Naval Sea System
Command, Mr. P. Salmon, Autovon 227-7386.

m d. P-3, KC-130 and C-2 aircraft have been equipped with FDR's.
To date only one accident provided any useful information from
the FDR system.

2. The enclosed data are FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY for mishap pre-
vention and are not to be released to private interests or used
for any other purpose without the written permission of Commander,
Naval Safety Center.

S. P. DUNLAP
Head, Aircraft Operations andmFacilities Division
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Nwber of AircraftI ALL NAVY/MARINE AIRCRAFT DESTROYED IN MAJOR ACCIDENTS CRASHED INTO:

CY 1975 CY 1976 Cy 1977 Cy 1978 CY 1979 CY 1980(Thru

Model Land Water Land Water Land Water Land Water Land Water Land Water

A-3 I I
A-4 12 4 6 4 10 4 II 5 17 2 14 2.
A-5 5
A-6 3 6 6 2 4 2 4 6 4 5 2 5
A-7 5 9 5 7 3 9 4 8 5 6 2 4

IC- I I ITC-4 I
I C-117 II

, C-1 18 I I

EC-130 I

E-2 III

F4 6 8 511 7 7 4 4 4 8 3 6F-5 I

1F-8 5 4 I 3 1 1 1
F-14 3 2 4 3 6 1 9 5 1 3IQF-86 I

H-1 4 7 5 4 I 9 5 IH-2 1 1 2 2, 1 1 2

H-3 2 1 I 3 4 1 2 3
A H-46 1 2 4 1 1 2 3 2 3 1 2

H-53 3 2 1 8 4 2 2 2H H-57 1

P-3 2 2 1 1
S-2 1 I I I I
S-3 1 2 1 I-;T-2 1 1I 1 2 4 I I I

I T-28 3 1 2 I 1 I 1
T-33 2
T-34 1 2 3 1 1 2 4
T-38 IIT-39 I 1
T-44 I
AV-8 3 2 3 5 4 3 3 1 3 1
OV-10 I
X-26
All 52 42 50 38 63 41 53 49 55 39 41 34
Models

I
EiiC""'":" (L)

I
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Number of Recovered

ALL NAVY/MARINE AIRCRAFT DESTROYED IN MAJOR ACCIDENTS CRASHED INTO:
CY 1980

CY 1975 CY 1976 CY 1977 CY 1978 CY 1979 (Thru Aug)
Model Land Water Land Water Land Water Land Water Land Water Land Water

JA-3 1 I
A-4 12 6 1 10 3 11 I 17 1 14
A-5
A-6 3 6 1 4 1 4 1 4 2
A-7 5 1 5 3 2 4 2 S 1 2
C-1 I I

TC-4 I 24
C-117 I

SC-118 I I I
E C- 130
C-131 I

E-2 I
F-i. 6 1 5 1 7 2 1 43
F-5 1
F-8 I 4 3
F-14 1 2 2 3 3 ; 2 I

"4 7 9 5 1
M-2 I 1 1 1

S-4 I IT-3 1 13 1 1 1
H-46 1 1 2 1 I 1

I -53 3 2 3 2 2 2

P-39 1 1
S-2 II Id Is
T-33 2

T-34 2 3 5 1 2 4
T-38 IT-39 I I

T-44 IAV-8 3 2 2 5 1 3 1 3

0.-1

= I ~ ~X-26 5 1 3
All 52 3 50 11 62 13 53 13 55 91 3

ModelIs

I

AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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Number In Which Causal Factors Were Determined

I ALL NAVY/MARINE AIRCRAFT DESTROYED IN MAJOR ACCIDENTS CRASHED INTO:

CY 1980
CY 1975 CY 1976 CY 1977 CY 1978 CY 1979 (Thru Aug)

Model Land Water Land Water Land Water Land Water Land Water Land Water

A-3
A-4 12 3 6 4 10 2 9 3 16 2 12 1
A-5 I
A-6 3 4 6 2 3 1 3 5 1 1 4

C-I I

TC-4 I
C-117 I I
C-i18 I 1 I
EC-130
C-i3 I
E-2 I I
F-4 6 6 3 9 7 6 4 4 3 5 3 6I F-8 1 4 3 1 3

F-14 1 3 2 4 3 6 I 7 4 1 3
QF-86 I
"-1 4 7 5 3 1 9 5 i

H-3 2 1 1 2 2 3
1-46 2 4 1 1 2 3 2 3 I 2
1H-53 3 2 1 7 3 2 2 2I I S -57 2 I

S-3 1 1 1 1
S, -28 I I3 I I I
S-3 I I I

T-2 1 I 3 1 1 4 11
T-33 2
T-34 1 2 3 1 1 2 3
T-38 I
T-39 I
T-44 1
AV-8 2 2 3 4 3 2 3 3

I OV-IO 1
X-26
All 51 35 46 34 60 31 43 38 47 26 34 26
Models

] EUCLC 2 (3)

I
AIRES.ARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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I
Number of Fatalities

ALL NAVY/MARINE AIRCRAFT DESTROYED IN MAJOR ACCIDENTS CRASHED INTO:

CY 1975 CY 1976 CY 1977 CY 1978 CY 1979 (Thru Aug)
Nodel Land Water Land Water Land Water Land Water Land Water Land.Water

A-3 2 2
A-4

,  
3 3 1 1 1 2 4 3 3 4 5 2

A-5 2
A-6 3 5 3 4 3 2 7 4 7 12 2 5
A-7 1 1 2 5 1 6 1 5 2 2 1 2
C-i 6 3 4
TC-4 9
C-117 2
C-118 16
EC-130 16
C-131 4
E-2 5 11F-4 1 5 52 2 7
F-5
F-8 I II

F-14 4 2 1 1 5 4 2
QF-86 1
H-i 15 4 4 3
H-2 2 3 I 5
H-3 1 8 5 8
H-46 3 5 4 i 1 2 9 6 3 4
H-53 9 4 4 32 7 3 7
H-57
P-3 13 8 12 5 7
S-2 2 2 2

S-3 4 4 2 1
T-28 2 I
T-28 2 2 1

T-33
T-34 2 1 I 1 4

3 T-38 2
T-39 2 5
T-44
AV-8 2 1 2 2 I I 1 I
OV-10 2
X-26

All 38 28 48 25 77 41 85 43 33 41 33 37
Models

' I

I I

earn AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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INumber B and F Injuries

ALL NAVY/MARINE AIRCRAFT DESTROYED IN MAJOR ACCIDENTS CRASHED INTO:
CY 1980

CY 1975 CY 1976 CY 1977 CY 1978 CY 1979 (Thru Aug)
Model Land Water Ua Water Land Water Land Water Land Water Land Water

A-3
A-4 6 1 4 2 7 3 I 9 4
A-5 I

A-6 7 9 6 2 2 I 6 1
A-7 2 3 1 I 2 2 11 I I
C-I 2
TC-4
C-i17 A 7
C-118 2
EC- 130
C-131 2
E-2 2
F-4 2 3 8 5 2 3 2 2
F-5
F-8 I I
F-14 4 7 4 2 3 4 1.F-86
H-I 2 5 II 5 13 5
H-2 2 2IH-3 2 4 3 1
H-46 4 12 2 2 2 2 2
H-53 A 3 16 9 10 1 4
M-57

P-3 10 9 1
S-2 2 2
S-3 I

T-2 2 2 ; 3 IST-28 2

T-33
T-34,  

3 2 1

T-38
T-39

AV-8 I I 1 1 3
OV-10X(-26IAl 34 26 43 21 57 13 27 45 40 13 21 11
Modelis

I

!I
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VYANS National Transportation
L Safety Board

1 0. Washington, D C. 20594

1November 3, 1980

Mr. Norman W. Bishop
Normalair - Garrett, Ltd.r 456 Heather Hill Lane

. Woodcliff Lake, New Jersey 07675

Dear Mr. Bishop:

I Thank you for your letter of October 27, 1980

* Regarding the graph you sent, "Accident Recording Time Distribution
* i I(Data from National Transportation Safety Board)," whoever collected

those data never contacted me or anyone else at NTSB of whom I am aware.

* Although the amount of data that appears in NTSB reports is probably
U reflected accurately in the graph, it does not reflect the amount of

data that we actually read and evaluate during an accident investigation.
We usually go back to the previous takeoff and/or landing, since theseI data prove to be valuable references. When parameters are behaving
abnormally during an accident scenario, the question becomes: "Is it
because the DFDR is not working properly or because an accident is
happening?" This question can be answered with certainty only if prior
takeoff and landing data are available for "calibration purposes."

3 Although NTSB recommendation letter A-78-27 through 29 calls for a
U recorder of 10-15 minutes duration, it has been our experience that it

is necessary to have a DFDR record of the last takeoff and landing prior
* to the accident, as well as a record of the preflight exercise of flight
* controls to maximum deflection. Since microprocessors permit recording

of the prior takeoff and landing data on a selective storage basis, the
entire time between these events and the accident need not be recorded.

* I Hence, 10-15 minutes of the last data are sufficient, if the prior
takeoff, landing, and preflight control exercise are also stored.

The last comment -- some vendors seem to be taking the 10-15 minute
figure as an absolute, rather than as a minimum. It has been difficult
to convince some tape recorder people that it is okay if they have a
1/2-hour or an hour tape. (Using tape recorders, it doesn't cost anythingI to do this).

tU

,AIRESEACH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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Are you aware that FAA has decided to turn over further development
of the TSO on flight recorders to SAE? Perhaps this would be of interest
to your organization.

jSincerely yours,

Carol A. Roberts
Chief, Laboratory Services Division

I

SI
I
!

*1

I
AIRES AACN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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development rep
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I
REPORT NUMBER 1305 V DUPR 2

I title Fire Protection Test

* part number 120 3VOOO

Prepared by ~''t;:j:date ' ~
J H WAiMSLZY

Checked by IL . dmi4ttrP6 diate 7UL n el 8o.

Approved by d_______________ ate '

W H JE11ICNS

period of tests

circulationJ full vetsion limited version

Mr D Hooper

M'r W Jenkins

:r R Strange

Mr J Henshaw
Mr J lorthrcp

Mr H Edwards
Mr R 7hring
Mr V Davies
File
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development repo
summary

customer Bendix. Corporation application F18 recorder

customers specification TSO-C lA issue number

build standard at receipt

part number 1203VOOO issue number -

serial number

I approximate overall dimensions

type approval test schedule number issue number

i N/A

production test schedule number issue number

I N/A

type approval test schedule references

3 N/A

purpose of test

date of test commencement l1th Sept 1980 conclusion

conclusions

Although the test item was not to the final preferred design of protective cover,
i.e. NGL Drg. No. 2002E492, and also had not undergone the preliminary Shock Test
and Crush Test, results achieved from this Fire Test and previous Penetration Test
lead to the anticipation that this current design of crash protection will meet
the requirements of USA Federal Specification TSO-C51A, particularly in view of

the extended time of the Fire Test.II
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Purvose of Test

To carry out a Fire Protection Test to para. 7.8.5 of USA Federal
Specification TSO-CSIA on a dummy test container made to NGL Work-
sheet Nos. NWS-4760 and 4761 which had already undergone a Pene-
tration Test to para. 7.8.3 of the same specification for which
see NGL Development Test Report No. 1305V DVRI1.

Details of Item Tested

I"he Test container, see Fig. 1, already had a 3/16 inch thick
coating on the end face of Chartek 59, an intumescent fire resis-
ting coating supplied by the AVCO Corp. of Lowell, Mass., USA.
See Fig. 2.

Prior to fire testing, therefore, similar coats of Chartek 59 were
trowelled on to the other four faces to a thickness of 3/16 inch.
These also included r-tal mesh reinforcement, see Fig. 3. This

I coating was also trowelled over the exposed end flanges to an
average thickness of about 1 inch.

A TTM body assembly with a spool of pre-recorded Kapton tape inside
it was positioned inside the test container and held away from it
using A inch thick bands of silicone rubber to simulate the effect
of the anti-vibration mounts which will be Silicone rubber. Due to
the dent caused by the previous Penetration Test, barely !/16 inch
separated the apex of the dent from the TTM body assembly. No

3 actual hole had been pierced in the container and this gap was
maintained by a silicone rubber pad and a similar pad was fitted
between the TTM body and the base plate, Fig. 4 .

I Four thermocouples were incorporated into the test assembly. One
was welded to the inside of the container on a 4" by 4" face as near
to the dent as a welding torch would reach. Another was suspended
in the air gap between the container and the T74 body.A third was bolted
to the inside metal face of the TMI main body and a fourth was sus-
pended in the air space within the TIM adjacent to the tape.

As a cross check in the case of thermocouple failure during the
fire test, a variety of temperature sensitive paints were coated

I over selected portions of the TTM main body in the tape air space.
These permanently change colour if their particular temperature is
eceeded. These covered the range 205'C to 40 C.

Prior to assy, a 15 k iz digi-tal signal was recorded on the Kaptonj tape.

Finally, all reasonable steps were taken to seal the TTM from the
surrounding air with the exception, perhaps, of a pinhole leak
-where two thermocouples emerged from the TIM body.

Details of Test Set-up (Fig. 5 refers)

The test item was placed on a hearth made up of 3 inch thick fire-
bricks. The thermocouples were led out through a gap between the
bricks, this gap being filled with dry sand. Further sand was
sprin kled over the edges of the flange and baseplate to prevent

any flame from impinging directly on the bare metal edges. Further
firebricks surrounded three sides of this set-up to contain the

AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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Only two torches were available, one butane, the other propane.
These were arranged so that one was aimed at the face directly
above the thermocouple welded to it, the other being positioned
at 45 degrees downwards so that it heated two faces and one edge,
the upper face being that which had suffered the prior pene-
tration test. Fig. 5 shows the arrangement prior to ignition.

The thermocouples were attached to a WATANABE 6 channel potent-
iometric pen recorder. This recorded in millivolts, the actual
temperatures being deduced from standard tables appropriate
to the thermocouples metals used. A fifth thermocouple recorded
flame temperatures at the start and finish of test about 7 inch
from the intumescent coating.

I The test was conducted inside a large, draught-free hanger.

Details of Fire Test

I The pen recorder was set running, the burners ignited and the
time noted. After about 5 minutes the coating had swelled about

inch where it was directly under the flame and where small
areas glowed red. After 15 minutes the coating had not notice-
ably swelled much more bat the size of the incandescent areas
had increased. Also, the recorded temperatures inside the .'TM0
had barely reached 90 C so the test was allowed to continue.

After 30 minutes the size of the glowing red areas had further
increased but the coating had not swelled any more and the tem-
perature of the thermocou les in the air space adjacent to the
tape had reached only 174 C, so the burners were left running.

I After 40 minutes it was considered that the test had exceeded
the requirements and the burners were turned off after checking
that the flame temperatures were both still at 12950 C and that

the tape air space temperature had reached 216 C.

The pen recorder was left running for a further 26 minutes to
measure the heat soak and temperature run-down during which time
the tape air space temperature peaked at 229 C after 47 minutes
before slowly reducing to 1820C after 66 minutes. Fig. 6 shows
the test in progress at 30 minutes and Figs. 7 and 5 show the
test item after test and before strip examination. Fig. 9
shows the time/temperature results achieved, the tape deck
metal and tape air space temperatures being too close together
over the whole test to be distinguished.

Examination After Test

To reach the nuts holding the base plate it was necessary to cut

into the edge of the charred Chartek 59. This proved to be fair-
ly firm to the touch but broke away easily in a light, friable
manner wnen a box spanner was applied. It was noticed that sur-

face cracks had developed in the char within 24 hours of the end3 of test.

I

AIRESFARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 8 1-17693
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On withdrawing the TTM body from the test container the silicone
rubber bands were found to be in good condition although the
peak skin temperature had reached 330 C after 40i minutes. Also
the thermocouple had remained welded to the case.

The inside of the test container had turned a light, golden
colour in places and was sticky to the touch. Also the outside
of the sealed TTM body assy. had turned a dark, golden brown but
was not sticky. It is suggested that this might have been due
to the cyenoacrylate ester type Loctite used to stick the silicone
rubber to the TTM body as an assembly aid.

On removing the tape cover, the tape space inside was found to be
as clean as before test. Of the five temperature sensitive paints
used, one confirmed the peak deck temperature of 228

0
C, one gave

an ambiguous result and the other three were unaffected.

On replaying the tape which had been recorded on a Sony low noise
recorder on tracks 1 and 3, it was found that output was low and
varied along the tape with the lowest putput on track 3 at about
20 dB loss. Signal transitions were counted before and after test.
Of these, 97.7% were recordered from track 1 and 99.7% from track 3.
This was achieved using a counter threshold approximately 23 dB

below nominal signal level from new tape. Amplitude modulation
was present due to variable spacing loss (tape to head). This
was due to layer transfer, backing to oxide, which was severe near
the centre of the spool. The lowest output was at t .e inner end
of the tape.

The outer layers of tape were in good condition but there was pro-
gressive layer to layer adhesion towards the centre of the spool.
There was also a fairly uniform transfer of carbon coating to oxide,
causing the spacing loss on playback. Removal of carbon coating
from the oxide using a solvent (PROPAN-2CL) over a small section
confirmed this, the output increasing over the cleaned section.
Prs-conditioning the tape at the comparatively dry value of 30% RH at

20 C for 12 hrs prior to test might have imprcved the playback perfor-
mance but this was not carried out in this instance.
Pre-test original output:-

Track 1:- 2750 mV peak to peak
Track 3:- 3300 mV peak to peak
Post-test final output:-
Track 1:- 14,0 - 400 mV peak to peak

.,-0% amplitude modulation
Track 3:- 350 - 300 mV peak to peak

20% amplitude modulation

Conclusions

J Although the test item was not to the inal preferred design of protecti%'

cover i.e. :NGL Drg No 2002E492, and also had not undergcne the preliminar:
Shock Test and Crush Test, results achieved from this Fire Test and pre-
-i ous ?enetration Test lead to the anxicipation that this current design
of crash protection will meet the requirements of USA rFederal Soecifi-
cation TSO-C5IA particularly in view of the extended time of the Fire
Test.

I,
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development repo
summary

customer 3endix Corpcration application F!8 Recorder

customers specification TSO-C5lA issue number

build standard at receipt

part number 2002 E 492 issue number

I serial number -
mass

approximate overall dimensions

type approval ten schedule number issue number

NIIA
p4roduction test schedule number issue number

type approval test schedule references

N/A

purpose of test To carry out penetration resistance tests to paragraph 7.8.3 of the

USA Federal Specification TSO-C51A, on two du:w test cases, genersa.ly to NGL (iar-:
number 2002E492. These were made to NGL worksheet numbers 1,hS 4760 and .WS :T61.

date of test commencement 4th September 80 conclusion 5th September 30

conclusions

The .ase design is adequate to satisfy the requirements of the penetration test.

As regards the fire test st'll to be carried out, no open hole ".aa caused by the
spike, neither did the case split and the fire protecting int'=escent pa-it remair.e

i intact with no cracks.

I
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I Penetration Tests

Puroose of test

3 To carry out penetration resistance tests to paragraph 7.8.3 of
the USA Federal Specification TSO-C51A on two dumy test cases,
generally to NGL drawing number 2002E492. These were made to
NGL worksheet numbers KWS 4760 and NWS 4761.

I Test set uP

The drop tower used was of British Aerospace manufacture and com-
prised a rail-guided circular carriage about 30 inches in diameter.
This could be raised to any desired height up to about 20 feet and
was released electrically by a standard bomb release hook.

The tes t cases were in turn placed cn a bed of dry sand to Specifi-
I cation DEF-133 paragraph 10.2. This sand is essentially similar to

that known as Redhill 65, supplied by British Industrial Sand Ltd,
Stoke on Trent, Staffordshire, which was preferred but not available.
It was contained in a 50 gallon oil drum which was approximately 24
inches diameter by 24 inches deep.

The USA Federal Specification TSO-C51A paragraph 7.8.3 calls for a
500 lbs weight steel bar to be dropped from a height of 10 feet,
with the point of contact having an area not greater than .05 square

l 3 inches (0.252 diameter). This gives an impact energy of 500 x 10 =
5000 ft lbs. The carriage and spike used weighed a total of 639 lbs,
so to maintain the same impact energy, the carriage was dropped from
a height of 5000/639 feet = 7.825 feet. The impact spike used is shown
in Fig 1 and was screwed into a 2 inch diameter by 10 inches long mild
steel bar extending downwards from the carriage.

Both still and high speed cine photography at 400 frames per second
were available and these were both used before, during and after each

I test.

Test Details

The test assembly used for Tests i and 2 contained a TTM, within
which were two tape spools mounted cn shafts, together with a full
length of Kapton tape wound on one spool, about 2 feet of the free
end being wrapped round stand-off bolts and fastened to the empty
spool, thus duplicating the "end of tape" condition. Prior to test
a digital signal was written on tape tracks I and 3, (of 3237 flux
changes per inch) this being equal to a 15 KHz signal at normal
recording speed used in the F18 system. The TTM was held in the

centre of the surrounding test zasing by 3/16 inch thick expanded
* polyurethane foam, to simulate the effect of the anti-vibration

mounts. On the outside of the test case a 3/16 inch thick layer of
intumescent paint, "Chartek 59" with expanded metal reinforcement,
(see Fig 2) was applied to the face chosen to be subjected to the
penetration test. The impact point chosen for the test was estimated
to produce the maximum possible tape damage, and was marked on the
outer case with a red X.

I
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The test assembly used for Test 3 contained a solid aluminium alloy

block 1 inch shorter than the inside depth of the case. This block
3 was located in the zentre of the case volume by 3/16 inch thick foam

round the sides and by i inch thick foam at the ends in the direction
of impact. This 1 inch dimension was chosen as being the approximate
amount the real case could be exoected to deform by crushing the com-
paratively weak latch and connector assemblies before meeting the solid
TTM case, thus preventing further deformation. This case also had a
3/16 inch thick layer of intumescent paint with expanded metal rein-
forcement over the chosen impact area, see Fig 3.

Fig 4 shows a general view of the test rig prior to test.

Test Results

* Test 1

See Figs 5, 6 and 7. These show that the spike, which was aimed to-
wards one side of the case, simply tipped it over in the sand and
then slid past, being brought to rest by the top of the 50 gallonI oil irum which -was considerably deformed as will be seen in Fig 6.
The test item merely suffered a slight dent and the local removal
of intumescent paint down to the expanded metal reinforcement.

Test 2

Test 1 was declared invalid as the object of the test was to find
out just how much damage the case could sustain-without loss of
ability to recover tape data. To this end a 2 inch thick by 4
inches by 7 inches steel plate was interposed between the test
case and the sand, with the spike aiming point at the centre of
this area, to prevent the test case from tipping over again. Test
I was then repeated and results are shown in Figs 8, 9, !0, 1, 12
and !3. From these it will be seen that the spike did not penetrate
the steel cover but produced a local dent in the tape spool. When.
the tape was subsequently replayed it was found that the indentation
of the reel flanges causing deformation of the tape pack once
per revolution, gave a momentary reduction of signal level of 1. dB.
The duration of the effect where the signal was below 95% of its
normal value was 50 ms at a tape velocity of 7.5 IPS. The tape was
played back on the identical equipment used for writing the initial
signal. This comprised a twin capstan transport with an intercapstan

* tension of 3.5 oz (0.9714), using the edge track. Reduced drop out
depth could be achieved using much higher tension in the tape but

- a special tape transport would be required for this purpose. The
.1 dB drop out is caused purely by head to tape contact effects.
?re-annealing the tape at high temperature may stress relieve the
deformed portions. This is another method of improving the perfor-I nce of a damaged tape. Figs !L and 15 show photographs of a typical
normal tape and the section of deformed tape from the tape spool used
during the penetration test.

Tlest

In this test, the case was expected to crumple, leaving the .TM
intact. Figs 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 show that slight bulging at
the sides occurred together with a deep dent in the penetrated face,
which was pushed in approximately J inch. The spike did not puncture
the test case, but caused a slight dent in the solid Aluminium block.
See Figs 22 and 23 . Fig 24 shows the condition of the S-130 steel
impact spike after completion of the above 3 tests. Fig 25 shows
an Approved Test House Certificate for the 3 tests carried out and
was issued by British Aerospace.

81-17693I AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURINGCOMPANY Page J-17
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I Conclusion

The case design is adequate to satistf the requirements of the
penetration test. As regards the subsequent T'ire test, st"I to
be carried out, no open hole vas caused by the spike, neither didIthe case split and the fire protecting intumescent paint remained
intact vith no cracks.

I

3'
I
I
I
I
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British Aerospace APPROVED CERTIFICATE
DYNAMICS GROUP

STEVENAGE-1111I51OL DIVISION No 911,
SIX luIIl S WAY, STI:VI:,NAC;F. IL] S'

I Approved Test House Certificate
CUSTOMER REPORT No
Normalir-Garratt Ltd.,

G0MFRSL~r RA202Y13. ENVIRONNIENTA L INGINEERING LABIORATORY

For the attentlun of 1r.J. Walmiile DEF. STAN 05.32 APPROVAL No. 20JO 15

TITLE OF EQUIPMENT SERIAL NUMI3ER(St TEST PROGRAMME SPECIFICATION
OR COMPONENT OF ITEM(S)

5Flight Recorder,1203I. Test Unit I Dlrop tent on to the US) FEWIRAL
eqiiipmenl. ucing a di. S I l lC AI 0 1

spike (fro dIrawinig fjo. TSO-C51 A
ijOB/B1I/1,66) from a PAIIA.7.8. 3.

3 ieight of 7.025ft. using1
I~ carriage w.night of
W ;1391b. The eqruI pmfent was

ulaced on a 2ft. depth
if Rand In a container
Ift In diwnter.

IREMARKS The sand uwjed for the te'st was that specified in DEY.13) Clause 102. photographs taken before
during and after tite Lost both otill and cins will be supplied en soon an possible. On completion of the

-i test the equipment wane returned to fiorm-Slair Ga~rrett Ltd. for analysis.

Certified that ths tests have been conducted in accordance
wvith the requirenents of DEF STAN 05-32.

SIGNED , ~~

4flftlI',l1 A~fl.;PACE DYNAMICS GflOUP

F 74t VMS t s'si DATE '
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I development repc
summary

customer application F18 Recorder

customers specification issue number

build standard at receipt

part number issue number

* serial number

mass

approximate overall dimensions

type approval test schedule number issue number

U production test schedule number issue number

X A

J type approval teot schedule references

I ~X/A

purpose of test To discover the highest soak temperature a-,ter wrhich recorded dava,
may still be recovered from Graham Thermo 4i65 Kapton based and Ampex 797 !4ylar bas

3 recording tapes.

Udate of test commencement :2.3.8o0 conclusion 1683

conclusions

On all -he samtles of Kapton and !Ilar recording tapzes, tested um to 300 0C for Ka;-
an 106C for Mylar, the reccvery of data has increased siiiantly compared .ri-

the previous tests covered in Development report 1305V4DVR9.
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m~?u--ose of tests

To discover the highest soak temperature after which recorded data
may still be recovered from Graham thermo 465 Kapton based and
Ampex 797 Mtylar based recording tapes. Tests on .lar tape were
carried out to cover the possibility of Kapton tape becoming
unavailable in the future. These tests are a continuation of the
initial high temperature tests covered by Development Report
1305V DVR9.

Test set up

Kaoton tape Test No. 1 (tares A and B)

Two fully loaded spools of Kapton recording tape, each having a dig-
ital signal at 3200 FCI written on tracks 2 and 4, were fitted onto
spool shafts inside a d-u;my T2M body. Two thermocouples were fed
into the sealed body through a sealing plate and were attached tao the
spool hubs to monitor the correct temperature inside the T='4. The
assembly was then p aced inside an oven, the temperature being raised
from ambient to 4OO C as quickly as possible and allowed to stabilise
for 1 hour. The oven was then switched off and the assembly allowed
to cool back to ambient. Both tapes were replayed in an attempt to

recover the data. Results are recorded.

Oven time/temperature graph for Kapton tape tests is shown in Fig i.

1 yblar tave Test No. 2 (tame E)

Using only 1 fully loaded spool of .Wylar recording tape, test 1 was
repeated. Mlar tape has a polyester base and tends to change pro-
perties at high temperatures. Accordingly the tests on .Vlar tape
were conducted at a lower temperature. The temperature was raised

from ambient to !40
0
C then allowed to stabilise for 1 hour, before-

being allowed to cool back to ambient. 'he tape was then replayed
to try and recover the data. Results are recorded.

Oven time/temperature graph for Mylar tape tests is shown in Fig 2.

Test No. 2 was repeated using another fully loaded spool of Mylar
recording tape (tape D) but, for this test, the soak temperature
was limited to -10°C. After cooling to ambient, the tape was again
replayed for data recovery. Results are recorded.

k- KaDton tade Test No. 3 (tane C)

I A third loaded spool of Kapton recording tape with the same digital
signal used in the previous tests was placed into a circular Alum-
inium alloy sealed housing, simulating the inside air volume of a
ifl. A tne-mocouple was fed through a small hole in the top of the
housing and attached to the spool hub for temperature readings
irside the test housing. .'he housing was placed inside an oven,
the temperature bein~g raised from ambient to 3000C and then all!owed-
to stabilise for 1 hour. The housing was then allowed tc cool,

after which data recovery was carried out. Results are recorded.

~81-17695
I AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY Page7693
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mylar t ae Test Nc. 4 (-ape F)

Using a third loaded spool of Vlar recording tape, test 3 was
repeated with the soak temperature limited to 1200C. After cooling
to ambient data recovery was carried out. Results are recorded.

Eauipment

1. 6049K 'M Test Set
2. Universal Counter, Racal Type 835
3. Attenuator, Marconi Instruments Ltd Type TF-2162
4. Oscillcsccpe, Gould Type CS-3500

5. Digital Thermometer, Comark Type 5000, 10 way.
6. Oven with circulating fan. AEW London 6.6 KW. 500° ma ximum.
I. Spectrum Analyser. Hewlett-Packard Type 35 FOA.

Test Results

Pre-heat test measurements

Tape Track 2 Track 4
Read Amp Output Read Amp Output
Volts P-P Volts P-P

Kapton A 3.45 3.85

Kapton B 3.20 3.60

Mylar D 3.37 3.97

V~lar E 3.40 3.95

Post heat test measurements

m Tape Track 2 Track 4
Read A= Output Read Amp Output
Volts P-P Volts P-P

Kapton A C.6 0.65 - 0.7

Kapton B 0.4 0.4

tlar 0 3.0 - 3.1 3.57

Mylar E 3.15 3.60

Pre-heat test measurements

Tape Track 2 Track 2 Track 4 Track a
Read Amp Complete Read Ap Complete
Output Cycles Output Cycles
Volts P-? Coint Volts P-P Count

Kap-tcn C 2.4 !755940 2.9 170cl!I Mylar F 1.0 !91985 .- 196-93

)) I
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Post heat test measurements

.ape Track 2 Track 2 Track u Track 4
Read Amp Complete Read Amp Complete

Output Cycles Output Cycles
Volts P-P Count Volts P-P Count

Kaoton C 1.25 29441 1.5 65382

,Mylar F 4.5 191920 5 - 7.5 :96693

Beginning with the 3 samples of Kapton recording tape, all 3 .ad a
good physical appearance and produced a clean signal. The s:g-a
loss cf the sample heated at 300 1 was 46%, conpared with 54; and
89% on the samples heated at LOCOC. One sample heated at .00 C
showed severe dropouts and amplitude mod-alation which deteriorated

m in the last half of the tape.

The 3 samples of Mylar tape again had a good physical appearance
with a clean signal. There were no severe dropouts in any of the
samples although all 3 suffered from amplitude loss due to a slight
tape wvave. This was more noticeable on the last tape sample heatedat 140 C which also suffered from severe layer to layer adhesion inthe last 10% of the tape pack.

3Conclusion
On ll the samples of Kap~on and Mlar recording tape, tested up to
300-C for Kapton, and 120 C for Mylar, the recovery of data has 'n-
creased significantly compared with the previous tests covered in
Development report 1305V DVR9.
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I THERMAL ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED SOLID-STATE AIRCRAFT CRASH RECORDER
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I APPENDIX K

i THERMAL ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED SOLID-STATE AIRCRAFT CRASH RECORDER

INTRODUCTION

I Normalair-Garrett Limited (NGL) has prepared a design proposal for a solid-
state aircraft crash recorder. The design has been optimized to meet various

I thermal, shock, and impact requirements.

Reasonable assurance was required that component temperatures would not

exceed manufacturer's recommended levels for recording data under normal air-
craft operating conditions and for maintaining data integrity for removal after
an aircraft crash. This appendix describes the thermal analysis undertaken
to estimate internal temperature profiles for the crash recorder design pro-

I* posal (shown in Ref. K-I).

Initial analysis indicated that it was not possible to use an inert insula-
i tion alone since the thickness required for crash protection did not permit

adequate heat dissipation during normal working. A combination of passive
insulation and an external coating of intumescent material provided the best
solution. Recent experience with designs for crash protection, which included
a survey of the attributes of many insulators, suggested that MIN K 2000 and
FIREC would be suitable passive and intumescent insulations, respectively.
The analysis described below was based on the thermal properties of these

I substances.

The analysis was divided into two parts:

I (a) Derivation of the temperature levels inside the unit under normal
power loading in the worst-case environmental situation.

(b) Transient analysis of the effects of a flame test, which simulates
fire in the crash situation.

It was necessary to optimize the amounts of passive and intumescent insula-
tions to meet the requirements for normal operation and crash protection.

THERMAL CONSTRA I NTS

The following information was used as a basis for the thermal analyses:

(a) Normal recording

(1) Solid-state component operating temperatures should not exceed
125 0C

(2) Total power to be dissipated is 3.5 w

3 (3) Ambient temperature is 90°C

81-17693
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(b) Crash protection

a (1) To ensure successful data retrieval, solid-state component
temperatures should not exceed 1500C

(2) In the absence of detailed information that described the
performance of the FIREC intumescent coating, experimentally
measured temperature profiles were extracted from tests per-
formed at NGL and input to a model of the crash recorder.
Ref. K-2 describes the fire test.

(3) Soak at 900C prior to fire test simulation

1 THERMAL MODEL

Salient details have been extracted from the design in Ref. K-i in order
to simplify the analysis. It should be noted that assumptions made to ease
the mathematical interpretation were calculated to err on the side of safety.

HEAT DISSIPATION

Figure K-I shows the analogous electrical network adopted for the heat
transfer paths from the internal case, which holds the solid-state components,
to the ambient. The heat capacities of the protective materials have been
included so that a transient analysis may be performed. Table K-i lists the
resistances and capacitances calculated for the network. Superimposed on the
margin are indications of the thicknesses of materials used in the analysis.I

CONDUCTION COND. CONDUCTION COND. CONDUCTION RADIATION AND
THROUGH THROUGH THROUGH THROUGH THROUGH CONVECTION
BOARDS AND INNER MIN K OUTER FIREC FROM UNIT
STRUCTURE TO CASE 2000 CASE SURFACES TO

I INNER CASE AMBIENT AIR
3.5w 90"C

)' "I p'4 AMBIENT
I R 2 R233 R34 4 R!j 5  R5 6 R67 7 TEMPERATURE

I CIr C3T CT C1S I

U IFigure K-i. Network for Heat Dissipation Under Normal Operating Conditions

81-17693
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I TABLE K-i

1 RESISTANCES AND CAPACITANCES FOR THERMAL NETWORK

Component Resistance Capacitance

Inner compartment 1.5 510

g Inner case (steel) 1.16 x I0- 3  555

MIN K 2000 1.04 106

Outer case (steel) 1.04 x 10- 622

FIREC 0.308 100

I Air radiation and 1.0 --

convectionI
The network permits the derivation of temperature profiles for a number

of points inside the unit:

(a) A fictious point in the center of the unit where all the solid-state
components were considered to be

(b) Internal compartment/inner steel case

(c) Inner steel case/MIN K 2000 internal insulation

(d) MIN K 2000/outer steel case

(e) Outer steel case/FIREC intumescent

(f) Skin

* (g) Ambient

Table K-2 lists steady-state temperatures calculated at each of the above
points in an ambient temperature of 90*C and a power loading of 3.5 w in the
internal compartment. There was insufficient time to conclude a transient
analysis.

The internal compartment temperature attains a steady-state value of 105°C,
which falls below the maximum specified for normal data recording purposes.

I CRASH PROTECTION

Figure K-2 shows the network chosen to represent heat transfer in the
Icrash situation. Data from Ref. K-2 for outer steel case temperatures during
*the fire test (covered by a 4.5-mm coating of FIREC intumescent) was input to

the network as an equivalent exponential temperature increase.! I
81-17693
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I TABLE K-2

INTERNAL TEMPERATURES - HEAT DISSIPATION (1.5 W)j JNDER NORMAL OPERATING CONDITIONS

I Position of Temperature Temperature,
I Estimate or

Ambient 90.0

Skin (FIREC) 93.5

FIREC/outer case 94.6

Outer case/MIN K 2000 94.6

I MIN K 2000/inner case 98.3

Inner case/internal comp. 98.3

Solid-state components 104.5

- 2mm - 5mm

I CONDUCTION CONDUCTION CONDUCTION

THROUGH THROUGH THROUGH
BOARDS AND INNER MIN K

I STRUCTURE TO CASE 2000
INNER CASE THE TEMPERATURE AT NODE 4 WAS

I RDETERMINED FROM EMPIRICAL
S;-RESULTS OF A FIRE TEST OR A

2 R 3 J 4 SIMILAR STEEL SHELL PLUS
R12 R R1 INTUMESCENT COATING (REF. K-2)

C11 ~ CTCT4

S- A- 12592

Figure K-2. Network for Crash Protection Thermal AnalysisI
I AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 8 1-17693I Page K-4
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I The network allows the estimation of temperature profiles for the follow-
ing internal points:

(a) A ficticious point in one center of the unit where all the solid-

state components were considered to exist

(b) Internal compartment/inner steel case

(c) Inner steel case/MIN K 2000

(d) MIN K 2000/outer steel case

Figure K-3a shows time instances of the temperature behavior at each of

the above points, starting from 90°C throughout and with an exponential rise in
outer case temperature to simulate the fire test. Table K-3 lists the tempera-

tures after 10, 20, and 30 min.

The internal compartment temperature reaches 150'C after 22 min and

approaches 190°C after 30 min.

CONCLUSIONS

The design proposal permits adequate heat dissipation during normal data
recording conditions--a power load of 3.5 w and an external ambient temperature
of 900C.

Crash protection is sound for 22 min before the internal temperature is
estimated to reach 150'C.

REFERENCES

K-i. NGL Drawing No. 1444VDES2, Solid-State Crash Recorder, February 1981.

K-2. NGL Report No. 1305 V DVR 12, Fire Protection Test, September 1980.

I
I

I
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Figure K-3. Results of Thermal Analysis
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I TABLE K-5

I rEMPERATURE ESTIMATES DURING SIMULATED FLAME TEST

Position of Temperdture Time, Temperature,

Estimate mi

Duter case/MIN K 2000 10 259

I ,341

I381

MIN K 2000/inner case 125

20 182

I , 233

Inner case/internal com' 10 125

20 132

50 233

1olid-state components 10 IOD

20 13b

30 18

&t I
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ADAY Prnk 513 255 6104

Structural Integrity Branch
Avionics Plight Dynamics Lebs( Structural Iech.Div.
Structural Integrity Branch
Wright Patterson

~7icroprocessor systems to obtain
information relating to Frocture
mechanics i.e. damage growth
(contract award 14th November)

AMMOTT Tom 613 238 4400
j Leigh Instruments,

Carlton Place
Ontario.

I Product Support

ANDERS Paul F16 SPO 513 255 4606

J Vright Patterson

BATH Uilliam 232 3847

Safety Dept. to 2-511CAIR

BRADY Don 51E 532 3152
Fairchild Republic
AI0 Instrumentation

I BRILL Lt. John 5X3,255 5814
Wriglit r"ttcrno3

Engine diagnostic system

CAIAPA Ceasar 6o9 641 8200 Ext. 3320

Federal Aviation Technicai Centre
Atlantic City, L.J.

I Carrying out a study into cr-ah
conditions for civil e -'--ier-l
aircraft. Expects to complete1 September 1981

CAIGER Bernard 613 cn 8 3149
Flight Research Ltbs. NAE
Nation&! Recearch Council
Ottawa, Ontario KI AOR 6

I Fight data recorder replay
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CAPUTO Captain THEMS 512 925 6001
Kelly AFB
San Antonia
Engine Health Nonitoring Systems
Back 12th November

DICKMA; Thcmas 513 255 5357

Uright Ptterson AFB

Instrunentaticn AIO

DORNEY Chuck 15 SPO 513 255 3321

Wright Patterson APB

FAGE: Scott 213 38D 5557

International Society of Air Safety
Box 20742 LA 50 u6

FII;1,Gh John 804 827 1110 Ext. 3681

Nail Stop 477
VASA, Lanly Research Centre
Hampton, Virginia 23665
Study into methods of obtsinir

statistical datn for RircrLft
structural strength requirements

GEMIT" Bob GSFDR Engineer 513 255 3440
Wright Patterson APB

HAUPT Lt. Stephen 116 SPO 513 255 4606

WrI.rht Prhtterpon APB

HAYES Jack Recorder Deptt 301 344 7779

LASA Goddard

HOUSE Tom 804 878 3507
LVMADCOM

I Ft. Eustace
I Black Hawk Maintnanu. h .'ordkr

I JAYORE Dr. Data Compression 205553 5607

Needs programme

I. K1,IGHT Venny Pee John Finer
Responilible for recorders at
Langley Research Centre

* AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
Page L-2
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KUBIAC Captain Jim 513 255 5814

Wright Patterson
Engine dis.nctic system

LERAAS Melvin P16 Instrumentation 513 255 3440
Iright Patterson APB

LYNCH Dr. Tom D. ta Compression 801 344 6445
(Godd~rd-

FAXWELI, Mt.rvin 301 344 8036
LASA (Goddard)

Date compression of Videu signals

MAYNARD Karl Date Compression 205 453 3171
MNraha1i Flight Space Centre-p

cLIACI WnIt 673 992 2451

Dept. of Trrnsport, Ottewa
Airline Regulatory Author:i.ty

MIL.L"R Warner Date Compression 301 344 8183 (Goddard)

1oR!ilm.b Dave V'right Thtternon AFB

Flight Regime/Aerodynamics for A1O

PARKER John 522S 415 965 5225

NAZ .. '1 5 Raeetrch Centra
intensity of aircraft fires

PECKHAMA Cyril ASIP 513 255 4988
Wright ratter;-on APS

RICE Bob Data Compression 213 354 2616

JF.7 VASA Paeadena Ca.

3ILER Bern 2o5 453 434.0

J.rr.- ll P'ight Sprce Centre
3F 13, MFSC, Alebame 3581.2

Evaluation of recorders

S URIJ1E kilL F15 Inetrurenttion 513 255 3913

Wright Ptterson APB

.RIUEM C MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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V I

WALLACE Charlie P15 Xcintenance 912 .26 2901

Warner Robbins APB

WALLACE Dr. GObrie• 2c5 453 3777

' ~K&rshall Flight Space Centre

Branch chief for Bern Siler

.IL.I! S Dell Data Compression 2o2 755 2370

OAST Space Systems

WOOD A.D. 613 S'98 3071

I VRC Cttew:.
Flight Research Lebo.
Upionds

ZEI:OVIC Ron 213 354 3444

JPL

II

I
I
I

AIRIESEARCH MANUFACTURING COUPANY 81-17693
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STUKENBORG Douglas 513 255 5814

Wright Patterson AfB
Engine diagnostic eystem

TAYLOR Frank 'Plight Safety 202 472 6066
Director LITSB

THOMAS Doug 205 453 3577
Marshall ?SC

Dat& 2omprepsion on TITEDS progranm:e
BpLctrl imagery, non inforination
data compression

THOMT31 Dr. R.G. 304 827 1110 Ext. 375

Langley

Impact dynamics resecrch f£cility
provided details of shock to be
exrected in cresh

THOR Wayne Wright Prtter.cn AFB
Stability Augmentation system A1O

TYI)DALE Robert Wright Patterson AFB

Flight Regime/Aerodynur4ca for AIO

VELDMAV; hiy ASIP Wright Petterron APB 513 255 4988

S I

II
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Dr. Carol Roberts NTSB (202) 472-6131

Paul Turner NTSB

Dan Watters Naval Systems Engineering Test (301) 863-4673

Directorate, NATC

Bill Red Naval Air Station, North Island (714) 437-5631

Ray Rank NAVAIR (202) 692-0751

Jim Vreeland Navy Safety Control, Norfolk (804) 444-1521

Lt. John Brill Wright Patterson Engine Performance (513) 255-3279
Monitoring

Dave Godfried Leigh Instruments, North Island (714) 437-5631

Ken Fields Director, Navair Safety Office (202) 692-1236

Bill Currie Wright Patterson Engine Health (513) 255-3279
Mon i tori ng

It

I
I
!
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This report presenta the analysis peofozud an incidant reports from

Norton DW trlaning base. The reports Wi. categorsed and namrically

coded to allow coputoried analysis.

It was found that in ovr half of the incidents resulting in loe of

aircraft the findings of the crish ocittee wr inconclusive

representing a significant lose of aircraft and personnel.

It has been shown that of the incidents that had conclusive findings

high proportion were due to failure in areas, such as the engine, which

lend themselves to data collection. is suggests that in a large

proportion of the incidents involving aircraft and personnel loam, a

data recorder would have produced a positive 
effect an the incident

findings.

IE1 81-17693
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Section go. LPlyg

1 mDUTIC I
Structre of Report

2 MESCRI I ON F AZALYSIS 2
Clasificaton 2

Cause of ioident 3
Areas of aircraft 4
Result Of failure

3 Resur's 6

4 CONLMICME 8

Tables an Figure@ 9 - 13

APPUDH i Variations with
Aircraft type

81-17693
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Ihls reyort concern a war of aircrat incidents and crahes,

undertalen "to assist in th.e identification of ar a anda causes of

i failur on militU7y aircraft.

n he incident reports sumais the findings of cr-ash co amttees

at the Jorton U.S... base over the period fra 1976 to date and

cover over 800 Incidents.

The -*ports have bee broken down into categories which allow an

incident to be clasaified uniquely and facilitates a mzmer cal

description of the findings. The oategorised summaries are then

used as Input data for computerised statistical analysis.

A detailed description of the main and sub categories is given

in Section 2 with the results of the statistical analysis in

Section 3.

Pae I
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2. PEPOM' CATORG!3S

The first 30 reports were reviewed to Sive an indication of the

categories neceseary to correctly describe an incident. The

Main categories describes-

a) Incident Classification

b) Cause of Incident -

a) Area(s) of failure(s) on the aircraft

d) Results of the failure(@)

The following sections describe the sub categories of the above,

which were then coded for use by the computer programs.

2.1 Classification

The following categories classify an incident uniquely:-

Catemry Tne of Ent=

Incident Number 9 figure integer

Aircraft Type 5 figure alphanueric

Accident Class 0 or 1

Tnju_-r Class 0 or 1

Phase of Operation 0, 1, 2 or 3
Page Number 3 figure integer

There are 4 alteznatives in the phase of operation category:-

0 - Parked

1 = Take off

2 : CruiseI 3 -Lnding

Taxiing in considered to be mode I or 3 depending on prior
ci-cumstances. In the accident class category, a 1 or 0

corresponds to U.S.A.F. Class A or B accidents. Class A

accidents imply serious damage or lose of aircraft w:,--eas Class 3
accidents suggest repairable damage. Injury Class 1 corresponds
to serious injuries whilat Class 0 refers to slight or no injuries.

Page 2

81-17693
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2.2 Cauae of Incident

It should be noted that, in this and following sectiona, the

categories are not unique, i.e. more than one cane can occur

in one incident.

The following categories are used to code the cause of failure:

Catemory oe of Entr

Pilot Error 0, 1 or 2

5 Control Equipment Failure 0 or 1
Environmental Factors 0 or 1

*1Material Failures 0 or 1
Other known Causes 0 or 1

Unknown Causes 0 or 1
" 0 or 1 corresponds to NO or IS

Descrivtion

a) Pilot Error There are 3 alteratives

0, 1 or 2 which corrosponL s

to no pilot error, confirmed

pilot error and the failure

was .asigned to pilot error

but the report findings

were inconcluaive

b) Control Equipment Failure t Yes or No; This catego-y

includes instrumentation

malfuction (e.g. failure

of radar)

c) Environmental Factors a Yes or o; This is mainay

Bird Damage but includes
ice danage and other effects

of the weather (e.g.lightnig)

Pag,. I

81-17693
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d) Material Failure Yes or No; Failure due to

overstressed aembers,

fatigue and corrosion. Also

includes failure of part due

to unsatisfactory

maintenance.

e) Other known Causes Yes or No; This category

consists i1 the maln, of'4 foreign object damage (F.O.D.)to the aircraft, especally

the engine.

f) Unknown Cause Yes or No; This category is

used when the report committee
could not ascertain the cause

of an inident.

2.3 Aeas of Aircraft

The categories in this section present the area(s) of the aircraft

where the failure(s) occurred.

Catemorr Tyme of Entr

Iaglne 0 or 1

LandingGear 0 or 1

Cockpit 0 or 1

Control Srfaces 0 or 1

Other Areas 0 or 1

Some of these categories can be easaly interpreted and only

require '3 or NO (I or 0) answers but the categories below

require more explanation.

page 14
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a) Cockpit Yes or No; When a pilot error

occurs the area of failure is

assigned to be the cockpit.

The cockpit also includes
A~nsnmentation failur'e.

b) Control Surfaces : Yes or No; This area includes

wing tips, ailerons, flaps,

rudders, etc.

c) Other Areas : Yes or No; This area consists

of fuselage and attached
miLsiles.

2.4 Result of Filure

Cateiro Tyme of Entry

Ejection 0 or 1

Onboard lire 0 or 1

No. of Aircraft Lost Integer

No. of Personnel Lost Integer

a) Pire : Yes or No; This catego-r does

not include impact with gr=ud,

water or buildings.

b) No. of Personnel Lost : flEMR; Personnel lost

implies fatality or a major

inJury which would :esult in

permanent injury ad/or

ff AImRACP MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-817693
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-3. . P AL2TT! 7 FPOMTS

Table 1 presents the Initial calculations performd an the data

and ahows the variation of the oategories with phase of operation.

The riht hand column of Table 1 show the percentage of all

incidents for each category. These figures are abown in Figure 1

as bar charts. Referring to Figure 1 the following statements can

be mde.

a) 386 of incidents resulted in los of aircraft

b) 22% of incidents resulted in lose of personnel

Table 1 shown the number of personnel lost is 262, which in

significantly higher than the number of incidents when personnel

were lost, resulting in the probability of lom of life in an

incident being 0.32.

In Figure 1(b) the section of the chart labelled "inconclusive

findings" i the combination of Pilot Error (2), Control Equipment
Pailure and Unkown cause. This represents the percentage of cases,
when the findings of the crash ommittee were considered inconclusive,

and, when a data recorde= would have produced a positive effect on
the report findings.

1) 32 of all incident reports were Inconclusive

In Figure 1(b) "other causes" is the dominant ingle category. This
mainly consists of foreign object damage which results in minor,
repairable damage to the aircraft, particularly the engine. This in

shown In Figure 1(c) where the engine araea dominates the other

categories.

It La ef particular interest to look at the results when the plane

in in operation, i.e. when it is not in the parked mode. Figure 2
analyses the results of Table I when the cases in which the aircraft

is parked are not considered. This reduces the population sire to
677 from 818 and haa the effect of reducing the dorination of the
engine, as shown in Figure 2(c), and increases the proportion of

incident reports with Inconclusive findings. These results occur

because of -.!A high number of engine foreign object damage incidents

discovered during a rre-flAiht and post-flight nspeotis.

H AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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Statemnts a), b) and o) nov becom, reuptively:

d) 46% of incidents (excludin parked) resulted in

long of aircraft

e) 26% of incidents (excluding parked) resulted in

lose of persel

f) 35% of Incident reports (excluding parked) were
inconclusive.

The results of analyais when only Class A accidents &re considered

ae presented in Tableas 2 and 3 and shown an bar chart. in Figures
3 and 4.

The section labelled " inconlusive findings" In Fig,=e 3 is as
previously described and shovs that 53% of the total number of
aircraft lost gave rise to crash reports with inconclusive finding.

In Figure 4 the cockpit area, containin all the pilot error

incidents, is the most significant category containing 58% of all

class A accidents. It must be noted that the crash reports arise
from a training be", so my present a higher proportion of pilot

error Incidents than would normally be expected.

On further analysis of Class A cases it was found that 6.2% of all

aircraft lost crashed in the sea.

A number of miscellaneous cross-references were performed from which
the significant results are

a) 11.6% of all incidents were due to material failure

in the engine

b) 4.3% of all incidents were due to material failures
in the landi gear

AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 81-17693
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in over half of the canes involving lose of aircraft there was

insufficient evidence to support the formulation of a conclusive
finding. Inoluded in thi category are the following types of

accidents :-

a) accidents attributed in part to pilot e ror but

where the reason for the pilots inability to control

the aircraft was not clear.

b) control syte- failure where although the area was
identified the cause was mkown.

c) accidents which occurred for a completely unknown

reason.

Theme groups fore the sample of Class A accidents most likely to

have benefited from the recording of aircraft conditions. It is

not possible, from these statistics, to state definitely that the

Isence of L data recorder would have prevented further accidents,

but of the reports with conclusive findings a high proportion of

failures occurred in Pzz which lend themselves to data collection.

This suggests that in a large nuber of the inconclusive accidents,

Involving aircraft and personnel loas, a data recorder vould have

produced a positive effect on the report findings.

page 8
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I.

% or
PESE__RM TAUO--FF CRUISE -_ _OTA

I.o.of cases
when aircraftl 2 24 233 52 312 38.1

No.of cames
1hfolp -ol , 1 5 151 20 177 21.6

Ejection 0 13 155 24 192 23.4

Ouboard Pir 8 24 40 11 83 10.1

Pilut ErrorT
Plf O 1 8 103 49 161 19.7

Pilot Mrror
(2) 0 1 69 8 78 9.5

Control
Euient 3 12 55 25 95 11.6

EhVirOnA-
mental 2 9 T 47 18 76 9.2
Factors
Material 9 26 102 33 170 20.7

"Other Cause
(PO.D) 111 29 105 16 261 31.9

Unknown I
Causes 18 13 81 13 125 15.2

r. 138 56 164 314 392 I7.9

Ining Gear 0 12 12 43 67 8.2
Area _ _ _ _ _ _

Cockpit Area 0 10 173 51 234 28.6

Control 2 271 9 1.7

Surfaces

T -
Other Areas 3 13 91 13 120 14.7

No.raf 3 24 2145 5i3____I 325 N/Alqo. of
I I

Personnel 1 8 223 30 262

TABLE I

VAflIATI0N9 wVITH rw c rw 9
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Cause of Failure NO. Of Aixcriaft Los % of all incidents

Pilot Error (1) 100 30.7 12.2

Pilot Eror (2) 70 21.5 8.5

Control Equipent II 58 17.8 7.1
Failure__ _ _ _ _ _

Evironmental 18 5.5 2.2

Mterial Failures 55 16.9 6.7

other Known 3 20 I 1
Causes

Th-onUCaUaS0 70 21.5 B-85

A' reas of Aircraft No. of Cases IZ AC, oro do'ni

Engine 74 ~ 23.7 9.0

Landing Gear 19 6.1 2.3

Cockpit 180 57.7 22.0

Control Surfaces 1 21 6.7 I 2.5

Other Areas 39 [ 12.54.

TABLES 2 and 3 VAEIATICITS W=T CLASS A ACCUMMNT

I7~~~i81-17693AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANYPgeM 3
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CASEb etkPchl
PAIKEO As 26.1Z4
TAKE OFF 35 16.760
CRUISE 1s .v..62
LANDING V9 31.462
PILOTI 52 16.0O0
PILOT 2 V9 311.462
CON.EOUIP Al 9.536
ENVIRONMENT 22 9.769
MATERIAL bb 2u.O4O
OTHER 116 3o.7b9
UNKNOWN 3'm llb.62
ENGINE 17V bs.u1;
LANDING GN 26 .u000
COCKPT 17 23.bld
CONT.SUR 10 J..077
OTHER 47 14.b2
EJECTOI 54 16.015
FIRE su 9.231
ACRoLOST d7 2b.769

LIVE5 LOS1 5b 2o.7b9
NO. ACRLUS1 93
40. LIVES LUOSl13
TOTAL Nu14BE* OF 1lS TYPE- 325

AIRCkAFT TYPE F015

CASLb PENCENT
PARKED 16 17.562
TAKE OFF a 8.7v1
CRUISE 53 S6.242
LANDING 20 2b.37.
PILOTI 11 12.DOe
PILOT 2 d4 2b.3?.
CON.E6UIP 1 12.ubb

ENVIRON,*L 11 12. 06
MATERIAL 12 13.1#%7
OTHER 3 41.7bm
UNKNOWN 11# 2%-.S9
ENGImE O.V 5S.e'as
LANOING R 5 !.9I
COCKPT 20 21.97b
CONT.SUR b 5.'W3
OTHER 11 Ia.-10
EJECTIUr1 1S 4.206
FIRE 7 7.bo
ACR.LOSI 24 eb.314

LIVES LUSiT 6
NO. ACK.LuST 25
NO. LIvEb LUol 9
TOTAL M1UHER OF 114iS1Vlv- I -

81-17693
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AIkCkAFl 1YPt Fill

CAbkS oPEkt .vI
PARKED So i3.0~l
TAKE OFF b 7.b92
CRUISE 1:3 52.5b4
LANDING 3t 44.672
PILOTS 11 10.103
PILOT 2 is tio 2
CON.EQUIP I 10.25.

ENVIRON4ENI 11 1.103
MATERIAL 17 21.7qbOTHER 25 32.0a1
UNKNOWN It 14.103

ENGINE "1 12.b4
LANDING GR 7 0.97
COCKPT 22 2b.205
CONT.Sud 4 5.126
OTHER 6 10.25b
EJECTION 17 21.740

FIRE 13 16b.7
ACR.LOST 31 39.744

LIVES LOST 20 39.74
NO. AC4.LOST 33
NO. LIVES L(15T 37
TOTAL UMi ER OF THIS TYPE- 76

AIRCRAFT TYPE 1O3

CAUES PERCENT
PARKED 2 2.740

TAKE OFF 10 19.17b
CRUISE 33 45.205
LANDING 32 43.33b
PILOTS 23 31.ST
PILOT 2 32 43.bSb
CON.EQUIP 12 16.43n
ENVIRONMENT 13 1708uo
MATERIAL 15 2t.54

OTHER 10 13.b~rf
UNKNONN 7 9.56b

ENGINE 29 3..12"
LANDING GR f 10.959
COCKPT ?15 3a.2411
CONT.SUR b 6.2119

OTHER 4 5.47
EJECTION In 24.b5
FIRE $ 4.1lv
ACR.LOST Z5 ji.a-t

LIVES LOST 1 34.247
NO. ACK.LOST 2b
NO. LIVES LUSr 27

TOTAL NU ME Ue 1mIS TYPE- 73

kppendix
Page 3.
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AlNCKAFI TVIAL APO?

CAbEb PEOCE11

PARKED I b.61O

TAKE OFF 4 t.041
CRUISE 33 750OOu
LANDING 2m 5..54b
PILOTi 11 25.000
PILOT 2 24 54054b
CON.EQUXP 6 130636
ENVIRONMEJI 1 2.273
MATERIAL 9- 2U.455
OTHER 11 2b.buo
UNKNON;4 11.3b4
ENGINE lb 4u.909
LANDING OR 3 6.81b
COCKPT 23 52.273
CONT.SUR 0 .0o0
OTHER 4 9.091
EJECIOPI 22 s0.000
FIRE 1 2.273
ACR.LOST 32 72.727
LIVES LOST 20 72.727
NO. ACR.LOS1 33
NO. LIVES LUST a3
TOTAL NUmdER uF THIS TYPE- 44

L 
AIRCRAFT TYPE £O0

CASES 
PERCENT

PARKED 5 12.500
TAKE OFF 0 .000
CRUISE 30 75.000

LANDING 13 32.boO

PILOTI 9 22.500

PILOT 2 13 32.s0
CON.EQUIP 7 17.500
ENVIRONMENT 6 15.uu
MATEfdIAL. a 20.000
OTHER 13 32.500
UNKNOhWN 6 15.000
ENGINE 17 d.d.50%
LANDING Go n .1UO

CUCKPT 12 3u.Ouu
CONT.SUm a 5.0o
OTHER lU 25.00v
EJECTIUd 1, 2s.I;Ou
FIRE b 15.000
ACR.LOST 17 4?.SOQ
LIVES LOST 11 62.5tU
40. ACf.LUS1 17
NO. LIVES LUST 11
TOTAL NU-.mik (10 TImIj TYIPE-

A G W CA81-17693AW&SUM u lctu~MM coWiMY Page M-20



AlCW~ 
T PE tck,

PARKED CAbb PWt,

TAKE OFF 5 12.021
CRUISE e" bl.bSE'
LANDING lb 41.02b
PILOTI 10 25.6461
PILOT 2 lb 01.02'
CoN.EouIP 1.Z
ENVIRONEdI 5 I.2
MATERIAL 12 31,.769
OTHER i, 2.~
UNKNO*N 9 23.07
ENGINE 10 - s64
LANDING Gw G 120.51s
COCKPT 13 33.333
CONT.Sum 1 2.564s
OTHER 9 23.071
EJECI ION 6 2u.513
FIRE S 12.621
ACR.LOST is 3b.a62
LIVES LOST ? 34m.462
NO. ACR.LUgST is
Ai0. LIVES LOST a
TOTAL NumbER OF IMIS TYPE- 31

AIRCRAFT TYPE F105

CASES PENCENT
PARKED 2 .5
TAKE OFF 4 1.1
CRUISE 22 6.1
LANDING 10 27,778
PILOTI 5 13.bbeV
PILOT 2 to 27.778
CON.EOUIP 22.222
ENVIROhMEhT I 4177b

MATERIAL 10 27.77b
OTHER b l6.bb?UNKNOAN 10 3b.869ENGINE 14 3a.sbV
LANDING GR 4 11.112
COCKPT 6
CONT.SUl I 1.3
OTHER a 2.2
EJECTION 1
FIRE a 22.222
ACW.LO3T 2. 72.222
LIVES LUST 10 72.&i?2
NO- ACK.LUST 2b
NO. LIVES LUST 11
TOTAL NiUMBER UF Itilb T'it. 3,.

AIUUMMC WAIUPACTU1V COup~y 81-17693
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&INCpkAV1 )VPt I ij

CA N s P~kCE &I
PARKED 2 9.O'9l
TAKE OFF 1 .4
CRU13E IS 8.1*2
LANDOING 3b36
PILOTI II 50.090i
PILUT 3b.3b'S
CON.EOUIP D .00
ENVIRONIMENI it. 182
MATERIAL 2?Z.273
OTHER 5 a.27a?2
UtdKNOmuN a 9 .U9i
ENGINE 9p 40. 9(09
LANDING BR 2 9.uql
COCKPT a 36.36"
coNT.buk 2 9.1)91
OTHER 3 * 13.b3h
EJECTIOW 1o db.abb
FIRE 2 40.1)91
ACR.LOSI 1.6 63.bie'
LIVES LO)ST a b3.b3t
NO. ACk.LObT is
NIO. LIVES LiJSI 9
TOTAL NIJNOER OF 11-015UVPE- 2

AII4CNAFT TII'E FOOS

CASES PERCENT7
PARKED 0 .000
TAKE OFF 4 23.529
CRUISE it 64.706
LAfNDING 6 47,059
PILOTI 29.4a
PILOT a alub

CON.E(OUIP u Doti
ENVIRONMENT u Quo0
MATERIAL bo 2.4ili
OTHER 6 3%P#
UNKN4OWN a 11.76b
ENGINE 2o
LANDING GR 1 .8
COCKPI r, 41 . b

OTHER 3 17.610
EJtC7.ION 3 17 . taI

ACR.LUS1 ros9"
LIVIS LOS? 95 5.4
NO. ACO.LO~1 1',
NO. LIVhS L'Jbt
TOTAL IOUOLN (IF Il.iIvi ~E- 17

Appew4Lz
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AIkC9AFT Typt IQ. i

PAIE(EI) CAbLb
P ARK E D 0 U o

TAKE OFF u to 0
CRUISE 5 ZI7ar
LANQOPvG
PILOT,
PIL07 2 el
COlv.EQuIP uENVIRONHEN 7

1'MATERIAL 3 ai.aOTHER 3 a1.dEaUNKNUroh 
2E N G I N E 4 - . . ?

LANOING Gk UCOCKPT 0.Ja3
CONT.Suo 0
OTHER z .0(90
EJECTIoN 1 ah.b3
FIRE I b.4aI
ACR.LOST 8 5.143
LIVES LOST 51.13
NO. ACR.LOST
iO. LIVLS L051TOTAL NUMUER OF THIS lYPe- 20

AIRCRAFT TYPE FbiG

CASES PEkCENlPARKo 3 25,ouu
TAKE OFF 3 2b.OooCRUISE 

3 2b.oLuuLANDING 
9 ?5.(IuPILOTI 1 6.3$$

PILOT 2 9 7b.0(10
CON.E&UIP 

4 33.333ENVIRONMENT 0 .000
MATERIAL 3 e. Ur
OTmER 2 16.667
UNA NfvN ! 8.333
ENGINE 2 16.0b7
LANDING GR 2 i6e6f?
COCKPI 5 ' Ul.bb6
CONT.SuJ 0OTmER .04)(6 u

EJECTIO, 16.6-b
FIRE - $
ACH.LOST S 48.661
LIVES LOST 

"1.bb7
NO. ACN.LOST 5
NO. LIVES Lost A
TOTAL ra:'w w Th t 1 . Ic

Append~z
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AI.NCkAFT TYPE Flsi

CASk.b I'EkCt.do
PARKEI, it. o
TAKCE OFF 1 12.su1
CRUISE 5 6.u
LANDING 46 50.0(04
PILOTI 1 12.5(00
PILOT 2 4 Sli.010
CON.EQUIP 2 ?b.000
ENVIROiomENT 0 t0
MATER(IAL 2 2b.000
OTH~ER 1 12.ScOO
UNKNOhN 3- 37*.juj
ENGINE b 75.ou
LAND ING G. 1 12.500
COCKI 1 12.suu
CONT.SUk I 12.5;gu
OTHER 1 1.v
EJECTIUN 4 50.000
FIRE 1 12.Sou
ACR.LOSI 5 b2.50%)
LIVES LOST 0 be.u00
IWO. ACR.LOST 5
140. LIVES LOST
TOTAL NUMBwER UF THIS lvPE-

AIRCRAFT TYPE F104

CASES PEACEaIl
PARKEU 1 12.5(00
fAKE OFF a *00u
CRUISE 6 5.uoo
LANDING I 12.tiu0
PILOTI 0 *u)o

*PILOT 2 1 12.50v
CON'EOUIP I 1.o
ENVIRON4ENI 1 2Ib,

*MATERIAL 1 12.50o
O7HER 2 25.Qou
UNKtJOvN a 25.000
ENGINE S. 62.50iU
LANDING GM 0 .uuO
COCKPT 0 us(,
COW.SUR ab2.00C
OTHER 3 2.SUtl
EJLCTIUN 6 7S.00u
FIRE 0 ok
ACW.L03T 7 67.5(;u
LIVES L0ST I1 t.v
NO0. ACR.LUST 7
(40. LIVES L~ib1 I
TOTAL oU45L01 UF thli IYPE-
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AIWCWAPI TYI A4.37

CAbES PLKCk.., I
PARKED U .Uo

TAKE OFF u .0fici
CRUISE iu(,.0Uu
LANDING 0 .Coo
PILOTI 3 bf.000
PILOT 2 0 fto)
CON.EQUIP. ( oilo0
ENVIRONMENT 0 .000
MATERIAL 0.ouv
OTHEF 2 4U.uu(J
UNKNO0nfo "26.oU(u
ENGI14E -2 1U.0uu

LANDING GR 0 .uuu
COCKPT 3 bbOUU
CONT.SUK 0 .000
OTHER 0 *uuu

EJECTION I !U.OJ0
FIRE 0 *Ou
ACR.LUST 3 60.OuU
LIVES LOST 3 bO.vuu
NO. ACiR.LOST 3
NO. LIVLS LUST S
TOTAL NUPbER OF 1HIS ITPL- 5

AIRCkAFI TYPE FI02

CAbE5 PtIkCEN

PARKED 0 *UwUo

TAKE OFF 0 *UoU
CRUISE 1 50.00O
LANDING 1 50.0OU
PILOTI 0 .00t
PILOT 2 1 bu.OO0)
CON.EGUIP 0 ,b0o00

ENVIRONMENT u luu
MATERIAL su.Iotp
OTHER .?UU
UNKNOWN | su.)
ENGINE 0 *uol
LANDING GN 0, .000
COCKPT I Su.uou

COUT. SUR I bE: 00f.
OTHER I 5to,. too t
EJEC.TIUN I !)U. 0110
FIRE 1
ACR.LUST 2 1 tot,
LIVES LUbl 0 1oit.6u'i
NO. ACR.LOS1 a
NO. LIVES LUST U
TOTAL ,OJeEk,, OF 1-1* IvPL- 2

Pmt A9
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